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CLASSES AND THE 'SPECIFICITY Of POLITICS' IN MARX!S~I AND SOCIOLOGY 

LESLlF. JAMES JOHNSTON - --------_. 

ABSTRACT 

This work is direcU~d to an examination and assessment of the attempts 
made by sociology and Marxism to conceptualise the 'specificity of 
politics', and more particularly to establ ish the theoretical 
connections between ~1uch a sphere and the sphere of economic class 
relations. This question is discuss e d almost entirely within the 
context of modern capitalist soc.ieties. 

The work is divided into two sections of three chapters each, the 
first dealing with sociological approaches, and the second with 
Marxir.L approaches to the problem. Three themes link the two sections 
together. Chapters Two and Five examine attempts to theorise property 
relations under cond i tions of modern capitalism. Chapters Three and 
Six look at mode s of analysing political institutions , regi~es and 
state apparatuses. Chapters FOllr and Seven evaluate a variety of 
attempts to investi gate the charac teristics of po l itical action in 
capitalist societies. 

What is suggested here is that neither discourse is able to theorise 
the desired 'spccificity ' with any coherence. It is further suggested 
that although there is clearly a considerable breadth of difference 
between sociolugical and Marxi5~ approaches to the question of 
politics, despite sucll Bubstantive variatiun, both forms of analysis 
are open to a range of common theor~tical difficulties. The most 
general and pervasjve of t llege concerns the reliance of both positions 
on teleological and ontological forms of argument. 

A teleological discourse in t he sense under consideration here, refers 
to one which presents a conceptual system containing a hierarchical 
principal of ordering, such tha t particular forms may be regarded as 
a realisation or expression of t heir position in the hierarchy. Both 
sociology and Marxism consider 'societies', 'social formations', 
economic and political systems 3 S either realising processes given in 
an essential hierarchy of concepts, or as being recognisable only by 
virtue of their place within that hierarchy. 

In both sociology and Marxism such teleology is combined with 
definite forms of ontology, which define the essential structures, 
determining processes and constituent agents of the social world. In 
the case of sociology, one has either a culturalist-idealist account 
of the nature of social reality, a functionalist one, or some form of 
combination of the two. In Marxism, social relations are conceived 
as reflecting materialistic forms of determination, operating within 
the structural and structuring dynamic of a determinate mode of 
production. 

It is suggested here that the effect of this combination of ontology 
and teleology is to make the analysis of the 'specificity' of politics 
sought by both posit i ong impossible. Moreover, the work concludes 
by suggesting that once those same teleological and ontological 
assumptions are rejected the problem of ' specificity' can no longer be 
posed as a meaningful problem. Chapter Eight discusses the implication 
of that suggestjon for socialist poljtical analysis. 
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PREFACE 

A comment on the nature of the development of this work may be 

helpful to the reader. The original intention was to concentrate upon 

critically examining Marxism's attempt to produce a 'non-reductionist' 

theory of political structure and action in caoitalist societies. At 

Ithat time the aim was to work broadly within the conceptual structure 
I 

JOf Marxist political analYSis, showing the advantages which that 

approach - notably the project of 'political class analysis' - had over 

non-Marxis~ approaches. 

Wi thin a very short time it became apparent. that "uch R pro.1ect 

WRS impossible. For one thln~. Marxist RttpmptR to thport~e poljticA 

as a 'r,elatively autonomous' sphere of the 'social tot.aUty' were 

increasingly based on arguments of a tran~parently circular and 

self contradictory nature. Moreover, the problems which arose in 

Marxian discourse could, in certain respects, be seen to be similar 

in form, if not content, to the problems arising in non-Harxi&t modes 

of analysis. In view of this, the work came to be structured around 

the attempt to show how the teleological and ontological assumptions 

of Marxism and sociology combined to produce common theoretical and 

political difficulties. 

The major consequence of this was that the terms of the original 

problem were transformed in the light of that critique. In particular 

the analysis ceased to be concerned with resolving the problems of 

'reductionism' and 'specificity' concentrating instead upon asking 

how these problems came to be formulated in the first place, and asking 

whether, in the absence of teleology and ontology they constituted 

probiems at all. Ultimately then, the origInal project was turned 

upon its head, for having set out with the intention of posing the 

problems of poll tical analysis through an application of the Marxist: 

concepts of 'class' and 'state', the precise role of these concepts 

in socialist po'litical, ·analysiswas called into question. 

L.J. . SEP. 1981. 
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'::IIAPT2R ONE : HITRODucrrrm; 

sociol0!;ists to com:;iruct a thcoI'.Y of the ' ~~!'eciricity of politics' 

That ob.iective is ono which is filost r!;A.dily as~:;oCiGt8d with Marxism 

'lnd Section Two of this Gturl,Y cons1dpr~' ;-:OPle of that work. Though the 

problem has not pre-occuried sncioJo~ists to the same extent as 

Marxists there is flPvertheless et sllb~~tnntirll body of work in political 

sociolo~y directed at the T'rohlcm of ' snecificity '.The first section 

of this ~ork examinPA a selection of attempts hy sociologists to address 

that question. It will be anparent t'lat. in the sociological works 

selected for consideration in Section One 11 number of themes and 

problems arise whic~: are also ;JrevRlent in Marxism. 

Sociologists approachin~ this question have done so with the intention 

of establishing , the political ' as R theoretical sphere which is 

autonomous from economic class relations, thereby avoiding the 

I deterministic ' readinCS of [,oli tics of which thp.y accuse Marxism. 

Marxism, on the 0 ther hand, has fwu~h t to es b hI ish the theory of 

politics within a wider theory of materialism. This has been regarded 

as a problem having a significance of more than a ' theoretical I kind -

in the narrow sense of that word. Marxists have regarded the question 

of the specifici ty of poli tics as havincs crucial strategic and practical 

significance, but equally they have insisted upon establishing a 

rigorous theoretical solution to it. In consequence politics has tended 

to be conceived as a ' relatively autonomous ' sphere of the social 

totality, a solution which is said to Rive hoth the benefits of 

theoretical sophistication and adequate room for political manoeuvre. 

Although the SOCiological and Marxi;) t wOl'ks considered here may then 

produce incompatible positions, not least because of their varying 

intentions, they are chosen for their common aim of seeking a theory of 

, the political t. To this end one problem which is of speCial concern 

to both discourses is that of analysing the ' class-politics relation • 



in a way which avoids the pitfalls of determinism, whether thie he 

det.rm1nism of an 'economistic' or for that matter an 'idealistic' 

form. 

That the problem of the specific1ty of politics has been a 

central area of analysis can be illustrated by even the mOlt cursory 

examination of theoretical traditions. All of the major perspectives 

in political lociology-functionalist, pluralist, Weberian - have generated 

attempts to theorise the ' autonomy , of politics. Thi. 

autonomy may be eltablished in a variety of ways, some simpli.tic 

lome highly complex. One of the characteristics of Weberian analysis 

for example, is the attempt to avoid 'determinism' by a simple in-

8istence on the priority ot the human subject in social action. In 

it. more extreme forms this tends to lead to a political analysis 

centred around an examination of the struggle between contending 

individual.. More .ophisticated Weberian and neo-Weberian positions, 

whil.t placing priority on the category of social action, nevertheles. 

seek to account for the social conditions that affect such action. 

Tbi. may take a variety ot forms from an emphasis upon certain 

proce •• e. ('rationali.ation' or 'social closure'), to an emphasis on 

structural factor. (role relations in 'associations' or structuration'). 

Pluralist analysis seeks to establish the autonomy of polities 

in a numb.r of way.; at the theoretical level by a simple borrowing 

I from n.o-cla •• ical economic conceptions of market equilibrium; at 

J the empirical level by a commonsense emphasis on the particularity 

of the element. in the overall decision-making process. Most 

fundamentally, plurali.m rests upon a conception of society as 

progre •• ively 'differentiated', and although cruder pluralist 

positions take this differentiation as proof of pluralistic political 

proce •••• , more .ophisticated theorists, such as Parson., ' .ee the 

inad.quacy of this view. In Parsons' case pluralism is combined with 



functionalism as a strategy for establishing the autonomy of 

politics. This gives rise to a highly complex view of autonomy, 

where the specificity of politics is established as part of a wider 

pluralistic theory of social development. 

Marxism has been historically preoccupied by the problem of 

'reductionism' and perhaps this question has no more dominated 

debates than in the last decade. The denigration of cruder 

'economistic' versions of historical materialilm has been baled upon 

rigoroul attempts to redefine and reconceptualise the 'ba.e/luper

Itructure' model of the 'clus-politics relation' present in Marx's 

'Pretace'. Here, r.lations of production 'correlpond to a definite 

Itage of development of their material productive forces' and con

stitute 'the real foundation, on which rises a legal and political 

super.tructure and to which correspond definite forms of social 

conlcioulnesl,(l) • 

All major theorists of the twentieth century, from Lenin, Gramlci 

and Mao, to prelent day Althusserians and their critics have con

centrated their attention upon refining this formulation. The dominant 

concept. in current Marxian political debate are invoked a. a re.ponse 

and indeed a. a solution to the economistic reading of politic. which 

the 'ba.e/.up.r.tructur~' analogy is aaid to sanction - 'over

d.termination', 'relative autonomy', 'conjunctural' movementl and 

an.1y.... Consider for example, Meszaros' attempt to e.tablish a 

nece.eary connection between the problem of 'specificity' and the 

conc.pt of 'relative autonomy': 

'One oannot grasp the 'specific' without fdentifying the manifold 

interconnection. within a given Iystem of complex mediationl •.. 

Marx'. a.lertion. about the ontological significance of eCODomic. 

become meaningful only if we are able to grasp the Marxian idea 



of manifold specific mediations in the most varied fields, which are 

f 
not simply 'built upon' an economic basis but also actively str~cture 

I 

the latter through the immensely intricate and relatively autonomous 

structure of their own,(2). 

Nor is it by any means accidental that some of this conceptual 

refinement has been forKed in political struggle. ot a deoidedly 

'practical' nature; for above all else it is the purportedly erroneous 

strategic consequences of a reductionist reading of politic. which has 

led Marxism to concentrate attention upon the theoretical eluei4ation 

of the 'specificity' of politics. Marxism has continually reasserted 

the view that an effective socialist political analysis mu.t be both 

materialist ~ able to identify political agents, relations and 

structure. in a non-reductionist form. 

The two .ection. ot this work are directed to an examination and 

assessment of the attempts by sociology and Marxism to conceptualise 

the 'specificity of politics' and more particularly to e.tablish 

the theoretical connections between such a 8phere and the .phere of 

economic classes. This question is discus8ed almost entirely within 

the context of modern capitali.t societies. It is argued that 

neither discourse is in fact able to theorise the de.ired specif1city 

with any coherence. It is further 8uggested that althoulh there ls 

clearly a considerable breadth of difference between 80clol081cal 

and Marxian approache8 to the question of politic8, de.pite .uch 

substantive variation, both forms of analy.is are open to a ran le 

of common theoretical ~ifficultie8. The mo.t general and perv&live 

ot the •• concern. the reliance of both position. on teleololical 

(3) 
and ontological forms of argument . 

A teleological di.cour •• in the sense under consideratlon here, 

refers to one which presents a conceptual system containinl a 



hi.rarchical principal of ordering, such that particular forms may 

b. regarded as a realisation or expression of their position in the 

hi.rarchy. Both sociology and Marxism consider 'societies', 

'.ocial formations', economic and political .ystem. a •• ither reali.ing 

proc ••••• given in an essential hierarchy of concept., or a. b.ing 
r 

r.cogni.able only by virtue of their place within that hierarchy. 

In both sociology and Marxism .uch teleology is combin.d with 

d.finit. forms of ontoloiY, which define both the •••• ntial structur •• 

and d.t.rmining processes of the social world. In the cas. of 

.ociology, one has either a culturali.t-ideali.t account of the nature 

of .ocial reality, a functionalist one, or some form of combination 

Of the two. In Marxism, social relations are conceived as reflect1nl 

mat.rialistic forms of determination, operating within the structural 

and .tructuring dynamic of a determinate mode of production. 

Both .ociology and Marxism then, exhibit certain fundamental 

t.l.ological concepts or th.oretical princtples at determination. 

It i. suggested here that the effect is to make the analysis of the 

sp.cUic sphere of pal! tics sought by both po.1t-ioD., probl.matic. 

Sucb .p.cificity i. also made problematic by a second, related set 

of probl.m.·which arise. concerning the nature and con.titution of 

social ag.nt. and r.lation.. Both positions conc.ive these in an 

e •• ential form. In its most general sense, this amount. to a 

reduction of agents to human individuals, or to agents with the 

supposedly e.sential capacities of human individuals. In Marxism 

there is an additional complication in so far as individuals are 

regarded .. the embodiments of essential class relations. In both 

.0ciololY and Marxism then, one has a conception of .ocial, political 

and economic relations being a product of certain essential teleological 

proce.ses, enacted by certain essential categories of agent. Thi. aaa1n 

calls into question the capacity of these discour.e. to carry out 



the specific analysis of the political which is regarded as fundamental 

to their project. 

A teleological system of concepts is built into the very structure 

of sociological theory, by virtue of the dominant concerns of the 

'founding fathers'. In particular the central concepts of Durkheim 

(differentiation and the division of labour) and Weber (rationalisation) 

have shaped the sociological analysis of modern economic and polit1cal 

structures. 

Durkhe1m took over the concept of division of labour from the 

economists, who 1n his words viewed it as 'the s~preme law of human 

(4) 
soc1et1es and the cond1tion of the1r progress' and tried to show 

that 1t was by no means pecu11ar to the economic world, but could 

be seen 1n pol1t1cs, adm1nistration, SCience, aesthet1cs and indeed 

throughout the entire range of social inst1 tutions . It could moreover 

in his view, be regarded as a general law, applying to organisms as 

well as to societ1es, a law hav1ng universal applicability, so that 

societies in conforming to it seemed 'to be yielding to a movement 

that was born before them, and that sim1larly governs the entire 

world'(~) • 

Weber 1n turn, regarded certa1n Western cultural phenomena, the 

mo.t basic of which was rationalisation, as lying 'in a line of 

development hav1ng universal sign1f1cance and value,(6). The .pread 

of rat10nality as a cultural phenomenon was, in Weber'. view, a pre-

oondition of modern industrial capitalism and it. spread into law, 

politics, industry and administrat10n merely re-empha.1.ed for h1m," 

it •• 1gnificance as a general factor 1n social development. 

The teleologies oj rat10nal1sation and differentiation, in 

combinat10n with other related concepts (1ndustr1al1s., technocracy etc) 



have provided a basis for the sociological analysis of modern 

economic and political structures. Perhaps the best known formulation 

: has been the 'convergence hypothesis' which is at the core of 

'post-capitalist' theory. Though it has been said that the concept 

of convergence 'now appears rather old-fashioned and clumsy, and has 

been abandoned, at least in the naive ways in which it was presented 

a decade ago' (7) , there are, as we shall see, good grounds for saying 

that some notion of convergence is inherent in the sociological 

analysll of economic and political systems, 

Section One of this work looks at the ways in which these 

general teleological constructions of classical sociology combine with 

ontological conceptions in the analysis of economic and political 

relations. It should be clear from what has already been said that 

the general teleologies of the founding fathers are constructed around 

ontological propo.itions about the essential nature of social re~ 

lation.. Put simply, one is generally presented with three possible 

approaches. Firstly, ,society may be conceived as an organism -

totality where the processes which constitute 80cial relations are 

defined a. essentially functional ones. Secondly, social relations 

may be conceived as necessarily subjective in form, ontological 

primacy being attached to the category of 'social action'. Thirdly, 

there may be some combination of the two approaches, a result which, 

i. far from uncommon amongst economic and political theorist •. 

The three chapters comprising ~hiB section are primarily concerned 

with discussing the problems which arise in . certain attempts to 

theorise capttalist economic relations, political institutions, regimes 

and practicel. Of the various problems which are outlined the 

following are amongst the most important. It is suggested that the 

teleological alsumptions of much sociological analysis are incompatible 



(8) 

with the attempt to provide 'specific' and 'empirical' accounts of 

political and economic processes (Chapters Two and Three). It is 

further suggested that the subject1 vist-indi v1d1J8Ust view of social 

agency which invariably arises in sociological discour.e has several 

problematic consequences. Firstly it gives rise to a tendency for 

social, political and economic relations to be conflated within a 

general and nebulous conception of' 'action' (Chapters Two and Four). 

Secondly, it contributes to the general incapaoity of sociology to 

recognise the conditions of existence of given social relations. M0r'P-' 

over once action is deemed to be an essentially 'human' capacity, the 

discussion of the possible effects of those relations is foreclosed. 

This has two further serious consequences. On the one hand 

.ociologists are inevitably moved, at ~_ point, to reduce the 

analysis of social relations to 'inter-personal' relations thereby 

effectively denying the possibility of agents being constituted which 

are not .0 reducible. That issue is discussed in an economic context 

in Chapter Two. On the other hand, once it is denied that social 

relation. need to be so conceived the question arises of how adequate 

are sociology'. attempts to theorise action and its 'conditions of 

exi.tence' by polarising 'subjective' action with 'objective' 

structure (Chapter Four). 

Section Two examines the Marxi.~ attempt to theorise politics on 

the basis of materialist modes of analysis. In this context it is 

suggested that one of the criteria for evaluating the succe.s of the 

Marxit f; project 111 to ascertain whether it provides a coherent bue 

• for political calculation. It is sugge.ted that Marxism fail. on 

this score, its failure being traceable to the basic conceptual 

structure which materialism provides. Contrary to current Marxi~ 

opinion, the framwwerk for a coherent political theory doe. not depend 



(q) 

upon another reworking of the classical concepts, but upon a rejection 

of the theoretical premises upon which Marxic~ theory has depended. 

The conceptual structure of Marxism posits a definite ontological 

primacy, a primacy which ~ives effect to a teleological position 

involving: 

(a) the generation of a hierarchical structure of concepts 

with a given order or priority and, 

(b) the suggestion of an essential process of history which 

may be realised by an essential category of agents. 

The theoretical foundations for this position are presented most 

lucidly in Marx's 18S9 Preface. The 'Preface' does two things. 

I 
; Firstly, it defines the structural characteristics of social fQrmaUons: 

J 'In the social production of their life, men enter into definite 

relations that are indispensable and independent of their will, 

relations of production which correspond to a definite stage of 

development of their material productive forces. The sum total ot 

these relation. of production constitutes the economic structure ot 

societ" the real foundation on which rises a legal and political 

superstructure and to which correspond definite forms of social 

consciousness'. 

Secondly, it designate. the basic processes to which such structure. 

are to be hiatoricRlly subjected: 

'At a certain Itage of their development, the material 

productive torces of society come in conflict with the existing 

relations ot production or - what is but a legal expression tor the 

same thing - with the property relations within which they have been 

at wort hitherto. From torms of development of the productive torces 

these relationl turn into their fetters. Then begins an epoch of 

social revolution,(8). 



( 1 

The contradictory relationship between forces and relations 

of production i. then to be reiarded as the 'motor of hi.ter,' I a 

motor which effects transformations between historically determinate 

aysteme of production. The 'mode of production' defined .a8 a 

'contradictory unity' of such forces and relations, stands at the 

plnnacle of the Marxian conceptual hierarchy. JU8t a8 the proces8es 

whlch iovern the mode of production are defined materiali.tlcally, 

the .tructure of iiven modes ia likewise defined. The mode of prod-

uction compri.e. the 'level.' ot the economic, the poll tical and 

the ideoloi1cal, a 'complex totality' atructured by the d.termi~tion 
I 

of the economic ln the last 1n.tance, but a form of atructurlni 

which permit. the 'relative autonomy' of political and ideological 

Marxi.m i. therefore characterised both by ontology and teleology. 

The 'mode of production ot material life' provide. a key to the analy.ia 

of the entire .ocial atructure. Not only ia the mode of production 

'.tructured in dominance' by the economic, but specific ,ocieties/social 

formation. may be defined as .iml1arly 'complex totaliUe.' . atructured 

around a dominant mode of production and obeying the same historical 

and .tructural principlea. Marx ia concerned then, with the ana1y.is 

of 'capital' rather than 'capital.' becau.e 'paclfic economic, 

political or ideoloiical .tructurea may be .aid to embody the principles 
r 

of the capitalist mode of production (CMP) and the' laws of motion' 

which give them effect. As Marx so succinctly puts it for the benefit 

of his German readers, ' De te fabula narratur ' (9). 

The .uggestlon that history follows a definite direction 

necessitate. a particular view of social agency in Marxi.m. The 

clue to this i. given again in 'Capital': 'here individuals are dealt 

with only in .0 far aa they are the peraonificatlone of economlc 

categori •• , embodiments of particular class relationa and class 



interesta,(lO). The true subjects of economic relations are then, 

to us. Althusler's play on words, not 'subJects', but 'Subjects' -

that is to say structural relations and historical procel.es, per se. 

Yet this also hides a paradox which will require detailed diSCUssion 

in Section Twoj namely, that for Marxism, social agents, though 

'inessential' (in the sense that they are secondary 'embodiments' 

of prior relations>, are 'essentially' human (in the sense that 

they pos.ess the 'essential' capacities which enable them to be 

regarded al mere embodiments and personifications). Two issues 

arise here. The first, which has already been mentioned, concerns 

the legitimacy of the view that agency may be reduced to human 

subjectivity. The second concerns Marxism's attempt to conceive 

political agency in class terms, a position which partly depends 

upon a notion of politics as ('conscious') class practice. 

Apart from the matter of social agency, which is itself of 

crucial strategic importance for Marxism, the most pressing strate,ic 

problem concerns the question of how specific theoretical connections 

can be drawn between the two sides of the conceptually dichotomous 

structure that defines historical materialism. How, in other words, 

can one present coherent connections between 'modes of production' 

and particular '.ocia1 formations', between 'capital in general' and 

'individual capitals? How is one to gauge the precise effectivity 

of ,eneral tendential law. at the level of concrete social formations? 

Moro .enerally, how i. ODO t. tho ... tic.lly olucidato tho ott.C~lVltY 
of the political and the ideological (and their particular con.equences) 

in relation to the material base (and its general law. of motion)? 

Marxism has always been characterised by a frantic insistence upon 

the possibility of this relation.hip being theori.ed in a 'non-

reductionist', but neverthelels'co.plex' form. Thi. insistence 

has been at the forefront of contemporary debate; indeed the 
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theoretical project that it points to has provided the rationale 

for the form which current debates have taken. 

What is suggested in Section Two of this work is that attempts 

by Marxi.t. to carry out auch theoretical project. have been 

un.ucce •• ful, not becau.e of the complexity of the .ubJect matter, 

but because of the fundamental incoherence of the materialist 

position. The projects which Marxists have set themselves are 

impo.sible ones. More important, it is only because Marxist 

analysis ha. ~ been consistently governed by its incoherent 

materialist epistemology, that Marxists have been able to make (in 

some cases) effective political interventions. Marxist political 

analysis does not comprise a theoretical unity reflectini a materialiat 

epistemology. Marxi.t discourse is not a produet' of the 'adoption' 

of materialism. Rather it is a product of a range of propositions 

and arguments which are frequently quite incompatible with it. o~e 
of the implications of this is that the whole 'problem of reductioni.m' 

has It.elf to be called into question. 

Though the chapters of Section Two address three discrete 

toplc. (capitalist possession, the state, 'political-class analysl.') -

and in .0 doing largely parallel the structure of Section One - they 

lllu.trate how the various general problems outlined above, aris. 

in particular contexts. Perhaps the one theme which, more than 1 

any other, however, link. the three chapters is the question of 

'cla.s interest' and its conditions of existence. Indeed it is 

becau.e of the difficulties associated with Marxism's attempt to 

theorise politics in class terms that Section Two begins to raise 

doubta about the way in which the problems of 'reductioni •• ' and 

'specificity' are con.tructed in Marxist (and for that matter s.cio-

10g1cal) discourse. In consequence of this, the concluding chapter 

of this work attempt. to call into doubt the problem of speclt1city 
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SECTION ONE: SOCIOLOGY, CLASSES AND POLITICS 
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CHAPTER TWO 

SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS OF THE WESTERN ECONOMY 

Th. following chapter is divided into three section.. The first 

outline. the major theoretical perepectivee on the development of 

modern economie.. Section Two examines three central problems which 

arise in the course of those analyses. The firet of theee concerns 

,the con •• qu.nc •• of the teleological form of that analYlis. Th. 
I 

second concerns the failure of that analysi8 to recognise the .ff.ct 

of political condition. on economic relation.. The third con.ider. 

the con.equ.nces of sociology's attempt to reduce economic r.lations 

to r.lation. betwe.n individual.. Section Thr.e pre •• nts a critical 

analy.i. of what is probably the predominant sociological th.ory of 

'the .conomy, 'manag.rialism' , suggesting that that pOSition .xhibits 

all of the thr.e problem. previou.ly outlined. Particular attention 

is given h.re however to the effect. of manageriali.m's individuali.tic 

mode of analy.is and its failure to recogni.e the legal conditions of 

existence of property relations. 

rl. PERSPECTIVES OM THE ECONOMY 

J The .ociological analysis of We.tern economies ha. given ri •• to 

a multiplicity of concept. and terms aimed at depicting the •••• nc. 

ot the econom1c Itructur.. Though the li.t of t.rm. il lengthy -

'indu.trial .oci.ty', 'po.t-indu.trial society', 'modern SOCiety', 

'po.t-capitali.t .ociety', 't.chnocratic .oci.ty', .tc. - all .har. 

common charact.ristic. and problem.. Thi ••• ction will att.mpt to 

in4icate such"ar.a. of .imilarity and difficulty. 

Virtually all .ociological analy.e. of the economy have .0 .• 
theoretical foundation in one (or more) of three approach •• : .tructural 

functionalism. the 'action' approach: technological determinism. 
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Before .aying .omethin, about the.e approache., two thing •• hould be 

noted. In the fir.t place, the i.olation of approache. doe. not 

imply that any particular author 'adopt.' a po.ition in a logically 

consi.tent manner; for example, that Weber's analy.is of capitaH.m 

and it. d.v.lopment hd.ducib1e from Weberian methodological 

foundation.. Secondly, there is no mutual exclusivity between 

po.ition.. On the contr.ry, many of the work. und.r con.ideration 

here con.ciously or unconlciou.ly adopt theoretical po.ition. from 

more than one 'camp'. 

(a) Structural-Functiona1i.m 

Durkheim provide. one of the earlie.t theoretical foundation. 

for the .ooiological ana1ysia of modern economies with the concept 

of the 'divi.ion·of labour'. Two thing •• tand out with re.pect to 

this concept. Firstly, in Durkheim's view it .ignifies a general 

iaw of development of human (and for that matter non-human) organi.ms. 

Since differentiation conatitute. both a precondition of .ocia1 

deVelopment, and a mea.ure of it, the functiona1i.t ana1y.i. of 

society i. thu. founded upon an examination of the extent and 

purported con •• quence. of the differentiation proc.... Secondly, 

~urkheim" concept of 'division of labour' i. in con.equ.nc. much 

broader than that of the economi.t.. Th. diff.rentiation of 

economie. i. only one institutional manife.tation of .ocia1 differ-

.ntiation. 

Durkbeim'. ana1y.i. of differentiation i. in fact contextuali.ed 

in 'The Rule.~. Here i~ i. made clear that the Durkheimian analy.i. 

of .ocial .tructure i. teleological, and indeed to a large extent 

rXPlicitty evolutionary. It i. for example 'known' that 'the 

con.tituent part. ~f every .ociety are .ocietie. more .iaple than 
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itself', the study of social development following how these 
I 

rimple societie. combine 'to form more complex wholes,(l). 

The same text also attempts to relate these teleological 

assumptions to the practices of SOCiological investigation. Hence 

sociology may be defined 'as the .cience of institutions, of their 

genesi., and of their functioning,(2). 

Durkheim's analysis of 'The Division of Labour in SOCiety' 

provides an excellent example of the attempt at a teleological and 

developmental analysis of social institutions. In this ca.e, the 

problem under investigation is a 'moral' one, the foremost social 

manifestation of morality being social solidarity. Indeed social 

solidarity i8 a 'completely moral phenomenon' (3) , a coherent examination 

of the forms of which can only be attempted through an analysis of the 

'steadily growing development of the division of labour,(4). 

(5) 
It has been argued that Durkheim's emphasis on the importance 

of differentiation and 'pecialisation demands some theory of social 

integration, and indeed the basis for such a theory is found in the 

concept of 'function'. Hence. Durkheim's first consideration i. to 

(8) 
examlne'the function of the division of labour'or 'the need it supplies' 

and much of his subsequent work is intended to show that differentiation 

is the .ource of locial lolidarity and indeed a 'condition of 

exi.tence,(7)Of .ociety itself. 

The validity of that argument apart, it i8 noticeable that 

Durkheim seeks to link together three themes in this discussion -

solidarity, functionality and institutional analyses. Consider for 

example, the oaae of 'organic solidarity', a form of solidarity which 

feature. a'.ystem of different organs each of which has a special role 

,( 8) 
and which are themaelve. formed of differentiated parts . 

Here in fact we have a rudimentary formulation of the attempt 

to conceive .ocial in.titutions ('organs') a. differentiated 



elements, functioning towards specific socially integrative ends. 

A developed account of the relationship between functional 

differeptiation and the substantive practices of particular social 

in.titutions only emerges however, in Parsons' work. What most 

characterise. that analy.is i. the sy.tematic attempt to argue that 

social structures and institution. differentiate along functional 

lines. This produces the GAIL formula (goal attainment,adaptation,integ-

ration,latency ) and the claim that the differentiation process 

causes such 'functional prerequisites' to be discharged through the 

emergence of particular institutions and 'concrete collectivities'. 

ODe of the clearest accounts of this i. to be found in 'Economy 

and Society' where Parsons and Smelser seek to 'integrate' economic 

and social theory by demonstrating that sociology provides the general 

theoretical foundation for the analysis of economies 0 Towards this 

end, the concept of 'functional differentiation' is fundamental. Here 

an economy i. to be .een as 'a sub-system differentiated from other 

sub-sy.teml of .ociety. The .pecifically economic aspect of the theory 

of locial .y.tema, therefore i. a .pecial case of the. general theory 

of the locial .y.tem,(9). An economy then, is defined as a functionally 

specific element of the functional totality, one which fulfils the 

prerequi.ite a.sociated with it ('adaptation'). It has determinate 

boundariel and undertake. specific exchanges with other elements of 

the aocial totality. 

What then doe I the functionalist approach to economic relations 

aeek to provide Us with? At least two things can be identified. 

Fir.tly, it seek. to give a developmental account of the 'specificity' 

of the economy vis-a-vi. the other elements of the locial totality. 

Secondly, it provides a mean. of analysing economic relations whlch 

relatel them to the wider social structure. In these two respects 

then, functionali.m attempts to provide a social structural acoount 



of the economy. though the validity of that account depends of course 

entirely upon the coherence of the postulates of functionality and 

differentiation. 

(b) The Weberian 'Action' Approach 

Whereas the functionalist approach at least purports to give an 

account of economic relations in rigorously structural terms, Weber's 

analysis of the economy rests upon an investigation of the nature 

and characteristics of economic action. 

Weber's sociology is grounded in the method of 'interpretative 

understanding', seeking to generate a science which attempts to 

understand 'social action'. The latter includes 'all human behaviour 

when and insofar as the acting individual attaches a subjective meaning 

to it ••.• Action is social in so far as, by virtue of the subjective 

meaning attached to it by the acting individual (or individuals), it 

takes account of the behaviour of others and is thereby orientated 

in its course,(lO). The social character of action is therefore de-

rived from the relation of the human subject to its meanings and 

intentions. Action is not possible without such meaning. 

Weber'. conception of an economy follows on naturally from his 

definition of the subject matter of sociology: 

'Action will be said to be 'economically orientated' so far as 

according to it. subjective meaning, it is concerned with the satisfaction 

of a de.ire for 'utilities'. Economic action is a peaceful us. of the 

actor's control over resources, which is primarily economically oriented. 

Economically rational action is action which is rationally oriented 

(11) 
by deliberate planning, to economic 'ends' . 

This definition of economic action signifies the conceptual ba.is 

of Weber's approach to the analysiS of capitalist economie.. On 

the one hand, capitalism has to be defined as a type of individual 

ori.ntation to action. On the other hand, it is to be .ub.urned under 



the teleological category of rational action, and the process of 

'rationalisation' associated with it. For Weber the rationalisation 

process i. a developmental one, possessing univer.ai significance. 

much as the concept of differentiation possesses those qualities 

in the functionalist perspective. Since the rationalisation of the 

West, which is manife.ted in the 'protestant ethic'. and made 

effective in the 'spirit of capitalism', constitutes in Weber's view 

a precondition of capitalist development, it follows that capitalism 

has to be defined as a type of rational action. Hence, ·capitalism 

is identical with the pur.uit of profit and forever renewed proflt 

(12) by mean. of continuous rational capitali.t enterprise' . 

For the moment, let it merely be noted that Weber's attempt to 

theori.e capitalist economies In the above terms ratses two questions. 

The fir.t concern. the coherence of the category of 'action' as the 

datum of .ociological analysis. Can a subjectively interpret.t1ve 

account of soclal and economic relations be presented in a manner 

which is neither incoherent nor totally speculative? The second 

concerns the attempt to conceive economic relations in individualistic 

terms. Does such an approach have the capacity to present an account 

of the social condition. of existence of th.se relations, and of the 

essential proce.ses, such as 'rationalisation' which are claimed to 

be at the centre of economic analysis? 

(c) Technological Determinism 

The third major sociological approach to the analysis of W.stern 

economi •• has been one which rests upon a more or less explicit 

technici.m. Thi. is perhaps best expressed in the concept of a 'logiC 

of industriali.m' which is said to cause advanced ind.strial societies 

ko take on an increasingly convergent structural form. One of the 

most important aspects of this type of analysis is the attempt to 
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construct a rigidly apolitical conception of economic and social 

development, though it has to be said that a similar apollticlsm ls 

also inherent in functionalist and action based analyses, if in a 

less explicit form. 

Perhaps the systematic nature of this apoliticism can best be 

illustrated by contrasting technicist theory with the Marxian view 

of economic and social developemnt. The latter theory considers 

historical development to be a product of dialectical processes between 

forces of production (technology, means of production, and forms of 

organisation of the labour process) and relations of production (class 

relation.). Whether coherent or not, one of the intentions of that 

argument is to expose technical relations as political-class relations. 

The technicist po.ition however seeks to deny that view, by giving 

sole causal priority to a single dimension of the 'productive forces' -

namely technology. Here technology is seen as a neutral, apolitical 

force which it.elf progress1vely neutralise. political ideologies 

'and practices; hence 'the end of ideology'. 

Probably the most influential version of this type of arlument 

i, found in the~ork of Kerr et aI, who argue for an increasinl 

'converlence,(13)between advanced industrial societies. Here the 

process e, hi.torical development is seen to involve a perpetual 

ten,ion between the forces of political ideololY and the determination. 

of technology. History 'is a contest between ideologies and national 
r 
I 

Jtraits on the one hand, and technology and the changes that process 

brinls on the other,~14)Ultimately this 'titanic struglle' has its 

parameters .haped by the 'logic of industrialism', so that the 'age 

of ideology' is ended and replaced by an 'age of realism' where workers 

accept the 'web of rule.', m .. agers cease to push the workforce to 

extreae limits, and econ •• ic decisions become technical one., being 

formulated outside the ambit of politics. 
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The outcome of all this ls said to be one of 'pluralistic 

industrialism', a process whereby the 'logic of industrialism' is 

tempered by specific national and cultural factors. The suggestion 

here is that development proceeds, not towards some simplistic 

convergence, but towards a pluralistically defined 'third way' between 

capitalism and socialism. In the view of the authors one is left then 

with a convergence towards a limited 'range of alternatives' involving 

(l~) 
what appears to be variation around the theme of mixed economy . 

Perhaps the most popularised version of technicist theory is 

however Galbrait~s. Whilst starting from similar premises to Kerr 

et al., Ga1braith provides a far more explicit attempt to theorise 

economies as politically neutral, technical structures. It is suggested 

for example, that the demands of technology and industrialism CaUse the 

market to be increaSingly tuperseded by planning. Galbralth considers 

this factor to be important in the analysis,not only of capitalist 

economies but also of socialist ones. For example, socialist planning 

in Eastern European countries is, in his view, not dependent on 

socialist political ideology at all. Instead, it is argued that 

'the modern large corporation and the modern apparatus of socialist 

;planning are variant accommodations to the Same need ,(18) . 

Contrary to some other theorists of convergence therefore, 

Galbraith insists that there is no tendency for the Soviet Union to 

move towards a market economy. Such decentralisation as has occurred 

has involved merely a shift in some planning functions to the firm. 

The market itself is incompatible with the demands of the Technoatructure, 

both the Soviet Union and the West having 'outgrown' it. The demands 

of the industrial system therefore cause convergence to 'a roughly 

similar design for organisation and planning l (17). 

Likewise it is suggested that the demands of the system have 

considerable implications for the relationship between the industrial 



system, characterised in particular by the 'Mature Corporation' and 

the state. The Mature Corporation is dependent on the state for 

manpower regulation of aggregate demand, stability in wages and 

prices, and so on. More than this however the goals of the state 

are in accord with those of the Mature Corporation. Indeed 'the 

goal. of the industrial .Y8tem ... become the goals of all who are 

a •• ociated with it and thus by slight extension (sic), the goals 

of the society itself,(l8). The industrial system will thus DO longer 

be regarded 8S .eparate from government, but will become part of a 

larger complex. As Galbraith puts it: 'the Mature Corporation, 

as it develops, becomes part of the larger Bdmini8trative complex 

associated with the state. In time the line between the two will 

(19) 
disappear ••• the industrial system will merge into the .tate' . 



2. PROBLEMS IN THE POSITIONS OUTLINED 

(a) Teleology, Specificity and Variation 

The first and most general problem which arises in all of the 

theoretical positions outlined concerns the relationship between 

teleological principles of determinations (differentiation, 

rationalilation, industrialism/technology) and the effectivity of the 

specific social, political ~r cultural-ideological practices occurring 

within determinate societieso Though this problem arises in all 

of the perspectives under discussion, it appears most apparent in 

technicist theories. 

For example, despite the attempt by Kerr et aI, to suggest 

that .pecific national, cultural and ideological factors have a 

substantive effect on social and economic development, it is clear 

that to a large extent such factors are simply swallowed up in the 

qverall 'logic of industrialism'. Hence it is possible for them to 

J 
predict a definite 'road ahead' and to make.,ecificpredictions. 

As indu.trialilm developl, there is said to be decline in industrial 

(20) (21) 
conflict , there is an end of ideology' ,embourgeoisement 

(22) (23) prevails , and communism withers away . 

There is however, a clear tension contained within the overall 

argument concerning the relationship between industrialism's 'logic' 

and the effectivity of specific social conditions. Kerr et al are 

placed in an impolsible position, for if specific factors are to 

be regarded as effective, one is left with a 'logic' without logic, 

a developmentalism whOle development is indeterminate. 

Though the lolution in the original version of 'Industrialism 

and Industrial Man' is to reaasert the priority of industrialism over 

and above nation, culture, ideology and politics, it is significant 

that the 'Postscript' to the 1973 edition tries to grant much more 

effectlvity to specific social conditions. It is now suggested that 

'pluralistic industrialism' containa a wide range of alternatives, 



varying from 'modified market socialism' to 'modified state 

syndicalism,(24). This solution is clearly an attempt to deal with 

the most serious difficulty faced by convergence theorists - that 

convergence has not taken place. But that matter apart, such a 

solution still faces the problems of operating with a conceptual 

teleology which lacks effect. Moreover, that type of solution also 

raises new problems, notably the sheer range of 'variation' suglested 

in such a model of 'pluralistic industrialism' which raises serious 

consequences about the explanatory adequacy of the concepts of 
I 

lndustrialism and technology. 

Nevertheless proponents of convergence theory have of late 

opted for the sort of 'partial convergence' which the qualifications 

described above imply. Aron for example, continues to insist upon 

the validity and utility of the concept of 'industrial society' but 

emphasises in the manner of Kerr et al that such societies may take 

a variety of forms. The vague and indeterminate conclusions which are 

(2~) 
drawn from this view are however hardly illuminating , and the same 

substantive failing is found in the work of Feldman and Moore. Their 

suggestion that the 'common destination' of industrialism is 'factory 

(28) production', 'urbanisation' and 'the extension of markets' provides 

a fittingly shallow conclusion to the promises and expectations ot 

convergence theory. Tbi. shallowness signifies the crux of the problem 

for if cultural political and other factors are effective in social 

and economic development, the conceptual function of the industria1ism/ 

technology pair - in particular their capacity to serve as a guide 

or 'me •• u~iDg·rod' for comparative analysis - is called into serious 

doubt. 

Tbi. in turn rai.es another .erious problem for theorists of 

'indu.triali •• ', for apart from the problem of the relationship of 

social condition. to teleological processes, there is the more specific 



one of how such theorists can account for variations and differences 

in development. It is one thing to recognise variation, but a quite 

different thing to account for it in the context of a teleological 

discourse. What tend. to happen in all of the perspectives under 

consideration here, is that where variations from the direction of 

development are recognised, no consistent or coherent account is 

given of them. 

The general problem of the relationship of specificity and 

'variation' to teleology will in fact be discussed in far more detail 

in the following chapter, where it will become apparent that the 

sort of problems outlined here are by no means peculiar to theorists 

of technocracy, industrialism, and convergence. Further comment on 

this question will therefore be reserved until then. For the moment, 

more detailed attention will be paid to two other theoretical problems, 

firstly the attempt by sociological theorists to construct an 

apolitical theory of the economy, 8econdly the consequences of 

.ociology'. essentialist analysis 01 economic relations. 

The Neutralisation 01 Political Condition. 

The problem under discussion here is clearly one aspect of that 

ju.t considered, for in seeking to adopt an 'apolitical' conception 

of economic development,the theorists in question explicitly deny 

the effectivity of political-social conditions on economic processes. 

In consi4ering this question it needs to be noted that the basis for 

an apolitical analysis of the ecoaomy can take a number of forms, 

although the mo.t important for our purposes is to be found in the 

work of Weber. Before examining that approach however, two alternative 

ones may be mentioned very briefly. 



Ga1braith'l account of state-economy relations described above, 

provide I a good example of a strictly 'technicist' attempt to 

demarcate politics from the economy. Hi8 attempt to subdue the 

catelory of political ideology by incorporating politics into the 

Technostructure is based on a vaguely defined and crudely constructed 

conception of 'technical needs', the primacy of which neutralises 

political ideologies. 

A much more sophisticated and non-technicist functionalism -

though one which produces similar substantive arguments - may be found 

in Parsons and Sme1ser. One of the things suggested by them is that 

certain 'natural' economio developments raise the possibility that 

Western and Eastern economies may adopt a 'third possibility' which 

is neither capitaliltic nor sociali8tic. Such a possibility ariles 

because of the progressive differentiation between polity and 

economy in developed 8ocieties. In the view of Parsons and Sme1ser, 

claSSical nineteenth century capitalism was characterised by pol1tical 

domination(27)of the economy, due to the relative lack of differentiation 

of the social structure. Specifically 'economic' goals and functions 

were not therefore estab1i8hed in the American economy until the 
, 

pre8WDt century, the first case in economic history in which economic 

goals and ~alues in a strict analytical sense' had primacy in the 

economy. In the author~' view 'this is neither capitalism in the 

clas.ical (and we think Marxist) sen8e, nor sociali8m in the .en.e 

that the .tate takes over economic functions,(28). 

The lignificant point here i8 that thil argument cau.e8 Parson8 

and Smelser to' ask whether 'totalitarian domination' in the USSR -

i 
~ 'fu.ion' of economy and polity - can withstand the 'natural' 

tendencie. ' for economy and polity to differentiate. Here then we 

have a clear exp .... ion of the view that (Soviet) political ideology 



is out of step with the 'natural' dictates of structural differentiation. 

In other words economies, if they are to function effectively, are 

by 'nature' non-political. 

It is Weber however, who provides the m08t systematic and 

influential attempt to conceive economic relations in a technical 

'or politically neutral form. At the centre of this attempt is 

Weber's desire to show that the rationalisation process it_elf sets 

strictly technical imperatives for social,political,and economic 

development. Crucial to this undertaking is the attempt to establish 

a rigorous di.tinction between 'formal' and 'sub.tantive' rationality. 

Though that distinction pervades all spheres of Weberian analYSis. 

lan indication of what lies behind it can be given by citing Weber's 

Jdefinition of the two dimensions of economic rationality. In the 

context of economic action 'formal rationality' refers to 

'the extent of quantitative calculation or accounting which 

i. technically P088ible and which i8 actually applied', 

whUat 'substantive rationality' 'comprises 

'the degree in which a given group of persons ... i8, or could 

be adequately provided with goods by mean8 of an economically oriented 

courle of action (Which) will be interpreted in terms of a given 8et 

of ultimate value_,(29)~ 

The crucial distinction here i_ the attempt to differentiate 

between the 'technical and valuational sides of 80cia1 practice. 

Weber argue. that one can make a rigorous theoretical distinction 

between locial practice which il 'technicall~' directed to the most 

efficient methods of gaining a given end, and practice which is 

rationally oriented to 'ultimate values' (political, ideological, 

religious etc. ). 

Now one needs to be very precile in 8ummarising Weber's 



argument with respect to this distinction. In particular it has to 

be recognised that he does not take a naively rigid position when 

analysing the formal and substantive dimensions in an empirical 

context. Thus. he himself emphasises that any empirical situation 

involves substantive considerations. in the Bense that economic 

activity is always oriented to some 'ultimate end'. Moreover, it is 

also made clear that formal rationality is always dependent upon 

(30) 
determinate substantive social conditions . 

But at the same time Weber's recognition of the substantive 

conditions that lie behind formal rationality is itself highly 

ambiguous. For he not only sees the 'substantive' as imposing 

social conditio~s upon the formal.he also sees it as setting definite 

limitations on the effectivity of the formal. This becomes most 

apparent in his attempt to compare 'market' economies and 'planned' 

economies. In this context, although Weber's methodological position 

required him to deny that either system could be defended on 

'scientific' grounds, it is apparent that he Baw the market economy 

as the only one capable of achieving a maximum degree of formal 

rationality. In his view. socialist economic organisation would have 

to accept an 'inevitable reduction in formal rationality of calculation' , 

this conclusion being part of a wider assumption which saw socialism 

, 
as a .. re exa.ple of the fact that substantive and formal rationality 

are inevitably largely opposed,(3l). In other words, substantive 

considerations of political ideology set severe limitations on the 

capacity of economic actors to achieve formal rationality of calculation. 

Socialism constitutes. situation where the achievement of formal 

rationality is 'inevitably reduced'. But in capitalist market economies 

the achievement of technical formal rationa1it, is to a larg. extent 

po.sible. 
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Now there are in fact two serious problems which arise in 

Weber's position. In the first place, it is clear that his defence 

of market economies is founded upon a rigid individualism since they 

appear to 'work' for Weber, precisely because they are 'by far the 

most important case of typical widespread social action pre-

dominantly oriented to 'self-tnterest,(32). Some of the implications 

of such an individualistic view of economic relations will be di.cussed 

in the next part of this section. The more important question for 

pres .. t purposes concerns the actual coherence of the attempt to draw 

a rigorous distinction between 'formal' and 'substantive' action. 

Some of the dimensions of that question can in fact best be considered 

by examining, if only briefly, two of the best known critical 

discussions of Weber's position. 

Marcuse's main criticism of Weber is based upon the suggestion 

that he identifie. the 'formal rationality' of capitalism with its 

bourgeois capitalist reason', or in other words that his 'analysis 

pf capitalism wa. not sufficiently value-free inasmuch as it took 

into its 'pure' definitions of formal rationality valuation. p.culiar 

to capitalism,(33). 

Haberma.' argument is rather more complex and its specific 

content nsed not concern us here. He doe. however, make two claim. 

worthy of mention. Firstly, he suggests that 'technical rationality' 
, 
may function ae a means of political domination in capitalist 

societies in the way that Marcuse argues. Secondly, he proposes 

that in spite of this, the concept of technical rationality cannot 

be dispensed with in the way that Marcuse - at least according 

to Habermas - .uggeete. Po~ Habermas, formal or technical reason is 

inherent in any large scale industrial economy. In this respect, at 

~east, he is in accord with Weber's attempt to conceive society as 
I 

J 



predominantly 'bureaucratised' in both its political and economic 

spheres. 

What is interesting about Habermas however. ls his failure 

to recognise the ambivalence of Marcuse's argument. Marcuse in fact 

adopts two positions. On the one hand,it is suggested that Weber's 

concept of 'formal rationality' is erroneous because it stands as a 

euphemism for 'capitalist rationality', On the other hand, it is 

apparent that Marcuse is quite unwilling to criticise the concept 

of formal rationality itself. In this respect his argument is 

remarkably similar to that of Weber and Habermas. The realisation that 

in any empirical context substantive conditions impose themselves on 

formal action, does not lead any of the three to question the 
.i , 
feasibility of the concept of formalism, For Weber, formal rationality 

is to a consideralle extent realised within capitalist market economies. 

For Marcuse, something very like it may be realised under different 

(non-capitalist) conditions. For above all else, Marcuse wants to 

retain a conception of 'economic rationality' - a teleology which 

can be realised under different social conditions. Marcu.e'. 

objection to Weber is not directed at the concept of formally rationRI 

·'st.inn hut :,t Weber's failure to define it 'correctly'. The problem 

for Marcu.e is that Weber's 'critique stop., accepts the allegedly 

inexorable, and turn. into apologetic. - worse, into the denunciation 

of the po.sible alternatiVe, that is of a qualitatively different 

historical rationality,(34). 

This conception of an historically realisable end .tate of 

truly 'formal rationality' .erve. as a measure against which Marcuse 

can contrast the 'irrationality' of capitalism. Capitalist rationality 

is therefore seen as the 'negation' of genuinely rational action. 

What is most apparent tben, is Marcuse's consistent refusal to 
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dispense with the concept of formal-technical rationality. Indeed 

ultimately he will only go 90 far as to say that 'the concept of 

(35) 
technical reaeon is perhaps ideological' . 

Though it may appear that discussion of Habermas and Marcuse 

has been a digression, both in fact reproduce positions remarkably 

similar to Weber's. Each maintains that substantive conditione may 

adversely affect formal means, but that formalism is both possible 

and indeed realisable in practice. What thie again amounts to i. 

an attempt to deny the effectivity of social, political and ideological 

conditions on economic practices. Some of the major substantive 

difficulties that that argument produces for sociological analyses 

of the economy will be discussed in Section Three of this chapter. 

But it should be obvious that the attempt to theorise a sphere of 

'formal' economic action, outside the sphere of politics and ideology 

is subject to serious difficulties. The concept of 'formal' action 

is impossible to sustain as soon ae any effectivity is granted to the 

80cial conditione of production of economic practice. For a 

recognition of the effectivity of social conditions - whether they 

be political, ideological, cultural or legal - makes any conception 
I 

~t 'formal-technical' means of calculation and action impoesible. If 

the 'means of production' of social and economic practice, have 

80clal conditione of existence then they cannot be conceived a. 

merely technical and politically neutral 1n torm, and the concept 

of 'formal rationality' is rendered incoherent ,(36) . 

(c) The Prob~em of Economic Agencl 

The third problem to be discussed here concerns sociology's 

attempt to construct economic relations in particular - thougb for 



that matter social relations in general - upon a model of individual 

action. To put it as succinctly as possible, sociology either 

conceives agents as individuals, or as entities with the capacities 

of individuals. This conception of economic and social relations arises 

in fact, as a corollary of the general teleological principles already 

discussed, This section will attempt to clarify the nature of that 

connection, The following section will illustrate some of the 

substantive consequences of sociology's individualism. 

Almost without exception, economic theorists have conceived 

economic relations as a function of human motivation. Theoretical 

debate has thus tended to centre upon the question of the character 

of such motivation. For example, in recent years managerialist 

economists have criticised the lack of 'realism' of traditional 

theori.s of 'profit maximisation', and the 'narrow'conception of 

j'homo oeconomicus' that underpins them, arguing instead for a 'broader' 

theory of 'managerial discretion,(37). Given that all ~f these 

debates are however set within the confines of the concept of 

motivation, the analysis they encourage is more or less psychologistic 

in emphasis. 

But what, it may be asked, ia wrong with paychologism? At 
, 
least one notable sociological theorist,Homans, has defended it on 

the grounds that the only general propositions of sociology are in 

fact p.ychological. Indeed Homan's view is that all social behaviour 

may be traced back to its 'elementary forms' through the explanatory 

postulates of behavioural psychology and 'elementary economica,(38). 

Here then, the agent of social action is to be considered subject 

~o the same motivation. as the maximiaer of classical economic theory. 

J The pr_bie •• with such a psychologistic account of social agency 

have been spelt out most clearly by Paraons. The criticisms which 



hf raises, in fact arise as a direct consequence of his attempt to 

postulate discrete systems of action with specific and distinct 

'levels of organisation' the effects of which are irreducible to each 

other, or to the characteristics of individuals or aggregates of 

individuals. Contrary to Homan's attempt to account for the emergence 

of social and economic institutions, such as the nuclear family, or 

the division of labour, in rigidly indivIdualistic and voluntaristic 

terms, Parsons instead places emphasis on the 'phenomenon of 

differences in levels of organisation' between systems of behaviour. 

In Parson's view, when Homans speaks for example, of money 'as if 

it were hardly different from any other transferable object with 

reward value, and hardly different from a physical object such as 

Skinner's but of grain,(39), he fails to specify any of the 

organisational conditions under which the medium exists. The 

conditions of a market and monetary system presuppose, for example, 

the institutions of property and contract, but psychologism can 

say nothing of these in its banal voluntarism. 

The sort of comments made by critics like Parsons in fact 

suggest that psychologism faces two crucial difficultiee. Firstly, 

it combinee two quite incompatible forme of argument. Although social 

and economic relations are reduced to interpersonal relatione between 

individuale, at the same time certain social conditions are assumed 

to be operative. For example 'managerial discretion' presumes the 

social distribution and legitimation of institutionalised 'norms' 

of management, which in turn presupposes the legal and cultural 

recognition of the category 'manager' as economic agent; without the 

effectivity of social conditions euch as these - conditions which 

constitute the manager qua manager - that agent is no position to 

, t 
exercise discretion, about anything. But unleee such locial 

conditions can be conceptualised in rigidly indivIdualistic terms, 



psychologistic discourse is incoherent. Psychologism is however 

invariably silent on these questions, preferring to take certain 

social (extra-individual) processes for granted. 

Secondly, if social relations are a function of some essentially 

individual capacity, how is one to account for variations in social, 

economiC, and political structure? For if all social relations arp 

a product of the actions of 'men as men', to use Homan's phras~ any 

explanations of such variation can only be arbitrary and contingent. 

Sociological critics of writera such as Homans and those in 

the tradition of 'motivational' analya18 in economics, would contend 

that what ls in fact required is a rlgorous socioloRical account 

of social action. 
(40) Nichols for example is largely concerned in 

hi. discussion of 'managerialism'.with establishing the manager as 

'Social Man' rather than 'Psychological Man', a task which is very 

much rooted in the tradition of Weberian analysis. 

Weber's work in fact establlshes a startlng point for moat 

80ciological di.cus.ion of economic agency. A. well as insiating 

upon the meanin,ful nature of social action Weber insists on its 

individualistic character. Action 'exists only as the behaviour of 

one or more indlvidual human beings~4l). According to this view 

'collecti.tties' and social relations are strlctly reducible to the 

action. of individuals. Take the case of that social relation known 

a. 'the state'. That the state 'exi.ts .•. means this and only this; 

that DB-the basis of certain kind. of known aubjective attitude of 

certain individuals there will result in the average sense a certain 

(42) 
specific type of action' . 

Weber'. conception of an economy follows on from this, economic 

relation. being the aggregated economically oriented actions of 

individual.. Apart from the existence of such actions there is no 

econom~ since it cea.e.-to exi.t as a sociolGgically relevant category 



once there is no longer 'the probability that corresponding to a given 

subjective meaning complex (the appropriate) type of action will take 

place' (43) . 

A major problem however, arises in Weber's conception of an 

economy. 
(44) 

Parsons notes that, in dealing with the modern .con .. y, 

Weber takes certain conditions for granted. Two are of particular 

importance. Firstly, it is assumed that the economy is 'rationalised' 

so that individuals orient their decisions to the rational weighing 

of utilities and costs. Secondly, it is assumed that a 'mentality' 

exists favourable to the functioning of such an economy - hence 

the importance of the 'spirit of capitalism'. In Parsons' view th.ee 

assumption. enable Weber to provide a non-psycho logistic account of 

economic processes such as 'profit-making'. Far from accounting for 

profit in hedonistic terms, Weber in fact emphasises that modern 

bustne •• is in no way exceptionally 'acquisitively minded'. Profit 

appears when it' .ocial conditions of existence are present, or as 

Parsons puts it, what most characterises Weber's view of the modern 

economy is not the behavioural attitulea but 'the extent and peculiar 

character of the opportunity,(45). 

Weber's non psychologistic account is however itself problematiC 

for the ',.euliar opportunity' which he recognises, is explained by 

the pre.ence of certain shared attributes amongst the actors in 

modern economic IYltems. But there is a contradiction here between 

the existence of shared attributes and the individualistic form in 

which Weber conceptualisel economic action. For the existence of a 

ahared ratloD~lity of action which provides the social precondition 

of the capitalist profit motive presupposes an assimilation of values 

on • collective b.,is. Weber can give no indication of how values 

td attributes come to be collectively shared and socially structured, 

iven the methodology of individualism. In effect Weber, like Homans, 



merely assumes the effectivity of certain social conditions whilst 

offering no possible means of theorising them. 

It is partly towards a reRolut10n of difficulties of this 

sort that Parson.' attempt to theorise social relations in a non-

individualistic manner is directed. Despite Parson A'acceptance of 

Weberian aSlumptions in his early writings, even here he distances 

himself from Weber in specific respects. In the case of 'economic 

rationality' for example.Parsons emphasises that it should be conceived 

as 'an emergent property which can be observed only when a plurality 

of unit acts is treated together as constituting an integrated system 

of action,(46). This principle of 'emergence' serves to indicate the 

possibility of the existence of systems of action which are more than 

simple aggregates of individual actions. It is this view which lies 

behind the attempt in Parsons' later work to develop a conception of 

systems of action with distinct modes of organisation. This latter 

concept enables Parsons to theorise the social system (and its sub 

system.) as a distinct level of organisation which cannot be reduced 

tb the functioning of the personality system. According to this 

view, the concept of economic rationality may now 'deSignate either 

a property of a social system or a property of a personality syste •• 

but thele two referencel must not be confused,(47). A system then, 

is not an aggregation of individQal acts, but a theoretically .pecific 

object. Each system may be said to have a capacity for 'boundary 

m~intenance', the distinction between systems residing in 'their 

ffci of organisation as systems and hence in the substantive functional 

(48) 
problems of their operation as systems' . 

The success of Parsons' project can perhaps best be gau.ged by 

turning again to the question of economic rationality. In 'Economy 

and Society', Parsons and Smelser pose the question of how the 

econom1:,.·ftlue system is const! tuted (49). Their answer to this is thRt 
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the primary content of the economic value system is that of 'economic 

rationality'. Since they are here referring to the economy as a 

differentiated sUb-system of the social system, it is clear that 

rationalisation in this context should not be confused with 

rationalisation in the personality Iystem. In other words, rationality 

as a primary element in the motivation of economic activity cannot 

rest upon a narrow psychological theory of 'human nature', 

Having said that it is interesting to note the way in which 

Parsons and Smelser conceive the process of the institutionalisation 

of economic values and motivations in noy' economy. What they suggest 

is that the institutionalisation process in the economic sub system 

(or social system more generally) is a direct parallel of the 

internalisation of values by individuals in the p.rsonality system: 

'internalisation of culture patterns in social situations is the 

motivational counterpart in the personality structure of the same 

patterns in the social system,(50). 

Despite Parsons' insistence that economic motivation has to be 

treated as complex, and irreducible to the 'profit .etiv.',conceived 

as some' inborn propenSity of huaan nature', this account of 

institutional motivation can hardly be used to support his contention 

that social systems are specific and distinct from personality syste •• 

and unit actl. For one thing the phrase 'motivational counterpart' has 

a dubious theoretical status. Since it actually appears to conflate 

the two systems, its presence serves as a direct rebuttal of the 

claim that systeml are sp.cific. Th. very b.st that one could say 

of it would be that it stands in place of those (absent) concepts 

through which Parsons could (if they were pres.nt) tb.orise the .pecific 

proc ••••• of discr.te sy •• e~8. 

In fact Parsons' tendency to view the proc •• s.s of th •• ocia1 

sy.t.m through the essential capacities of tb. p.rsonality .y.tem 1. 



by no means peculiar to this example. Even though the GAlL formula 

for the analysis of social systems is intended to counter psychologistic 

and reductionist accounts of social action by specifying processes 

of exchange between sub systems,it is significant that system 

capacities are synonymous with individual capacities. Hence, systems 

'seek goals' 'desire ends', are 'gratified' etc. 

Parsons' work is therefore essentially two-stded. He rightly 

recognises the incoherence of individualistic conceptions of social 

action and relations. But his attempt to theorise social relations 

in a non-essentialist form falters. He persistently recognises that 

it is necessary for systems to be regarded as more than aggregates 

of unit acts, but never conceptualises systemic action in a coherent 

form(51) . 

The reasons for Parsons' failings are rar too complex to consider 

here in any detail. But two may merely be mentioned. In the first 

place, it has been argued that there is an obvious tension in Parsons' 

work between the concept of 'system' and the 'action frame of reference' , 

the existence of definite reduct10n1st tendenctes in the latter having 

(52) 
serious effects on Parsons' capacity to theorise the former . 

Secondly , Parsons , failings are, 1n no small part due to his attempt 

to construct a theory of social and economic action on teleological 

ground.. The connection between teleology and individualism is 

admittedly less apparent in Parsons than it is in Weber. In the latter's 

work the process of rationalisation is rightly, or wrongly 

constructed on a model ef action as essentially 'individualistic' 

because, meaningful. Though Parsons rejects that view, his own work 

is similarly constructed to emphasise the developmental priority of 
I 

functional differentiation. Parsons' 'actors' no less than Weber's 

serve ('function') to realise essential ends. It is but a short 

step to endowing them with essential capacities for realising these ends. 
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In a sen.e, what ha. been inferred though somewhat obliquely 

in the third part of this section, parallels what has been 8uggested 

in the first two parts. For much of the difficulty associated with 

Weberian and Par.onian analysis of economic relations concerns their 

refusal, precisely because of the teleological construction of their 

arguments, to examine the specific social conditions of economic 

action. If economic actors merely serve to realise pre-determined 

ends there clearly can be no possible recognition of the social 

conditions of economic action. What in fact emerges from the argument 

of Section Two is the fact that all of the sociological pOSitions 

under discussion operate with teleological and individualistic 

conceptions of economic action, the necessary combination of which 

sanctions the refusal to examine any of the specific conditions of 

economic action. The following section will try to show some of the 

substantive effects of that theoretical shortcoming. 
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3. A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF MANAGERIALISM 

Sociological theories of 'industrial' or 'post-capitalist' 

society undoubtedly have one major theme in common; that of 

'managerialism' or the 'separation of ownership and control'. It is 

this theme above all else which provides the basis for analysis of 

busine ••• tructure and enterpri.e. The theme of'sep.ration of ownership 

and control' can be traced back directly to the theoretical positions 

di.cu •• ed in Section One of thi. chapter. For example, the moet 

.impli.tic of the.e tbeerie., technical determinism, asserts that 
I 

'technical need.' give rise to the emergence of a cetegory of 

appropriately qualified individuals (managers, technocrats etc) whose 

function is to ,uide economies along the appropriate technical line •. 

That explanation of the emergence of managers ha. its parallels 

in Weberian and functionalists accounts of economic development. The 

former .ee. the process of rationalisation as one which produces a 

particular orientation to action within the sphere ot the economy, 

an orientation that is again increasingly technical in torm. The 

'bureaucrati.ation' of politics is accompanied by a bureaucratic 

orlani.ation of the ecODemy, where the worker'. -.papation from the 

.. .aB of production become. less significant than his increased 

.eparation trom the means of economic or,ani •• tion and administration. 

~ccordinl to this view, it i. the 'dictatorship of the official' 

rather than the 'dictatorship of the capitali.t' which comes to 

characterise modern economic and political Organisation(&3). The 

important divi.ion within economic organisation is therefore no longer 

that between worker and capitalist but that between worker and 

mana,ement, the latter po.sessin, all the attributes, capacities and 

power. of the bureaucratic functionary or 'organisation man'. 

Functionali.m is able to pre.ent a very literal account ot the 

eo-called '.eparation' between ownership and control since the very 



concept of separation is implirit in the notion of functional 

I 

differentiation itself. One haR then, both a conception of the prog-

ressive functional separation or specialisation of polity and economy, 

together with a corresponding specialisation of the ap,ents appropriate 

to each. Parsons for one, provides a specifically functionalist 

account of the emergence of a managerial stratum. In his view, 

nineteenth century capitalism comprised an 'incomplete differentiation' 

of the economy, involving the fusion of a number of elements -

occupation, kinship, property - in the family firm. Though it is 

claimed that family capitalism was essential to Western indust-

rialisation, Parsons claims that 'beyond certain levels' it became 

an obstacle to further development, so that subsequently a differen-

(54) 
tiation took place that gave rise to a distinct managerial grouping . 

I 

I This section will demonstrate that manageri al i sm. the predominant 

J 
contemporary sociological theory of the economy, exhibits all of the 

problems described in Section Two. Particular attention will however 

be paid here to the interplay between three themes, the individualistic 

view of economic relations, ~ociological conceptions of 'property' 

(especially private property) and the consequences of the failure to 

recognise the effectivity of the legal conditions of existence of 

economic relations. 

If one were to attempt to specify the principle characteristics 

of a capitalist economy, a minimal definition would probably include 

the following features; a system of commodi ty production involving a 

money economy,.where possession of the means of production is in 

pr! vate hands, and a 'separatl"d' category of wage labourers is 

employed by private capital for the production of profit. 



Sociological and managerialist conceptions of a capitalist 

economy are however. notable in one particular respeot - their adoption 

of the view that 'private' ownership of the means of production is 

necessarily synonymous with individual ownership. In Dahrendorf'" vi.ew 

for example, the concept of capitalism can only be applied when the 

continued 'union of private ownership and factual control of the means 

of production' can be demonstrated. What this amounts to however, is 

a demand that a 'typical capitalist' he identified who is 'at the same 

time', legal owner of the factory. manager of production and commander 

J Of the workforce(55) . 

Perhaps the clearest exposition of this type of view is found 

in Burnham, for whom 'capitalism' is equated with production under 

the domination of 'capitalists' and therefore for whom 'private 

enterprise' is synonymous with individUAl enterprise. Rurnham inRists 

,that the capitalist class is 'comprised of those who as i_n_~ividual"cl_ 

own ... the instruments of production', private enterprise being based 

upon pr~vate property rights vested in 'individuals as individuals,(56). 

This attempt to equate capitalism as a system of economic production 

with an ideal type of claSSical entrepreneurial capitalism,is adopted 

by other writers in the managerialist tradition such as Cro8land, for 

whom capitalism is necessarily founded upon a 'laissez-faire' ideology rhich supports individualism and the 'invisible hand of market 

forces' . 

Clearly, any form of collective proprietorship or state control 

of enterprise signals the end of capitalism for writers in this 

tradition. Burnham argues that state intervention 'beyond a certain 

point' is incompatible with the continued existence of private 

production, since such intervention has to lead to the elimination of 

capitalists from the economy. In this view then, the capitalist state 



is by definition of a particularly 'limited' type, since an extension 

of state ownership is synonymous with a decrease in capitalist owner-

ship: 'You cannot call an economy of state ownership capitalist 

because in it there are no capitalists. A capitalist is one who, 

as an individual bas ownership interests in the lnstruments of 

production; who as an individual, employs workers, pays their wages, 

(57) 
and is entitled to the product of their labour' . In a state 

economy on the other hand, ownership would he vested in 'the state as 

an institution', and individuals would work for 'the state as an 

institution' . 

The pOint at stake here is not whether Rn economy with state run 

sectors can be called 'capitalist' or not, hut whether Burnham's 

attempt to polarise the categories of 'indlvirtual ownership' and 

'institutional ownership' is valid. For in making this polarisation, 

Burnham in fact adopts a position which is common to all of the writers 

under discussion here - namely the view that institutional,collective, 

or corporate possession is incompatible with private possession of 

~he mennA of production. Tt is that propoRition which iA at the corp 

of the managerialist argument and which will be sub.1ected to cri ticiRm. 

Before that however, let us first consider some of the 

pronouncements of managerialists in a little more detail. For this 

purpose it is useful to distingUish two broad strands of managerialist 

theory which Nichols has encapsulated in the terms 'non-sectional' 

(58) 
and 'sectional' . 

The non-sectional version of managerialist theory is most 

adequately represented in the work of Rerle and Means. Here it is 

argued that the typical business enterprise of the nineteenth century, 

which was owned by indi viduals or small groups and managed by them. 

has been supplanted by great aggregations where 'tens and even hundreds 

If thouoands of worker. and property worth hundreds of million. of 



dollars, belonging to tens or even hundrAds of thousands of individuals, 

are combined through the corporate mechanism into a single producing 

organisation under unified control and management' (59) . 

The 'separation of ownership and control' which has supposedly 

arisen In thele circumstances is based then, on the development during 

the period following the end of the eighteenth century, of the joint-

stock company, a development which in Berle and Means' view produces 

a dispersal of ownership of the means of production. The dispersal of 

ownership of shares which has taken place has, it is said, 1nd tr, 

a situation where the modern corporation is 'owned' by hundreds of 

thousands of unconnected shareholders. 

Together with this has emerged a corresponding. change in the 

relationship of 'control' of the means of production. The property owner 

has, in Berle and Means' view, changed his position of owner-manager 

for one where he is simply a recipient of the wages of capital. There 

exists then, a body of owners who exercise virtually no control over 

the operation of the means of production. In fact it is suggested that 

owner. no longer own physical means of production, but rather 'pieces 

of paper'. Control over physical means of production is now veated 

in managerl, the lo-called 'New Princes'. 

A large part of Berle and Means' work is in fact directed at 

elaborating upon the nature of 'control' in the modern business enterpri.e. 

In the orilinal work, a number of distinct forms of control are 

identified; control through ownership, control through a legal device, 

(60) 
majority, minority and management control . Though any combination 

of the.e Itr_tegle. may co-exist, Berle and Means' analYSis of the 

J two hundred largest US corporations suggests that managerial control 

I. increa.ingly dominant, managers becoming the 'new economic 

autocrat.'. 
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However, Berle and Means are far from suggesting that managerial 

control leads of necessity to R mAnAgeriAl domination contrary to RoctAI 

interests. Jm~teRd t.h{'y RlIggpst that. thp separation of own('r!'lhip 

and control has cl(>nrNI thf' WAy for thp community 'to demanci that 

the modern corporation serve not alone the owners or the control hut 

all society'. Indeed, in Derle and Means' view it is essential that 

if the corporate system is to survive,its control 'should cievelop into 

(61) 
a purely neutral technocracy' . Derle, writing thi rty years later, 

clearly believes that such a situation has in fact evolved, for 

managers are now seen to be enciowpd with a 'corporate conscience' which 

demands they act in a socially responsihle manner, in accordance with 

(62) 
the 'public consensus' 

Burnham's sectional version of managerialist theory is both 

constructed on different theoretical principles and reaches quite 

different substantive conclusions from Rerle and Means. Although 

Burnham's work is highly 1 n('on!'li Atent and i n com~efJuence di fficul t to 

summarise SUCCinctly, three main themes may be deciphered. Firstly, 

it is claimed that 'the instruments of production Rre the seat of 

(63) 
social domination' . A manageri ally controIl ed economy is thus 

also a managerially contrOlled society. Managerial ism therefore 

replaces political ideologieA such as capitalism, Aocialism and 

fascism around which political domination has previously been constructed. 

Secondly, the 'managerial revolution' is dependent upon increased 

state ownership of the means of production. This raises one question 

for Burnham. If state ownership deprives individuals of property rights, 

how can there be a ruling class? His answer to this is 'comparatively 

simple'. Managers will rule, not hecaus~ they control the means of 

production directly, but because they have indirect control 'through 

their control of the state' which itse]f owns the means of production. 



In short, the state 'will if we wish to put it that way, be the 

(64) 
'property' of the managers' . 

Thirdly, since in Burnham's view, managprs like any other 

controllers of the means of prorluction, will exercise such control in 

their own interests, it follows that all conceptions of a 'socially 

responsible' management are rejectpd. 

Both versions of managerial ism rlpscr1hed ahove clparly depend upon 

a )view of capitalism having heen superceded by 'managerialism' 

because of the transferal of property from indivlrlual hands to collective 

(corporate or state) hands. For this argument to hp possiblp 'private' 

property has to be synonymous with individual property. It is to the 

coherence of that argument towhich attention must now be turned. 

What is particularly significant about this individualistic 

conception of economic relations is the implication it has for the 

concept of property. To begin with,it is apparent that all of the 

texts under consideration here are only able to 'individualise' private 

property because of their particularly limited conception of the 

effectivity of law. The si~ificnnce of this limitation may be 

illustrated by reference to the work of Dnhrf'ndorf, Rerle nnd Means 

Burnham, as well as some of their critics. 

The clearest definition of 'property' given by any of the authors 

under consideration is found in Berle: 'Property is in essence a 

relationship between an individual (or perhaps a group of individuals) 

and a tangible or intangible thing ... In law the essence of proprietor-

ship was the owner's capacity to exclude everyone but himself from 

possessi~n, use or control ..• Growth of the corporate system changed that ... 

Two or three individuals 'incorporated' their business; it was still 

small still capable of being possessed. They were stockholders, but 

they were also directors and managers ... So long as the business and 



corporation continued ~mall, th~ ~tockholders largely determined what 

the corporate title holder nctually did ... Enlargement of the corporation 

m~de it evident that fi~surps on the surface of property represented 

(65) 
a clear division' . 

The enlargement of the corporation therefore led of necessity 

to a break in the 'traditionnl logic of property', one wh~ch in Berle 

and Means' view eventually produced the separation of ownership and 

, (66) 
control which destroyed the unity that we commonly call property' . 

Property therefore divided into the 'passive' or 'nominal' ownership 

of shareholders, and the 'active' powers of managers. 

The point on which this entire argument hinges i~ Oerle's claim 

that 'small scale' business is the only one 'capable of being 

possessed', the emergence of corporate forms of enterprise leading to 

the destruction of the unity that comprises property. That claim 

depends in turn upon the individualisation of economic relations, a 

c~ncePtion which has the effect of deeming legally recognised corporate 

forms of possession to be illusory; that is to say, the law may recognise 

corporate possession, but 'in fact' it merely hides a 'separation' 

within the relation of property - a separation which calls that concept 

into question. For if Berles argument is to be interpreted literally, 

the concept of corporate property is an impossible one. 

In respect of this view of law it is interesting that Burnham 

seeks to emphasise a distinction between 'legal concepts' and 'economic 

facts', a corollary of his somewhat 'economistic' conception of legal 

relations. We are told, for example, that control of the instruments 

of production is the crux of property right, the concept property right 

(67) 
merely 'summing up' such control 

Now there is clearly more than one issue at stake here. It is 

quite legitimate for Burnham to seek a distinction between economic 
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relations and legal relations, hut this rioes not justify the reduction 

of legal relations to a 'summary' of peonomic rplations. To distinguish 

economic relations from legal relRtions rioes not meRn the latter 

are ineffectual in the constitution of the formpr, hut on that mnttpr 

Burnham is silent. 

Despite the considerable superiority of Dahrendorf~ Rnalysis 

over Burnhamg, his text produces a very similar problem. One of the 

crucial components of Dahrendorf's thesis is his critique of Marx's 

conception of property - or more accurately the conception of property 

which he attributes to Marx. According to nahrendorf, property may 

be viewed in two ways; as control of the meam; of production, or as 

~ legally recognised statutory property right. In his view, Marx 

(68) 
bases his analysis on the 'narrow legal concept of property' whpreas 

the correct solution is the opposite one. A manager who controls 

has property rights because property is 'a special casp of authority' 

Dahrendorf in fact accepts Marx's quite erroneous theorisation of the 

joint-stock company, and the demise of private property associated 

with it, merely objecting to the theme of 'classlessness' which Marx's 

view of socialisation ultimately implies. Instead Dahrendorf proposes 

to 'replace the possession or non-possession of effective private 

property by the exercise of,or exclusion from, authority as the 

, 
criterion of class formation. In Dahrendorf's v1ew, this Auggests that 

'control over the means of production is hut a special case of 

authority, and the connection of control with legal property an 

incidental phenomenon of the industrialising societies of F.urope and 

the US' (69) . 
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The problem with Dahrendorf'l'l analYl'lil'l is in fact l'limilar to that 

of Berle and Means: except where the lattpr divide property into two 

aspects (legal ownershi p and ('ont ro I), Dah rendorf turns each aspect 

into a discrete definition of property (property is either theorised 

in terms of legal ownership or control). Since, in his view, the 

latter definition is the 'correct' one, it is clear that legal 

conditions, in so far as they are given any recognition at all, are 

,simply called into being to reflect already constituted 'control' 

relations. Hence the claim that the conjunction of legal ownership 

with control in early capitalism ls simply 'incidental' or contingent. 

In other periods of history, including the present, according to 

Dahrendorf, control is subject to no effecti ve legal concH tions at 

all. In short, Dahrendorf's view of the law Is strikingly similar to 

Burnham's. 

J The point to be emphasised here however, is that pro~erty owner-

ship is always subject to legal conditions of existence, condition§ 

which are, for example, effective in desipnating the possible agents 

which may 'possess', their capacities, rights, obligations and so on. 

More may be said on that in a moment, but mere recognition of that 

fact raises another problem. If property as a relation is always 

subject to the effects of legal conditions of existence, the 

dissolution of the unity of property which ('omprlses the separation 

of ownership and control is clearly an impossibility. The 'legal' 

and 'control' aspects of property can never he separated without 

property ceasing to exist as a meaningful relation. 

Ironically Burnham is the only managerialist who has an awareness 

of this problem, even if it is a somewhat perverse one,for he states 

that 'the concept of separation of ownership and control has no 
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sociological or historical meaning. Ownership means control; if 

there is no control then there is no ownerRhip~ Whatever the 

,inadequacies of Burnham's reasoning - his argument is based on a 

denial of the effectivity of law - the point that ownership and 

control are inseparable has important repercm~sions. For if legal 

ownership and control are indeed separated, then it cannot merely be 

maintained, as Berle and Means suggest, thnt property is 'in 

transition'. Property simply ceases to exist. The managerialist 

thesis implies then, not merely the demise of capitalist production, 

Jut of any conceivable form of economic production under the 

effective direction of a legally recognised category of economic 

agents. 

What is particularly siv,nificant is that,thirty years after 

'The Modern Corporation and Private Property' Rerle finally reaches 

that very conclusion. Economic production is now characterised by 

'power without property'. The mere separation of ownership and con-

trol is now replaced by 'something more profound - the increasing 

elimination of proprietary ownership itAelf and its replacement by, 

, (70) 
substantially, a power system . The outcome of this is a 

'new social-economic structure' whose effects are 'necessarily 

political'; a situation where individuals partiCipate in 'Peoples 

Capi tal ism ' through the:l r pol i tica1 in fl \lences on the democratic state. 

Though Berle's argument may have at last achieved logical 

consistency, two things may be said. Firstly,:lt does not resolve 

the problem just mentioned; is a system of economic production 

possible without property relations (privnte or communal)? 

Secondly, his analysis slides easily into the type of pOSition whereby 

economic analysiS is subsumed under some generalised category of 

'power' ·or 'control', the effect of which is R systematic conflation 



of specific categories of social relation. 

More will be said on that later, hilt for the moment let us 

return to the question of thf' efff'cttvlty of legal conditions of 

possession. It has alrendy heen said that the managerialist 

argument regards legal relations not only HR inpffectual, but aIRo 

as positively illusory. Rerlf' and Means quotf' with approval, the 

German theorist Rathenau whose conception of the corporation is in 

fact strikingly similar to that of some MArxists (see especially 

page 177 below) : 'The depf'rsonAliRAtion of ownership simultaneously 

implies the objectification of the thtnv. owned ... the enterprise 

assumes an independent life as if it hf'longeci to no one ... The 

depersonalisation of ownership, the ohjectification of the enterprise, 

the detachment of property from the pORsessor, leads to a point 

where the enterprise becomes transformed into an institution which 

(71) 
resembles the state in character' . 

Such a view of the corporation uSIlAlly reRts on two assumptions: 

Firstly, that it is redllcihlf' to its conRtttupnt member-individuals 

(managers, shareholders, etc.). Secondly, that because of such 
I 

~dUCibility, legal forms of reco~ltion are mere illusions behind 

which 'real' (inter-personal) relations hide. 

The first of these assumptions sanctions an examination of the 

economy through a perusal of 'managerial behaviour'. Alternatively 

it may cause cri tics of manar~erial iRm to ,seek to uncover the essential 

(72) 
individuals 'for whom managers hold their powers in trust' . But 

the view that corporate enterprises is reducible to individuals is 

untenable. For one thing it shares all of the problems of 

psychological and individualistic analysis already discussed. For 

another, it ceases to have any coherence once the second assumption 

is di~persed with. That this is so may be illustrated by considering 
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the effectivity of onp ~ppcific lr~al form, the concept of 'legal' 

or 'corporate per~onality'. 

A registered company (as di~tinct from a partnership) t~ 

characterised by the s 1 atlltorv llrovi s ion of 'corpora te personal i tv' . 

A corporation is defi npri accordi ng to the variou~ Companies Acts 

as an association endowed with a legal personality which is separate 

and distinct from those of the individuals who compose it. A 

company is therefore nn arti flcinl legal person with legal rights 

and obligations. It is a continuing legAl entity which may remain in 

existence irrespective of the continued existence of its members 

or functionaries. It can own property, undertake contracts, sue or 

be sued in its own name, and be liahle to tax AS a company, 

inde·pendentIy of the liabil1 ty of its part! ctpants. Such R legal 

person will employ directors who I'lrf"' empowererl to act on its behalf, 

but as agents such directors, along with I'l]l other company employees 

do not have the authority to exceed the power~ of the company itself. 

The establishment of the corporation as a legal entity distinct 

from individuals who participate in it a~ members, shareholders or 

• employees is not just a convenient rlevice for the ownprship of 

business assets .. , It al~o ha~ n ~lgntf1cant effect on the position 

of the members of the company, its directors and tho~e who deal with 

it,(73). Three such effect~ are worthy of mention. First and most 

obvious, is the fact that the company's separate statu~ limits the 

liability of shareholders ann directors. As Hadden points out, the 

concept of limited liability is a far reaching one since 'a company 

may be convicted of a crIminal offence tn addition to any liability 

on its director or employees. on thp ~round~ thnt their acts and 

(74) 
bmissions may be attributed to the company itself' Secondly, 

irrespective of the extent of managerial powers (and contrary to the 



J view of 'sectional' managarialists and Marxists alike) managers and 

directors are unable to appropriate the profits of the company. 

Directorial remunerations are a charge against, not an appropriation 

of , profit8. Such remunerations may therefore be regarded as an 

'expen8e,(75). Thirdly, following on from the latter, the company's 

separate legal personality means that its property must be regarded 

a8 di8tinct from that of its shareholders. No single shareholder, or 

group of sh.reholder. is entitled to alienate company property. One 

example illu.trate. this principle clearly: 

'Gold belonging to a Dutch banking company was confiscated in 

1940 by the Board of Trade as Custodian of Enemy Property, since the 

company f.ll under the terms of the definition of an enemy company. On 

I the c •••• tion of h08tilities, the requisite sum in compensation was 

Jmade ov.r to the Admini8trator of Hungarian Property on the ground that 

all of the .hares were owned by Hungarians. The company itself was 

nonethele8. ultimately held entitled to recover the money. The 

cOmpany'8 property was neither the property of the shareholders nor 

held or man.ged by the company on behalf of its shareholders', it 

belong~d to the company alone,(76). 

Th •• ugge.tion that the corporation Itself comprises the agent 

of po •• e •• ion of the means of production contrasts sharply with 

manaserialist a •• umption., and indeed with the arguments of many of 

th ••• who critici.e managerialism. Scott's view is fairly typical 

of the latter current. Having accepted that 'the corporation it.elf 

1. the unit which is legally recognised as having ownership of the 

a.eete' he then claims th.t this is merely 'nominal ownership', .ince 

'effective own.r.hip' ha. to rest with 'real social groupings'. His 

conclu.ion i8 that effective ownership therefore re~ide8 in 'a few 

l.rge 8hareholders' , who 'retain real ownership through a partial 

(77) 
l.gal owner8hip' • 



But there are two serious problems with an argument of thlS type. 

Yirstly Scott equates the legal conditions of possession with leRal 

ownership of shares, when in fact the two are far from synonymous. 

Possession is always subject to some legal conditions (unless it is 

'plunder') and such conditions are effective. But holding of shareg 

is clearly not a legal condition of corporate possession. The share-

holder is a reCipient of dividends under certain condit10ns, by 

virtue of his ownership of 'pieces of paper'. Apart from that he is 

separated from possession of corporate property. That legal 

categories are effective in the establishment of the corporation as 

possessor of the means of production makes Scott's reduction of 

legal conditions to shareholdlng impossible. The purpose of that 

reduction is to individualise and essentialise the analysis of 

possession. But the effectivity of ler,al relations makes such an 

essentialis m untenable. 

Before raising the second problem what is one to say about the 

question with which managerialists and their critics are so concerned -

the struggle within the corporation for 'control'? Clearly the pOSition 

taken here relegates that. issue to a secondary level. That is not to 

say the matter is unimportant, only that it is not a relevant factor 

in the identification of the agent of possession of the means of pro~ 

tuction. The effectivity of the la. in estahl'shin. the corporation 

as possessor, and the managerial 'controller' of the means of 

production as ~ele~ate? employee of that possession, re-asserts the 

'unity of property'. It also means that the claims made by 

managerialists and their critics about the nature and capacitites 

of managerial agents of 'control' are unfounded. The 'soulfulness' 

of managers does not prove the demise of capitalist private property, 

any more than their ownership of shares establishes them as 'capitalists'. 
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Managers are merely delegated agents of a capital, and the question 

of their personal capacities is not relevant to an analysis of 

property relations. 

Again, this i. not to suggest that an analysis of the processes 

J 

of 'control' within a corporation could not be valuable. But two 

things should be said about the way that analysis has so far been 

conducted in sociological literature. Firstly, most approaches have 

been manifestly subjective in orientation, not to say downright psycho-

logistiC. The literature abounds with attempts to discuss managerial 

~aims', 'desires', 'wills', the extent of 'ruthlessness' and so on(78). 

Secondly, the way in which the concept of 'control' has been applied 

serves to conflate a whole range of quite distinct social and economic 

relations. This applies not only to the conflation of categories such 

as posses.ion, shareholding, economic and technical calculation and 80 

on, but to much wider spheres. It i8 interesting, for example, that 

Berle and Burnham, though representing opposite sides of the 
I 

tanagerialist spectrum, both interfuse state and economy through the 

concept of 'control', exercised through the manager-bureaucrat. The 

most extreme development of this type of conflation is of course found 

in the concept of convergence itself. In Burnham's view, managerial 

society is· one where all polt tical and ideological practices are 

mere facets of an ideology of 'control', so that political leaders 

are Iynonymous with economic leaders. As Burnham puts it 'Stalin 

or Hitler prepares for a new political turn more or less as a 

production manager prepares for getting out a new model on his 

(79) 
allembly line' • 

The second problem arising from Scott's analYSis concerns his 

attempt to reduce the analysis of corporate possession to the actions 

of 'a few large .hareholders'. This again constitutes an attempt to 

reduce economic action to the actions of individuals. But such 



a principle faces serious difficulties. For one thing it is possihle 

to find many examples of social relations where only supra-individual 

agents can function as legi timate agent,s of action. Take for example 

the case of trades unions as agents of economic action. Unions are 

the agents which undertake the responsihility of contractual 

'bargaining on behalf of their memhers. The individual member may 

be required, for the purposes of employment, to sign a wage labour 

contract, but the terms of that contract are not determined by 

him, nor even usually influenced by him as an individual. The 

union's prior decisions as agent of economic action binds the wage 

labourer to certain contractual terms. He, as an individual, has 

no authority or status to undertake separate contractual bargaining 
I 

~ith the employer, In this particular sphere then, the individual 

has no legal or customary recogni tion as an agent, 

It could still of course be argued that the actions or decisions 

of the union are merely a function of the aggregated actions or 

decisions of its individual members. But the processes of decision 

making are never so reducible, precisely because decision making 

is always subject to the effects of specific conditions of existence. 

To take one simple example, it is evident that the process of 

arriving at a 'collective' decision by a union is dependent not only 

on the availability of information and the manner of its distribution 

but also on processes such as voting. In this latter case, it is 

apparent that the manner in which votes are cast and enumerated 

has quite specific effects on the nature of decisions reached. The 

internal proc~sses of calculating and weighing votes in unions, 

business corporations, political parties and the like therefore has 

an effectivity which makes the reduction of collective deciSions to 

the actions of individuals impossible, In short, the effectivity of 

the conditions of existence of social action render individualism 



redundant as a form of explanation. 

This section ha!'l trif'd to draw t.og£'ther !'lomp of the !'!trand!'! of 

criticism outlined in Spction Two and show thf'ir relevance to thp 

substantive analysis of thp economy. Th roughOllt the chapter, the 

interdependence of three themes teleology, individualism, and 

the denial of the effectivity of social conditions in the constitution 

of economic relation!'l - hns hern emphRsisrd. Though the last section 

has concentrated in particular on the relationship between sociology's 

essentialist conception of ('conomic agency and tts denial of the legal 

conditions of existence of property under contemporary economic 

relations, it should be apparent that a similar analysis could be 

constructed to fit different aspects of the problem of economic 

analysis. For example, the concept of 'separation of ownership and 

control' is accounted for in each of the three theoretical pers-

pectives previously discussed by a strictly teleological mode of 

analysis. The emergence of thE' jOint-Rtock company is seen to derive 

from functional di fferent tat ion, economl C Tnt tona11 Rat ion, the technical 

needs of the economy, or some combination of these factors. Yet such 

an argument clearly commits the error of denying the social conditions 

which accompanied incorporation. When these social conditions are 

,taken into account however. the sociological explanation of that 
i 
Jprocess becomes hi ghly dub tous. Tak(' for example the speci fic 

political conditions within which incorporRtion arose. Hunt has shown 

very clearly that incorporation far from hpin~ an inevitable or 

necessary product of social and economic development, only arose 

'after a protracted and bitter struggle' of more than a century, 

after which Parliament was forced to 'concede' the principles of 

(80) 
incorporation and limited liability That same theme of the 

effectivity of the conditions of existence of political practice will 

provide one of the topic~ for di !'!clIssion in the following chapters. 



CHAPTER THREE 

TELEOLOGY AND POLITICAL ANALYSIS 

This chapter is concerned with the theme of teleology in political 

analysis. It has already been seen in Chapter One that a teleological 

structure of concepts is built into sociological theory, most notably 

through the influences of the Durkheimian and Weberian views of 

locia1 development. Such influences are prevalent in some areas of 

political sociology and it is to a consideration of the effects of 

these influences upon political analysis that the present chapter 

is directed. 

Th. first s.ction of this chapter is devoted to a discussion 

of pluralist political theory, though because the subject to be 

consid.red here is much wider than pluralism itself it is not intended 

to provide a detailed or adequate discussion of that theme. Rather, 

the int.ntion is to show two things. Firstly, that pluralism a8 a 

concept is bas.d upon explicitly teleological and indeed dev.lopmental 

ae.umption.. Th. basic theor.tical support for these assumptions 

i. giv.n in the concept of 'structural differentiation'. That concept 

purport. to signify a tend.ncy for societies to d.velop .ccording 

to a criterion of incr •••• d specialisation, one of the luppos.d 

corollari •• of such a d.v.lopm.nt being the whol.sale 'pluralisation 

of locial r.lations. Con.ider, for example, Ros.'s view of the 

American politioal system. In his opinion it is not merely political 

pow.r which i. distributed pluralistically, for 'the soci.ty itself 

il pluraliltic. Th. different spheres of life do not interpenetrate 

each other i~ the way that in India for example, religious valu •• 

and inetitution. perm •• te the average man's (life) '. Her. th.n, is 

a lit.ral application of Durkheim's attempt to conceive social 

structur •• a. b.lng subject to developmental processes, modern 

I.ocletie. according to this view producing social institution. and 

J 



practice. which are increasingly distinct from one another. In America 

then. 'every person has differentiated roles and values fgr the various 

spheres of life, and so power too usually does not significantly cross 

the beundarie. of each sphere in which it is created,(l). 

The second feature to be emphasised in Section One in fact follows 

on from this, for it i. apparent that implicit in the above notion iA 

the suggestion that pluralism as a concept is pertinent to comparative 

social and political analysis. In the example cited above then, the 

proposition i. that some societies are more differentiated and 

plurali.tic than others, the extent of 'pluralism' thus providing 

a baais for the comparative analYSis of political development. Section 

Two of the chapter will be devoted to an examination of some of the 

problem. of comparative political analysis. 

It i. because of the interdependence of these two themes that 

Section. One and Two are linked together by a discussion of the work 

of Talcott Paraona. Indeed, Section Two is almost entirely devoted 

to an evaluation of his work. The ju.tification for concentrating on 

Par.ona to auch an extent is twofold. Firstly, he provides a far 

more rigoroua theorisation of the proceSSes of 'pluralisation' of 

.ocial, economic and political relations than many of the more 

renow.ed exponents of pluralism. Secondly, his work represents to a 

very con.iderable extent a culmination of the theoretical traditions 

of Durkheim and Weber, his analysis of politics being based upon a 

con.cioua fuaion of the teleological propositiona of both authors. 

The mode of political analY8is which derives from this fusion hal 

moreover, had a conaiderable influence upon other writers in the 

aphere of comparative politics, .ome of whom will be discussed at the 

end of Section Two. 

The central problem to be poaed in this chapter concerns the 

con.equeDce8 of the adoption of teleological concepts for the analYSis 
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of specific 'empirical' political relations. Pluralist theorists 

insist that above all else their analysis is able to account for 

specific forms of political relation at any level of the political 

process; from the 'empirical' aspects of decision making at the level 

of community politics, to the specific characteristics of regimes and 

movements at the macro-political level. It will be suggested here 

however, that there is a basic incompatibility between the recognition 

and ana1ysi. of specific political conditions and the teleological 

propositions upon which such recognition and analysis is to be 

founded. In all ca.es, the problem of reconciling teleological 

principles with the speciflclty of social and political condition~ 

is only achieved by strategies which are both arbitrary and 

theoretically incoherent. 

1. <a) DAHLIAN PLURALISM: THE EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF EVENTS 

Th. pluralistic conception of politics is based upon the claim 

that power is diffuse and fragmented because structural differentiation 

has given rise, not only to a multiplicity of institions and groups, 

but also to the multiplicity of social and political interests attached 

to them. Politic. may then be conceived as a process of competition 

bet_.en multiple and diverse interests. This conce~tion of politics 

is therefore inextricably linked with the concept of structural 

differentiation by virtue of the purported effects which that proce~~ 

has on the production and dissemination of political inters.ts. 

TrumaD, like Ro.e, considers this generation of 'interest groups' to 

be crucial to the analysis of contemporary American politics, since 

such groups 'are apparently more significant in the complex and 

(2) 
interdependent society of our own day' than in the America of the 

put. 



Dabl pre8ents probably the most systematic account of the 

pluralist position, his conception being to a large extent based upon 

the commonly expressed view that politics is synonymous with a mark~t 

place. According to the more extreme versions of this view it is thus 

possible to draw analogies between economic and political processe8; 

vote. may be 'sold' for policy preferences, governments act as 

'broker.' and so on. Dahl himself regard8 the 'fundamental axiom' 

of American pluralism to be that 'instead of a single centre of 

sover.ign power there must be multiple centres ... none of which is 

(~) 
or can be wholly 80vereign' . The existence of such multiple 

centre. of power enables it to be 'tamed, civilised, controlled, and 

limit.d to decent human purposes', coercion being reduced to a minimum. 

The exi.tence of opportunities for minorities to veto policies to 

which they object, guarantees that government by mutual consent, and for 

mutual benefit will be realised. In 'Pluralist Democracy in the 

United State.' Dabl therefore devotes chapters, not only to the formal 

area. of American government - Pre.ident, Congress and Supreme Court -

but al.o to 'Th. Other 90,000 Governments' in towns, municipalities, 

school di.trict. and the like. In this latter respect, the in-

dependence of leaders from one another and their differing objectives 

is .aid to maintain a dispersal of power, since no single, unified group 

of lead.r. can b. identified. Policy making in the United States 

th.r.for. deriv •• , it i8 claim.d, from bargaining betwe.n a number 

of diff.r.nt leve18 in the political sY8tem - White House, bur.aucracy, 

congre8sional committees, federal and state court8, local governments 

and a whole rang. of particular interest groups. Though Dabl 

recognis •• that not all individual8 and groups may exert an equal 

influ.nce, he would claim both that nO.8ingle individual or group can 

po ••••• undue influence, and that virtually all individual8 and groups 

have .ome political resource. There is, 1n consequence, no dominant 



elite, class, or group in politics, but instead a relatively balanced 

plurality of interest., Since government must respond to demands 

placed upon it, policy is therefore an outcome of compromise, and tht~ 

enables political conflict to be reduced, the accent of the system 

(4) 
~eing on consent rather than power as such , 

The assumption behind this type of argument is that the political 

market ls ln a state of equilibrium, or at least relRtive. equilihrium 

vis-a-vis the component pressures made upon it. Hence Dahl would 

claim both that in America there is a 'high prohability that an active 

(0) 
and legitimate group",can make itself heard effectively' and that 

individ~al. and groups who are effective by virtue of some particular 

skill or influence, will have their power restricted to particular 

issue areas, This idea that power is restricted to particular spheres 

is central to all pluralist conceptions of the political process, from 

Galbraith's 'countervailing powers', to Rpisman's 'veto groups', and 

indeed to Dahl'. own conception of 'polyarchy'. 

The major critical response to pluralist theory from within 

sociology has centred around the attempt to identify a distinct 

'power elite' or 'ruling elite', the most famous exponent of that 

position being Mills, Mills' thesis is that the (lSA possesses a 

national power elite, a group so integrated that 'the top of American 

society i. increa.ingly unified and often seems wilfully coordinated' 

Such an elite, according to this view feels itself to be, and is 

recogni.ed as, 'the inner circle' of 'the upper social classes', 

Accordingly, its members 'form a more or less compact social and 

psychological ~ntity; they have become 8elf- conscious members of a 

social cIa •• ' (7) • In consequence of thIR Relf-consclousness, the 

members of the power elite are connected by a variety of shared ties 

including kinship, cl ••• , education, occupation, values and attitudes. 

(6) 
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To use Mills' own words 'they accept one another, understand one 

another, marry one another, tend to work and to think if not together 

at least alike,(8). 

Though Mills takes the view that the power elite shares a 

'psychological and social unity', he insists that it cannot be 

accounted for in psychological terms alone. Power is, in his view, 

increasingly attached to certain institutional complexes in modern 

SOCiety, the most important of which are the military, the political 

executive and big business. It is thds triumvirate which stands 

at the apex of American society, and although such a group does not 

in Mills' view coincide with what Marxists term 8 ruling class - indeed 

he rejects the term - he inSists that it possesses a unity based upon 

a 'coincidence of interests' between its elements(9). 

The unity and cohesion of the power eU te, 1 n Mills' view explocff'l" 

i the idea that the power "ystem in America i" ba]anc~rl between 

I 

fragmented groupings. In so far a" thpTP are 'veto groups' in 

American SOCiety they are, according to Mills now only operative at 

(10) 
the 'middle levels of power'. 'Fundamental issues' and 'big decisions' 

are however, outside the domain of the pluralist process being the 

prerogative of the power elite itself. 

What is interesting for present purposes is the range of 

criticis.s to which ruling elite theory has been subjected by pluralist 

critics. In the first place many would seek to reject Mills' argument 

on strictly emp1rieal grounds. For example, the view that common 

social background produces shared political assumptions and prejudices 

ls di.puted by a number of writers. One study found no pronounced 

i'elite consensus on issues related to a fundamental restructuring of 

J 
the economy, nor on issues which might be regarded as fundamental 

by other criteria', going on to reject 'the thesis of concurrent elite 

, (11) 
action in defence of the status quo . 
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Whatever the adequacy of these sort of claims however, by far the 

most important criticisms have been made by American pluralists them-

selves. Polsby, though in fact directing his criticism against 

'stratificationist' theories of community power,raises one problem 

which i8 quite pertinent to ruling elite theory when he refers to 

'the set of logical leaps which by implication establishes the id~ntlty 

(12) 
of individual and collective value positions' . It is indeed 

symptomatic of ruling elite theorists such as Mills that no specific 

theoretical connections are drawn between the interests of individual 

incumbents of elite positions and the interests of the elite per Ae. 

The most systematic criticism of ruling elite theory is however. 

made by Dahl himself. Two critical comments are of particular 

significance. The first, quite rightly points to the sheer specu-

lativene8s of the ruling elite model which sanctions a process of 

argument by infinite regression; if one fails to unearth a distinct 

ruling elite one can still maintain the covert existence of such an 

elite 'behind the scenes', whose very seclusion constitutes its 

strength. The second ia more serious again since Dahl maintains quite 

correctly that the concept 'power' is meaningless unless one is able 

to de.ignate 8pecific boundarie. within which relations of power are 

contained. 
(13) 

In short, it is necessary to state the 'scope' of an 

actor'. power, since anything less renders the concept useless. But 

ithe work of Mill. and others i8 preci.ely characterised by the view 
) 
that power is a generalised relationship pertaining to a limitless 

set of 80cial relations, yet concentrated in the hands of a small 

minori ty of i·ndividuals. In the case of this latter cri tlcism then, 

Dahl is seeking to establish criteria for identifying the scope of 

specific empirical power relations, since without such a means of 

.pecification it is suggested that the concept of power ip meRnin"le8s. 
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Dahl's study of New Haven provides by far the best example of th~ 

attempt to give empirical sub8tance to pluralist theory, and in gO 

doing 'te illustrate what ill meant by 'polyarchy'. The first section 

of this study examines the historical development of what Dabl 

considers to be the progressive social, economic and political 

differentiation of New Haven life. This rlevelopment 'from oliRarchv 

to pluralism' has arisen under the impetuB of Bucce.sive historical 

differentiations. The 'patriCians' who posRe~Red a concentration of 

education, wealth and political power, ~8ve way under the dictates of 

economic and social differentation to the 'entrepreneurs' whose 

emergence saw a .plittlng off of wealth and power from status. The 

later influx of group. of varying ethnic origin, in Dahl's opinion, 

diversified political power increasingly, until no single group WR~ 

able to dominate the community. Dahl emphasises that the existence 

of a pluralistic system in New Haven doe8 not imply the ahsence of 

inequalities of power and influence, only that such inequalitie8 

are 'disper.ed' rather than 'cumulative', as was the case in the 

19th century, 

Dahl not only attempts to provide empirical verification of thp 

historical process of differentiation but empirical proof of polyarchv 

it.elf. Indeed, this is the core of Dahlian pluralism, for contrary 

to elite theorists 8uch .s Mills, it is Dahl's claim that an analysis 

of the 'scope' of power has to rest upon the empirical examination 

of .pecific actions by incumbents of power pOSitions - what he refers 

to in another context as 'the careful examination of a series of 

,(14) 
concrete de~i8ion. , 

This argument i. indeed the crux of the pluralist position 

and for that matter of the pluralist critique of 'power elite', 

'reputationalist' and 'stratification' theories of the distribution 



of power. Polsby provides one of the most succinct accounts of whRt 

is claimed to be the advantage of the empirical approach to the 

study of power by 'issue' or 'event' analysls(lS). In his view non-

pluralist approaches to the problem merely encourage 'the systematic 

mi.reporting of facts' and 'the formulation of vague, ambiguous, 

unrealistic and unprovable assertions' about power. In contrast 

to this, the pluralist approach be~ins from the presuPPoBition that 

'nothing categorical can be assumed' about the distribution of power 

in any social relation, On the contrary, that approach set. out to 

'study specific outcomes in order to determine who actually prevails 

In .•. decision making'. The pluralist method therefore selects a number 

of 'significant' issue-areas for conSideration, and by studying 

'actual behaviour' is able to 'determine empirically whether or not 

the same group rules in two or more issue-areas'. In the pluralist 

(16) 
view then, it is only by a study of the 'exercise' of power in an 

empirical context that its 'scope' can be deSignated. 

Dabl'. analysis of New Haven clearly conforms to the protocols 

laid down by Pol.by. That study involves a consideration of three 

specific is.ue-areas; public education policy, urban redevelopment 

and political nominations. In conjunction with this Dahl also 

identifie. three categories of leaders in New Haven; 'p&liticians', 

'Iocial notables' and economic notables'. One of hiB intentions in 

doin, thls 1. to gauge the influence of these groups, a 'rough test' 

of whlch 1. to examine the frequency with which any individual 

'succe •• fully initiates an important policy over the opposition of 

other., or v~toes policies initiated by others, or initiates a policy 

(17) 
where no oppo.ition appears' In fact Dahl concludes that by Rnd 

Jlar,e leader. in one issue area are 'not likely to be influential 

in another' and that leaders in different issue areas 'do not .eem 

to be drawn from a .ingle, homogeneous stratum of the community,(18). 



What i8 p08tulated then is not a system of democracy or equalitv 

per 8e so much as a system of 'polyarchy' or 'dispersed inequalitie~·. 

where resource8 are neither equally distributed nor unequally 

distributed. 
(19) 

Instead, they are 'fragmented' . According to th1~ 

view, although resources for influencing officials may be unequally 

distributed, no individuals hAve a monopoly of resources and thOR~ 

best off in respect of access to one resource, are often badly off 

with respect to others. Moreover, no influence resource dominates 

more than a minority of iSBue areaB and virtually nobody in a polYArchv 

ls entirely lacking in some effective resource. Th~ scope of deci~1on 

makers i. therefore seen to be largely confined to specific areRA 

and nece.sarily responsive to public pressure by virtue of the popular 

distribution of political resources. 

It is not the intention of this chapter to discuss questions 

arising from the 'community power' debate, though some of the problems 

which arise in the analysis of power by contributors to that debate 

will be di.cussed in the following chapter. Instead, it i8 neceAsary 

at this point to rai.e some of the problems which are basic to the 

pluralist position as presented by Dahl, Polsby and others. Two are 

elpecially pertinent to the present discussion. 

The first concerns the relationship between the postulate of 

progre •• ive .octal differentiation and the attainment and reproduction 

of condition. of relative equilibrium in the 'political market'. All 

pluralistl maintain that the political systems may be regarded as a 

market place. where a multiplicity of individuals and group8 compete for 

political power which is essentially fragmented and diffuse. The 

a •• umption is that the process of d1fferentiation generates a diversity 

of political interests which compete in the political market for 

scarce re.ource •• The empirical 'event' analysis carried out by Dahl 
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and others is said to establish the fact that the polt tiCRI market 

in question enjoys conditions of relative equilibrium. 

But what is the source of this state of equilibrium? Why should 

one, for example, assume the existence of equilibrium conditions rather 

than conditions of ol1gopoly or monopoly? PluraliRm' R response to 

this appears to be that relative equilibrium 'follows on' from the 

postulate of differentiation. But this can hardly be the case. For 

even if one were to accept the principle of differentation and what 

goes with it - the emergence of a multiplicity of social and politi~Rl 

interest groups - that in itself says nothing ahout the relationship 

pertaining ~etw.en them. One has in other wordR, no reason at all 

J to as.ume the existence of equilibrium, rather than non-equilibrium 

condition •. 

Now the Dahlian response to this would be to say that 'empirical 

analysis' of polyarchies has 'shown' the political market to be 

characterised by conditions of relative equilibrium. But however 

'empirical' the analyses of Dahl or Polsby are claimed to be, they face 

a .eriou. problem. For what is lacking in their account is any 

explanation of the conditions of existence of the diffuse social 

di.tribution of political power which both constitutes and secures 

the reproduction of the equilibrium state. The only response which 

pluralists make to this question Is simply to reassert the speciflclty 

of individual 'empirical' issues and decisions. But that merely 

assume. the effectivity of certain processes or conditions which 

distribute power s~cially in accordance with such individual powers 

and decisiona. In other words, the Dahlian position assumes th~ 

effectivity of certain 80cial conditions without having any means 

of recogni8ing them. 
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The second problem is partly a corollary of the first, Binc~ the 

type of problem outlined above calls into question the capacity of 

Dahlians to carry out a rigorous 'empi rical' analysis of specific 

political relations. For however, 'empi rical' Dahl' s analysis might 

appear to be, it is orchestrated by a n1lmber of tacit aRBumptionfl of 

• decidedly 'non-empiricsl' nature. The second question, and the mnr~ 

general matter of pluralism's capacity to carry Ollt the specific 

analysis which it seeks, whilst retaining teleological and developmental 

concepts, will be considered in more detail in Section Two. For the 

moment however, let us further pursue the first problem outlined above 

by a consideration of Parsonian pluralism. 

(b) PARSONIAN PLURALISM 

it has been seen that beyond descriptive statements about thp 

'market' nature of pluralist poll tice Dahlian pluralist theory haA 

nothing to say about the processee and conditions which guarantee 

the .ocial distribution of power in the fragmented form appropriate 

to the reproduction of conditions of relative equilibrium in the 

market. Parsons' work on the other hand, compriAefl a complex attempt 

to theorise the specific sphere of the polity, its relationship to 

the other spheres of the social structure, and the precise market 

mechanisms under which it functions. Unlike other pluralists then, 

Parsons does attempt to make an explicit conceptualisation of the 

'market' model of politics and its social conditions of existence. 

The clearest indication of Parsons' approach to political 

analy.is is .given in his critical review of Mills' 
(20) 

'Powf>r Elite' 

Here hi. main criticism concerns Mills' concentration on the que~ttnn 

of what power an individual or group can command. Parsons' own 

empha.is i8 quite different, being" based upon a notion of functionality -
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there are many elements in a society which are relatively powerles~ 

in the Sense of having a capacity to make 'big decisions' but theRP 

elements may nevertheless be of great functional importance. This 

approach leads Parsons to reject Mi lIs' 'zero sum' concept of power. 

for a quite different one. Power i8 instead defined as 'a facility 

for the performance of function in and on behalf of SOCiety as a 

system' (21) • 

The theory of politics to which Parsons adheres derives directly 

from hi. work on the economy. In 'Economy and Society' an attempt 

ts made to draw certain congruences between the categories of economic 

theory and the theory of social systems. A large part of that work 

is therefore devoted to theorising the economy as a functionally 

differentiated sub-system of society and to examining the exchange 

proc ••••• both between economy and society and within the economy ltsplf. 

In 'Ptlit1cs and Social Structure' Parsons tries to draw on 

the former analysis in order to develop a theory of politiCs(22). 

Two proposition. derived from 'Economy and Society' are deemed to be 

lof particular importance. The first is the view that the proper 

theoretical 8ubject matter of the social sciences should be analytically 

defined functional sub-systems of larger social systems. Just as 

the economy had been identified as a primary functional SUb-system 

of a differentiated society, so could the polity be similarly identified. 

Th. second concerns the notion of money as an exchange medium with 

symbolic properties. In Parsons' view, the existence of money as an 

economic exchange medium raises the possibility of their being 

parall.l med~a 1n other sub-systems. Thus, in the case of the polity 

'power' .erves a. the parallel medium to money in the economy. 

Par.on. 1 •• mphatlc that this second aspect is crucial both In 

the analysis of relations between polity and SOCiety and in sp.c1flying 

; the mechanism, of poll ti cal systems themselves. His conceptualisat1'on 

J 
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of economic, political and other social relations thus rest~ upon the 

identification of systemic exchangeR h~tw~en functionally differ

entiated sub-systems of society, such exchanges be1ng effected throu~h 

the operation of determinate media such as money or power. In his 

view this conception of exchange relations provIdes the crucial 

element in analysing both the internal processes of the polity and the 

manner of its functioning, ae well as its relationship to other areaR 

of SOCiety. Parsons' later works on politics are therefore concernerl 

with mapping out the specific exchangeB (inputs and outputs) which 

define political relations at a number of levels. For example, at 

the level of the polity-society relation, the political system is 

said to produce power ae a resource, this being exchanged for parallel 

resources produced by other sub-systems, such as money 1n the economy. 

According to this view then, the economic system might be said to use 

authorisation received from the polity to raise capital. the polity 

using money to purchase goods. Clearly the argument can be used as 

a basis for specifying political functioning at a number of levels 

within the polity itself, that system being considered as a 

functionally differentiated sub-sYBtem which may in principle be broken 

down into succe.sively more specialised component elements. In oth~r 

words, Parsons could in principle account for the precise political 

exchange. which might constitute pluralistic market processes at any 

number of levels within the polity. 

Without going further into the complexities of Parsons' argument 

it should be apparent that his position is 'pluralistic' in the strict 

sense of that ~ord, since it depends upon the postulate that social 

development is synonymous with '!!OCiAl (t1ff~r.,ntiatton'that process 

generating a plurality of collActlvltles 1n tho 80C1Rl .ystem. What 
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~ is however peculiar to the Parsonian argum~nt, as opposed to Dahl'~, 
I 

J is the recognition that th@ t~leological concept of differentiation 

is, in itself, insufficient to justify th~ market equilibrium 

conception of social and political relations. Consequently, in 

Parsons' version of pluralism, the concept of differentiation has 

to be supplemented by functionalism. By proposing the functional 

differentiation of social structures Parsons is at least able to offer 

some form of theoretical account of the social d1Atrtbution of power 

which is necelsary to the pluralist argument, yet upon which writers 

such as Dahl are silent. Henc~ whereas Dahlian theorists argue in 

largely non-functionalist terms - Polsby in fact, rejects the basic 

propositions of functlonalism(23) - it is by ano large 'functionalist 

pluralists' who provide the theor~tical rrsponAP to th~ problem 

(24) 
of the locia1 distribution of power in pluralist Aystems . 

Now the suggestion that the Parsonian position provides a 

theoretical response to that question, however limited, is not to 

imply any defence of functionalism. The problems with that type of 

position are many and well documented and for present purposes only 

two need to be mentioned. In the first place there are a whole range 

(25) of difficulties concerning the adequacy of functionalist explanation . 

Secondly, and of direct relevance to the subject under discussion 

in thil chapter is the fundamentally arbitrary nature of the attempt 

to impose a fun~tlenalist ontology upon the teleology of differen-

tiation - that is the essentially uncontested assumption that there 

is some necessary tendency for social development to proceed along 

'functional' lines. Indeed, the next section will suggest that thi~ 

strategy of supplementing teleological argument by arbitrary theoretj~Rl 

insertions is both central and necessary to the project of pluralist 

comparative political analysis. 
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Rather than pursue a more detailed critique of functionalism 

however, let us instead attempt to evaluate the Parsonian account 

of pluralistic political mechanisms from ~he particular standpoint 

of its capacity to account for the specific empirical processes of 

polt tics. It has already been seen that Dahlian analysts inRist upon 

the investigation of empirical cases and indeed, despite his relative 

abstraction, Parsons is no less emphatic that his version of plura11sm 

be able to account for specific poli Heal forms, 

One of the assumptions which Parsons rep:ards as basic to the 

analysis of pluralistic social relations is of course that of 

'equilibrium'. This refers to the process of maintenance of a set 

of relations between the structure of 8 system and its environment. 

P~rsons does not claim that all system achieve. equilibrium but inRtRt~ 

that 'Whether maintenance actually occurs or not, and in what mea811rr>, 

is entirely an empirical question,(26) 

~ar.ons clarifies this issue by drawing a distinctIon between fIV., 

types of 'process', The first refers to proeo8ses within a given 

structure of a IYltem (exchange), The second refers to processes 

which result in major changes in the structure itself. The former 

has an equilibrium state as its point of reference. A stable 

equilibrium is realised when small changes in on" direction balnnco 

those in another. Thi. is of course the basts of the concept of 

exchange - a ,balancing of inputs and outputs occurs which enables 

an original equilibrium to be restored. Parsons grounds his analysis 

of the economy(27)and politic8 on the first meaning of 'process'. 

The secpnd meaning refers to changes in the equilibrium 8tat~ 

itself (structural differentiation) and hence to changeR in the 

structure of the system. Significantly, it is claimed that therp. 1~ 

a continuity between the two forms of process. Exchange guarantee~ R 



degree of system equilibrium, but the greater its magnitude, the morp 

is it likely to be associated with structural change proper. In the 

latter case the structure of the system will be transformed. 

Parsons appears to be suggesting here that structural change 

arises from .peei fic variation. in the ~quili brium-exchange prOCflRR; 

in other words that it is subject to the effects ofparticula~ Bocial, 

political and economic conditions. In view of thiB, it can be claimed 

that the presence or absence of a determinate degree of equilibrium 

or change is an 'empirical' or indeed 'relative' matter(28). The 

'state of the market' so to speak, is an empi ri cal quest ion, just as 

it is for Dahl. Yet the matter is clearly nothing of the sort and 

indications of what Parsons really has in mind are apparent throughout 

his work. For example we are told that in a static equilibrium, 

integrative mechanism. keep endogenous variationB 'within limits 

(29) 
compatible with the maintenance of the main structural patterns' . 

Such 'structural patterns' are of course defined functionally: that is 

to say. the pattern of .tructural differentiation i" dictated by 

a functionalist ontology. The effectivity of exchange 8S a means of 

accounting for social change is therefore undermined by the direction 

which i8 already imposed on 80cial processes. The continuity which 

I Parsons seeks to establish betwe.n exchange processes and structural 

change proper is an imp08sibility. Where one serves to permit the 

conceptualisation of particular forms and conditions of social relations, 

the other renders such specificity redundant. Structural differen-

tiation give8 social change a definite direction by virtue of the 

functionalist imperative attached to it. In view of this, Parsons' 

claim that the presence or absence of particular form8 of change is 

an empirical matter cannot be coherently maintained. There are no 

particular forms of change; or if their existence ls claimed, Parsons 



cannot theoretically account for them. The effects of social exchRnge 

processes will either follow the direction of the teleology or they will 

not. Parsons' problem is that there is no means by which he can 

give a theoretical account of the latter possibility, for if the 

effects of particular SOCial, political and economic conditions can 

determine ('empirically') the direction of change, one is left with 

a teleological concept (structural differentiation) which lacks 

explanatory value. 

In other words Parsons' introduction of the concept of functionRlity 

though resolving some of the problems that Dahl's 'empiricism' simply 

evade. produces greater problems of its own. For the conjunction of 

functionality with differentiation undermines any attempt to carry 

out an analysis of the precise .tate of the political market at any 

particular juncture. Equilibrium cannot be explained pluralistically 

without recours. to functionaliRm, hut that in turn precludes the 

very empirical analysi. that pluralists demand. It is to a broader 

,consideration of the contradiction between teleology and specificity 

that Section Two of this chapter i. directed. 

I 

J 
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2. PARSONS' COMPARATIVE POLITICAL ANALYSIS 

(a> GENERAL 

Teleological and evolutionist theories are of course prevalent 

in a variety of sociological discourses, the most notable case being 

that of convergence theory. Though Parsons is not directly associated 

with this position, his sociology is based upon a number of concepts 

which are teleological in emphasis, the mORt Ri~nificant being 

'structural differentiation' (via the Durkheimian tradition) and 

'rationalisation' (via Weber). Parsons' claim to originality lies 

in his fusion of these two orders of concepts - of which more will 

be said later - a fusion which has been subsequently adopted by 

many SOCiologists and political scientists. 

The concept of differentiation is especially crucial to Parsons' 

sociology. As a concept, it implies B tendency for systems to advance 

according to the criterion of adaptive capacity. Differentiation 

(30) 
therefore involves a process of 'adaptivp upgradtng' . Such 

upgrading is realised in Parson's view by virtue of the claim that 

social structures become differentiated along functional lines. This 

proposition is the starting point of PaTsonian sociology and enables 

him to present the fourfold classification of the social system 

(GAlL). More .1~itlc.ntly the structural functional connection is 

the means of comparative SOCiological analysiS, for in Parsons' view 

'Societies differ from each other in the degree to which the collec-

tlvlties of which they are composed are differentiated in terms of 

t (31) functional primacy . In consequence it is possible for Parsons 

to classify societies according to their degree of differentiation anrl 

related functional specialisms. 

Despite the sophistication of his analysis, the application of 

the teleological concept of differentiation provides Parsons' work with 



la number of problem •. The most obvious of these concerns the duality 

which exist. between the analytical and the concrete in Parsons' 

work. The author characterises his work by the term 'analytical 

realism' 'whereby concepts 'correspond not to concrete phenomena, 

but to elements in them which are analytically separate from other 

elements,(32). He is emphatic that a rigorous distinction must be 

maintained between analytical categories and concrete units or 

collectivitiel. Thu. we are told that the 'political' is an analytical 

category parallel to the 'economic'. As such, it does not 'directly' 

correlpond to concrete organisational units in societies. Its preCise 

relation to such units will vary both within particular societies and 

(33) 
between different societies . However, the fact that correspondence 

~s not direct presumably allows one to infer that it is indirect. In 

~onsequence, Parsons claims that the functional differentiation of 

societie. and the concrete structure of collectivities are 'overlapping 

clas.ifications' . 

Despite the intended distinction between the analytical and the 

concrete, however, it is only by positing degrees of correspondence 

between- the two that Parsons is able to carry out comparative socio-

logical and political analysis. This is particularly apparent in 

the tUlion which he proposes between the concepts of differentiation 

and function. By tUling these two terms, an analytical category can 

be given a concrete referent and it may be claimed that 'it i8 

inherent that the analytical boundaries will corre.pond to the lineA 

ot differentiation between concrete roles and collectivities mOlt 

• (34) 
clearly in those societies which are in general highly differentiated . 

On the ono hand therefore, there is a distinction between functional/ 

analytical and concrete categories. On the other hand it is stated 

that in ~ .ocietiel there is more of a correspondence between such 

categorie. than there il in other societies. 



This raises two problems with respect to the manner in which 

the conditions of existence of social and poli ticR! relations are 

specified. In the first place, Parsons' analysis rests upon the v1p~ 

that differentiation leads to enhanced adaptive capacity. or 

efficiency. In view of this, specific social formations and the 

political relations contained within them, can only be analysed in 

terms of their degree of differentiation. This amounts in practice 

to employing the criterion of optimum differentiation - a8 portrayed 

by the USA - a. a measuring rod. Societies mav then h~ analV8~d 

according to the extent to which they are 'sufflclAntly d1fferAntiatnd' 

a term which crops up repeatedly in 'Economy and Society'. The pffert 

of this is that the analysi. of particular conditions of existence 

of determinate social and political relations is made impossible and 

indeed redundant. Such conditions are already given in the concApt 

of differentiation itself. 

The second problem concerns the status of differentiation as a 

concrete process with theoretical etfects. This concerns in particular 

its relation.hip to the concepts of media of exchange. Parsons claims 

that certain of the central theoretical concepts of politics and 

economics are a direct function of the historical process of 

differentiation. Thus, money emerges at a particular point of history 

which implie. that economic theory i. literally inapplicable in 

an undifferentiated .ociety. Given his acceptance of this view, th~ 

claim that 'we have found it convenient for the most part to choose 

(3~) 
illustrations from our own society and its recent history' is 

hardly surprising. Indeed, such a concentration on the USA is 

theoretically necessary. rather than merely convenient, in view of 

the fact that the concept. of economic theory are more applicable 

there than el8ewhere. Though Parsons does not suggest that there 
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is an exact correspondence between the analytical and the concrete 1n 

the USA, it is apparent that many aspects of American social structur~ 

provide, in his own words, 'a fair approximation' of just such a 

correspondence, In view of this however, his claim that the theoretical 

scheme for the analysis of economy (polity) and society ie not bound 

(36) 
to any particular type of social formation ie open to serious doubt. 

As in the case of economic theory, the question of the general 

applicability of the exchange process to the analysis of politics in 

a comparative context must be raised. If the central concepts of 

exchange are a consequence of the process of differentiation, can they 

be appropriate to the analysis of societies at different stages of thAt 

proces.? Mitchell pose. this question by a.king if Parsons' exchange 

model of political relations can be applied to primitive societies, 

the USA, Burma and the Soviet Union with equal degrees of effective"eAR 

and concludes that it 'must •••• ndergo the crucial tests of empirical 

research and theoretical criticism' (37) In fact there is nothing 

empirical about this matter at all. Parsons' derivation of the conceptR 

of economic ·and political theory from differentiation, makes the 

notion of exchange more applicable to some eocieties than othere. 
I 
J 
This calls the validity of Parsonian comparative analysis into 

question and raises the issue of whether such analysiS is possible 1" 

those t.rms, a question which will be reconsidered below. 

The .econd problem that arises from Parsons' adoption of an 

explicit teleology concerns the relationship he tries to establish 

between 'the concept of structural differentiation and that of 

rationalisation. This is of particular relevance to some of the 

substantive issues to be dealt with later. In a real sense it may 

be said that Parsons' work i8 a con.cious fusion of a variety of 

empha.... Two of the most notable of these, Durkheim and Weber, 



provide the concepts of diffprentiation and rationalisation. Parsons' 

attempt to fuee these concepts serves RS a basis for much of his 

I political 8ociology. In view of this, it is appropriate to examinp 

the background to this fusion, hefore ~oln~ on to consider its 

application in the particular examples under consideration. 

Weber regarded certain Western cultural phenomena, the most 

fundamental of which was rationalisation, as lying 'in a line of 

(38) 
development having universal significance and value . Parsons' 

accepts the validity of this view and though his concept of rationa-

lisation is not strictly reducible to that of Weber, the position 

taken in his more recent works is fairly close to Weber's. 

Apart from arguing for a progressive process of rationalisation, 

Parsons chooses to fuse it with the process of differentiation. The 

most explicit statement of this position is found in 'Economy and 

[Society' • 

'We would like to reformulate the proce~s of rationalisation as 

the tendency of social syatems to develop progressively higher levels 

of structural differentiation under the pressure of adaptive 

( 39) 
exigencies t • 

In the case of the political system, Parsons is able to relate this 

po.ition directly to Weberian analysis of authority types so that 

'Where the political aspect of social structure is sufficiently 

differentiated from the others, !!! authority is 'rational legal' in 

Weber's .en.e. Hi. two other types of authority occur where structural 

(40) 
differentiation is relatively incomplete' . 

The reason for the fusion of the two concepts is a simple one. 

Parsons need. to explain why some economic and political systems are 

more differentiated than others. In order to account for the difference 

in degree of differentiation between say, the USA and Sri Lanka, 
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Parsons would need to argue that the two processes may in certain CBses 

be united. Thus in the American instance, the existence of an 

I appropriately rationalistic system of ideas provides the condition of 
i 
J a hiah degree of differentiation. The ~eneral theoretical problem~ 

which arise from this position have been discussed elsewhere and nepd 

(41) 
only be mentioned briefly . In the first place Parsons' concept 

of system is defined a8 both specific and irreducible to other systems 

or orientations, Each system is subject to its own particular 

condition. of functioning. Once it is ar~ued that the functional 

attribute. of systems are conditioned by patterns of ideas, the 

.pecificity and irreducibility of such systems is denied. In short. 

Parsons is thrown back into the morass of cultural and ideal deter-

minations that he has Bought to avoid since the publicBtion of 'The 

Structure of Social Action', Secondly, the relation between the 

concept. of action and sy.tem in Parsons' work have been shown to bp 

8ubject to a number of problems. An example of such a problem occur~ 

in the fU8ion of rationalisation (an ori('ntationRl nrnC'PRR) with strul'tural 

differentiation (a .y.temlc process), as well aR in other instances. 

Before examining particular examples of Parsonian political 

analysiS, it i. necessary at the outset to consider the more recent 

theoretical development. in hi8 work, notably the explicitly 

evolutionist po.ition which he has adopted since the 1960's. This 

development i8 e'pecially pertinen~ to a number of the conclusions 

drawn in his political analysis. It must be emphasised however, that 

Parson.' evolutioni.m is only novel for its explicitness. He has always 

recognised a progressive differentiation and rationalisation. What 

i. significant about his later pronouncements ls their range. He 

would now argue for example, that there is a direct continuity between 



cultural and natural evolution (11;:»one RRpect of thiR being the parnllel 

between the emergence of man aA a bioI o~icRl SPf'Ci('A and the emerv,pn,'f' 

of 'modern societies'. The degree of directness with which ParsonA 

regards this parallel is most apparent in his concept of 'evolutinn~rv 

universal'. An evolutionary universal i8 defined as an organisatlonRl 

development which arises out of the process of 'adaptation' in itR 

(43) 
Darwinian sense . The development of a particular universal functionlJ 

to increase the adaptive capacity of a system, so that only systemA 

which adopt the particular universal in question can attain higher 

levels of adaptive capacity. In this respect, Parsons cites a numher 

of examples from organic evolution, such as the development of vis1on, 

the hands and the brain. In the case of vision, PRrsonA suggeRts thnt 

it appears to be a prerequisite of all higher levels of organic 

evolution. Only in the case of particular groups like bats has it 

been lost, and in these instances the organisms concerned have not 

(44) 
subsequently given rise to important evolutionary developments . 

In Parsons' view the Bame argument can be applied to social evolution. 

Once can then argue that apparently equally viRhlp Rocial formA aTP 

not necel.ari1y equal at all in terms of their potentiality for 

contributing to further evolutionary developments(45). 

Parsons provides a number of conceptB to account for the 

i'progressive' evolution to higher systems levelB (differentiation, 

(46) 
adaptive upgrading, inclusion, value general1IJat10n ). In addition, 

to this be add. a further emphaBis concernIng the exchange processes 

between unit. of the social system. He suggests that besides effecting 

the exchange processes, the media can also facilitate creative increases 

in tbe extent and level of operations within social systems. Parson~ 

I conceive. tbe conditions of these added .capaci ties in a particular way: 

'anchorage in a high order sub-system of action is the basic 



condition of the upgrading effects of a ~eneralised medium of exchnnRe 

On a very broad b •• ie th~refore. cultural development is essential 

for the evolutionary advance of social 
(47) 

Aystems' . 

What is in fact suggeRted here is that a hierarchy of determinationR 

(48) 
governs the process of evolutionary development . Cultural 

phenomena constitute the 'controlling factor' in this hierarchy. In 

consequence, the exchange processes hy which Parsons conceptualises 

political relations are directly subject to the effects of cultural 

determinations. Certain of the capacities of the media of exchange are 

therefore dependent on particular types of cultural developments. 

More generally, Parsons would argue that any social development is 

at root a cultural one. Parsons insists that such a position does 

not contravene his own long established methodological protocols, 

but there i8 good reason to suggest that such culturalism leads 

precisely to the forms of idealism which he sought to refute in 'The 

Structure of Social Action', For example, when he tries to account 

for eome o~ the developments which have caused the emergence of 

(49) 
'modern societie.' he offers a strictly cultural-ideal account 

of phenomena. We are told that four complexes are fundamental to 

the structure of modern societies, bureaucratic organisation, money 

and market systems, a generalised and universalistic legal system 

and the democratic association. These complexes are accounted for, 

less in terms of the evolutionary categories propo~ed than in terms 

of systeml of ideas - in particular rationalisation. Thus bure.ucrRci~. 

and market eYltems depend upon the presence of rationality of action 

and gen.ralis~d universalistic norms. The development of bureaucratic 

organi.ation. and markets, in those empires which have failed to hav~ 

universallstic norms, leads in Parsons' view to their having a static 

quality and frequently to their 'retrogression'. Though many of the 

elements of generalised universalistic norms appear in earlier 
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societies, their development in the West, constitutes a 'di8tinctive 

new step' .' A process of differentiation of secular government from 

religious organisation leads to the development of R general legal 

system based upon the principle of formal rationality. Moreover, 

; a highly organised universalistic legal order, is generally a pre-

requisite for the development of the demo~ratlc association, which 

has elective leadership and universal franchise. In a strict sense, 

the democratic association, which Parsons regards as the most 

important constituent of modern societies, i8 based on the principlpA 

of formal rationality. 

In Parsons' view then, the development of 'modern societies' 

has to be accounted for at the level of cultural and ideal determinAtions. 

Apart from the fact that this creates a number of problems for the 

internal consistency and coherence of Parsons' discourse, it is 

necessary to examine the effect of this and other arguments on the 

substantive political analyses. The main question to be posed in 

the remainder of this section concerns the manner in which Parsons 

J tries to account for political forms which may appear to deviate 

from the direction of the dominant teleology of rationality/ 

differentiation. Parsons i. adamant in claiming that his position 

can deal with such variations. Indeed, he is highly critical of 

earlier evolutionist theories in sociology, which he argues, could 

not do· so. The question i8 however, not whether Parsons can argue 

for the existence of such variations, but whether he can theoretically 

account for them. 

(b) SUBSTANTIVE ANALYSIS 

GERMAN FABCIBM(~O) 

Parsons' attempt to account for the development of fascism in 

Germany has to be seen in the context of his view of social evolution 



in general and of Western social and political development in 

particular. This pOint applies despite the fact that the eSSRY8 on 

fascism appeared before Parson~' More explicit evolutionist argument~ 

were presented. The context within which he views German fascism 

is a familiar one in sociology: 'why did not Germany continue in what 

many have thought to be the main line of the evolution of Western 

society, the progressive approach to the realisation of 'liberal-· 

(51) 
democratic' patterns and values'? . Writing in 1942, it is evidpnt 

that Parsons regards Nazi Germany as a deviant form of society, onp 

which Ihows every indication of continuing to 'depart progressively 

more radically from the main line of Western social development sinc", 

the Renaissance,(52). It is indeed, 'a radically new type of ROC'i ... ty' 

Though Parsons' work on fascj"m 1s concern ... d with a variety or 

problems, such as refuting the view that it can bp regarded 8S B 

simple stage of capitalist development, the main part of his analYR1R 

is concerned with the rationalisation process. It will be suggested 

here that Parsons faces the difficult problem of having to argue that 

fascism il both a deviation from and an aspect of the process of 

rationa1i.ation. On the one hand, fascism exhibits items of conduct 

which are out.ide the confines of the rationalisation process. On the 

other hand, rationalisation is universal in the West and Germany 

i. a part of the West. Before examining this further, let us first 

summarise Parsons' position. 

Re addres.es the problem of German fascism, not by reference to 

I 'external factors' which may have influenced its development - such 

J a. Germany's.treatment by the allies after World War I - but seeks 

to ground the problem in terms of 'factors distinctive to the sociRI 

structure of Germany'. What is Significant about this however, Is 

that all of these factors are seen in the context of the proce.s of 
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rationalisation. Parsons thufI begin!'! hiR anRlY!'!i!'! by considerinK tll(' 

degree to which Germany posses~es a rationallAtic orientation. G~rmRny, 

like other industrial SOCieties, pxhibitR thosp characteristicR 

defined in Parsons' later work as 'evolutionRry IIniversal!'!'. The 

economy is based upon a highly organiBed market with regulation of 

exchange processes. There is a highly b'lreaucratised structure. 

There are firmly established property laws. In these cruci al resppf'tq 

then, Germany has the classic features of other Western industrial 

societies. 

However, it is also suggested that in certain areas Germany 

portrays quite different tendencies. It Is for pxample, characteriRed 

by 'interdependent' 'feudal', militaristic, bureallcrAtic and 

(53) 
authoritarian features' . Taken tORethar, theRe conetitute the 

ideology of 'Prussian conservativism'. Such influencPA limited thp 

decisiveness and effectivity of parl1amenteriRm, reduced the degref" 

of economic individualism and led towards tendencies involving the 

formalisation of status, the development of an ~th1 (' of masculine 

superiori ty and a sharper 8egregat10n of sex roleR than in Aocietioe 

like the USA. 

Given that the revolution of 1918 removed some of the more feudal 

elements from political power, and given that adherence to the rule 

of law, as well as to other features of 'modern society' pertained 

in Germany, Parsons asks why did the country move in the direction that 

it did? His solution to this problem is based upon an argument which 

relates the concept of rationalisation to the concept of anomie. 

In Parsons view a dramatic tendency in modern SOCiety concerns the 

development of chart.matic movements out of a situation of rational-

legal authority. We.tern society, it is claimed, provides a 

part"icularly fruitful so11 for such developments, since it is a 

society type which exhibits a high degree of social strain, this 
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(54) 
leading 1n turn to anomie 

" \ 
I I 

Thnugh Afrnin tA enrlpmlc in any lnr~p 

scale, complex society, Par~ons claimR that it lA particularly f>viopnt 

in societiea which JHI!'!sed through an industrial rf>volutlon. The 

latter procel!lll leads to urhanisation, migratton, frAC(IIf>nt E"conoml(' 

tnflltability and tranFlformat IonA In th .. tp('hnlcnl, OccupAtional, poll t Ira1 

Rnd religious structurf"". What 1 FI mort' I mporl nnl fnr PnrROnl'l t 1'1 tl1 .. 

fact that at the root of thelle changes I!'! thE" prOCPRR of rAtionaltRAtton, 

This ie the eource of strain which is mORt Rppetftc to Western Rocletles, 

its chief characteristic heing that it undprmtnes traditional pattprnq 

and symbols, by rational or pseudo-rRtional criticism. Such 

rationalisation occurs in ecience and technology, the economy, 

government, philosophy, religion, the artR and culture, itR effect 

being that large numbers of people fall to havp pnnllgh which they f:on 

'take for granted', In Pareons' view, the rapidi ty of !'Iuch changeR 

leads to widespread psychological uncertAinty, aggres!'Iion and a tendpncy 

to unstable emotionaliem and a susceptihility to propaganda, leadinl< 

to mall. mobili.ation around 'various kinds of RymbnlA'. In these 

circUJDstancee: 

'Charismatic movement. of various sorts Repm to function .•. RR 

mechanism. of 'reintegration' which give large numhers of disorganil!l6d, 

(1515) 
ineecure people a definite orientation, gives 'meaning' to their lives' . 

According to Parsons, the best contemporary examples of such tendencies 

are found in the caaea of communism and fascism. 

Par.on. does recognise that the argument that rationalisation 

produce. anomie, cannot explain why anomie produces fascism, rather than 

l!Iometh1ng el.e entirely. In order to Recount for th~ ~~ecific emergence 

of f •• ci.m, Par.ona has to extend the argument further. The way 

in which he trie. to do thie i8 predictable. If one set of 

idea. cannot account for the pxistence of a phenomenon, the culturalist 
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perspective demands that one finds another set which will. Tt iF 

therefore argued that rationalisation divides elements of the population 

according to whether they tend towards 'progre8siv~/emancipRted' 

values or 'traditional/conservative' ones. Hence, diff~rent elem~nt~ 

of the population react differently to rationalisation, accordin~ to 

their value oriAntRttonR. In the case of the emancipated sections of 

the population, there is a development of the 'debunking' attitude, 

which undermines traditional values. Conversely, those associated ~'ith 

the traditional elements of the social structure, tend to react 

according to a 'fundamentalist' viewpoint. Here traditional valueR 

are regarded as fundamentally moral and any departure from them is 

deemed unacceptable. Parsons argues that political movements of the 

left have usually been associated with emancipated elements, whilst 

those of the right have more often been tied to traditional elements. 

National Socialism in Germany was therefore a product of this second 

traditional value pattern, producing a fundamentalist reaction to 

rationalisation. Indeed Parsons sur.~eRts that most of its negative 

symbols represented groups of emancipation - political radicals, Jews 

etc. 

By the introduction of a second category of ideas, Parsons is 

able to incn,porate fascism into the mainstream of Western development, 

whilst .imultaneously showing it to be a deviation from that development. 

Vet this hardly constitutes a satisfactory solution. Contrary to 

Parson.' .tated intentions, it ls evldent that the explanation he 

Iprovides ls neither 'structural' nor 'social'. Parsons indeed makes 

Jno reference·to a specific and irreducible realm of the 'social'. 

Instead hi. account is comprehensively cultural. What it emphasise~ 

are 'certain peculiarities of th~ German cultural tradition' (56). 

Fascis. is explained by the interplay of sets of ideas. Germany's 
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deviation from the tel'eology of rationa 1i ty 1 f! Rccounted for by 

reference to the relationship between that proceSR and German trarl1tt0n. 

This relationship is mediated by the category of anomia. Rationa· 

lis.tion produces anomie Rnd German eul t.ure producf'R A reaction 1 n 1 hI!' 

form of fascism: 

'relati ve to Western Europe and the US it (Germany) has been 

more 'conservative' ..• One significant symptom of this fact is to he 

found in the conspicuously greater tendency of GermRn social thou~ht 

to repudiate the primary rationalistic and emancipated ideologicRI 

structures which have dominated the intellectual traditions of Franc(> 

(57) 
and England' . 

In short, fascism appeared in Germany hecause Germany was conservat1v~. 

The deviation from one set of ideas is accounted for by the presence 

of another set. The conditions which determine the presence and 

effects of that set, remain of course unaccounted for. Germany, 

rather than the USA, became fascist bf'cRuse of the particular 

qualities of German culture. Where America had the Enlightenment. 

Germany merely had a tradition of conservatism. 

The problems with this position are apparent enough not to 

require detailed comment. Far from constituting a 'social structural' 

explanation in Parsons' sense of that term, it falls in line wi th 

J the extreme idealism which Parsons criticised In much of his earlier 

work. Apart from this, it cannot provide an adequate explanation 

of fasci.m. He is correct to recognise that the presence of anomie 

cannot explain the specific presence of fascism. But can an 

expl8Dation in terms of conservative traditions do any better? The 

argument i. clearly .elf-perpetuating. How is one to account for the 

social conditions of these ideas, for the conditions of their condition. 

and so on? In treating political ideologies, Parsons is not concerned 

with examining their conditions of production, nor their subsequent 



forms of organisation and effects. To argue that anomie enables 

individuals to be 'mobilised around' 'various kinds of symhols' is 

really to miss the pOint. What is it that determines the presence 

of particular kinds of symbols and the absence of other kinds? ParRons 

i. unconcerned with such crucial questions. He ignores the prohlem 

of the social, political and economic context of ideology, being 

concerned only with its relationship to the teleology of rationalisation. 

From this it is but a short step to reducing all 'deviant' ideologieA 

such as fascism and communism to more basic orientational forms, which 

i. precisely what Parsons does. In the last resort then, we can look 

for the key to analYSing Buch ideologies by seeing them as fund a-

(58) 
mentally religiOUS • 

It is interesting to note in conclusion the significance with 

which ParRons views the fascist movement. In 1942 he draws parallels 

with Weber's view concerning the bRttlAR of M:lrnthon nnri Sn}Amis. whnrp. 

the latter saw the fate of the West as hanging in the balance. Such 

a sober mood has well and truly disappeared by the 1970's. Fascism 

may have been an 'acute socio-political disturbance' but it was 'not 

f j f 
(59) 

a source 0 ma or uture structural patterns' . In other words, 

fascism can be granted the same position in social evolution that 

was given to the bat in organic evolution. Neither has, in Parsons' 

: view, given rise to 'important evolutionary developments'. 
) 

Now it may be suggested that this criticism of Parsons' account 

of German fascism is an unfair one. Could not a more sophisticated 

account be given by the application of the more up-to-date Parsonian 

model of exchange relations? It will be suggested below that there 

is no justification for this view. Indeed there is good evidence 

to suggest that Parsons' more recent work is subject to the same 

problems as suggested above, a fact whi~h emerges tn his recent analyses 



of the Soviet Union. 

COMMUNISM AND THE WEST 

( i;' \, 
\ I 

ParsonI'! , analysiA of the relationRhip bE'tween the USA and the flSSR 

clearly indicates the problems connected with his use of a teleolo~1~nl 

approach. At several points in the analYAis, he is faced with the 

problem of accounting for variations hetween the two political 

systems, in the same terms with which he accounts for their convergence. 

Parsons regards the USA as the 'New Lead Society' - the model 

upon which further social differentiation throughout the world will 

be based. As a consequence of the industrial, democratic and 

educational revolutions, a number of Western societies, of which th~ 

USA is the predominant example, developed a structure which had 

(60) 
universal significance • In consequence, the USA has the lead 

in the current phase of modernisation, beln~ characterised hy equal'tv 

of opportunity, a strong market system, an independent legal order, 

an absence of ascription etc. Such i8 itA acceptance of the principle 

of equality that the latter comes to be 'the end of the line'. Indeed 

a societal community based upon equality will, in Parsons' view 

'spread through all modern societies'. 

Parsons regards the Soviet Union al'! having introduced many features 

of the democratic and industrial revolutions(61). The descriptive 

elements of the older society have been removed. Monarchy and 

aristocracy have disappeared. The older identification of church 

and state ha. been destroyed. Industrialism has reduced traditional 

localism and. particularism. Urbanisation has increased along with 

geographical and social mobility and educational provision. 

As in the case of German fascism, the most crucial problem in 

this analysis concerns the relationship between the ideology - in this 

case communism - and the teleology of differentiation/rationalisation. 
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It may be noted initially that Parsons regards Russian political 

ideology as bearing several different relationships to the teleologv, 

a position which is clearly incoherent. In 'Economv nnd Societv' 

for example, he had suggested that it was out of step with the 

progressive tendency towards differentiation of political and 

economic systems. Ideology was said to 'inhibit' the 'natural' 

tendencies towards differentiation. In 'The Social System' however, 

the emphasis was slightly different. Here it is suggested that 

(62) 
'reality' will 'force far reaching modifications in the ideology' 

In the later work Parsons shifts ground even further. WhereAS 

in the earlier case, Russian ideology had been an obstaele to 

development, it has now taken on a quite different relationship to It. 

In the most recent formulations, the ideology, far from conltituting 

J an obstacle to rationalisation, has become an element of it: 

'Both the United States and the Soviet Union have had ideologies 

varying from older Western European patterns; some, especially the 

Soviet, are still partially repudiated by Western European societies. 

But the value content of these ideologies should, in our opinion, 

be regarded as primarily 'specifications' of the more general Western 

value pattern of instrumental activism, rather than as departures from 

it. In general, the same can be said of the ideologies of 'social 

(63) 
critici.m' and revolt that are widely current in our time' . 

It i. noticeable that in this example, Parsons adopts the same 

theoretical strategy as he adopted in the analysis of fascism - if 

one set of ideas becomes either inadequate, or inappropriate to the 

argument, one simply conjures up another set. What is of particular 

significance here is that by subsuming Russian ideology under Western 

ideology, Parsons is able to propose a convergence towards political 

pluralism for the two systems. 



Parsons argues for the development of Russian pluralism primarily 

in terms of the concept of evolutionary universal. In the case of 

politics, the most pertinent universal ie the 'democratic 

(64) 
association' . Parsons' reason for regarding the democratic 

aSAoci ation as an evolut! onary un! versa1 iA because of its proviSion 

of effective administration in a complex, differentiated society: 

'the larger and more complex a society becomes, the more 

important is effective political organisation not only in its 

administrati ve capacity, but also and not least in its support of 

a universalistic legal order. Political effectiveness includes both 

the scale and operative flexibility of the organistion of power. 

Power ••. depends overwhelmingly on a consensual element ... ,(65) 

Parson. regards the Soviet Union as being faced with a dilemma between 

(66) 
rigid party control and maximiAation of freedom ,despite the 

fact that at certain levels the Soviet system emphasises universalistic 

.tandard •• What is important however, is Parsons' view that Soviet 

totalitarianism is untenable as an effective political form. He 

is unequivocal on this point. 

'I."maintain that communist totalitarian organisation will 

probably not fully match 'democracy' in political and integrative 

capacity in the long run. I do indeed predict that it will prove to 

be un.table and will either make adjustments in the general direction 

of electoral democracy and a plural party system or 'regress' into 

1genera11Y 1es. advanced and politically less effective forms of 

organisation, failing to advanc~ as rapIdly or as far as otherwise 

(67) 
may be expected' • 

In'Communi.m and the West' Parsons discusses the likelihood of 

a tran.formation in Soviet totalitarianism by relating Soviet socialism 

to the fate of other great 'reform' movements of the past. Both 

Ca1vini.m in the Reformation and Jacobinism in the democratic revolution 



were short lived because, being based on self-appointed elites, thpir 

authority could not be legitimated. Since in Parsons' view, Calvinism 

and Jacobinism both gave way to a more 'liberal' Protestantism, he 

confidently suggests that: 

'it seem. a safe prediction that Communism will, from its own 

internal dynamics, evolve in the direction of the rpstoration - or whpre 

it has not yet existed, the institution - of political democracy ... 

political democracy is the only possible outcome except for general 

(68) 
destruction or breakdown' • 

In hi. opinion, processes involving the expansion of rights of citizpn-

ship, universalism and the many eff.etA of the edUCAtional revolution 

(fHl) 
have enabled the Soviet tlnion to he well on thf' rond to pluralillm 

He follows the conventional pluraliAt Rr~ument with re~ard to the pro-

liferation of groups providing a basis for a pluralist system, adding 

that the further such a differentiation of social structure proceeds, 

(70) the more difficult will a rigid authoritarianism be to uphold • 

In order to assess the validity of thele arguments it is necessary 

to begin by considering Parsons' claims about the functional superiority 

of the democratic a.sociation. Not only is it sugr,.IIted that the 

democratic association i8 more efficient than all other forms of 

political organilation. but it is also claimed that other forms are 

lubject to an inherent instability. Parsons in fact offers no theoretical 

justification for thia view and indeed there are good Parsonian 

~rounds for questioning the premiles on which it rests. Why should 

it be assumed that 'totalitarian' forms of politics will not persist 

in the Soviet Union? If Paraonian concepts of exchange and 

equilibrium ~ appropriate to the analysis of Russian social 

relations, why should not the Russian social formation exhibit those 

self-equilibrating tendencies enjoyed by its American counterpart? 

Why should the lelf-sustaining capacities of .one system be denied to 

another? If Parson. makes 8uch a denial his analysis collapses. If 



he seeks to avoid the problem by denying the applicability of the 

exchange concepts to the Russian case, the entire basis of his 

conceptualisation of social and political relations disappears. PaTsons' 

attempt to claim the superior effectivity of democratic forms of 

politics therefore serves only to throw up a number of more general 

and fundamental problems in his analysis. 

There are at least two other arguments through which he tries 

to justify the claim for a political convergence, but neither of 

these is convincing. The attempt to legitimate the conclusion by 

referring to the history of other 'reform' movements does not 

deserve serious consideration and is merely another aspect of the 

effect of Parsons' combination of ideal and teleological explanations. 

His second claim concerning the expansion of political groups through 

differentiation is a common pluralist argument. Apart from purely 
(71 ) 

empirical questions the explanation 1s again subject to those 

problems relating to the equilibrating capacities of systems. There 

1s, in other words, no reason to assume that such a tendency, even if 

present, should have any necessary effects on Russian political 

relations. 

Fundamentally, Parsons' argument for political convergence rests 

upon hi. position with respect to Russian ideology. It has already 

been shown above that Parsons treats such ideology in a number of wRyS; 

it is an obstacle to development, it is an aspect of development and 

so on. It is his later attempt to incorporate Russian ideology into 

the teleology however, which constitutes the basis of his explanation 

'of convergenee. Because Russian ideology is now a mere 'specification' 

of western rationality and instrumental activism, it can be argued 

that the Russian political system has to develop in the direction of 

democracy. It is indeed apparent that the treatment of the democratic 
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association as an evolutionary universal is only possible because 

such universals and the social processes which condition them are 

themselves directly dependent on systems of ideas. It Is equally 

apparent however, that such a position has to lead to absurd and 

contradictory conclusions. Thus, Parsons can maintain that there lR 

a definite distinction between the economic systems of the USA and 

the USSR because of the difference between their respective 

ideological positions, In the case of the polity however, the 

argument is reversed, Here it is said that the two systems convl"rgf> 

because of the baSic similarity of their ideolo~ieB. In the courRP 

of a single paragraph Parsons can use his argument on ideology to 

claim that 

'The communist system is not however, baSically divergent from 

the more general normative pattern of Western civilisation ... however, 

it comes into an acute conflict at one major point, namely that of 

(72) 
the system of political control over (the economy)' . 

This type of example illustrates the effects of teleology on 

Parsons' social analysis. Russian economic and political relations 

are not examined in terms of the concepts of exchange. The polity 

(73) 
and economy are instead conceptualised according to their position 

along the line of rationalisation/differentiation. A more preCise 

analy.t. of such relations is both unnecessary and impossible, since 

the concepts of exchange are themselves subject to the teleology. 

The mode of analysis which Parsons presents is therefore subject 

to a variety of problems and inconsistencies due to the fact that 

particular fprms of political relations are incorporated within a 

general teleology. This holds for all forms of relations including 

those which Parsons would regard as variations from the direction of 

the teleology. 



Much of this chapter has concentrated upon the work of 

Talcott Parsons, attempting to show that there are a number of 

fundamental problems in his mode of political analysis. Parsons' work 

was chosen for consideration for two reasons. Firstly, because he 

provides the most rigorous, sophisticated and precise outline of 

the conditions of existence and mechanisms of pluralist politics. 

Secondly, because he provides a clear example of the application 

of the pluralist method in comparative analysis. 

Having said that, it should be emphasised that the problems 

which arise in Parsonian analysis are not peculiar to it alone. The 

final pages of this section will therefore attempt to show that many 

of the difficulties outlined above reappear in other versions of 

I comparative political sociology. This fact may be illustrated by 

examining one or two of the more influential attempts to construct 

comparative 'typologies' of political development. What will become 

clear from even a brief consideration of the works of Almond, Coleman, 

Powell and Apter is that they reproduce, if in slightly different 

forml, all of the major problems discussed in the above analysis of 

Parsons. In other wordS, their theoretical solutions are inherently 

arbitrary and in conlequence their analyses are unable to account 

for the emergence of specific forms of regime, despite their insistence 

that an 'empirical explanation' of such developments is the criterion 

upon which such typologies are to he judged. 

All of thes. authors sef'k to achieve a grf'later degrf'le of rigo1lr 

J 

and realism in comparative analysis by the construction of typologies. 

That all such typologists generate the Bame problems as those which 

have already b.en discussed earlier in this section is hardly Bur-

pri.ing in view of the close similarjty in theoretical orientation 

between them and Parsons himself. In the first place the conceptual 

ba81. for typological classification is always grounded in some version 

of Par.on,' 'tu,ion' of Weberian and Durkheimian constructs. Both 



Curtis and Scarrow in standard texts on comparative typological 

analysis,for example, emphasise that the 'development-under-development' 

typology is heavily dependent on (Parsonian) sociological theory 

and the concepts central to it - structural differentiation, 

rationalisation, functional specificity and 
(74) 

so on . 

Secondly, it is apparent that theorists such as Almond, Colemnn 

and their associates are aiming to reconceptualise comparative 

political analysis through the concepts of sociology_ In Almond'R 

view it is because 'the conceptual scheme of political science 

gradually lost its capacity' to grapple with the problems of 

comparative analysis that 'the application of certain sociological 

and anthropological concepts 'may facilitate such systematic compar1son(75). 

Towards this end Almond suggests that the terms to be used 'in 

discriminating the essential properties' of classes of systems' have 

, (76) 
emerged out of the Weber-Parsons tradition in social theory . 

Three major concepts are central to realising this project. ThE" ftr!-lt 

is the catesory of 'political system' and its associated concepts 

of 'interdependence'. 'changing equilibrium', 'role' etc. The 

centrality of the concept of system pOints to the importance of R 

second cluster of concepts, for in Almond's view 

'Without such a sharp definition we will be unable to compare 

the differentiated modern political systems with the relatively 

I 
undifferentiated primitive one~, the secular modern systems with th~ 

traditional and theocratic 
, (77) 

ones • 

It is clear then that comparative political typologies are to 

be constructed upon Parsons' fusion of the processes of differentiation 

and rationalisation. Indeed Almond like Parsons, takes the view 

that the conceptual 'map' of comparative analysis is to be defined 

by the fusion of th •• e processes, the analYSis of specific systems 

being reducible to placing them at some point along the 'continuum' 
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of development (7B) , One of the principal means for constructing such 

classifications relates to a third conceptual cluster, again deriving 

directly from Parsons, that of the 'pattern variables', It is these 

which provide a precise means of distinguishing between 'modern' 

and 'traditional' systems ('specificity' 'universaliAm', 'achievement' 

'affective neutrality' versus 'diffuseness', 'particularism', ascripttve-

(79) 
ness' and 'affecti vi ty ') , 

Before making a brief examination of some of the SUbstantive 

arguments of these authors it is interesting to emphasise the factorA 

which Almond puts forward as criteria for evaluating the utility of 

comparative typological analysis, Three such factors are distinguished 

In the first place, a comparative analysiS of development is required 

to be empirical as well as formal(80), Secondly, such analysis 

must be capable of 'bringing out the essential differences' between 

political systems, It must, in other wordS, be able to outline what 

is specific to particular systems, Thirdly, 'the ultimate criterion 

of admission or rejection is the facilitation of underBtanding,(8l); 

does the typology provide any explanation of the processes which it 

seeks to specify? 

Almond and Powell,following Parsons, place two concepts at th~ 

centre of their analysis, 'role' and 'culture'. These are conceived 

in developmental form 80 that where the developmental aspect of role 

is 'differentiation', that of culture is 'seculartsation', the lattpr 

being the process whereby men become increasingly rational(82). 

Though Almond and Powell deny any 'inevitable trend' towards 

dlfferentiat!on/secularisation in political systems, they insist 

that one can speak in terms of comparative 'degrees' of both 

processes. 

In accordance with this it is therefore suggested(83)that 

comparative analysis depends upon an examination of the relationship 
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between on the one hand, political structures and on the other functions 

such as 'interest articulation', 'socialisation' and so on. According 

to this view 'development' takes place when the structure and culturp 

of a political system cannot cope with functional problems without 

further differentiation/secularisation. That is not to say that in the 

authors' view all such development has to b~ pro~reRslve. On the 

J contrary they insist that development may in fact he 'regressive' 

a situation whereby political systems may decline or regress to more 

'traditional' patterns. 

Now two immediate questions arise with respect to this argument. 

What conditions account for such regression, and what processes 

explain the emergence of such conditions at any particular juncture? 

Take again, for example, the cases of German fascism and Russian 

totalitarianism. Why did Germany and Russia., both relatively 

'modern' systems, 'regress' towards more 'traditional' patterns of 

political organisation? 

Almond and Powell's answer to this is rf'markahly similar to 

Parsons', and no les8 unsatisfactory. Their classification of 

( 84) 
'authoritarian-modern systems' provides an explanation of Russian 

and Nazi political development which is at hest a form of cultural 

determinism and at worst a form of tautOlogy. In either case the 

argument i8 theoretically arbitrary, for all that we are presented 

with are terms of explanation, whose only justification lies in 

their expediency. Instead of advancing the 'facilitation of 

understanding', Almond and Powell engage in a complex wordplay 

that defines. Russia as 'Radical Totalitarian', Nazi Germany a8 

'Co •• ervative Totalitarian', Franco's Spain as 'Conservative 

Authoritarian' and so on. What we have ~s classification by fiat 

rather than by concept, since the precise conditions which produce 

specific forms of 'regression' remain unspecified. At best one is 
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merely left to infer that German or RUBRian regr~sslon is R product 

of particular forms of cultural irrationality, thou~h Almond and 

Powell's view that the development of high capahility systems deppnrl~ 

(85) 
on rationalisation ,like all such viewR, only makes spnsE' hecAu"f' 

'developed' systems are already defined in these terms. 

Apter's approach to comparative anAlysis rests upon A modtflprl 

version of Parsonian theory and is a~ain concerned with the 'fit' 

between structural and cultural processes. This approach to the 

analysis of development enables him to produce a typology of po1it1cA] 

systems, the most important Aspect of which is the distinction betwp~n 

'sacred collective' and 'secular libertarian' systems(86). According 

to Apter two things may be drawn from thesp polar types. Firstly, 

most other systems tend to fit b~tween them. S~condly, libertar1an 

systems have historically evolved from collective ones (87) 

Two things in Apter's analysis are worthy of hrief comment. Tn 

'the first place he considers it PQssible to draw empirical vartation~ 

J from these polar types or models, a procedure which enableR him to 

make an empirical distinction between 'reconciliation' and 'mobiliRAtion' 

systems, the former drawn from the li hertarian, the latter from the 

collective type. But the object of empirical analYSis again hardly 

conforms with the developmenta1ism from Which such types are drawn. 

For it is apparent that Apter, like Parsons and others is unable to 

reconcile any of the specific condition. of given political developments, 

with the overall tel~ology. There are indeed no 'empirical' conditions 

which are effective in the moderniRation proceRs. for that process 

is given in the conRtruct of the Parsonian fusion. Specific conditions 

are only effective in 'regressions' from modernisation and Apter is 

no more able to give an account of such conditions than are his 

counterpart.. It ia therefore difficult to reconcile Apter's call for 

an empirical analysi. with the concluding statement of his work: 



'I think that In the long run the most revolutionary force in 

political affairs will be a new form of the secular-libertarian 

ideal and, more specifically a demo~rat10 system of government. 

Modernisation Is 8 critical step by means of which this ideal will 

(BB) 
be uni.versalised' . 

Secondly the similarity of Apter's treatment of ideological 

conditions in political practice to Parsons' is striking. For 

Apter communi.m is a 'political religion' rather than a specific 

ideology with determinate conditions of existence. Apter, like Par~onR. 

does not define ideology in terms of its conditions of existence 

and effects, but only in terms of its place within a developmental 

process (89) . Ultimately, it may be argued that what superficially 

unites ideologies is more important than their specificity. Communism 

and fascism may then be subsumed under 'religion' rather than treated 

as specific political ideological conditions with determinate effects. 

Finally let us consider what is probably the best known and most 

influential resume of the comparative method, Almond's article 

of 1956 'Comparative Political Systems'. What is of most substantive 

importance here is Almond's attempt to differentiate between specific 

systems on the basis of the Parsonian theoretical fusion. What this 

amountl to in broad terms is a distinction being drawn between 'Anglo 

American' and 'Pre-Industrial' systems, the former being characterised 

by the features of homogeneity, differentiation, secularity, 

rationality, bur.aucracy, functional specificity, diffusion of power, 

and the latter by their antitheses. Between these two systems Almond 

attempts to identify two other political types, the 'Totalitarian' 

and the 'Continental European'. 

What Almond's article in fact reveals, perhaps more clearly than 

anything dilcusled so far, i8 the fundamentally arbitrary nature of 

the comparative method. For in the case of totalitarianism, apart 



from one passing reference to the fact that it is tied to the 'modern' 

(90) system - a 'tyranny with a rational bureaucracy' DO other 

reference is made to the structural features which depict the modern 

system. Instead the characterisation of totalitarianism rests upon 

a description of the 'coercive' features of totalitarianism regimes. 

Here, political 'regression' is accounted for, not by reference to 

any reversal of the differentiation process. but by reference to an 

entirely new conceptuul cateiory which buarM no obviou~ relation to 

the conceptual structure of developmental theory. The account of 

the 'Continental European Systems' is no less arbitrary in form. 

Here again the similarity with Parsons and others is obvious since 

Italy and Germany's position between the Anglo American and 

Totalitarian types is determined not by degree of modernity. but 

by the characteristics of Italian and German 'sub-cultures'. 

These brief examples merely reinforce more clearly what has 

already been said above. All exponents of the pluralist position 
(

regard it as a means of carrying out specific empirical analyse~ 

at any level of the political system. Such an objective is however, 

impossible, precisely because the teleological propOSitions upon which 

pluralism and its derivatives - notably modernisation theory - rests 

are incompatible with the criterion of 'specificity'. The outcome 

is a form of analysis which is both arbitrary and ambiguous. In 

spite of its insistence on the specificity of political relations 

such a mode of analysis is incapable of recognising any of the social 

conditions of existence of political processes and practices. It is 

to a further examination of that theme that the following chapter 

i8 directed. 
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CHAPTER li'()f~ 

I, SOCIOLOGY AND THE ANALYSIS OF POLITICAL ACTION 

J This chapter is concerned with the question of how sociologistR 

conceptualise and analyse political action. The first section examines 

attempts to theorise 'power' as a form of such action, looking 

especially at those writers who primarily regard it a8 a capacity 

of human individuals. The major shortcoming of that approach is 

found to be its failure to examine the conditions of existence of forms 

of political action. Section Two examines, in detail some of those 

discourses which have attempted to theorise those conditions by defining 

them al 'structural' components of political action. The chapter 

closes by suggesting that these attempts to address the problem of 

political action through the polarisation of 'structure' with human 

'action' are inadequate and that the terms of the problem have indeed 

to be reformulated. 

1. power a. an attribute or caeacity of subjects 

Sociological discussion of political relations and forms of 

political action often tends to be directed towards an analysis of 

human subjects and their capacities. Take, for example, the exerciRA of 

'power'. Sociologists have commonly regarded the relation involved 

in that exercise as one between ego and alter where 'power' is 

exerted by one agent at the expense-of another. In this context 

Weber's definition has often provided a starting point for discussion: 

'Power is the probability that one actor within a social re-

l.tionship will be in a position to carry out his own will despite 

re.i.tence, r.gardlel8 of the b.sis on which this probability rests,(l). 

This definition is founded upon two broad theoretical assumptions. 

Firstly, in accordance with the Weberian conception of social action, 

it ••• um •• that the agents who participate in relations of power are 



human individual., or aggregates of individuals, possessing the 

e.lential capacities that enable social action to occur. Secondly, 

Weber's definition assumes that it is possible to speak meaningfully 

about 'power' and 'power relations' without any necessary reference 

to the specific .ocial conditions of existence of such relations. 

Tbi. i. clearly what liel beyond Weber's reference to· 'power' aB 

• relation which can be identified 'regardless of the basis on which 

thil probability re.ta'. 

That many SOCiological discussions of power attempt to regard it 

.s involving relations between aD essential category of human in-

divideal. i. apparent from the ways in which the term power is defined 

by leading theoriBtl. Dahl's famous definition is not unlike Weber'R : 

'A has power over B to the extent that he can get B to do something that 

8 would not otherwise do,(2). In preBenting this definition Dahl 

in.ist. that power i. a relationship between people, and although he 

accept. that 'actors may be individuals, roles, offices, governments 

(or) nation .tate.' he is adamant that all such categorie~ of agent Rrp 

(3) 
ultimately reducible to 'human aggregates' and their capacities. 

A limilar view il of course adopted by many other writers on thp 

topiC. For example, Chapter Three showed Mills' version of 'ruling 

J elite theory' to be one which saw psychological propensitie. as an 

In.ufficlent but nevertheless necessary condition of the power 

ellte'. exl.tence. Other writers, despite their adoption of different 

theoretical viewI on power from either Dahl or Mills share the belief 

that power relation., however conceived, are necessarily inter-

s~bjectlve relations. Hunter, the major 'reputationalist' writer.on 

powar Clalm. that 'power is a word that will be used to describe 

tha act. of men golng about the business of moving other men to act 

In relation to them.alve. or in relation to organic or inorganic thlngs,(4). 

Other example. wl11 be referred to presently. 



The fact that sociologists of quite different theoretical per-

suasions tend to locate power in inter-subjective relations suggests 

that there is a wide consensus regarding the question of how power i~ 

to be analysed. It is to this consensus which Wrong has recently 

pointed when suggesting that most contributors to the power debate 

in sociology, whether 'reputationalists', 'elitists', 'pluralists', 

'decisionists' or 'non-decisionists' , 'are all prone to locate power in 

t,e resources 

lideed, Luke. 

of individuals rather than in impersonal organisations,(5). 

has rightly suggested that the view that power is to bp 

'attributed to (individual or collective) human agents,(6), is one which 

has been virutally unquestioned in social sciences. 

The assumption that power is an inter-subjective relation under 

pins the second aspect of Weber's definition - that power relations 

may be r~ferred to without any reference to their social 'basis' being 

strictly necessary. It is precisely this assumption which lies behind 

the various attempts to construct formal typologies of power and its 

variants ('influence', 'force', 'manipulation' etc). One of the most 

detailed and recent attempts to undertake such an exercise is that 

of Wrong, who tries to retain a rigorous distinction between the 'forms' 

and 'bases' of power, despite his realisation that such a task is not 

without its problems. Indeed, after admitting that his own taxonomy. 

though more detailed than is customary, is hardly novel, he recognises 

that attempts to construct classifications of the 'forms' of power are 

invariably confused and confusing: 

'The formal definitions and distinctions made by different writers 

scarcely succeed in dispelling ... confusion, for they reveal at least 98 

much diversity as uniformity. Power is regarded as a form of influence, 

or influence as a form of power, or they are treated as entirely dis-

tinct ·phenomena. Power is held to rest always on COn~9"t, or it must 

always confrDnt and overcome resistance. Authority is a sub-type of 



power, or power and authority ar~ distinct and opposite. P~rsuasion iR 

a form of power; it is not a form of power at all ,(7). 

Wrong continues at some length to give what is, in fact, a very 

~ccurate synopsis of the confusions and disagreements concernin~ thp 

}elation.hiP between ·power'. 'manipulation'. 'force'. 'competence' 

• charisma' and the like, as formulated In a variety of texts. Such 

confusion. derive from the very rnt1onRI~ of formnli~m, which ~anrtlon~ 

both the project of taxonomy. and the nttempt to ronRtruct ahstract 

typologies of power on the hasis of an examination of projected re-

lations between ego and alter. That project shows both the problems 

of formalism, already referred to in Chapter Two, and subjectivism. 

After all, it can only be maintained that power may be analysed In-

dependently of the social conditions which provide its 'basis' because 

those conditions are conceived as inessential, transient and variahle, 

in contrast to the essential, enduring suhjective capacities of human 

actors, The confusions arising in formalism therefore relate to the 

attempt to derive variable types of social relations from an invarlah]e 

and essential capacity of human subjects. 

It il suggelted then that subjectivism underpins thoRe attempts 

to separate the formal classification of power 'types' from the Ruh-

stantive social basis of power relations. Rut that same subjectivism 

also serves to justify a failure to theorise the social conditions of 

existence of power even in those discourses which make no claim to model-

building, and indeed, profess to carry out 'empirical' studies of 

power· relation •• 

The Dahlian methodology for the anRlysifl of power relations d1s-

cUIsed in Chapter Three i8 clearly inseparable from nahl's view of 

political agency described above. Given the argument that the oCCupBnt~ 

of power position. are individuals, an analysis of power must 

consequently depend upon an examination of the 'concrete decis10nA' 



of those same individuAls. In accordance with the emphasis on an 

analysis of decision makin~, Dahlian pluralists therefore maintain 

that 'power'does not in fact exist outside its 'exercise' in such 

decisions. Here then, one has one of the factors which differentiate~ 

Dahlian analysis from that of elite theory or 'non-decision theory; 

emphasis is placed on the 'exercise' of power rather than its 'sourcps' 

Nevertheless pluralists clearly have to recognise that the 

pOlsession of certain resources is both necessary to, and an influence 

upon the decision making process. Significantly however, these resources 

are again seen in individualistic terms. In Dahl's view, 'a resource 

is anything that can be used to sway the specific choices or the 

strategies of another individual'. A list of such resources might 

include 'an individual's own time; access to money, credit and wealth; 

10ntrol over jobs, control over information; esteem or aocial 

Jtanding; the possession of charisma; popularity, legitimacy, legality ... 

the right to vote, intelligence, education, and perhaps even ones 

(8) 
energy level' • 

Two assumptions are prevalent in this argument. In the first 

place, the essential agent of political relations is deemed to be 

'homo pO.liticu.' , an agent who utiliseR h:ll'l available resources 

rationally(9). In the second place, such resources are said to be 

distributed diffusely. In short, resources are regarded as 'non-

cumulative'; though one individual may have 'more money' another may 

have 'more time' and so on. Both of these assumptions have been 

shown to be problematiC in previous discussion. Chapter Two has 

shOWD the inad~quacy of the individualistic conception of agency. 

Chapter Three has shown that pluralism's individualistic account of 

power offers no coherent explanation of the social conditions by 

which power 18 produced and reproduced in a given ('diffuse') social 



form. That problem i. one which is not resolved by 'emp1rical' 

accounts of individual decisions, for such accounts combine the contlntlal 

a.sumption that certain social processes are effective, with the per-

,'iatent inability to account for them. 

The same problem reappears in a variety of other empirical 

approaches to the study of power which take positions diametrically 

opposed to pluralism - notahly 'ruling elite', 'stratificationi.t' 

and 'reputationi.t' positions. Despite their specific differences all 

of these positions place emphasis on the view that power is conditional 

upon the po.se.sion by indivirluals, of certain key facilities, or 

re.ource. (income, prestige, political position etc). Though all of 

the theorists associated with these positions continue, like plUralIsts, 

to conceive power in inter-peronal terms, they dispute the claim that 

power relations are inevitably embodied in 'concrete decisions' (Dahl) 

or the 'decision making process' (Polshy). 

Hunter's work provides a good example of what is involved here. 

In the first place, it suggests that 'Regional City' is ruled by a 

cohesive .elf-consciou. elite, membership of which is almost whollv 

defined by po.ition in the business community. Hence it le sug~est~d 

that in that community 'most institutions and associations are suh-

ordiDate ••••• to the interests of the policy makers who operate in 

, (10) 
the economic .phere of community life . Secondly. it inSists that 

the 81ite dictate. city policy. even though its members may not 

nece •• arily intervene overtly in formal deCision making processes. 

Thi •. emphasi. clearly bears some .imilarity to Mills' argument 

regardinR th~ 'power elite'. In both cases, one has a view of the 

overt proces.es of popular democracy being circumvented by those who 

occupy the 'higher circles' and who have 'real' control over deCisions 

of local, national and international consequence. 
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Positions of this sort have invariably heen Hubjected to seriou~ 

criticism. Many have, for example, pointed to the vague and speculative 

arguments of writers like Mills, Martin, for one, noting the tendenr.y 

for elite. to be only vaguely defined Rnd vAriable in composit10n, And 

for arguments to involve An infinite regre~sion of 'manipulators he 

(11) 
hind manipulators' What lies behind criticism of this sort i8 n 

'suggestion, similar to Dahl's comment o~ Mills, to the effect that most 

of these theories are unable or unwilling to specify the 'scope' of 

power. What this suggests - if one in fact extends Dahl's own rather 

narrow definition of 'scope' beyond its individualistic limits - is 

that any theory of power which is to specify the boundaries of power 

relations has, at the very least, to provide an accurate deSignation 

of the agents participating in them, and the nature of such partici

~.tion. But when considered in that light it is clear that pOSitions 

like Mills' or Hunter's are unsound precisely because of the indeterminacy 

of the elite concept. This failing is clearly apparent in M1Ils' case. 

Why for example, is there considered to be one power elite instead of 

three? If each elite is based around a different institutional complex, 

what conditions guarantee their overall unity? 

To a large extent many of the failings of the various 'elite' 

response. to pluralist theory derive from the inability of writers 

in that tradition to tackle the problem of how power is produced, 

reproduced and distributed in a given form. As in the CRse of plural1Am 

that failure i. largely due to the attempt to regard power as R 

capacity of individual., an approach which sanctions a type of analYSis 

which is not only speculative, but unable to account for the social 

condition. of given power relations. 

Raving .aid that however, one contribution to the debate on power 

which ha •• 0 far not been mentioned - the so-called non-decision making 

approach of Sachrach and Baratz - might at first appear to provide a 



solution. For what is most apparent about that analysis is the 

presence of a clear conception of power being ~ubjected to definitp 

social conditions and processes which affect the practices of the 

incumbents of positions within power relations. fhf'Tf' is then, at 

least in principle, a recognition of the need for a th~ory of the 

social production, reproduction and distribution of power in Bachrach 

and Baratz'. work. 

To this end 'Power and Poverty' begins by attempttng to eluctdatf' 

the 'two faces of power'. Although it is accepted that power may 

clearly be exercised in situations where A and B undertake 'COnCTf'tp' 

decisions, the authors question whether power as a Rocial relation iR 

totally embodied in such processes. Instead they propose that power 

may also be said to apply to situations where 'R person or group -

consciously or unconsciously - creates or reinforces barriers to th~ 

(12) 
public airing of policy conflicts' . To support this content1on 

they call upon Schattschneider's claim that 

'All forms of political organisation have a bias in favour of the 

exploitation of some kinds of conflict and the suppression of others 

because organisation is the mobilisation of bias. Some issues are 

t ' (13) organised into politics while others are organisf'd ou . 

The concept of 'mobilisation of bias' is crucial to the authorR' 

attempt to conceptuali.e the proc~8R of non-rlnciRlon mAking in spflrl fIr 

contexts. What they sugge~t initially is that 

'Political systems and SUb-systems develop a 'mobilisation of 

bias' a set of predominant values, beliefs, rituals, and institutional 

procedures ('rules of the game') that operate systematically and con-

sistently to the benefit of certain persons and groups at the expensp 

(14) 
of others' • 

In referring to this 'mobilisation of bias' then, Bachrach and 

Baratz are clearly making at least an implicit reference to wider 
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notion. of how power is produced and reproduced in A Rocial 8ettin~. 

Indeed, by the end of the third chapter of their book, that AuggeflU"n 

has become more explicit, for they say that in posing the question of 

which groups are 'disfavoured' under the distribution of resources 1 n 

the community, a wider problem will be pOlled: 

'To what extent does the utililllation of power, authority Rnd 

influence shape and maintain a political system that tends to perpetratp 

'unfair shares' in the allocation of values; and how, if at all, ar_~ 

new sources of power, authority and influence generated and brough~ 

to bear in an effort to alter the political process And in turn less~n 

(15) 
inequality in the value allocation'? 

It would appear, then, that one of the issues with which 

8achrach and Baratz Are concerned is that of the 'generation' (and 

regeneration) of power sources in community politics. Certainly tho~p 

chapters of their book dealing with the anti-poverty programme in 

Baltimore in the late 1960's purport to deA] with tssues relating to 

that matter. But, 1n fact, the study of poverty and rAce 1n Raltlmnr~ 

is largely one which emphallifleJl how certain political and economic 

leaders successfully incorporated black radiCAlism until a riot swayed 

the political balance more in favour of the blacks. In effect, as 

Lukes has quite rightly commented, Rachrach and Rarntz's account of 

the proce •• es which generate 'the mobiliSAtion of bias' is one which 

confin •• itself to studying how these processes can be traced back 

(16) 
to individuals' decisions . 

In con.equence, 'Power and Poverty' fails to give an adequate 

account either of the social conditionA of existence of white political 

domination, or of thoe. conditions which gave rise to the limited success 

black. had in redre.sing the political balance in the late 1980's. 

Th. fir.t of the.e - the political domination enjoyed by whites - 1s 

explained 1n term. of the capacities of particular individuals, such ae 

, (17) 
th. Mayor, whose 'quick action was, in one CQ8e, said to 



account for the blacks' failure to achieve effective mobilisation and 

organisation. Apart from this, there is virtually no account of any 

of the wider conditions which might have generated white power and domlna-

tion, apart from vague reference to 'established institutions and 

procedures' (18) • 

As for the limited acquisition of power which blacks achieved 

during the period in question, Bachrach and Baratz present two causes. 
I 

One was the provision of federal funds Rnd programmes for reform, 'the 

main means, directly and indirectly, by which the black power have (sic) 

gained a foothold in Baltimore's political system'. Such grants and 

programmes reputedly helped to raise the expectations of a large 

proportion of those experiencing conditions of poverty 'thereby 

cJusing them to develop a set of interests and to make use of t"'" pol1 t t~al 

system in furthering their interests,(19). The seconrt factor was the 

incidence of riot: 'More than anything else ... the riots apparently 

signalled the beginning of the end of the existing biased political 

system in Baltimore. No longer could I)lacks be exc 1 uded from ... key 

(20) 
centres of decision making' . 

But neither of these arguments is convincing. The first hardly 

ftts in with the prior explanation of white domination, for if in

dividual political leaders were so adept in utilising the 'mobilisation 

of bias' why were they unable to direct the federal programme into 

ineffectual channels, by virtue of the same proceBses of co-option, 

incorporation and guile which they had used to emasculate previous 

programme.? The second explanation is E"ven more problematic, for not 

only is the theory of transformation by riot open to the same problem 

a. above (why were the leaders not co-opted?) but, it can give no 

(21) 
account of how riots, as a 'new source of power' provided the specific 

means of access to institutional bureaucratic, legislative and ad-

ministrative practices which con.tltutE"d the means by which the 
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mobilisation of bias' was operatpd. 

Despite its int~ntionR, Bachrach and Baratz's analysis therefor~ 

I 
fails to show how sperlftc sources of power are generated and regeneratf.d. 

In their early theoretical comments on power as a concept, they are 

critical of those who "quRte 'the posseAsion of th~ instruments of 

(??) 
power' with the 'possession of power itsf'lf' ,suggesting that 

because power is a relation, it cannot he possessed. However, all that 

this argument justifies i~ a refusal to theorise any of the means whereby 

power is produced and reproduced. This follows as a consequence of 

the view that the 'relational' character of power has to be considered 

inter-subjectively. Power relRtions are ther~fore regarded as resting 

(23) 
on value conflicts in the 'minds' of subjects ,irrespective of 

the social foundations of such relations. 

What has been sugge8t~d RO far is that writers from a Variety of 

theoretical persuasions, whether present1ng formal classifications 

or empirical studies of power, generally fall to confront the quel'lt.1on 

of its social conditions of existence. This failing has in fact been 

raised before, though in a more specific context by Parsons. In his 

critical review of Mills' 'Power Elite', Parsons suggests that elite 

theorists invariably omit a crucial step from their analysis of power. 

In coneentrating on the question of how power ie distributed, writers 

sueh .as Mill. ignore the fact that it hu first to be prodUced. In 

order to illu.trate this Parsons draws an analogy with wealth. Wealth 

ean be distributed, and indeed such a distribution may be a focus of 

political conflict, but 'even apart from the question of what share 

eaeh gets, the fact that there should be wealth to divide, and how 

much, cannot be taken for granted as given except within a very lfm1tEld 

(24) 
eontext' • In speaking of wenlth then, one has first to con8id~r 

the que.tion of its conditions of production. Likewise, the same has 
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to be said for political power. As Parsons empha~tse~, power indeed 

'has to be divided or allocated but it also has to be produced' (25) . 

It is for this reason that Parsons' essay 'On the Concept of 

Political Power' is highly critical of attempts to construct 'diffuAP' 

classifications of the 'forms' of power, and for thAt matter of 

abstract definitions such BS Dahl's. In his view, Auch approaches 

make it 'logically impossible to treat power as R specific mechanism 

operating to bring about changes in the actions of other units, individual 

or collective, in the process of social interaction,(26). In other 

words, Parsons is concerned to show power BS a specific relation (rRth~r 

than a general capacity of actors) subject to the effects of particular 

aocial conditions ~f production, reproduction and distribution. 

~learlY, this approach to power distinguishes him not only from elite, 

reputationalist, and non-decisionist writers, but also from mainstream 

pluralists such as Dahl. 

In the context of what has been said earlier, it should be appBr~nt 

that Parsons' argument provides an accurate synopsis of the theoretical 

shortcomings of much of the conventional sociology of power. Irrespective 

of the strength of PArsons' argument however, it should not be inferren 

that his own attempt to theorise the social conditions of existence 

of power is successful. For that position is subject to at least 

two major theoretical railinRft; on the one hand, he equateR the 

'specificity' of the conditions of production of power with their 

alleged 'functionality'; on the other hand, he attempts to ground the 

concept of power upon relations of 'legitimation'. The effect of this 

is to transform the structure of the above argument; the claim that 

power is a relation subject to specific social conditions of existence, 

Is translated into the view that power is a 'functionally' specific 

social relation subject to the effects of 'consensually' generated 

social conditions. 
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However, given a rejection of the functionalist 'version' of 

~arsons' argument, its significancp to the prpsent discussion should 

be clear. For what Parsons' cri tique OTH'nS un is a means of re-

formulating the way the probIpm oi' noIiticaI power in particular, and 

political action in ~enpraI, Is posed in thporetical discourse. To put 

it simply, one can avoid some of the problems mentioned above by posin~ 

the question of 'political relations ano their conditions of existence', 

rather than 'political actors and their subjective capacities'. This 

approach has one obvious advanta~e, for oncp nower/actlon is seen as a 

property of social relations/conditions it Is nn Iongpr redUCible, In 

the short term, or long term. tn a capncl Iv of slIh.lpcts. 

Though the full implications of that statempnt will become apoarpnt 

later in this work it should not be inferrpd that sncioInr:ists have 

been entirely unwilling to pose thp prohIpm Of poli tt cal actlon and 1 ts 

conditions of existence. The second se(,tjon of this chanter will 

direct attention to several of the more important and influential 

attempts to address that question. The thrpe authors splected for 

consideration here, though adopting a variety of theoretical stances, 

share a number of common pot nts of reference. Each is concerned wi th 

addres~ing the question of what cate~ories of agents participate 1n 

political practice. By way of providing a solution to this question, 

each places emphasis upon the signi ficancp of col)ecti ve a~pnts (classps, 

elites) in the performance of political aclion. Each is therefore 

concerned with specifying the conditions of clas~ or elitp formation 

and action, as well as with formulatinR a theory of the retat10nshtp 

between class and non-class power. Most important of all, each takes the 

view that a resolution to the problem of the conrtition~ of existence 

of political action depends upon a ('orrf'ct theorisation of the rf'-

lationship between such 'action' and social (especially economic) 
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'structural' conditions. This attempt to nose the problems of 

poli tical analysis through the pol a risation of 'structure' and 'act inn' 

will be assessed in what follows. 

J 
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ITS CONDITIONS OF EXISTENCE 

The matters to hp c!isclIssPc! in Ih" fn1lnwinl~ s('clion ('an h(' hf's! 

introduced by referrinr; hrlpflv to Lukps' aT'1.1('11> 'now!'r Hnc! Structlll"" 

What Lukes attem!"lts to rrpspnt in thi~~ pipc£' is H ,justification for th., 

view that both social liff' in !~('npral, and political 1iff' in nart;icu1,"', 

may be conceptualised as a 'c!ialpctic' of strllct.uT(' Hno action, 1 n I h.' 

case of power WP are tolc! that 

'Power, , . ,presuppos{'s human al!f'ncv. To liSP thp v()cahul ary of 

power (and itF;, cognat.es) in application to social relationships is In 

speak of human aJ!';ents, separatf'ly or t.ov,ether, in ~rouns or orv,anisnlinns, 

through action or inaction, significantly affecting the thought.s or 

actions of others, In speaki ng thus ,on!' nssumf'S t.hat, al thoIJRh thp 

agents operate within struct.urally rleterminec! limit.s, they noO(' thp t.,,,c; 

(27 ) 
have a certain relativp autonomy and could havp actpo differpntly' 

This 'opposi tion between st ructur(> and al~ency' is, in LUkps' vi f''''' 

basic to many, if not all, nrl:'as of social life, including class, 

politics, kinship and lanv,lIage, In thf' casf' of nnlit.icRI powpr the 

crucial problem in any analysis is therefore an eXRmination of 'wherf' 

(28) 
structural determinism ends and !"lower hE'gi ns ' . Accordi nv. to LukE's' 

then, the key problem for consideration is that of the 'dialpctic of 

(29) 
power and structu~' . 

Although 'the problem of strllctllrp vprsus acUon' hns dominated 

8oc101ogical debate for the last cpntllry, tlw clpnrpst indicRtions of 

what is involved in the dichotomy of structllre/action may be found 

in some of the more recent writings on politics Rnd class, The thrpp 

writers to be discussed below - Dahrendor f , narkin and Gidrlens - h RV(' 

~ll contributed to that debate, and all ac!opt an approach which is, 

( :lO) 
in varying degrees, 'neo-Weberian' in emnhasis , 



Two themes in fact dOl'linatf' 'npo-Wphprlan' political discourse, 

both of these are in some respects rtprivert from thp imnosition 

of the structure/action dichotomy on political dphatr. Thf' first of 

these themes concerns the attemnt to rstnhlish nnlltical action as 

autonomous, or 'relatively autonomous' (Lllkrs) from thp conditionfl 

imposed by economic class structure. 

politics.is conceived as a fref' or relatively frpe sphere of 'action' 

vis-a-vis class 'structure'. Theorf'tical dphate therpfore centrf's 11001\ 

the question as Luke!'! quitp rightly says, of whpre 'strlJ(~ll1rr' enris 

and 'action' begins (or vi Cf' verfla). 

The second theme more or I pss fo 11 ows on from thp f1 rs t., for afl 

Lukes suggests 'to investi~at(' the fltructllrnl constraints on the POW("O 

of agents is, at the same time, in oart, to enquirf' into the nsturp 

( 31) 
of those agents' ,r.iven thf' centrRlity of the .c;trllcture/action 

dichotomy to neo-Weberian political riebatp, It is hardly slIrprislnr: 

then, that all of the authors conslricrpri hprf' l~lve sllhstnntlnl attpnt illn 

to the question of the nature of po 11 tlea\ ngf'nts, thf' conrit tion!'! of 

their formation and action, nnd so on. 

In theorising 'class conflict' ns n form of polttical action 

Dahren(forf places two empha!'les nt thp (,pntrp of h1fl nnaly!'!1!'!, Firstly, 

his intention is to reject thp view of socipty n!'! nn integrated system 

where conflict can be reduced to a product of 'deviations of a 

psychological nature', and put in its place 'an image of SOCiety that 

permits the explanation of conflicts in terms of structural, not individual 

conditions' (32) , One of the obviolJs a~slJmpt.ion~ hehind this project 

is the view that a p;enuinely sociological :lccount of those actions 

which consti tute 'social confl let.' is ahs('nt. Indeed Dahrendorf goes 

8S far as to suggest that there hAS heen a conspi euous neglect of 



any 'systematic analysis of the dynamics of social action by 

( 33) 
sociologists' . 

Secondly, much of Dahrf'ndorf's analysis is basf'ri upon a critiq\ll' 

of Marx, which argues hoth that Marx's concf'ntratton on 'pronf'rty', 

classes was 'narrow', and that because of such narrowness, his theory 

is unable to account for eMpirical changes in the character of 'post-

capitalist' societies. 

Dahrendorf attempts to produce a structural theory of conflict 

through an analysis of class formation and action. At the most general 

level, classes are to be understood as 'interest groups emerging 

from certain structural condi tions wh'ich operate as such and effect 

( 34) 
structure changes' . What distinguishes Dahrendorf's concept of 

class from others, with which this p,eneral definition might seem 

compatible, however, is the attempt to base it on the analysis of 

authority relations. Dahrendorf is of the opinion that such an 

approach provides a solution, both to the 'class conflicts' described 

by Marx, and to those of contemporary SOCiety. By adopting the 

Weberian concept of 'imperative co-ordination' then, he is able to 

define classes as 'social conflict groups the determinant ... of which 

can be found in the participation in, or exclusion from, the exercisf' 

of authority within any imperatively co-ordinated association,(35). 

Analytically thereforE", class is 1nriepf'ndent of propf'rty, stratificat.ion, 

or economic condItIon. 

Dahrendorf chooses to define classes in authority terms, not only 

because he believes that concept has causal priority over the concept 

J 

of property, but also because he seeks a specifically 'structural' 

account of class action. This becomes apparent when he discusses 

Weber's definitions of power and authori ty, sup;gestinr that the important. 

difference between the two 'consists in the fact that whereas powf'r is 

essentially tied to the personality of individuals, authority is always 



associated with social 
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posil.jons or roles' What is su~~esterl hl'rf' , 

then, is that since authority relations alone are rart of social 

structure, only an analysis basert on such relalions can nrovide a 

genuinely 'structural' account of class action and conflict. By 

adopting this stratep;y it is anparent that Oahrendorf attempts to pl:!!"p 

class analysis firmly within thp ('onfilll's of s()ciolo[,(ical rolp f\nalv~;i'; 

In his view this has the advantage of pnahllng authority strllcturps 

to be analysed independently of the motives and actions of their 

particular human representatives. Th j s, he s u g p;e s t s, i san I n d i cat i () 11 

of the 'admirable instinct' displayed in ~1arx's attempt to theorise 

social agents as 'personifications' of structural forces. 

However, it i!'! important to note that Oahrf'ndorf nlso insists 

that Marx's view should hp 'supplementecl' hy p;rnntin,: arlf'qllat.e 

recognition to the fact that 'the seconcl and eflual]y important step 

of structural analysis is concernf'd with the relntion hetween soclnl 

( :17) 
roles and their personnel' . In other worrls, clespi le the attempl 

to provide a 'structural' aCCOlJnt of action, it. is arguecl that any 

throry of ctRA!'! formntloll 1\11" nl"tioll has lro ('f)n"pntrntp holh on 

authority ('structllrp') and fH'r,,"nnpl ('nelion'). 

Precisely what is involvf'd In Ihl8 nltf'mrt to nnnJy~f' clnR!'! 

through the polarisation of si rllcturp and action can be Reen in the 

s~cond half of Dahrendorf's Rturly. The flltestion to which attf'ntion is 

here directed concerns' the condi t.ion~ of class format Ion and claRS 

. , (3R) 
conflict in industrial SOCIPty . The rliscussion of class formation 

is based upon the adoption of two assumptions concerning the natlJrp 

of authority. Firstly, it is flllggested that Ihp <11 fferentint di!'!t-

ri~ion of authority which is inherent in any form of orp.;anisntion 0" 

I 

association invariably becomes the dete rmi ni ng fac tn r in the gene rfl t ion 

of social conflicts. Secondly, it is SUf.':~pstecl t.hat the confl i et whi ('h 

is so generated is necessari 1y dt chotomous inform Accordi ng to 

Dahrendorf, in any situation there are 'but two ('ontend1nr: parties', 



such a dualism indeed helng 'implied in the very concept of confli('t' 

Furthermore, although thprf' 'may he coalltion •... aR therf' mnv hp ('I)I\fl"·,,, 

internal to either of the contf'ndf'rR, .. from the point of view of " 

given clash of intereRts, therf' are never more than two po~dtions 

( :l!l) 
that struggle for domination' . What Dahrendorf aRsumes then, i~ 

that authority is a 'zero-sum' concept where a finite amount of 

authority is competed for by mutually exclusive groups or classes. 

It should be apparent from the above that Dahrendorf's t.heory 

of class formation is, in fact, a very uncomplicated one. Classes arf' 

formed, and class confl icts ari RP from the di fferent! al distribution 

of authority in aSSOCiations. ThiR distrihution is therefore the 

(40) 
'ultimate cuase' of claRR formation. Tn Dahrendorf's view this 

statement is a logical assumption whose validity is proven by its 

usefulness in explanation. It is also clf'arly a 'Rtructural' explanat.ion, 

but one which, 1n accordancp with nnhrpnnorf's statf'n view on the 

structure/action connection Is, In itsf'lf, Insufficient al'! an explanation 

of class formation and actinn. Thou~h class formation is explained 

iJn structural terms, such an explanation, has therefore, to be 

supplemented by non-structural means. Dahrendorf attempts to achieve 

this by a discussion of the concept of class interest. 

His initial ar~ument with rPRlw('t 10 t.1lf' {'onn'pt of lntere!'lt!'l 

is that they are concf'tvpd nol In rRy('hnloJ~lcnl If'rmR, but as 

'structurally generated orientations of the actions of incumbents of 

( 41) 
defined positions' In other words interests attach to positions 

as 'role interests' rather than to indi viduals . From the point of view 

of the individual pI ayer of roleR. Dahrendorf i nAi sts, these interests 

are 'latent'. They are, in effect, hehavioural undercurrents which 

are predetermined for the individual and which are independent of his 

conscious orientat10ns and actions. 

J 



Under certain conditions however, it is suv,gested that such 

structurally defined latent interest~ can become manifest. These 

manifest interests are conscious goals which are experiencen by 

individuals as both psychologically and empirically real. They bot.h 

appear as 'realities in the heads of individuals' and constitute at 

(42) 
the same time 'the programme of organised groups' . This argumen t. 

bears a close similarity to Marx's distinction between the two forms 

of class consciousness. Whereas the incumbents of dichotomous positions 

within associations are merely to be regarded as 'quasi-grou~s' with 

accompanying latent interests ('class in itself') genuine class 

formation is realised when such latent interests become manifest, givinrr 

rise to the generation of true 'interest groups' ('class for itself'). 

These interest groups are therefore regarded as 'the real agents of 

group conflict' since they have 'a structure, a form of organisation, 

(43) 
a programme or goal, and a personnel of members' 

What is striking about this analysis however, is Dahrendorf's 

1 
failure to make any adequate reference to the social and political 

conditions of existence of class formation and action. Although he 

does actually attempt to specify certain 'social', 'political' and 

'technical' conditions of political organisation, it is apparent that 

they merely serve to 'fill out' the characteristics of ready-constitutf'cI 

Glass agents: 

'The specific substance of manifest interest can be determined only 

in the context of given social conditions; but they always constitute 

a formulation of the issues of structurally generated group conflicts .. ,(44). 

Social conditions are not effective, then, in the constitution of class 

formation and action; they merely affirm and express (as 'substance') 

those essentially contradictory interests which inevitably arise from 

t· structure of authority relations. 

So far it would appear that Dahrendorf adopts a relatively rigid 
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structural position, when'hy pnlitical conflicts lTlay he regardNI as 

manifestations of dichotomolls strugr:1ps nVPl" the distrihution of 

authority in specific contexts. Accordin~ to such R view, particular 

conflicts would comprise mere examples of the ubiqui tous effects of 

that universal social relation terlTlPrI 'authority'. One can indeed 

find many instances in Dahrenrlorf's work where such a view is prespntf'd 

For example, in arguing that conflict mnv assllmp many forms he sllg':f'~;ts 

that this 'implies and is supposed to imply, that civtI war and 

parliamentary debate, strike and negotiation are essentially motivfltpd 

by the same type of relationship and are therefore but different 

. (45) 
manifestations of an identIcal force' -r-----·-------- - - .- - - -- - - - . -

J Such a view produces obvious di fficul ties. The most serious 

of these concerns the tendency of neo-Weberian writers such as 

Dahrendorf and Parkin to produce an analysis which conflatf's a widp 

range of social and political relations. More will be said on this 

when Parkin's work is discussed, but in Dahrendorf's case the attempt 

to prioritise an essentially universal concept of authority, raises 

specific problems which call his overall analysis into queAtion. On" 

clear instance concerns a distinction he seeks to make between 'capltnlist t 

and 'post-capi tali st t societi es, the coherence of whi ch is fundamenta I 

to his subsequent argument. The basis upon which that distinction 

is drawn concerns the claim that, whereas capitalism WIlS charactf'risl'd 

by a super-imposition of authority and property, po~t-capjtalism 

features their separation. LeRvin~ BRide the qUPAtton of the validl Iy 

of that argument, the example indicates how difficult it iA for 

Dahrendorf to employ the notion of 'authority' in the explanation of 

particular social relations. For the question immediately arises, 

given that authority is universal and ubiquitous, why was it super-

imposed upon property in the 'capitalistic' era? Astonishingly 

Dahrendorf never presents a coherent account of the conditions which 

gave rise to that superimposition, preferring to reffard the combination 
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of the two as an 'incidental nhenomenon' of the industrialising 

(tlG) 
societies of the nineteenth century . Hut the view that that 

combination was 'incidental' hardly provides an account of why 

'authority relations' took the particular 'form' they did at a 

particular period in time. 

Given the fact that Dahrendorf's 'structural' account of action 

produces both conflation and theoretical i ndetermi nacy in spect fic 

instances, it is hardly surprising to diRcover that his commitment 

to 'structural' forms of explanation is to say the leAst inconRistent 

Indeed, reverting to his discussion of the concept of 'interest', 

it is significant that he adds a crucial (]Ilalifieation to his orif;inal 

argument. Having previously suggested that class formation and actinn 

are a product of the realisation of structurally generated 'latent 

interests', and that such interestR are alwaYR dichotomous in form. 

he then implies that both assumpti ons may. in fact. hp prob lematic. 

For he suggests that in principle th(> same 'quaRt-group' can provide n 

basis for the formation of di}ferent 'i n teres t groups'. To take one 

case to which he refers, it is ohvious that 'competinR trade unions 

of, say, christian and socialist descript10n (may) originate from th(~ 

(47) 
same quasi-group' 

Now there is clearly a serious problem In Dnhrpndnrf's Attempt 

to formulate a structural account of nctlon I fit. Is t.o 11(' slIf;gpst.roll 

that the connection between quasl-l!rOUp nnd Int.erl'st-f;rollp Is oppn 

ended. For without a consistent and regulnr symmetry between 

structurally generated 'latent' interests and their 'manifestation' 

in action, such a theory of action cannot be maintained. What is 

p,rticularly interesting however, is that Dahrendorf, whenever con

fronted with the problem of 'where structure ends and action be~ins' Irif's 

to reduce that difficul ty to a mere 'elllpi rieal' onp. Henc{> hp tries 

to dismiss the question of the indeterminate relationship between 



structure and action by conceivin~ it aR quality Of the 'gap' 

between 'theory' and 'reality'; whereas quasi-groups are a 'theoretil'al 

construction', interest-groups are 'real phenomena' which, likE:> all 

such phenomena can never he completely explained by one attrihute, 

In fact a great deal of the substance of Dahrendorf'R analYSis 

is constructed upon repeated references to a somewhat precarious 

conception of the ' Ampjrj~Al '.One of the most obvious examples of 

this concerns the claim that despite the multiplicity of associations 

and conflicts arising from them, snme are of more significance than 

others. Dahrendorf's justification for this ifl again an 'empirical' 

one: 'empirical evidence fluggeflts that different. conflicts may be, and 

often are superimposed in ~iven historical flocieties, RO that the 

multitude of possible conflicts is reduced to a few dominant conflicts,(1R), 

But the issue at stake here ifl not the 'empirical validity' of the 

statement so much as the extent to which it can be made compatible 

with Dahrendorf's previous arguments. fn particular, if conflicts can 

only be explained by reference to the specific nssociations in which 

J 
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theyariRe ,and If till' '~I'nf'rnt.lnn of poll tlenl I n term~ ls is 

specific to particular nssoclnt.ionnl contexts, how Is one to account 

for the 'empirical' coalescence of conflict groups, without contravening 

much of what has been said before. 

This basiC difficulty oceurs time and again throughout Dahrendorf's 

analysiS, particularly with regard to his attempt to justify his 

concentration upon industrial conflicts. Tholl~h he insists that 

there is no necessary connec tion between l ndus tria 1 and poli tical 

power a concentration on inrillRtrlnl confllct.s (rather than say, those 

in churches or chess clubs) is .Iusti fif'd, in his view by 

'considerations of empirical significance', given that some groups 

, (50) 
'clearly have more significance than others But despite 

'~iriCal' support for such. position - the size of production, the 



severity of sanction~ at the disposal of industrialist~ and so on _ 

that argument clearly depends upon a theory of the social distribution 

of authority upon which Dahrendorf is silent. 

More than this, what is particularly significant is that inSOfar 

as he presents any justification for claiming the coalescence of 

conflicts and conflict groups, it is in terms of an examination of 

individual personnel. Thus, if class conflicts involving different 

associations appear to be superimposed it is only because 'the 

personnel of the conflict groups of different association is the same'. 

I~ any 'empirical' situation, therefore, it might be commonly found 

that 'the dignitarie~ of the church are in some ways connected with 

the rulers of the state and possihly even with the owners or managers 

(51) 
of industry' . In other words, despite Dahrendorf's attempt to 

construct a structural theory of action, much of the substantive 

content of his position is ultimately dependent upon an argument which 

covertly places an analysis of individuals and their capacities, back 
I 

aj the centre of discussion. This is borne out no more clearly than 

in his attempt to define the concept of 'structural change' itself: 

'In the present context, all structure changes will be understood 

as changes involving the personnel of positions of domination in 

imperatively co-ordinated associations'. According to this view, 

a 'structure change' involving a 'revolutionary' overthrow of a regime 

would involve not, a transformation of ('structural') positions but 'an 

(52) 
exchange of the personnel of posi tions of domination' . What is 

at issue here is not the validity of the view of politics presented, 

but the conception of agency on which it rests. For Dahrendorf's 

overall view of political action is based precisely upon the assumption 

that in the last instance such action is to be theorised in inter-

subjecti ve form. 
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formatiull und at: t iUIl ha:-l bl'UIl ~huwlI to bo problelllut ic in u numue.' U j' 

respects, It i:; worth listing the major difficulties which arise 

in his argument, since they IH'ovide a useful background for the 

discussion of Par'kin's wu.'k, The first of these problems concerns 

the conf la t ionary e Hec t 0 f the attempt to analyse poli tical conflicts 

through classes, defined in 'authority' terms, Once authority is 

priori tised as a a ubiqui tous and lIni versal relation, it is di fficul t 

to explain the particular 'forms' it takes. Added to that is the 

problem of 'class' itself, The 'dualistic' view of class conflict 

has an obvious tendency to reduce diverse forms of conflict to 

dichotomous ty pes, More than tha t, Dahrendorf nowhere defends the 

contention that 'classes' comprise the cohesive political agents that 

he maintains, and his passing reference to conflicts within classes 

raises ObVlOUS questions which he never addresses. In a sense, this 

is merely another way of pOinting to his failure to specify the 

conditions of class formation and action, a failing which becomes 

particularly blatunt with his own grudging recognition of the 

'empirical' gaps between structural determination and action. This, 

coupled with the failure to theoretically justify a textual concentration 

on industrial and pOlitical conflicts - due to the absence of a theory 

of the conditions of social distribution of authority - leads 

Dahrendorf to adopt what is essentially an individualistic and 

subjectivist account of action and conflict. 

(b) P_a_r..!'_ip_:_, ?ocial Clu:-;ure ,and. ,C,o}}_e_c_t}_v_e __ A_c.!.i_o_n_ 

Parkin'~ work i~ chuructcri:;cu by three related fucet~. In the 

first place, it is intended to provide a critique of Marxian forms of 

structuralism in the sphere of poli tical analysis. Secondly, it seeks 

to resolve the issues raised by that critique through a transformation 
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of the 'structure/action' dichotomy. Thirdly, in so dot ng, it attempts 

to address the general question of the 'political character of 

collective action'. 

The in1tial tmpetll!'l for Pnrkln'~ work rlertv('~ from th(' vtf'W that 

Marxist political analysis, hy reducing 'action' to 'pmhodiment of 

structural force', makes any coherent political calculation impossihle. 

This argument is based upon his observation that 'structuralism' becomes 

difficult to justify once groups act.in 'blatant non-conformity' with 

the structural expectations of their assigned social positions. 

'The most damaging weakness in any model of class structure that 

relegates social collectivitles to the status of mere incumbents of 

pOSitions, or embodiment!'! of systemic force~, iR that it cannot accouIlt 

for tho.e complexities that arise when racial, religious, ethnic, 

and sexual divisions run at a tangent to formal class divisions,(53). 

Parkin insists from the outset that Ruch complexities of Rocial 

condition have to be analYRed in Weberian term~ - a~ forms of a 

subjective 'action' where consciouR agency and volition are placed 

at the forefront of discussion. The primacy which Parkin chooses to 

attach to human action has serious implications for the way in which 

he addresses the question of the relationship of structure and action. 

To some extent his analysis has the considerable merit of recognisin~~ 

a problem which Dahrendorf and others ignore~ once the problem of the 

)elationshiP of structure nnd action Is posen, on" Invariably Reems 

lo end up with a loose cnd, or discrepancy betw(,f'n the two, which cnn 

only be resolved by fiat (e.g. Dahrendorf's empiricism). What Is 

required therefore, is some strategy which enables one to circumvent 

the problem of the discrepancy between structural or positional 

definitions of classes of political agents, and their actual behaviour. 
I 

Parkin's solution to this is strikingly simple; instead of defining 

classes in structural terms one defines them in terms of the forms of 
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collective action which they exhibit: 'If t.hp modp of collective action 

is itself taken to be the defining feature of class ... problems of t.his 

kind do not arise. There is no indepf'ndpntly dpfined structure of 

iti f 1 i t b ...I' (54) pos ons or c ass act on 0 e 'Ils~repant. with' . Tt can be 

seen therefore why the major preoccupation nf Parkin's work is with th0 

question of the 'poli tical character of ('ollpct I VP action', a 

theorisation of which he seeks to achieve by basing his analysis 

around the Weberian concept of '~wctal c1osurp'. Reforp considering 

this concept let us look further at Parkin's reasons for approaching 

the question in this way. 

His initial adoption of the Weberian position 10ads him to argup 

that if classes are to be considered as hasps of cl)llectivE' action, th0y 

must be understood, to use Wpber's phraRf', as 'pIH'1l0mf'nn of t.he 

distribution of power'. ClasseR are thereforE' to he defined in 

distributional termR as entities which emerge around the various 

structured inequalities in society. In Parkin's view, then, classes 

have a variety of bases all of which have to be granted recogni tion, 

especially 'now that racial, ethnic and reli~ious conflIcts have 

j (5;') 
lIK)ved townrcis the cpntrl' of UH' political I'lt.nge' A('co rrll nJ~ 

to him it is Marxism's failure to deal with these issues which 

signifies its inadequacy. What is required is a 'gf'neral model of 

class', based upon a recognition of the effects of distributional 

inequali ti es. In contrast to this, Parkin suggests, Marxism merely 

reduces racial, communal and other conflicts to secondary or derived 

aspects of the 'fundamental' division between labour and capital; it 

regards 'intra-class rlivisions' of race and the like as less 

significant than 'inter-class divisions' of an economic nature. But 

this, he says, becomes impossihlp to defend in a 
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situation where 'the political character of collective action is 

conditioned by the social and cultural make up of the groups involv~d·. 

In Parkin's view 

'This suggests not only that flthnirity nnd communal conflict 

should be taken at least as seriously as claRs and clasR conflict, but 

that the two sets of phenomena should be closely integrated at the 

conceptuallevel,(56) 

Parkin finds the theoretical basis for such a general model of 

class conflict in Weber's concept of 'social closure'. Ay social cloq\Jr~ 

Weber refers to the processes whereby collectivities seek to restrict 

access to rewards and resources to a limited c1rcle of eligibles. 

This involve. the selection of certain attributes to justify exclusion 

from group membership - religion, language, race, sex, and so on. 

What Parkin attempts to do is to expand Weber's original notion 

to make it relevant to the study of a variety of forms of structured 

inequality. One of his principal means of dOing this is by including 

within the concept of closure not only ~Xclu8ionary strategies, but also 

strategies adopted by those subjected to processes of exclusion. This 

enables a distinction to be drawn between 'exclusionary' and 

'usurpationory' forme of closure, these being the 'two main generic 

types' of collective political action. More specifically 'exclusion' 

refer. to 'the attempt by one group to secure for itself a privileged 

position at the expense of some other group through a process of sub

ordination', whilst 'usurpation' represents 'countervailing action' 

by the negatively privileged involving 'collective attempts .•. to win 

,(57) 
a greater share of resources 

In Parkin's view, the concept of social closure has two distinct 

advantage. over other conception. of political practice. Firstly, 

by conceiving power 'as a built-in attribute of closure', one can 



~void fruitless searches for its location in the 'ubiquitous struggle 

b di ill ,(58) 
etween conten ng w s • a tendency characteristic of conceptionA 

of power dil!lculltutd in the firllt flection of this chapter. Thp IHlcond 

advantage concerns, as we have already said, its implication for the 

traditional mode of posing political action as a d1RI~ctic of structure 

and action. According to Parkin, the closure concept draws attention 

to the issues of class formation and action, and away from the question 

of 'class structure'. This is made clear in Parkin's earlier formulation 

of the closure argument, where he suggests that the distinction between 

classes may be conceptualised 'in terms of contrary principles of social 

action, rather than as differences in the formal attributes of 

collectivities'. The concept of cl08ure refers then, to the processua~ 

features of class, thereby directing attention to the principles 

I (59) 
~nderlYing class formation' • 

But what, it may be asked are the precise characteristics of the 

'classes' which are 'formed' and which 'act' as the fundamental agentfl 

of collective political practice? For Parkin himself recognises that 

the closure perspective itself, might seem to imply such a multiplicity 

of conflicts between the various groups over the question of reSOUT('.· 

distribution, that no identifiable 'classes' might be formed. Vet he 

also insists that to retain the perspective of 'class' at all it is 

'necessary to .uggest some line of demarcation and conflict that 18 

more fUndamental, socially and politically, than other sources of 

division and antagonism'. The need for such a means of demarcation 

lead. him to the following conclusion: 

'Par definitional purposes •••• the dominant class in a SOCiety 

can be said to consist of those social groups whose share of resources 

il attained ~rimarily by exclusionary means; whereas the subordinate 

cl ••• eonsists of social groups whose primary strategy is one of 

u.urpation, notwithstanding the occasional resort to exclusion as a 



(60) 
supplementary strategy' 

Given that Parkin in fRct suggests that 'property as capital' Is 

the single, most important form of closure in industrial societies 

because it 'confers the right to deny access to the mean~ of life 

(61) 
and labour' what we are left with is a view of the dominant c1RR~ 

which is not 9ntirely dissimilar from that taken by many Marxists: 

'the dominant class under modern capi talism can be thought of as corn-

prising those who possess or control productive capital and those who 

possess a legal monopoly of professional services,(62). In other word~, 

the basic 'line of demarcation' is one between labour and capital. 

According to this view then, 'internal class divisions' invo1vin~ 

the exercise of exclusionary strategies by one section of a class 

against another - say white, versus black manual workers - may be 

(63) 
regarded as 'for the most part, secondary or supplementary strategie~' 

that i. action. taken in addition to the attempt to bite into the 

resources of the dominant class. This view is defended on the grounds 

that, in thi. particular case, white workers gain more from usur-

pationary strategies aimed at the dominant class, then they do from 

exclusionary strategies aimed elsewhere. Once that ceased to be the 

ca.e, such ~orker. would no longer practice 'usurpation' as a dominant 

strategy and would become part of the dominant class. An empirical 

instance of such a development would, in Parkin's view, comprise the 

white 'working clas.' in South Africa, who now should be regarded as 

part of the dominant class. 

Any attempt to evaluate Parkin's argument must beRin with the 

two themes wh~ch dominate it. The first of these concerns the view 

that the racial, religious and other conflicts which Marxism fatIA to 

recocnise , have to be theorised in terms of the Weberian concept of 

'action'. What is involved in this is the vtew that any position which 

••• k. to grant effectivlty to racial and other practices has to do so 



by differentiating them AS specific eXAmples of A Renpral cateRorv 

of 'action'. Such 'action' Is to be rpp;Arried aA 'Autonomous' vts-A-vl~ 

the conditions under which it operates, here conceived as 'structure~', 

the most notable of these being economic class structure. What iA 

apparent then, is that Parkin is less concerned with investigating 

~the conditions surroundinp; particular forms of collective 'political 

)action', than with establishing their 'autonomy'. This has two con-

sequences which will become apparent. In the first place, it leads 

to problems of conflation similar to those found in Oahrendorf's work. 

Secondly, despite Parkin's intention to theorise the 'specificity' 

of forma of political practice, the attempt to establish their 

'autonomy' draws attention Away from any reference to the specific 

problems or issues posed by SlIch practices. Put simply, one is uncertain 

of what Parkin himself considers to he the problems posed by 'class 

relations', and why they are rep;arded as worthy of consideration. 

In part an answer is given to this question by Parkin's insistence 

that political practices have to be theorised through a 'general model 

of clas8'. Now the view that a 'class' model is necessary might seem 

questionable given Parkin's prior critique of Marxism, since that 

critique was based upon showing Marxiat conceptions of class unity 

to be undermined by the cultural and political differentiations within 

the 'major' clas8es. Rather than pursuing the possibility that 'class' 

aight be an inadequate concept for theorising political action however, 

Parkin attempts to incorporate all such political and cultural 

differentiations into the class concept, by referFing to them as 'intrA

cIa •• divisions'. The justification for this relates to the view that 

cl ..... e. have to be definpd in distributional terms. .Thp clue to whnt 

this implie8 18 given in Parkin's claim that any attempt to 'hifurcntp' 

cl ... analY8i8 and the analysis of race, religion, gender and so on, 

i. UDacceptable. What i8 required is 'a s·ingle framework of ideas and 



a common vocabulary with which to conduct the discourse on structurAl 

(64) 
inequality in all its familiar guises' . 

What is suggested then, is that 'elas!'!' i8 the pertinent categorv 

for the analysis of political practices hecause all such practices 

(racial, religious, communal etc) are merely particular examples of 

'general' class-distributive struggles around 'inequality'. Here thpn 

is Parkin's answer to the question of what prohlems 'class' poses. 

What i8 politically significant about racial and other practices ann 

conflicts is not the character of the particular issues, demands, 

ideologies and organisations generated by each, hut the fact that all 

are facets of that type of action concerned with relations of inequAlity. 

The conflationary implications of that suggestion apart, it !'!hould 

be clear that Parkin's attempt to found a political analysis upon the 

question of the distribution of resources and the powers associated with 

,them suffers, li·ke 

1ined by Parsons. 

Dahrendorf's, from precisely those difficulties 0\11-

In other words, one cannot meaningfully theorise 

problems of inequalities of distribution without making reference to 

the conditions under which they are produced, reproduced and in some 

cases transformed, the categories of agents partaking in such relations, 

and so on. 

This failure to address a ntl~ber of serious theoretical problems 

is shown no more clearly than in the conceptualisation of class conflict, 

for it ts apparent that one of the questions that accompanies the 

problem of the conditions of political practice concerns the nature of 

the a,ents involved in such practices. Parkin's decision to define all 

such agents in clas8 terms is however, highly prohlematic. For one 

thin •• whatever the merits of try1ng to specify the 'processual' features 

governing the formation of political agents, the attempt to pose that 

problem as one of 'the principles underlying class formation' raises 

• nuaber of difficulties. 
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The most obvious of thesp concerns the fact that a hasic contrn-

diction runs through Parkin's argument; on the one hand, 'class 

formation' is deemed problematic, because of intra-class divisions 

of race, religion and the like; on the other hand, Parkin insists that 

such political and cultural practices have to be subsumed under thp 

'class' heading. In other words he never makes a convincing case for 

showing why 'intra-clasH divtsions' should be regarded as class 

divisions at all, and therefore never justifies the view that closure 

practices result in class formation, rather than in the production of 

diffuse political groupings. 

Such attempts as Parkin makes to defend that position are both 

inadequate and arbitrary. Two examples are particularly notable. The 

hecision to claim that 'property as capital' is the single, most 

important form of closure in modern societies, is an arbitrary one, 

given the prior dismissal of economic determination. The strategy is 

strikingly similar to that of Dahrendorf. Economic power is said to 

be, analytically, no more important than other powers , but that view 

is contradicted without theoretical justification, in substantive 

argument. In Parkin's casE', one clln only conclude that the strategy is 

undertaken to enable some continuity of definition to be attached to a 

concept of class which would otherwise be E'ntirely nebulous. 

Moreover, Parkin's later attempt to justify the retention of the 

claBs .perspective by distinguishing classes in terms of which form of 

CloBure they 'primarily' adopt is based on assumptions which are hardly 

rOD.i.tent with hi •• tated pos1tion. By e.tab1i.hing • line of c1.0. 

demarcation he is attempting to suggest that it signifies conflicts wh1ch 

are Bomehow more fundamental socially, and politically than other sources 

of division and antagonism. But that hardly fits in with the critiqup 

of theoretical 'primacy' in Marxism. In addition to that, the outcome, 

of that argument - that lome political practices are 'supplementary' -



creates results whose similarity to th~ forms of Marxist 'reductlonl~m' 

which he has criticised are, to say the l~RAt, embarrnssing. 

More than that however, Parkin's argument leads to the conflatinn 

of a range of social relations under the 'class' heading. This Is 

partly due to the gradual inclusion of more and more within that 

concept as for example, when the definition of 'capital' is extended 

to include 'cultural capital' and 'party m~mherRhip'. In Parkin's 

opinion this benefits the general model of class, since it makes it 

possible to show how 'class formation And political domination' may he 

generated by a variety of exclusionary processes, from those 'exerciA~d 

by the communist party apparatus in socialist states' to 'the legally 

( I;:; ) 
supported exclusion of blacks by whites under the aparthe1d system' 

All this example does, of course,is conflate the practices of two 

political systems without providing any means of dtfferentiat:lng betwe~n 

distinct forms of 'political domination'. The source of that proh)pm 

lies in Parkin's attempt to classify political practices as facets of 

an inequality and exploitation which is universal. This is made apparent 

in the claim that 'Exclusion practices justified by reference to fRith, 

pigmentation or language are generically s1m1lar to those sanctioned 

by property rights or credentials in 80 far aA they represent exp]o1t"ttv~ 

forms of social action in the sense already defined,(66). 

This view is later given substantive support in the attempt to 

apply the closure concept comparat1-vely. One particularly striking 

example of this occurs when Parkin discusses the applicability of the 

model to socialist states, suggesting that it enables one to avoid 

eemantic disputes about whether workers in these states are exploited 

or not, and whether, if 80, they are exploj.ted by property owners or 

I 

bureaucrats: 

'It i. not of overriding importance to know whether these 

exclu.ionary powers are exercised by the formal owners of property or 
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by their appointed agents, since the social consequences of exclusion 

are not demonstrably different in the two cases,(67). 

Three things stand out in this example. In the first place, thf~ 

is a discourse of moralism. Parkin, though referring to 'social' 

consequences really means 'individual' consequences. The intention 

is really to show that the effects of exploitation are constant from 

the subjective viewpoint 0f the 'active' recipient. Secondly, that 

mode of analysis not only conflates a variety of forms of 'domination' 

r
ut produces 

xploltatlon 

a sociology of the banal, whose only conclusion is that 

ls universal. Thirdly, the example provides a clear 

instance of Parkin's lack of concern with the conditions which accompany 

speclfic forms of domination. An analysis of these is 'not of over-

riding importance', preCisely because his concern is with the effects 

of exploitation on subjective actors. 

It,is hardly surprising that one of the consequences of this 

concentration is that Parkin's analysis eventually reduces, like 

Dahrendorf'A, to one which is essentially inter-subjective in form. 

This is nowhere more clearly illustrated than in the discussion of 

the state. In Parkin's view, there is no 'conceptual problem' regardinR 

the state, since issues concerning it are only of interest 'when 

framed as questions about the nature of the social group that monopolls~~ 

the offices of state'. The analysis of the state therefore reduces 

to an analysis of who controls its various instruments, the state's 

(68) 
apparatuses having no power of their own . Here again, then, fA 

a view of power as an essential quality of human 'action', a capacitv 

which is set apart as autonomous from its social condition of exlstenr.~, 

But Parkin'. attempt to resolve the problems generAted in the structurel 

action dlchotomy by simply prloritlsing polltieal action is untenahle, 

For it i. the assumptions behind that position which enable him to 

per.istenly refer to 'modes' of action without any reference to the 
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social conditions that render thoA~ modeR effective. 

(c) Giddens: The Concept of 'Structuration' 

By tar the most sophisticRted attempt by a contemporary sociolo~tRt 

10 resolve the issues raised hy the dichotomy of structure and action 

ihilst retaining the essential features of that dichotomy i!I found in 

the work of Giddens. Like Dahrenrlorf and Parkin, Gidrlens shares the 

view that previous sociological attempt!'! to theorise that relationshtp 

have been inadequate. Indeed, in his view 'the theory of structurat10n 

begins from an absence: the lack of a theory of action in the social 

(89) 
sciences' • 

What most distinguishes r,iddens' analysis are two rf'!lRted propo-

sitions which, at least in the first instance, appear to meet some of 

the difficulties raised above. Firstly, it ls su~p-e8ted that 'structure' 

as a concept, cannot merely be identified with constraint, but has 

also to be regarded as a means ( condition) which enables action 

to occur. Secondlr, and in consequence of this, it is suggested th~t 

because structure is 'involved in the production' of action, the two 

poles of the dichotomy are interdependent. It 1s impossihle, if not 

meaningless to prioritise one at the expense of the other. Giddens 

tries to encapsulate these ideas in the concept of 'duality of 

structure': 'By the duality of structure I mean that the structural 

properties of social systems are both the medium and the outcome of 

(70) 
the practices that constitute those systems' . 

An attempt i. made to illustrate what is involved in this by 

reference to the concept of power. Power, suggests GlddenR, iR undf'r'lfood 

by SOCiologists in one of two ways: either as a capacity of actors, 

or as a property of collectivities (structures). Neither, he 9ay~. 

ls appropriate in isolation, nor have the various attempts to reconcile 

tbe two side. of the dichotomy been succeasful. What is required ifI 
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an approach similar to that suggested by Lukes - hut one which in 

Giddens' view Lukes fails to achieve - where prior1ty is placed upnn 

'attempting to overcome the traditional diviSion between 'voluntnrtRtic 

and 'structural' notions of power,(71). According to GlddenR, LllkpR 

fai18 to overcome that division when he raises the issue of 'where 

structural determinism ends and power begins', since to pose the question 

in these terms is precisely to reproduce that division, and ohSC\ll'" 

the 'duality of structure'. 

In principle then, Giddens seeks to replace the dualisms whl~h 

have dominated sociological debate (structure-action; subject-Qbject) 

by a theory of action which places a notion of 'duality of structure' 

at its centre. A further comment on that term gives a clearer 

indication of whAt is involved: 

'By the duality of structure I mean the essential recuTsivenesR of 

social life, as constituted in social practices, Structure enterR 

simultaneously into the constitution of the agent and social pract1ces, 

(72) 
and 'exists' in the generating moments of this constitution' , 

More specifically, the concept of 'structure' refers in Giddens' 

view to two types of social conditions, 'rule8' and 'resources'. These 

he surgesta, mU8t be regarded a8 both the media through which social 

relations are produced and reproduced, and as themaelves a product of 

such activity. This suggests that 'structure' only exi8ts as 'rules' 

and 'resources', organised as properties of social systems, while 

systems themselves - th08e relAtions which are reproduced as regular 

social practices - only exist in so far as they are produced and rp 

produced. The concept through which Giddens tries to link these 

structural and systemic proces8es is that of'structuration': 

'To examine the structuration of a social 8ystem is to examine 

the modes whereby that sY8tem, through the application of generative 

rul •• and resources, is produced and reproduced in social interaction, 



Social sy.tems, which are systems of social interaction, are not 

structures, although they necessarily have structures. There is n0 

structure in human social life, apart from the continuity of processes 

of structuration' (73) . 

Though Giddens proposes the theory of structuration AA an attempt 

to dispense both with 'structuralism' and 'suhjectivism' it is 

significant that his argument is stHl dependent upon the 'necessary 

centrality of the active subject'. Giddens' criticism of functtonRltAt 

and Marxist structuralism is therefore directed primarily at their 

'derogation of the lay actor', and in view of this, his central 

proposition is that the theory of structuration has to be, first and 

,foremost. connected to a theory of th~ subject, And grounded in the 
J 

analY'is of forms of 
(74) 

consciousness' . 

It should be Apparent that the position outlined Above is, in 

certain respects, less problematic than those of Dahreridorf and 

Parkin. Giddens is quite correct to insist that attempts to prioritise 

either structure or action are subject to difficulties and that the 

dichotomy itself reinforcea a misrecognit10n of the necessary inter-

dependence of action and its conditions of existence. Having said 

that however, the recognition that action cannot he separated from its 

conditions does nothing to resolve the question of how such action is 

to be theorised, and certainly does nothing to justify the view that 

it h .. necessarily to be conceived in subjective terms. To return to 

the example of power, Giddens' claim that 'resources' are both 

J otructura1 ol •• onts of socl.1 "ystoms, and a medium whereby action 

(715) 
('tran.formative capacity') is employed as pow~r, still leaves open 

the qu.stion of how tholle capacities are to be theorised, what clltf)Knries 

of ... nt. may po.sess them, and so on. 

Moreover, despite the relative merits of his argument G1ddens' 

claia for its superiority resides in the Simple distinction he tries to 
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establish between his own position and those which might be categorispd 

as 'structuralist' or 'voluntarist'. What he is unwilling to recognise 

is that such a distinction is itself open to doubt, because most 

sociological and Marxi6~ positions are, tn varying degrees and cont~xt~, 

~ 'structuralist' ~ 'voluntarist'. In support of this, one neprl 

only refer to Dahrendorf (above) or those versions of Marxia~ structuralism 

to be discussed in Chapter Five, all of which share a conception of 

agency which is necessarily subjectivistic in form. But once that fact 

is recognised, Giddens' position is revealed as just another version 

of the attempt to reformulate the structure/action dichotomy whi1st 

retaining its essential characteristics. What giveR Glddens' position 

merit over those of Dahrendorf, Parkin and others is his recognition 

that 'structure' not only imposes constraint on action, but also provirles 

a condition of it. In itself, this recognition would have genuine 

merit were it not for the fact that Giddpns' own insistence on the 

essentially subjective nature of agency undermines it. For once it 1~ 

suggested that social action is necessarily inter-personal, the 

effectivity of the conditions of action is subjected to arbitrary 

limitation. That is to say, one immediately forecloses the possibIlity 

that "those conditions may be effective in the production and reproduction 

of social agents and relations in a form which is not essentially 

subjective and inter-personal. 

So far the discussion of Giddens' work has concentrated solely 

on hi. attempt to produce a general theory of 'structuration' in 

.ociology. He has however, also attempted to pose the specific 

problem of 'cla.s structuration' as a mode of political analysis and 

although no attempt will be made here to discuss that work in detail, 

a brief reference to one specific aspect of it indicates some of the 

problems that ari.e. 
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Given the outline of Giddens' theory presented ahove it should 

bJe apparent that a theory of 'class' strtlcturation places emphasis on 

two propositions; classes are neither 'structures' nor are they 

'subjects'. In view of this it is perhaps predictable that one of 

Giddens' first suggestions is that we should not speak at all of the 

'existence' or 'non-existence' of classes, but only of their forms 

of structuration(76). Such structuration, has two forms. The first 

of these, 'mediate atructurat10n' comprises factors that intervene 

between the existence of market capacities, and the formation of 

classes into identifiable social ~roupin~s. The major factor here 

concerns the degree of 'closure' of mObility chancf>s 1n relation to 

given market capacities (property ownership, qualifications, ownership 

of manual labour power). The second,'proximate'.form of structuration 

involves those 'localised' factors such as the division of lahour or 

authority relations in industry which shape class formation. The pxtent 

to which these bases of structuratlon overlap determines how far 

classes will exist as 'distinguishable formations'. In capitalist 

societies, according to Giddens, a three-fold class structure is 

produced, though the mode in which the various elements merge to form 

a specific class system differs from society to society. 

Though that summary hardly does justice to the complexity of 

Gidden.' position, it is sufficient to raise a numher 'of issues. 

Fir.tly, the concept of 'structuration' is clearly intended to suggest 

the ••• enti.l fluidity. of classes and class relations, emphasis being 

plac.d upon the fact that there is no class structure as such 'apart 

from the contil,1ulty of processes of structuration' • Like Parkin 

and Dahrendorf, Giddens recognises the complex differentiations within 

cl •••• s. but equally as with thoRe authorR the problem ariR~R of why 

'cl ••• es' .re the end product of 'structuration' At all. Tndeed Glcicif"nfl 



combines the peculiar view that class formation is by no means un-

problematic, with the assumption that classes are sufficiently coherpnt 

. (77) 
to 'express' themselv~R in d~finite political practices . 

This ambiguity about the concepts of class and clasR Rtructur~ IR 

paralleled in the other pole of Giddens'concept of structuration -

that classes should not be regarded as 'subjects'. This is apparently 

what lies behind his len~thy synopsis of 'what class is ~ot'; class does 

not refer to a specific entity or bounded social form; it has no 

publicly sanctioned identity; since classes are not groups they have 

no 'membership'; and most important of all, in speaking of class, ODe 

(78) 
should not attach 'action' or 'perception' to it . 

But Giddens'substantive analYSis re~ts almost solely upon 8 complete 

disregard of these methodological principles. Not only are classes 

conceived as bounded 'realities' with definite political attachments 

but the principle mode of analysing them is through the extent of theIr 

'class awareness' and 'class 
(79) 

consciousness' . To this end, it 1~ 

significant that much of Giddens' analysis is one in which an essen1inlly 

subjective consideration of class and politics is mediated by an 

examination of elites - as if that somehow enabled him to endow clasRf'R 

with subjective capacities in a more indirect manner. Either way, the 

effect of Giddens' decision to define action in essentially subjectiv~ 

t.ra. is much the same as Parkin's. For once action is so regarded, 

it ha' to be conceived as being effected and mediated through 

con.ciou.n.... In the case of Giddens that has the consequence of 

producinl an analysis of politics which ls no less speculative than 

that of the elite theorists referred to in Section One of this chapt~r. 

More lenera11y, the decision of all the writers previously mentioned 

here, to regard action in inter-personal terms, has the ~ffect of 

isolating certain categori.s of practice from th~ social conditions 

which live them effect. For once action is conceived as necessarily 



'conscious', 'subjective', volitional'. or 'int0r-per~onal' what 19 

implied is that these capacities or qualities are essential and 

therefore immune from some or all of the conditions which surround them. 

The second section of this chapter has shown that attempts to 

,theorise the conditions of poli ti cal action through an analysis of 

the 'dichotomy of structure and action' are unRUCCNJRful. What 

characterises the various attempts to reformulate that dichotomy 

is an .s.umption that 'action' has to be conceived at ~ level, as 

e8sentially subjective in form. But the effect of this is to foreclose 

the analysis of the effectivity of the social conditions of existence 

of action. Put simply, the view that certain categories of action 

are essentially subjective in form, has to presume that they can ~nly 

be explained through an analysis vhich is wholly, or partly inter-

subjective. The result of that is invariably a result which is 

speculative and indeterminate. 

Some of the themes which have arisen in the present chapter reappear 

~ the second section of this work. To a great extent the three 

~aPters which comprise that section are linked by an examination of 

Marxism's attempt to pose the problems of political action, its forms, 

limitations, and possibilities. Again Marxism seeks a solution to 

these problems by attempting to analyse the relationship of 'structure' 

and 'action'. though in a manner which, at least in principle places 

emph .. il upon the 'objective' and structural component of that 
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CHAPTER 5: MARXISM AND CAPITALIST POSSESSION 

This chapter is concerned with evaluating Marxi~~ attempts to 

identify a 'class of possessors' under capitalist relations of 

production. Much of the literature under discussion here is formed 

in response to the t~eorie8 of 'separation of ownership and 

control' and 'managerialism' described in Chapter Two. The aim of 

these responses has been to show that, contrary to those afore-

mentioned theories, capitalism has neither been transformed nor 

superseded. To this end, the Marxi6t analysis of capitalist 

posse8sion has a dual purpose. On the one hand, it is intended to 

show that capitalist relations of production still exist and that 

one can identify a definite class of possessors. On the other 

hand, such identification serves the function of defining such a 

class of agents which, whatever its divisions, enjoys a fundamental 

unity of purpose. Such a unity not only guarantees its capacity 

to exploit at the economic level, but also gives it the ability 

to dominate the sphere of politics. 

It will be suggested here that Marxi.~ conceptions of 

capitali.t pos.es.ion are problematic. In particular, it will be 

argued tkat the following problems render a coherent account of 

posses8ion impossible. 

1. Marxism consistently and of necessity seeks to establish 

the agent of po.ses8ion .s an individual, or aggregate of 

individuals, .ubject to certain forms of conduct, most notable of 

which 1. said to be its accumulation of profit. In searching for 

I J a clas. of possessors, Marxism is searching for a class of explOiting 

individuals, because classes, to use Lenin's phrase, are 'large 

groups of people'. It will be suggested here that the equation 

of agent of po.session with appropriating individual - the 'Our 



Friend Moneybags' of Marx's 'Capital' is untenable. This theoretical 

'equation is ~ particular problem of course, in economies where 

corporate forms of possession, rather than individual ones, are the 

norm. 

2. The main Marxi 6.t. response to the sociological and 

managerialist teleology of 'post-capitalism' has been to reassert 

the alternative teleology of historical materialism. What this 

amounts to is the claim that society, far from 

JcaPitalist' is in fact 'monopoly capitalist'. 

being 'post-

Indeed in its identi-

tication ot the agents of possession which are said to 'personify' 

capital, Marxism has a definite view of such agents fulfilling the 

hi8torical mission of the mater1alist teleology. In consequence, 

the particular economic functions and roles of those agents which 

realise teleological processes are of only superficial importance. 

Since capitali8ts and their functionaries are mere 'character masks' 

there is no real commitment to investigating the nature of the 

functions of possession and direction. Marxism is less concerned 

with these matters than with affirming that 'monopoly capitalism' 

is synonymous with 'decaying' and 'irrational' capitalism. 

3. In accordance with the materialistic premises upon which 

such a position depends, Marxism also seeks to assert the priority 

of capitalist relations of production over and above their conditions 

of existence. In particular it i8 suggested here that Marxism's 

denial of the eftectivity of the legal conditions of existence of 

possession, together with its concern to identify appropriating 

individuals, 'causes it to misrecognise current corporate forms 

of capitalist possession. 

This chapter argues that because of the problems outlined above, 

Marx1s. fails to coherently identify a 'class of possessors' under 



capitalist relations of production. There are however, two 

issues which need to be distinguished. The problems described 

above relate particularly to Marxism's reduction of classes of 

economic agents, to groups of individuals who 'personify' certain 

processes. But there is a second question which the concluding 

part of the chapter will pose. Can possession/separation be 

adequately analysed in class terms at all? This issue will be 

considered in further detail throughout the following chapters. For 

the moment let it merely be said that the identification of a class 

of possessors necessarily assumes the unity of possessing agents 

at some fundamental level. That is to say, whatever particular 

differences of interest may divide possessors, they are fundamentally 

united by their common character as possessors (as parts of total 

social capital). It will be suggested here that such 'class unity' 

is open to criticism. One consequence of claiming this is to call 

into question the coherence - and not least the political utility 

for socialists - of the class concept itself. One other consequence 

is to direct the attention of Marxists to problems of economic 

calculation and action, problems which previously have been ignored 

by virtue of Marxism's insistence upon the subsumption of such 

action under concepts of 'capital in general' and the 'laws of motion' 

that direct it. 

This chapter comprises three sections. The first of these is 

a critical examination of Marxism's attempt to analyse capitalist 

posses.ion by solving the problem of the 'class position of 

managers, It ls argued that this approach is subject to a ranRe 

of problems which render the proposed solution impOSSible. It is 

also suggested however, that the problem which is posed is itself 

misconceived. Such a misconception necessarily derives from the 



effects of Marxian teleology and ontology and in particular the 

double essentialism which they generate, whereby human agents are 

said to realise teleological processes. This matter is examined 

in Section Two which is divided into two parts. The first of theRe 

dea~s with the Marxian view of economic agency and the second with 

its conception of the development of monopoly capitalism. Some of 

the criticisms made here are developed in Section Three, which 

concludes by calling into question Marxism's attempt to analyse 

capitalist possession in class terms. 



1. THE CLASS POSITION OF MANAGERS 

Chapter Two has shown that the major counter-weight to Marxist: 

theories of the economy has been provided by the theory of 'separation 

of ownership and control'. The view that a diffusion of ownership 

and control has been initiated by the emergence of jOint stock 

companies and embodied in the person of the manager has justified 

a variety of conceptions of the twentieth century economy, ranging 

from 'people's capitalism' to'post-capitalism'. Because management 

has provided the main conceptual prop to post-capitalist theory, a 

great deal of the Marxi&r analysis of possession has been directed 

to its analysis. What is most significant 1s that d:l8cu881on has 

concentrated not on managerial function in the production process, 

but on the 'class posi tion of managerR '. The precise reason for 

this, and its significance will be made clear 1n what follows. 

In the Marxian View, capitalism is a system of commodity 

production involving a category of agents possessing the means of 

production and a category of agents sf"parated from such possession. 

The fundamental precondition of capita1ist rfllatio"s of production 

is the purchase and sale of labour power. Such purchase and sale :Is 

dependent upon the availability of labour power, which in turn 

J rests upon the presence of certain legal conditions that sanction 

the ex1.$ t .. nee o:t.' free l wage lahour and prl vs.te owner.qbtp of the mf"aoa ("If 

(1) 
production • Though this characteristic form (purchase and sale 

of labour power, involving a set of agents of possession and a set 

of .ag. labourere) and its conditions of existenc~, are recognised 

as fUDdament~l to the analysis of capitalist relations of production, 

Marxi~ analysiS of management does not always grant them centrality. 

Although it might appear eVident that managers constitute a category 

of wage labourers, separated from posseSSion of the means of 



production, Marxists commonly seek to establish 'class divisions' 

within managerial wage labour, assigning certain sections to a 'new 

middle class' and other sections to the class of cap! taliRt PORRP<'f"" '·f". 

In this latter respect Braverman is not untypical. 

'We must consider the possibility of the same form (purchase 

and sale of labour power) being made to conceal, emhody and expr,,~'f' 

other relations of production ... the fact that the operating 

executives of a giant corporation are employed by that corporation 

and in that capacity do not own its plant and bank accounts, is 

merely the form given to capitalist rule in modern society. These 

operating executives by virtue of their high managerial pOSitions, 

personal investment portfoilios, independent power of decisions, 

place in the hierarchy of the labour process, pOSition in the 

community of capitalists at large etc etc. are the rulers of indu~trv, 

act 'profeSSionally' for capital and are themselves part of the 

class that personifies capital and employs labour,(2). 

To a certain extent Braverman's statement amounts to a synopRi~ 

of the Marxist approach to management and direction. Such an 

approach attempts to identify the manager as 'capitalist' by 

precisely the sort of characteristics Braverman identifies; wealth 

and connections; behavioural motivations; domination of the labour 

process; appropriation of surplus value or profit from the production 

process; performance of the function of'non-labour'; ownership of 

shares. In all of this then, Marxism accepts that the relevant 

agent ot capitalist relations of possession, under current conditions 

i. 'the manager', but that contrary to managerialiBm, this ap;ent j f' 

fundamentally 'capitalist'. A short critical examination of these 

positions will follow, after which the debate will he set in the 



context of more general aspect~ of the Marx1an analysis of economic 

J agency. 

(a) Management as a capitalist elite or stratum of capital 

Managerialism is principally characterised by its claim that 

the motivations of the manager are less geared towards simple 

maximisation of profit than those of the classical entrepreneur. 

The m9st simplistic Marxiat response to this view of 'soulfulness' 

ie a retort to such motivational analysis which rests, more or le~~. 

on motivational categories. Thus, it is claimed that managers rlo 

in fact exhibit a 'profit motive' no less severe than capitalists. 

To this end it is frequently considered necessary to establish the 

'social backgrounds' and 'connections' of managers in order to show 

that ae a group, they act relatively cohesively 1n the interests 

of capital, property and wealth. Indeed, much Of this type of 

analysis converges with the SOCiological analysis of elites. 

Typically, such an analysis would reject the view that managers 

exhibit social responsibility. For Miliband, the structural 

illperatives of capitalism render it inherently 'selfish' so that'the 

single moet important purpose of businessmen, whether as owners or 

managers, must be the pursuit and achievement of the 'highest 

po.sible' profite ... that 'selfishness' is inherent in the capitalist 

mode of production 
,(3) The manager will then. ~rrespective of 

his personal motives, be directed by the 'economic logic of the 

market,(4)and the imperatives of accumUlation, 

Along with thiS, an emphasis may be placed upon the fact that 

(5) 
managers attract high salaries or are employed in positions where 

(6) 
perquisites and tax advantages predominate. . In addition, it 



is emphasised that managerial shareholding is iteself a characterlRt1c 

of modern business corporations, a fact which causes some to look 

(7) 
with disdain upon managerialism . All of these factors may 

then be said to contribute to the existence of a managerial stratum 

which'is the most active and influential part of the propertied 

(8) 
class' . 

Perhaps the clearest exposition of this type of argument 

appears in Zeitlin's influential article. Zeitlin insists that a 

coherent analysis of the modern business corporation has to be 

rooted in an examination of Its ClRAR structur~(9). Corporate 

action will therefore be InveRtlg.t~d hy concentrating on phenomrnn 

such as interlocking dtrector8hipR, nptworkR of AhRreholding, the 

characteristics of those who control banks etc. Such an approach 

will employ the family as its unit of analysis, looking in 

particular at kinship relations between officers, directors and 

principal shareholders in corporations. In short, this type of 

investigation will be based upon exploring the relationships betwe~n 

(10) 
'concrete interest groups or classes' . 

As can be seen from the latter statement, this form of Marxist 

po.ition is very much based upon the notion of 'social class' 

analysis, an approach which leads to a very considerable convergence 

with the sociological analysis of e11tes. In both cases the project 

I 
JiS to identify members of a Rtratum of the capitalist class. By 

arguing that the capitalist class has a membership united by inter-

marriage, similar educational backgrounds, comparable patterns of 

socialisation and frequent social interaction, two things may be 

maintained. Firstly, that managers are capitalists: 'Far from 

being a separate clas8, they constitute in reality the leading 

(11) 
echelon of the property owning class' . Secondly, that the 



capitalist class is united: 

whatever the situation within the corporation as the 

predominant legal unit of ownership of large scale productive propprly. 

the 'owuers' and 'managers' of the large corporations, taken as a 

whole, constitute different strata or segments - when they are not 

merely agents - of the same more or less unified social class,(12). 

Though the ty:ne of argument described here has provided the 

balil for much Marxiat discussion of senior management and direction 

it is clearly subject to severe difficulties if it is to be judged 

as a piece of Marxist: theory. Some of these difficulties are ohv1olJ~ 

Firstly, Marxism is adamant that distrihutional factors, such aR 

(13) 
income cannot define class position . Secondly, Marxists 

frequently contend that multiple or factorial definitions of claRs 

are lociological rather than Marxian. Thirdly, it is usually sUggeRtpd 

that the analysis of motivation and socia] intereactlon Is foreign 

to Marxilm, since the latter places priority upon structural factors 

ln the determination of action. 

The validity of these types of arguments need not concern us. 

I What 1. more important is that they have caused Marxism to seek a 

more rigorously materialist definition of the manager's class 

position." For .ome Marxists this has involved trying to integrate 

cIa •• analy.is in general, and the examination of management in 

particular, into the conceptual structure of the labour theory of 

value. 

(b) Manaser. al appropriators of surplus value or profit 

In this respect, one approach to the problem has been to define 

managers, not as wage labourers, per se, but as appropriators of 

surplus value or of profit, and therefore as capitalists. For 



Pou1antzas this has the added advantage of pre-empting any 

speculative discussion of managerial motivation: 'For Marx, profi t 

is not a motivation of conduct - even one imposed by the system -

I it i8 an objective category that designates a part of realis.d 

J (14) surplus value . According to Poulantzas then, higher managers 

'are essentially paid out of the profits of the enterprise,(15). 

This view Is echoed by Weetergaard and Res1er, who regard managers 

as having a capacity to demand payment from profits by virtue of th~ 

, (16) 
fact that they 'have their hands on the till and by Braverman 

who al,o regards them as gaining a share of surplus(17). 

There i8, unfortunately little to support this argument. In 

the first place, none of these authors specifies the mechanisms 

whereby such appropriation takes place, nor how managerial payments 

are separated off from those of other wage labourers. But apart 

from that, Marx himself explicity argues against the view, for he 

claims that 'the salary of the manager is, or should be, simply thp 

wage of a specific type of Skilled labour, whose price is regulated 

in the labour market like that of any other labour ... (the wage8 of 

a manager) are entirely divorced from profit 
,(18) 

Managers cannot 

therefore be designated appropriators of surplus value in any sense 

conststent with Marx's meaning of that term. 

Both of the attempts to theorise the 'class position of managers' 

di.cu.sed so far have been shown to be subject to theoretical 

dtfficulties. There are however, two types of difficulties which 

appear in both forms of explanation, which have not been mentioned. 

It 1. necessary to make a brief reference to them here, since they 

will provide a recurrent theme throughout the cha~ter. 



The first of these concerns the general denial by all authors 

of the legal conditions governing possession and appropriation. 

Each of the positions described above denies the effectivity of the 

law. Each assumes that the manager's status as employee 1s a mere 

legal formality, hiding his true character as member of the 

capitalist class and appropriator of profit. But to argue this, one 

has to assume that possession and appropriation are built upon no 

legal foundations whatsoever. It will be suggested here that this 

pa.ition is without justification and that its adoption has been a 

barrier to the coherent analysis of possession. 

The second problem concerns Marxism's total lack of concern 

I with the question of economic calculation and direction. This 

J follows as a consequence of its critique of post-capitalist theory 

and its attempts to show the continued existence of capital 

accumulation by a capitalist class. Analysis of the processes 

governing economic decision is dismissed as irrelevant. This is 

indeed the basis of Westergaard and Resler's claim that managerialism 

shoul~ be rejected because 'it assumes that decisions are actually 

~ on a matter which i. not a subject for decision ... the aim of 

(19) 
profit is 8imp1y taken for granted' . 

Now it may be true that capitalist enterprises do take the aim 

of profit for granted, but it is no less true that that aim will 

be subjected to definite forms of decision by economic agents. Morp-

over such decision, will have definite effects on 'profitability' 

etc. Marxism refuses however, to regard calculation and decision 

... relevant issue, being conceraed only to establish the 'class 

position' of agents of such calculation and decision. This emerges 

.ost clearly in its discussion of management. 



(c) Management as 'non-labour' 

Though the two iesues mentionE'd above will be discussed E'lI'lP-

where in the chapter, they both arise in Carchedi's analysis. ThiR 

analysis attempts to give an account of the managf'r'R clRI'IB pos1tipn, 

using the labour/non-labour distinction of Marx's theory of value. 

It is based upon a particular conception of the 'capttal1Rt production 

process' which is said to derive from Marx. In 'Capital' Marx say~ 

of the production process that 'considered ... as the unity of the 

labour process and the process of producing surplus value it is 

(20) 
the capitalist process of production' . 

In Carchedi's view then, the capitalist production prOCE'AI'I 

involves two distinct sets of relations of production: 

(a) those of the lahou~ process involving producE'r and means 

of production in' labour'. 

(b) those of the surplus value producing process involving 

producer, means of production and non-producer or 'non-

labourer' • 

It is Carchedi's view that the 'functions of capitRI' (those 

functions performed either by managers or capitalists) are non-

labour. That is to say they are functions performed 'outside the 

labour process but inside the capitalist production process'. The 

theoretical justification for this view is again derived from Marx, 

this time from his discussion of the 'double nature' of the labour 

(21) 
of supervision and management . In this discussion he claims 

that on the one hand, any cooper~tive form of labour requires 

coordination·and unification, a job which is productive. On the 

other hand, however, such labour also necessitatE'S a role of 

supervision to be performed, the more it is characterised by an 

antithesis between producer and owner of the means of prodUction. 



For Carchedi, the former category (coordination and unity) is an 

aspect of the relation~ of production of the lRhour proceR~, 

'nowadays carried out by a collective lahourer. The latter, on 

Jthe contrary, is an aspect of the relations of production of the 

surplus value producing process a 'function of capital' 

characterised by the performance of'non-labour' . 

Carchedi uses this dlstinction as a means of designating 

certain managers as 'capitalists' and others as 'new middle class'. 

The way in which this position is reached can best be illustrated 

by considering the way he distingui~hes classes 1n a more general 

sense. In doing this, he draws upon Lenin's famous definition, 

where classes are described as 

'large groups of people differing from each other by the plRce 

they occupy in a historically determined system of social product-

ion, by their relation (in most cases fixed and formulated in law) 

to the means of production, by their role in the social organisation 

of labour, and, consequently by the dimensions of social wealth of 

which they dispose and the mode of organising it. Classes are 

groupS of people, one of which can appropriate tbe labour of 

another owing to the different places they occupy in a definite 

(22) 
system of social economy' . 

Leaving aside the question of the adequacy of this definition 

what i. important is that Carchedi uses the concepts of value 

theory to simplify it. For example, 'place in a historically 

determined system of social production' is reduced to a distinction 

between producer and non-producer; 'role in the social organisation 

of labour' is reduced to one between labour and non-labour. This 

type of argument enables Carchedi to define the two major classes 

(23) 
of the CMP by a dichotomy. . Capi ta1ists are non-producing 



(11,cl) 

exploiting non-labouring, ownere. WorkE'rs aTf' producing, exploited. 

labouring, non-owners. In consequence, the 'new middle class' can 

be defined by a combination of these factors. 

In the case of management, thE' argument may be very simply 

stated as follows. In so far as the individual capitalist of 

private capitalism performed both labour (work of coordination and 

unity) and non-labour (work of control and eurveillance) (24)he had 

a dual class determination. He was both proletarian and capitalist 

('old middle class') only being capitalist in the last instance, 

because of his ownership of the means of production. In the current 

stage of capitalism, the functions of capital are now performed by 

a 'bureaucratic structure' rather than by individuals. This structure 

may itself be divided up on a class basis, along the same dichotomouA 

line. described above. Thus, that segment of the managerial

bureaucratic structure which performs non-labour and owns the means 

of production, is the 'new capital personified'. That segment which 

performs both labour and non-labour and does not own the means of 

production has membership of the 'new middle class'. 

Enough has been said above to show that this analysis shares 

.om. of the problems that have been pointed to in earlier discusRion. 

Three problem. are particularly apparent. In the first place, 

Carohed1 is .ntirely unconcerned with the legal foundations of 

po ••••• iOD. Like most contemporary Marxists he is rightly concerned 

to draw a distinction between 'legal o~~ership' and 'real ownership' (25). 

But like many other theorists he uses that distinction to justify 

Ja blanket di~mi •• al of the law. There may well be a distinction 

between 'legal ownership'(as it is understood by Marxists and non

Marxist. alike) and 'real ownerAhip', though more will be said on that 

later •• But it does not follow from that, that possession is subject to no 

legal eondi tion. nor that.such condi tions do not have substanthre effects. 



Secondly, a real tension exists between on the one hand, 

concepts of possession or 'own~rship' (r~lRtions of production or 

class relations in the strict Marxian sense) and on the other hand, 

the concepts of value analysis. Though that tension is inherent in 

Marxitl.t. analysis (see Chapter 7) an adequate examination of it 

requiring detailed discussion, some of its effects appear very 

clearly in Carchedi's position. In particular, the essentialism 

of labour that dominates his argument, makes any analysis of 

lownership redundant. Indeed, what most charact?rises Carchedi's 

discussion is his complete failure to address the question at all. 

Those references which do occur to any matter relating to ownership 

(26) 
are without exception arbitrary . It is not without significRncp 

therefore that we aTe told the relation connecting the three 

elements of the production relations (ownershJp/non-ownership; 

productive/unproductive labour; labour/non-}abour)'cannot be 

discussed here 
,(27) 

It cannot be discussed because Marxism 

has consistently failed to elucidate the relationship between value 

analysis and class analysis. 

A third serious problem follows from ('archedi's essential18t 

position with regard to labour and in particular his reduction of 

: the social division of labour to a distinction between labour and 

Jnon-Iabour. Despite the fact that a substantial part of the text 

il devoted to the analysis of the 'function of capital' one gains 

no insight into what managerial functionaries actually do. This 

i8 not 8urprising because Carchedi's concern is only to assign 

them to clas~ positions and to justify such assignment by the 

essentialism of labour. In the last instance Carchedi' 8 proudest 

boast is to claim that 'it is now possible to prove scientifically 

that the manager, even though he expends human activity does not work(28). 



j 

Apart from the fact that this can hardly be regarded as thp 

discovery Carchedi feels it to be - functionaries of capital never 

work because that is precisely what 'defines them as functionariPB 

of capital - the conclusion points again to Marxism's failure to 

concern itself with the question of direction and economic decision. 

Carchedi provides one of the clearest examples of Marxism's attempt 

to reduce this issue to class and value terms. 

Moreover, it has to be said that the conception of the capital-

ist production process as a dualism of two sets of relations of 

production is untenable. Tt Is this initial premise which relegates 

discussion of relations of 'ownership' to a secondary level, since 

they become relations of production which mprely intervene 

after production has occurred. It is clear therefore why Carchedi 

only introduces discussion of 'ownership' BS an afterthought. But 

the position is clearly an impossible one. There cannot be a 

production process taking place under no determinate re ltions of 

(29) 
possession In addition to that, the view that agents of 

possession or their 'functionaries' do not perform a fUnction in 

the labour process is absurd. The dual1Rtic view of the capitaliftt 

production process is untenable. There is only one labour process 

and capitalists or their functionaries perform definite functions 

in it, functions which have a definite effectivy and which Marxism 

,therefore needs to theorise. 

So far it has been argued that MarxisL attempts to resolve the 

problem of the 'class position of managers' are unsuccessful. But 

in order to show that the problem is itself misconceived, it is 

nece •• ary at this point to link the present discussion with the 

ceneral comments made at the beginning of the chapter. Three issues 

r 

J 



1 {, 

were raised there. Firstly, the effActA of thr equation of agent 

of possession with individual. Secondly, th~ effects of teleologjcRl 

argument. Thirdly, the effects of the materinlist ontology, with 

particular regard to its view of the legal conditions of existence 

of possession. Section Two will discuss these questions in much 

more detail, concentrating especially upon the connections between 

materialist ontology and teleology and their Affects upon the 

Marxian theory of capitalist possession. The section is in two parts, 

the first dealing with the Marxian conception of economic agency, the 

second with the development of the corporation and eo-called 

'monopoly capitalisM. ' 



J 
2 (a) Economic agency in Marxism 

Where sociology has primarily defined its subject matter as 

'social action' and insisted upon the priority of 'action' over 

'structure', Marxism presents a quite different position. In the 

Marxian view 'individuals are dealt with only in so far as they 

are the personification of economic categories, embodiments of 

particular class relations and class interests' (30). According to 

this view individual agents are merely 'bearers' of social relationq, 

relations which have both temporal priority and causal primacy over 

and above individual actions. 

One of the clearest accounts of this position may be found 1n 

the work of AlthuBser. Beginning from Marx's initial proposition 

that 'My analytical method does not start from Man but from the 

(31) 
economically given social period' , AlthuBser rightly argues 

that Marx'B entire conception of political economy rests upon a 

rejection of the "Man' of philosophy,or the 'homo oeconomicus' of 

classical economics. Rather, the analysis of individual economIc 

behaviour is displaced and concentration instead centres upon the 

'.ode of production' and the contradictory unity of forces and 

(32) 
relations of production that constitutes it . For Marx, it is 

the.e concepts that enable the subjectivism of classical political 

economy to be challenged. 

The implication of this is that not only does the structure 

of the .ocial totality given in the mode of production determine 

the character of the agents which function in Rocial relations 

(as 'personifications'); ultimately it Is the structure of that 

totality, and the processes which give It its direction and momentum 

that constitute the 'true' agents of social relations. For 

Althu8.er, (33) the 'true subjects' are the relations of production, 



the class relations which individuals merely personify. One of th~ 

most lucid accounts of this view occurs in Althusser's discuRsion of 

(34) 
ideology ,when he examines the ambiguity surrounding the concrpt 

'subject'. This ambiguity is shown very clearly in Christian 

religious ideology, where the subject (individual) is subjected 

to a Subject (God): 'the individual is interpellated as a (free) 

subject ••• in order that he shall (freely) accept his subjection 

There are no subjects except for and by their Subjection,(35). 

This example gives an account of social relations remarkably similar 

to some of Marx's own pronouncements, several of which will be 

discU8sed presently. 

For Marxism, classical political economy merely concentratpA 

on the 'outward appearance' of economic relations and one aspect 

of this, is its emphasis on 'economic man'. In Marx's view, the 

error of classical economics is to begin analysis at the wrong potnt. 

The rationale of 'Capital' is to pierce the 'outward appearance' 

and gain access to the 'inner essence' of capitalism, to the 'law~ 

of motion' which explain the development of economic relations. 

In accordance with the view that society consists, not of individuals, 

but of social relations, individual action Is merrly that which 

reali8es the imperatives of determinate social processes. This 1s 

shown clearly in Marx's analysis of competition. In the case of 

I capitalists,. competition exposes 'the inherent laws of capitalist 
J 

production in the shape of external coercive laws having power ovpr 

(36) 
every individual capitalist' 

In this respect, the analysis of particular capitalists or 

units of capital is secondary. Individual capitals are to be 

regarded as mere fragments of 'total social capital' each one b~1n~ 
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·'an individualised fraction •.. of the aggregate social capital, 

just as every individual capitalist, is but an individual element 

(37) 
of the capitalist class' . At the level of 'capital in general' 

then, the actions of individual capital units are only important 

for the results they necessarily produce. Marx maintains that thp 

actions of units are the means by which the 'laws of motion' are 

worked out on the concrete terrain. This mu~h is made clear when 

Marx distinguishes the manifest motions of capitalist competition 

from the 'real motions', not perceptible to the senses - the so

called 'inner nature of capital,(38). Competition then, is 'none 

other than the inner nature of capital, its essential character 

realised as the reciprocal interaction of many capitals with one 

another, the inner tendency as external necessity,(39). In 

consequence, the individual capitalist's freedom is no less 

circumscribed than that of Althusser's Christian. 

'It is not individuals who are Bet free by free competition; 

it i8 rather, capital which is set free •.. the movement of individualA 

within the pure conditions of capital appears as their freedom 
,(40) 

But this sort of individual freedom is effectively 'the most 

complete 8uspension of all individual freedom, and the most complet~ 

subjection of individuality under social conditions which assume 

the form of objective powers 
,(41) 

Marx makes it clear then, that the individual capitalist's 

participation in 'free' competition is simply the means for 

recreating the conditions of capitalist production, such condition~ 

being already extant in the CMP as structured totality. Competition 

i8 therefore the visible manifestation or realisation of laws 

of motion. But it is only a 'form of appearance' wherein 
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social relations are inverted, so that 'everything appears reversed 

in competition,(42). 

Now it is clear that for Marxism the most fundamental concept 

in analysing capitalist social formations is that of 'eMP'. The 

'CMP' constitutes a contradictory unity of forces and relations 

of production, a totality whose effects are manifested in the 
I 
J structure of capitalist social formations. Capitalism then, is 

• totality' the effects of which are contained within itself,(43). 

At the level of social agents, these effects are realised by virtue 

of the fact that such agents, though 'inessential' in that they 

merely embody or personify 'structural' processes, are in fact 

endowed with essential capacities. It is because agents are 

'persons' that they can personify. It is because they are humans 

that they have the subjective capacities of experience and 

consciousness, necessary for capitalist economic relations to be 

effected in definite practices. Marx, himself makes it clear that 

'the laws imminent i~ capitalist production manifest thems~lvPR 

in the movements of individual masseA of capital, where they assort 

themselves as coercive laws of competition, and are brought home 

to the mind and consciousness of the individual capitalist as the 

(44) 
directing motives of his operation' . 

The implication of the Marxian view of agency is therefore 

clear. Economic agents of possession ('capitalists') or their 

functionarie. ('managers') merely obey the imperatives of the lAWS 

ot motion of the CMP. On the one hand, capitalist economic 

relation. are e.sentially relations between persons. But on the 

other hand, the content of their action is given in the structure 

of the CMP. 



The precise significance of the two sides of this dichotom., 

will be discussed below. But before th1s matter can he adequatply 

conSidered, it i,. neCf'ssary to inveBttgatp more fully thE' telf'oloj.(lrR,l 

processes of capitalist laws of motion which economic agents Rrf' 

said to personify. In the context of the present discussion, this 

question can best be examined by a consideration of the historical 

materialist analysis of ownership, management and the joint - sto('k 

company. 

2 (b) Monopoly capitalism and po~seBsion 

The same teleology which specifies the lawful constraintl'l on 

the actions of economic agents, also influences the treatment of 

ownership. Marxism has always borne an ambiguous relationship to 

the theory of 'separation of ownership and control' arguing on 

the one hand, that Marx was the first to theorise Auch a 

.eparation, but objecting strongly to the connotations which have 

been placed upon it by non-Marxists. Where non-Marxist theorlstA 

argue that the emergence of the joint - stock company has Ri ven r I,c;" 

to 'post-capitalism', contemporary Marxists claim that it 1s B 

characteristiC of 'advanced', 'late', or 'monopoly' capitalism. 

Marx's own treatment of the joint - stock company is 

in.epftrable from the general perspective of historical materialism 

and in particular his view of the transitional process between 

capitalism and socialism. Just as the 'Manifesto' gives 8 dramatic 

account of the structural contradictions of feudalism that led 10 

the emergence of bourgeois society: 

the fcujal organisation of agriculture and manufacturing 

indu8try, in one word, the feudal relations of property became n() 
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, 
longer compatible with the already developed productive forces; 

they became so many fetters. ThE"Y had to be burst 8ssunder; 

(45.) 
they were burst assunder' 

so Marx points to the inherent contradictions of capitalism which 

make the transition from capitalism to socialism inevitable. This 

i~evitabillty follows from the fact that capitalism contains within 

itself, not only the seeds of its own destruction, but also the 

relations of production of the emerging socialism. Socialism is the 

'negation' of capitalism contained within capitalism. That is the 

meaning of the claim that 'Capitalist production begets with the 

inexorability of a law of Nature, its own negation,(46). 

The real barrier to capitalism then, is capitalist production 
, 

i ~.elf. The more capitalist forces of production are 'socialised' 

the more they come into contradiction with private property relations. 

This general process defines the inherent contradictions which shape 

the laws of motion of capitalism. For example, the more productiveness 

of labour i. improved by technical means (the rising organic 

composition of capital and relative surplus value production), the 

greater fs the tendency for the rate of profit to fall. 

The fact that the relationship between capitalist productive 

forces and relatione not only defines capitalism as contradictory 

but a180 itself constitutes the structural preconditions of socialism, 

has an important influence on Marx's view of the joint - stock 

company. For Marx, the capital upon which the emergent jOint - stock 

company rests, implies a truly 'social mode of ryroduction,(47)where 

capital no longer takes the form of 'private capital' but is 

genuinely 'social capital'. The joint - stock company manifests 

the Inherent contradiction between socialised productive forces and 

private relations of production and appropriation which Marx regards 
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as signifying the 'bursting assunder' of a determinate mode of 

production. The joint - stock company is still a form of capitalist 

enterprise, but it is both 'the abolition of capital as private 

property within the framework of capitalist production itself,(48) 

and a 'transitional phase' in the development towards 'outright 

social property'. It is the transference of capitalist functions 

in the process of reproduction into 'social functions'. In effect 

it is 'the abolition of the capitalist mode of production within 

the capitalist mode of production itself, and hence a self-developing 

contradiction, which prima facie represents a mere phase of 

(49) 
transition to a new form of production' . 

A number of the themes which appear in Marx's analysi8 requir p 

emphasis. In the first place, there is a degree of moralism in 

the commentary. It is argued that the emergence of the contradictions 

of capitalism in an explicit form will reveal that mode of production 

a8 not only ecoDomically bankrupt, but as ethically so. In Marx's 

view, the joint - stock company brings with it speculation, swindling, 

cbeating and financial parasitism. 

Secondly, and of much greater significance is the fact that 

Marx'a analysis points to the emergence of monopoly. The 

centrali8ation of capital lflods to the rl~velopment of cartels and 

monopolies in both specific spheres and more generally. Their 

general development is yet another indication of the intensification 

of the contradictions of capitalism for 'the monopoly of capital 

becomes a f~tter upon the mode of production which has sprung up 

and flourished along with it and under it,(50). 

For later Marxists of course, the crucial question has been 

that of when· those intensifications of contradictions that constitute 

the ao-called 'monopoly stage' will bring about the promised 
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transition. But questions of tim~ scale apart, RII ar~ agreed that 

the stage ~ 'transitionnl'. Though Lenin, for on~ would admit that 

the monopolist-imperialist stag~ do~s not preclude the rapid 

growth of capitalism, he is none the less emphastic that we are 
J 

witnessing capitalism in trsnsition, or 'moribund' capitalism(51). 

This conception of a 'monopoly stage' of capitalism has in fact 

provided the chief Marxi&t response to managerialism and has 

constituted the theoretical core of its theory of the enterprise. 

Of equal significance is a third factor. Marx's view of the 

,emergence of the joint-stock company and monopoly 8S 8 'mere phase 

of transition to a new form of production' involves a particular 

conception of the distinction between the 'social' and the 'private'. 

The joint-stock company represents the beginnings of a new 

'sociali8ed' mode of production because in hoth its compOSition 98 

a form of capital and in the typical form of 'cooperAtive' factory 

that develops with it ('a social concentration of the means of 
I 

Jproduction 

individual 

(52) 
and labour power') it signifies the demise of the 

as agent of economic processes. Joint-stock companies 

and 'cooperative' factories represent transitional forms of 

capitalism, because for Marx, the socialisAtion of the forces of 

production which is involved in the centralisation of capital is 

.ynonymous with 'the expropriation of the means of production from 

. (53) 
all individuals' . Marx believes that because the capitalist 

disappears from the production process capitalism is being 

socialised •. 

Like managerlaIism then, the 'separation' between ownership 

and management which Marx recognises is on~ which leadR 1n his 

(54) 
view to the super.assioD of capitalism though Dot in the way that 



managerialists have argued. For ~'arx, capitalist production in it~ 

transitional form involves a process where 'only the functionary 

remains and the capitalist disappears as superfluous from the 

production 
(55) 

process' . 

It is that 'separation' which is the site of socialised 

production. The demise of the individual capitalist signifies 

transition; a transition not towards the 'soulful' SOCiety of 

managerialists, but to a parasitic, d~caytng, rentter capitalism, 

involving functionless capitalist speculators Rnd swindlers actinr. 

in a way which only serves to underline the moral bankruptcy of 

the entire edifice. This state of affairs signals the germination 

of socialism(56) . 

It should now be possible to draw some conclusions from the 

two areas considered in this section and if pOBs1hlfl relate them 

to the earlier discussion of the 'class position of mRnagers' wh1cl. 

ha. been so central to the Marxi&t discussion of business enterprtR~. 

In this respect, a number of specific problems in the Marxi~t 

analysis may be identified. 

In the first place, Marx conflates the 'agent of possession' 

under capitalist relations of production with the 'capitalist'. 

Thi. is an inevitable consequence of the view that agents 'personify' 

cl ••• rel.tions and embody the structural processes inherent in the 

.trueture of the CMP. In turn, this conception of agency is a 

nee •••• ry consequence of the theoretical structure of the materialist 

tel.ology itself. The realisation of teleological processes is 

J

ODl1 mad. po.sible by the existence of individual subjects with 

the •••• nti.l capacities of 'persons'. 
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In consequence, it ~ to follow that if no individual agents exist 

to 'personify' capitalist relations of production, capitalism 

is being super~eded (socialised). Marx's analYAis of the joint-

stock company is therefore entirely consistent with his conception 

of capitalist economic agency and with the teleology on which 

it rests. 

But there is nothing in the initial distinction that Marx 

draws between employer and wage labourer (see Note I, above) that 

necessitates the agent of possession being conceived as an individual _ 

even if Marx chooses to do so. It is because of the conflation of 

'possessor' with individual that Marxists have subsequently failed 

to theorise corporate forms of possession. 

If this theoretical failing constitutes one area of problems 

J 

for Marxi',l;, analysis, its recognition as a problem 

. consequences. In particular, once the equation of 

has obvious 

economic agent 

with individual is rejected and the teleology which underpins it 

(the laws of motion to be 'personfied') dispensed with, economic 

relations can no longer be conceived as effects of the structure 

of the CMP, in the way that Marxism has argued. 

S~condlYt Marx's failure to theorise capitalist possession 

in a coherent form is partly due to the theoretical consequence 

of the materialist ontology. Marx argues that the 'mode of 

production of material life 'determines the character of the 

'legal and political superstructure' and the 'forms of social 

con8ciou&nes~' appropriate to any set of productive relations. 

Marxism's denial of the effectivity of the legal conditions of 

existence of possession accounts for much of its failure to thcor1Ar 

pOss.ssion in its corporate form. For Marx, 'juridical rolationA 



reflect It real economic relations ". I t is the economical relation 

that determines the subject matter comprised in each such juridical 

t ' (57) ac . Legal forms merely comprise a reflection of economic 

structures and class forces. In Marx's view, the joint-stock 

company is simply an effect of the process of socialisation of the 

forces of production. As an institution, it is merely a reflection 

of the structure of the CMP, and a transitional one at that. Marx 

fails to consider that it is an effect of the existence of certain 

legal conditions; conditions which are in no way an effect of 

developments of the productive forces; conditions which are more-

over, an outcome of political struggles between competing forces 

over the precise constitution of such conditions(58). 

Thirdly, there is the problem of management and direction. Tt 

has been seen that Marxism in fact ignores this question, devoting 

itself instead to the problem of 'the class position of managers'. 

Its concentration on this latter problem arises as R consequence of 

Marx's theory of the joint-stock company. Marx dO~8 argue for 8 

separation of ownership Rnd management, but the managerialist 

interpretation of such a separation is rejected by all Marxists. 

Such a rejection, in turn requires a degree of 'modification' of 

Marx's position. Whereas the latter is concerned to show the 

developing disintegration of capitalism, contemporary Marxism's 

main retort to managerialism, is to show capitalism to be alive and 

kicking (if not particularly 'well'). 

Since .these theorists share the view of agents as 'individuftls' 

and 'personifiers' of class relations, it is incumbent upon them, 

given this conception of agency, to identify as the appropriate 

agent. of possession of capitalism, individuals or classes of 

individuals who 'personify' capitalist relations. Managers in short, 
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have to be'classified' as capitalists. Because Marx offers no 

theoretical means for the analysis of non-individual/corporate 

forms of possession, it follows that such possession can only be 

established if managers can be defined as 'capital personified'. 

Marxism is not then, concerned with the problem of what managers 

do. It can after all, reassure itself that in the last instance, 

managers, like entrepreneurs, obey the external laws of the CMP. 

Marxism is only concern~d with confirming the manager's class 

location, for it is only by virtue of ident1fy1ng managers as 

capitalists, that the perSistence of capitalist relations of 

(59) 
production can be maintained . The conceptual structure of thp 

materialist teleology makes this analysis possible and necessary. 

Classes of individuals are essential to the teleology. The latter 

is inevitable in its effects, but these effects can only be 

realised by such essential agents. For Marxism, the absence of a 

class of individual possessors has to sir,nify the demi8p.of 

capitalism. 

Fourthly, it is clear that the Marxian anRlysis of the jOint-

stack company not only fails to provide an adequate basis for 

theorising capitalist relations of production, it also fails to 

specify the political preconditions of socialism. The analysis 

i8 problematiC in two respects. There is no incompatibility between 

the so-called 'socialised' productive forces of corporate 

capitalism and capitalist relations of production. Indeed the 

corporation! far from being a merely transitional phenomenon, is the 

dominant form of capitalist enterprise in the current period(60). 

Moreover, the suggestion that corporate capitalism signifies 

embryonic socialism denies the fact that socialist transformation 

depends upon the creation of definite political conditions, 



conditions, which will not follow from the dpvelopment of the 

productive forces in a certain direction. 

It should not be assumed that the failings noted above are 

peculiar to Marx's analysis alone, B consequence of some supposed 

historical aberration on his part. It has heen suggested above 

that Marx's conflation of economic agpnt and individual, together 

with his denial of the ~ffectivity of legal conditions in the 

constitution of corporations as economic ar,cnts, leads to his 

misrecognition of possesAion under capitalist relations of 

production. What is equally significant however, is that contemporary 

Marxists reproduce the same failings in an age where corporate 

po .. ses"ion 1. IIlmost totnllv dominant.. Tht .. tll flflpflcially apparf'nf 

when one lookll at some of the debateR with monngoria11Rm concernln~ 

shareholding and its relationship to 'ownership' of the means of 

produc tion. 

It ls often contended by Marxists that top managers may be 

assigned to the capitalist class because they constitute the 

major shareholding group within the enterprise. Their 'ownership 

of substantial amounts of shares' combined with their 'action on 

i 
(61) 

bebalf of capital' is said to justify this v ew . 

Now clearly Marxists do not claim that ownerShip of shares is 

a .ufficient criterion for membership of the capitalist class. 

If this were so many wage labourers would themselves be 'capitalists' 

by virtue ~f their direct or indirect (pension fund investments ete) 

holdings of shares. In view of this a distinction is usually 

drawn between the following aspects of ownership: 

J 



(a) 'possession' - the ahility to put the means of production 

into operation, 

(b) 'real economic ownerRhip' - the real control of the means of 

production; the power to allocate the meanR of production to 

given uses; the power to dispose of the products so obtained, 

(c) .' legal ownership - legal ti tIes to ownership, belonging to thp 

(62) 
superstructure' . 

According to interpretations based upon this view(63), 

'economic ownership' rests upon control of the voting system to which 

legal ownership entitles participation. It thprefore depends upon 

the holding of an amount of shares large enough to avoid a defeat 

at stockholders meetings. But legal ownership does not automatlcRlly 

confer this power. That is to say, some legal owners do not own 

sufficient share~ to have economic ownrrRhip. ThIs, it Is clRimrd, 

justifies the view that dispersal of stock leads, not to diffusion 

of economic ownership as managerlallsts claim, but to a concentration 

of it. Marxists, from Hilferding onwRrds, have claimed that the 

dispersal of stock leads to its antithesis - a concentration of 

control into fewer hands. The greater the numher of shareholderR 

the smaller the size of the average holding and the smaller the 

proportion of total voting stock needed for control of the enterprisr. 

Top managers it is said, thereby commonly occupy the place of 

capital by virtue 01 their lar~e concentrations of shares. 

According to this position then, legal ownership of shares cannot 

guarantee 'economic ownership' but it is a necessary condition of it. 
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This position however, conflates two distinct processes, thp 

legal ownership of AharE'!B and the legal condi tions of existence () f 

(64) 
possession . Legal ownership of shares not only has to be (ti~-· 

tinguished from possession, it is generally not a condition of 

. (65) 
existence of possession at all . The argument is unsatisfactory 

because it fails to identify the typical agent of possession under 

modern capitalist relations of production. What needs to be disttn-

guished is the joint-stock company as an entity apart from its sllnrp-

holders. Marx failed to achieve this distinction and subsequent 

generations of Marxists have reproduced that failing. Contemporary 

theorists, like Marx, conflate agent of possession with individUAl, 

by confusing leR_l condltionl'l of p()f!l'IeflRion with individual form:-; of 

legal holding. This in turn sRnctionR the search for a class of 

individual appropriators of profit hiding bE\hind legal forms. Thl~ 

is strongly suggested by Collett1 's view of the modern corporation. 

'The progressive depersonalisation of property brought about the 

development of the great modern 'limited liability' company, implied 

the emergence as a SUbject of the object of property itself, i.e. the 

complete emancipation o~ property from man himself, with the result 

that the firm seemed to acquire an independent life of its own as 

(66) 
though it were nobody's property' . This analYSis in fact recog-

nl.es the true nature of corporate possession but denies that recog-

n1tlon, regarding it as a mere fetishised appearance of social reality. 

According to this position the legal form of the joint-stock company 

hide. the social (i.e. inter-personal) relations that lie behind it. 

The legal conditions of existence of corporate possession are fetis-

hished relations which obscure the true relations of production. They 

are the 'appearance' behind the essence, and in their very appearance 

they are ef~ective only as a form of 1deolo~ical gloss over reality. 

At the level of relations of production, they are entirely 



ineffectual (because superstructural), those relations of production 

securing their own conditions of existence. 

Colletti then, like other Marxists, is ultimately concerneo 

with the identification of groups of persons who appropriate 

profit; He fails to appreciate that capitalist relations of 

i 
J production really do involve forms of corporate possession which 

~ 'nobody's' property. The jOint-stock company is legally 

defined as a 'corporate personality', quite separate from its 

shareholders, which can partake in certain specific dealings. 

A registered company in company law, is a continuing legal entity 

distinct from its members or shareholders. Laws of property 

cause it to be recognised as legal possessor of the means of 

production. No individual or group of shareholders can alienate 

those means of production. Shareholders have access only to 

(67) 
dividends and then only under certain conditions . 

These facts justify a distinction being made between legal 

ownership of shares and the legal conditions of existence of 

possession. Corporate possession is sanctioned by definite forms 

of legal recogni tion. Such legal forms cannot be concei ved as 

'superstructural' as Marxism has conventionally argued. They do 

not reflect relations of production, but may satisfy certain of 

the conditions of existence of those relations. In doing so, 

they will have definite substantive effects, including the 

separation of shareholders and functionaries, such as directors ond 

.. nagers, f~om possession. It is because Marxists have failed to 

give recognition to the effects of legal conditions that the 

characteristic form of possession under contemporary capitalism 

(68) 
has remained untheorised . 



J 3. CLASS ANALYSIS AND POSSESSION 

It has been suggf'sted hf're that capi talist possession cannot 

be coherently analysed in terms of the figure of the 'manager' 

as occupant of the role of the 'capitalist'. It is because the 

Marxian teleology has required the erroneous equation of agent of 

possession and individual, and its parallel ontology has denied 

the effectivity of the legal conditions of existence of possession 

that it has been unable to theorise corporate possession. 

The corporation itself con~titutf's the dominant form of 

possession in contemporary capitalism. Since the existence of 

corporate possession requires the function of direction to be 

carried out by a managerial apparatus, management comprises 8 

delegated functionary of capital. But it is crucial to clarify 

J what Is at stake here. 

It may be asked, if managers direct capital, and managerial 

actions constitute the decisions of enterprises, how can the latter 

be conceived as economic agents of possession? What one would 

appear to have here is a confirmation of the managerialist position. 

Management, a category of wage labour, separated from possession 

of the means of production, makes decisions which constitute 

direction ('control') of the means of production. Effective controJ 

of the enterprise would appear then to be in the hands of 

separated agents. 

But the managerialist position also misTecognises the 

effectivity of legal conditions. The corporation is an agent, 

not because it 'takes' decisions but because the decisions of its 

managertal employees are recognised by other agents as being 

decisions of the enterprise. Managerial decisions are the 
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responsibility of the enterpris~ Rnd are hinding upon it. 

Management cannot however, be regarded a~ an element of the 

capitalist class because of the decisions it takes. No amount 

of decision making by managers grants them powers of posseSSion 

of the means of production, nor any of the powers of appropriation 

associated with it. 

But this view of management and posseSSion is very diff~r~nt 

from the Marxi~ one. Marxism may well recognise the manager a~ 

delegated agent, but it does so in a particular way. In De Vrony'R 

view, for example, the separation between ownership and management 

refers only to 'whether the bourgeoiSie itself does the job of 

making capital function, or whether this is done through a 

(69) 
delegation of power' The crucial issue here however, is thp 

nature of 'capital' conceived and the rolationship of manager1al 

action and decision to it. In this, Marxism is quite inSistent 

One may regard managerial actions within individual enterprise 

as constituting the unit of economic decision, but the basic unit 

(70) 
of economic analysis is quite distinct from this . The Marxia~ 

view of economic calculation and direction is inevitably wedded to 

it. general conception of economic agency Rnd the fundamental 

concepts on which that in turn depends - the CMP, its laws of 

motion, 'capital in general', the distinction between 'essence' 

and 'appearance' etc. Marxism argues then, that the agent of 

deci8ion ('the manager') is a delegate of a capital unit, but that 

direction .of units involves managerial agents realising (as 

'peraonifications') the dictates of the laws of motion of total 

aocia1 capital. Whatever may divide or dietinguiAh individual 

capitals is therefore peripheral, for the basic unit of analysis 

ia the unity of 'capital in general'. Agents direct capitals which 
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are mere parts of total 80cial capital and their actions follow 

the dictates of its laws of motion. 

The general prolJlemb uf the matt!rialist position, the above 

argument providing one example of that position, have already 

been indicated (see Introduction). Some of the specific 

inconsistencies within materialism are discussed more fully in 

Chapters 6 and 7, where 1t is concluded that the position is 

fundamentally incoherent - that is to say there can be no 

theoretical re80lutioll to 1tH prolJlemlll lJy 11 reworking of the 

claasical concepts. General qUt!stionH apart, what is important 

tor the present discussion is to consider what implications a 

rejection of the Marxi&~ position hab for analYSing possesion 

under capitalist relations of production. 

The immediate consequence of a rejection of teleology and 

ontology is to deny the validity of the concept of mode of 

production. Two aspects of this concept are of particular 

relevance. In the first place the concept is conceived as a 

'structure in dominance', with economic determination' in the last 

inatance. But once this is denied, the conventional materialist 

analyais of social relations becomes problematic, as do the debates 

on the precise form of such determination ('relative autonomy' etc). 

More will be said on this matter in subsequent chapters. A second 

aspect is more relevant to the present diSCUSSion, since the 

concept of mode of production is also regarded as constituting a 

unity or totality of levels, again with the economic level 

determinant in the last instance. This assumes that the mode of 

production as unity, operates according to an inbUilt, if 

'contradictory' unifying principle. This principle applies not only 
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to the mode a. totality, but also to its constituent 'levels'. 

The mode of production i6 a unity of unities. The economic, 

political and ideological instances are structured by the teleoluglcal 

principles of the CMP. They are placod in 11 conceptual hierarchy 

of causal relations (econumic determination in the last instance). 

the existence of each being governed by its place in the whole and 

its role in realising the processes which direct the totality. 

'Capital in general' comprises one such unitary element of the 

greater totality. Its antithesis, the working class,comprises 

another. At the ecunumic level thtm, capitalism comprisetl a 

totality of pOBs~Bsing and separated class unities. 

But once the principles of structure (the materialist ontology) 

and process (teleology) are questioned, the argument collapses. 

In particular. if teleological laws of motion are denied, there is 

no case for reducing economic agents to individuals or groups of 

individuals who can 'personify' class relations. This in turn, 

has at leaat two major consequences. In the first place, the 

question of economic calculation becomes a Berious problem for 

Marxism. Cutler et al have already shown the inadequacy of the 

Marxi6t. analysis of economic action and demonstrated the need to 

theorise the effectivity of calculation by economic agents. This 

issue has more general implications with respect to the analysis of 

social agents which will be considered in the concluding ~hapt(!r of 

this work. 

The second consequence of rejecting such principles is to call 

into question the actual objective of identifying a 'class of 

possessors' under capitalist relations of production, for once the 

conception of 'unity' id denied, the Marxiun view of class become~ 

problematic. 
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To say that Marxism regards 'capital in general' as its unit 

of analysis is not to say that it entirely failR to recognise 

divisions and variations within possession. But what is significant 

is that in so far as it does recognise such variations within the 

'unity of capital' it does so only within the contp.xt of attempts 

to assert the effectivity of capital aA unity more rigorously. Two 

brief examples will suffice to illustrate this. 

(71) 
Wright's argument is interesting because he does in fact 

recognise two issues of importance. In the first place, he accepts 

that possession/separation are not 'all-or-nothing' catet;tories 

involving mutually exclusive polarised ~roupings. Secondly, he 

realises that possession may in fact be problematic - that is to 

say it is frequently the subject of political struggles between 

possessors of given means of production and those who are separated 

from some or all of such means. 

Realisation of this causes Wright to recognise possession as 

a relation of production which is beset by a variety of divisionA. 

However, the direction of his analysis is in turn governed by the 

fundamental theoretical assumption of the Marxir.t analysis of 

capitalist relations of production - that classes of possessing 

and separated agents comprise uniUes at root. Wrtght therefore 

,ets variations within posseSSion/separation in the context of 

the political objective of class analysis. In this view, the 

bourgeoisie and proletariat may be deSignated as agents of possession 

and separatioD in a relatively unproblematic way. Variations of 

possession/separation may then be fitted into a continuum between 

these polarised unities. The fact that the majority of positions 

in the social division of labour are placed within the continuum 

does not alter the fact that Wright's assumption ls consistent with 
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the view that classes are unities. for it is their relation to 

one or other class Wlity which det'ines them as 'contradictory 

class ~ocations'. Wright's r~cognition of variations within 

possession is undermined by the political project he sets himself 

to establish variations a~ locations within polarised class unities. 

Such positions can only be con8idcred 'contradictory' because of 

the assumption that at the most general level, classes are unitie~ 

and that their unity 1s expressed in polarised forms of politics. 

Thus 'contradictory class locations' are positions in the social 

division of labour which are more or le~s bourgeois (capitalist in 

political orientation) or proletarian (socialist). 

Though Poulantzas' examination of 'contradictions within the 

(72) 
bourgeoisie' also recognises divisions within capital, it is 

based upon the same theoretical assumptions as Wright's position. 

Divisions within the class of possessors represent divisions within 

a fundamental unity of classes for 'the forms of contradiction among 

the dominant classes and fractions always depend on the forms of the 

principal contradiction. which is that between the bourgeoisie as a 

(73) 
whole and the working class' 

A large part of Poulantzas' discussion is directed towards ( 

an historical examination of the 'dissociations' between the elements 

of capitalist relations of production (economic ownership, posseSSion, 

legal ownership) in the context of the transition from competitive 

to monopoly capitalism. There are a variety of political purposes 

behind this discussion. For example, Poulantzas' stated intention 

is to reject both those political positions which regard capital 

a8 an 'integrated totality' and those which regard non-monopoly' 

capital as sufficiently divorced from its monopoly counterpart to 

constitute a political ally of the working class. 



Political considerations apart, the discussion is a lengthy 

one and' for present purposes a brief example will Buffice(74). 

Poulantzas argues that in the current phase of monopoly capitalism 

there has been a progressive (though by no means uniform or 

unilinear) loss of 'economic ownership' and 'possession' by non

monopoly capital vis-a-vis monopoly capital. Behind the 'legal 

facade' of retained independent ownership, the boundaries of 

enterprises are being dissolved. Many enterpriseA are in effect 

dependent production units that form part of more complex units. 

Under .uch conditions, conglomerates determine many of the conditionR 

of production of subsidiaries. 

Poulantzas rightly indicates that there are considerable 

variations within posseAsion, Borne possessors being separated from 

certain of their conditions of production. This underlines the fact 

that possession is not in fact an all-or-nothing category and that 

it may be subjected to political challenges in the way that Wright 

suggests. 

What is most notable about Poulantzas' approach however, is 

that the importance of such 'dissociations' resides in the fact 

that they are derived from the teleology of monopoly capitalism. 

Whatever particular significance such dissociations may have for 

poulantza., the cruclal point in his view, is that they are 

divisions within capital, rather than between capitals. They are 

in effect a necessary consequence of the fact that 'capital in 

general' realises monopolistiC tendenctes. Divisions within 

capital are only possible then, because of the unity which constitutes 

capital. They are forms of appearance of an inner essence, the 

la.8 of motion of the CMP. Such laws of motion are effected by 

'capital as unity'. 
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What is significant 1n both example~ is that in neither casr 

is the unity of capital considered to have any determinate condi~ions 

of existence. The bas1c unity of classes of possessing and 

separated agents is given in the structuring mechanism of the 

capitalist totality. 'Capital' has a unity which derives from 

ita poaition within th~ structure uf the CMP. The unity or 

'iener&l 1nter06t' of (;1l1)1tI11, it! Ilut Ii product of pulitical 

compromises between capitals, nor of organised alliances with 

political agencies. It has no political conditions of production. 

The mere existence of economic classes guarantees their constitution 

as unities at the most basic level. This in turn, sanctions a 

reading of politics, ideology law and culture in 'CI8SS' terms. 

Once teleolol{iclll and olltolol!;ical propol:litions are rejected, 

'capital as unity' can no longer provide a tlllsis for the analyslH 

of possession. The relevant unit of analysis has to be capitals, 

not capital, since the wllty of capitals cannot be a~sumed. If such 

unity exi.ts between determinate possessions, it is a consequence 

of definite conditions of production. It ls not inevitable and lts 

existence implies no necessary destiny for capitalism. Moreover, 

in the absence of a conception of unity, the adequacy of analysing 

possession in class terms becomes questionable. The notion of a 

'class of possessors' has to imply some degree of unity between 

constituent possessions and it is the conditionless nature of this 

unity which makes it problematic. The full implications of this 

argument will be reconsidered in the concluding section, though the 

following two chapters explore a~pects of the same prOblem, the most 

notable of which is the pertinence of 'class analysis' in the 

examination and identification of political forces and institutions 

relevant 10 SOCialist political practice. 
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CHAPTER 6: THE MARXI!iT THEORY OF THE CAPITALIST STATE 

This chapter concentrates on the Marxi8~ theory of the capita

list state, outlining some of the major issues and problems ariS~ng 

in it. State theory will be examined with particular reference' 

to its strategic relevance in socialist political analysis. The 

theme of socialist political analysis will also provide a basis for 

the discussion in Chapter 7. 

A correct analysis of the state is of obvious importance for 

Marxism, because the state constitutes one of theobjectives towards 

which socialist political practice is inevitably directed. This,can 

be verified by cons1dering the problems which Marxism has continuously 

posed. What is the effectiveness of 'reformist' strateg1es towards 

the state? What are the characteristics Df state action with respect 

to capital? For Marxism then, the state has always comprised a crucial 

strategic object for analysis. Indeed in Lenin's words 'The key question 

of every revolution is undoubtedly the question of state power(l). 

This chapter will suggest that although state theory is 

regarded as a cruc1al strategiC exercise by Marxists it fa11s 

to give any clear direction to socialist strategy vis-a-vis the 

atate. Indeed it may be said that it fails to provide even 

the preconditions for such a strategiC analysis. This failure 

may be said to derive from Marxism's inability to identify the 

'state' as a specific set of apparatuses which provide a potential 

objective towards which socialist politics may be directed. 

Proponents of Marxiat state theory might retort that it is 

precisely this project with which that theory is concerned, and 

indeed may claim that such a project is more or less successfully 

reali.ed by much of the literature which has emerged in the last 

decade. What is suggested here however, is that that literature, 



and the classical formulations on the state which preceded it are 

fundamentally incoherent. This incoherence arises as a necessary 

consequence of the 'materialist conception of politics', variations 

of which all Marxists adopt. According to this conception 

'politics' is an element of the social formation whose structure 

is an effect of its place in a material hierarchy of 'levels' or 

'forms', Ultimately politics may be regarded as a process of 

'class conflict',the basic agents of political practice being 

classes which have objectively defined and antagonistic 'class 

interests,(2). These interests constitute the basis of different 

forms of political structure and practice. Marxism's insistence 

on the priority of such a materialist analysiS is combineQ however, 

with a 'recognition' of the irreducibility of political apparatuses 

and practices. On the one hand then, the state has to be regarded 

as fundamentally an 'expre8sion' of capitalist relations of 

production, and in that sense reducible. On the other hand, because 

it i8 recognised that a realisation of the 'specificity' of politics 

is of crucial strategic and practical significance, such 'reductionism' 

has to be theoretically tempered. Marxi,~ theory attempts to make 

these differ1ng views of politics compat1ble by subjecting 

materialist forms of determination to 'complexity'. so that the 

relationship of economiC classes and politics may be regarded as 

'relatively autonomous'. 'dialectical' etc. 

It is suggested here that these arguments are incoherent. 

Indeed the real issue that has escaped Marxi6t discussion concerns 

not whether Marxism is 'reductionist' but whether it is coherent. 

Marxists have only been able to make (in some cases) effective 

interventions in politics because of their non-reductionist 

'recognition' of the specific conditions of political 'conjunctures'. 



That Marxism Jlas generully 'recognised' ideological, cultural and 

national economic conditions in political calculation is not a 

matter of dispute. The problem is the theoretical status of 

. (3) 
such 'recognitlons' Can one, in other words, make the 

theoretical concepty of materialism compatible with the 'non-

reductionist' formy of recognition that Marxists give to politicy? 

This chapter 8ug~eyt8 that the fundamental incoherence of 

the materialist poyition rules out an affirmative response to 

that question. The problems which arise in particular 

theoretical positions - Marx, Lenin, Poulantzas, etc - are not 

due to the particular weaknesses of individual theorists. They 

are a product of the general incoherence of the materialist 

conception of politics, which all such theorists, whatever their 

real or pretended differencey, collectively adopt. Once this view 

is accepted, it has to follow that an effective socialist political 

analysis must be based upon a clear and systematic rejection of 

the materialist position. 

The first section of this chapter will examine the view of 

the state presented by the Marxist 'classics'. It is not intended 

that this discussion should be in any sense comprehensive. The 

intention is merely to outline the 'classical' position on a 

number of issues, some of which will be reconsidered in more detail 

in Section Two. This second section will also examine the particular 

theoretical differences which supposedly distinguish Poulantzian 

analysis from 'State Derivation' theory, suggesting that whatever 

specific differences may divide them, both pOSitions are subject 

to the basic problems associated with the materialist conceptid6 
I 

of politics. 

I 
I 
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1. CLASSICAL INTERPRETATIONsOF THE CAPITALIST STATE 

The beginnings of the materialist analysis of politics can 

be traced to the formulations of the 'German Ideology' of 1846. 

Though Marx had written on politics and the state before this, the 

earliest views were auandoneu - notably the Hegelian conception of 

the 'ideal state' - and even where the earlier writings tried to 

establish connections between the state and class relations, this 

was done in a relatively simplistic manner. For example, the 1842 

articles on the 'wood thefts' suggest a strong connection between 

private interests and state legislation, but at this stage the 

problem is considered to be the 'prostitution' of the state to 

private interests, a propOSition which is still considered to reveal 

the gap between the state RS reality and the state as ideal(4). 

The attempt to link the state and politics with class domination 

in a more rigorous and systemat1c way emerges in the 'German Ideology'. 

Here Marx and Engels attempt to set politics in a materialist context 

of determinate production (class) relations. 
r 

'The social structure and the state are continually evolvi9g 

out of the life - processes of definite individuals, but of 

individuals, not as they may appear in their own or other people's 

lmalination, but as they really are; i.e. as they operate, produce 

materially, and hence as they work under definite material limits, 

presuppositions and conditions independent of their will,(5). 

Above all elae, the theme of the historical specificity of 

8uch 'material conditions' and thus of their corresponding state 

forms, is crucial to the Marxian analysis,distancing it from other 

theories of the state. In contrast to the SOCiological theories 

of politics discussed in Chapters Three and Four, Marxism denies 

that there are any 'universal' political or state functions, and 
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rejects the view that the state ha~ to be conceived as an inevitable 

product of progressive social differentiation and complexity(6) . 

Instead, in Engel's view, it is emphasised that the state is a 

product of society at a 'certain stage of evoluti~n', the stage of 

the beginnings of the social division of labour, private property. 

the emergence of classes, and the antagonisms which accompany such 

(7) 
an emergence Each state is specific to a determinate historical 

r class structure and form of extraction of surplu~ labour, in t~i~ 

view. In ancient times it is ' the state of the slave owning 

citizens; in the middle ages, the feudal lords; in our own, the 

(8) 
bourgeoisie' . 

The important point for Marx and Engels then, is that the state 

far from being universal, is a'special' institution, one which 

appear. in conjunction with the emergence of classes. It is 

becau.e materialism maintains that the emergence of classes 

inevitably gives rise to antagonistiC class interests, that the state 

i. considered to be a special coercive apparatus for the maintenance 

of the interests of the dominant class. Whereas coercion and public 

order in 'primitive communism' is regarded as a function of the 

community as a whole, in a society based upon classes with mutually 

antagonistic interests the conflicts which arise can only be 

resolved by the formation of a special apparatus that is both 'an 

,(9) h d i 1 expression of the social power of t e om nant c ass, and a 

condition of its continued dominance. In Engels' view: 

'In order that these contradictions, these classes with 

conflicting economic interests, may not annihilate themselves and 

.ociety in a useless struggle, a power becomes necessary that stands 

apparently above society and has the function of keeping down the 

conflicts and maintaining 'order' .. this power is the state' '0 
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Though the rudimentary elements of the materialist theory of 

the state are contained in the writings referred to above, two 

other aspects are worthy ot mention. In the first place, it is 

assumed that modes of production have definite law8 of motion and 

that such laws are realised 'independently of the will' of individual 

aients. In other words, social agents merely 'personify' class 

relations. In the second place, this view of social agency relates 

closely to the important distinction between 'essence' and 

'appearance'. One of the most crucial arguments of 'The German 

Ideology' concerns the view that the reproduction of class relations 

is itself dependent upon the essential processes of production b~ing 

'estranged' by the act of misrecognition on the part of social 

aients, so that they appear as ' .. an objective power above us, 

(11) 
irowing out of our control . Essential relations in other words, 

have not only to be 'personified' but also 'misrecognised' by 

appropriate categories of agents for class relations to be reproduced 

Here we have in embryonic form the theory of fetishism which is 

central to 'Capital' and which has become a crucial component of 

some of the varle ties of contemporary state theory to be discussed 

below. 

Though classical Marxism views the state as a 'superstructure' 

it nevertheless recognises that it provides certain of the conditions 

of existence of the dominant class's capacity to 'dominate'. To 

thi. end, the state has definite functions to perform. It is, for 

example, involved in the' organisation of the particular class, 

which was pro tempore the exploiting class for the maintenance of 

, (12) 
it. external conditions of production . 
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This does not however alter the view that institutional 

forms of politics merely obscuro (as 'appearance~') the fact tha~ 

the state is only a site of cla~s dtruggles; 'all struggles 

within the state, the struggle for the franchise, etc. etc, are 

merely the illusory forms in which the real struggles of the 

(13) 
different clawses are fou~ht out among one another' 

Two things may be noted in this 'class domination' view of 

politics and the state. In the first place, if the state is a 

mere form of representation of clas~ interests. it follows that 

the state apparatus cannot be regarded as a politically neutral 

medium vis-a-vis the interests it represents. There is therefore 

a persistent injunction in the political writings of classical 

Marxists which demands the 'smashing' of the state apparatus in any 

serious revolutionary initiative. At the same time however, even 

though the state comprises 'a committee for managing the common 

(14) 
affairs of the whole bourgeoisie , the particular differences 

of interest 'which arise within such 'common affairs' are deemed to 

rule out the view of the state as a simple 'instrument' of capital. 

It i. to these two issues that attention will now be turned. 

The earliest verification of the need for any successful 

revolution to s .. sh the existing state apparatus i8,in the view of 

Marx and Engels,offered by the experiences of the commune, which 

showed that ' the working class cannot simply lay hold of the ready 

made state machinery. and wield it for its own purposes(15) . 

This same imperative for a successful socialist revolution to 

smash the .tate apparatus is at the centre of Lenin's position; indeed 

he takes the view that such an imperative necessarily follows from 

the materialist analysis. It is the adoption of this political 

position which, for him, distinguishes Marxism from the 'retormlsa' 



of those who s~ek to achieve a ~ocialist transformation via 

parliamentary mean~, a po~ition which in Lenin's view fails to 

identify 'bourgeois democracy' as a form of state which, whatever 

benefits it might offer to the working class, provides the 'best 

(16) 
possible political shell for capitalism' . Contrary to this view, 

and in accordance with the pronouncements of Marx and Engels, Lenin 

argue8 that a transformation of capitalist relations of production 

requires a destruction of the very conditions of their existence, which 

are provided by the class powers embedded in the state. He rightly 

points out that this much is asserted in Marx's letter to Weydemeyer 

of 1852, which argues '(I) that the existence of classes is only 

bound up with particular phases in the development of production, 

(2) that class struggle necessarily leads to the dictatorship of 

(17) 
the proletariat' In other words, it is asserted that the 

transition period between capitalism and socialism will itself be 

characterised by a 'class struggle' and the imposition of a new 

form of state, the 'dictatorship of the proletariat', an act which 

will itself involve the destruction of the bourgeois state apparatus. 

A clear account of what thi8 view might imply for socialist 

strategy in parliamentary democracies is contained in Lenin's 'Left-

Wing Communism'. In this pamphlet Lenin rejects the 'ultra-leftist' 

denial of all parliamentary political activity, and argues instead 

tor a severely restricted utilisation ofparliameQtary democratic 

inst1tutions,one which uses them for purpo8es of agitation and 

propoganda. This view rests upon the suggestion that parliamentary 

democracy is politically 'obsolete' and ineffectual(l8), but that 

because its obsolescence i8 not fully recognised by the masses, it 

must be 'supported'. Lenin however, conceives this 'support' of r 

I 
parliamentary institutions and reformist politicians in a particularly 
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restricted sense. '1 want to support Henderson (parliamentary 

democracy) in the same way as the rope supports a hanged man,(19). 

The political objective of this strategy of support and participation 

is to expose and discredit the institutions of the bourgeois state, 

and by doing so, to reveal them ~ bourgeois, whilst simultaneously 

raising the consciousness of the masses. Lenin therefore advocates 

the utilisation of parliamentary means to 'disintegrate parliament 

from within' though without in any sense advocating a 'parliamentary 

road to Mocialiat transition, 

The fact that the strategy advocated by Lenin for use in 

parliamentary democracies such as Great Britain was entirely 

ineffective, is less important than the fact that there are broader 

problems relating to the coherence of the strategy of 'smashing the 

state apparatus'. Two of these may merely be noted for the present. 

In the first place, such a strategy rests upon the view that the state 

constitutes a unitary totality reflecting the overall unity of capital. 

Yet both of these assumptions - the unity of capital and the unity 

of the state - are open to question. Se~ondly, the assumption that 

parliamentary democratic institutions are 'obsolete' is merely ~ 
p1ece of wishful thinkinK which obscures the necessary conditions which 

such institutions provide for the reproduction of capitalist 

relations. More will be said on these matters when contemporary 

variants of the strategy of destroying the state are considered below. 

Although the call for a 'smashing' of the bourgeois state rests 

upon conceiving it as fundamentally an apparatus of class domination, 

Marxism also consistently maintains that the state is not merely 

class reducible, but that it possesses a degree of 'independence' 

or 'relative autonomy'. Though there are attempts to signify this 

(20) 
in a general sense by far the clearest exposition of the states 

'relative autonomy' is usually considered to be found in Marx's 
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analyses of the political conditiont:i in France, and to a lesser 

extent, those in Germany and Greut Dritain. The argument presented in 

'The Class Struggles in France 1848-50' for example, sets out to show 

that political domination is not exercised by a homogeneous ruling 

class, but by factions of the bourgeoisie in more or less temporary 

coali tion. In contrast to the July Monarchy of Louis Philippe 

which was dominated by the financial faction of the bourgeoisie(21) 

the period of the 'Second Republic' is dominated by a coalition 

between, on the onc hand the 1:'inance aristocracy and the big 

bourgeoisie (represented by the Orleanists) and on the other, t~e 

landed nobility (represented by the Legitimists). The Provisional 

Government which emerged after the February Revolution was a compromise 

between mutually antagonistic interests, but it was a compromise which 

in Marx's view enabled the factions united in the 'Party of Order' to 

maintain their 'common class interests without giving up their 

(22) 
mutual rivalry' More than this it was able 'to complete the rule 

ot the bourgeosie, by allowing, beside the finance aristocracy, all the 

(23) 
propertied classes to enter the orbit of political power . 

Marx follows a related theme in his later text on the period 

leading up to the coup of 1l:lSl 'The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis 

Bonaparte', when he argues that the Honapartist state 'seems' to have 

become independent, though in fact it bears a complex relation~hip 

of repr •• entation to various classes - a fact which is held to account 

(24) 
for the contradictions of the Government . On the one hand, 

Bonapartism represents, or at least appears to represent, the small 

holding peasantry. On the other hand, the regime effectively 

functions to 'safeguard bourgeois order': , it was the only form of 

government possible at a time when the borgeoise had already lost and 

the working class had not yet acquired the faculty of ruling the 

(25) 
nation' . 



There i. a .trong sugge.tion here, not only that the bourgeoisie is 

peculiarly incapable of leading its own revolution(26) , but also that 

relative autonomy merely serve. to permit the .tate to obey its 'clas. 

. (27) 
rol.' more effectively . Thi. i. clearly the .ugge.tion behind 

Marx and Engel.' comment. on Britain: 

'The Whigs are the aristocratic representatives of the 

bourgeoisie, of the industrial and commercial middle class. Under the 

condition. that the bourgeoisie should abandon to them to an oligarchy 

ot aristocratic families, the monopoly of government and the exclusive 

po ••••• 10n of office, they make to the middle cIa •• , and a.sist 1t 

1n conquering all those concession. which in the course of social 

and po11tical developments have shown themselves to have become 

(28) 
unav01dable and undelayable . 

Th •• uggestion i. then, that political outcomes 1nevitably reflect 

the .tructural dictate. of the materialist teleology - the class in· 

t.rest. of 'capital in general', under the direction ot the law. of 

motion of capital. This theme - that the .tate'. separation or 

'r.lative autonomy' only underline. its capacity to repr.sent the 

int.r •• t. of total .ocial capital above and beyond particular interests, 

r.present. an instance ot what Marx refers to in the German Ideology, 

a. the .tate giving the bourgeOisie 'a general form to 1ts mean 

(29) 
av.rag. 1nterests' 

What ha. been presented .0 far i. a more or less descriptive 

account ot certain general theme. in 

r.app.ar a. central topiC. of debate 

Marxi~~ .tate theory, th.mf. which 

in the contemporary literature to 

b. discussed below. The pre.ent section will clos. by indicating a 

numb.r ot the problem. which emerge from the 'classical' analY8i8; 

probl.m., the nature of which might be predicted from the rejection of 

mater1alht ontology and teleology in Chapter Five, an,d all of w)1icq will 

b. Gonsider.d much more fully in Section Two ot this chapter. 



To begin, Engels' account of the historical emergence of specific 

state forms claims that the state is' as a rule, the state of 

the most powerful, economically dominant class, which through_the 

medium of the Btite, becomes also the politically ~ominant class,(30). 

It is clear from the statement, and indeed from the entire account 

I 
of the state's emergence, that political power and domination are 

conditional upon access to the 'medium of the state'. That medium 

ia the condition of the dominant class 'becoming' politically 

dominant. Without an appropriate means, without the conditions of 

production of political power provided by the 'medium of the state' 

there can be no power. The Marxian view of the state's historical 

emergence rests precisely on the claim that such political means 

therefore have effectivity. It is the effects of such means which 

ensure the very existence of determinate forms of 'class domination'. 

Yet at the same time Marxism can consider the state to be 

an agency of 'class domination" only because it expresses definite 

class powers. It has already been said (note 9 above) that in 

Marx's view, a class whose 'social power' derives from its property' 

, , 
has its '0' expresbion ... in the form of the state. This claim 

rests upon a denial of the effectivity of all political means, since 

these means are merely 'superstructural' reflections of already 

constituted 'class powers'. The assumption behind this - that 

capital possesses a unity and power which derives from its place 

1n the structure of the CMP,rather than from any determinate 

political conditions - has already been indicated in Chapter Five. 

State theory merely takes this a.sumpt~on one step further, by 

arluing that such unconditional class powers are 'expressed', 

'reflec~.d' or indeed 'personified' in the structure of the state. 



'The modern state, no matter what its form, is essentially a capitalist 

machine, the state of the capitalists, the ideal personification of 

(31) 
the total national capital' 

This central dichotomy of state theory has raised the problem 

of whether it is necessary to call into question the concept of 

'class power' as having a meaning, distinct from its conditions 

of production. Consequently one of the major debating pOints i4-
I 

comtemporary state theory has concerned the possibility or necessity 

of drawing a distinction between 'class power' and 'state power'. 

(32) 
Milliband for one, has rightly recognised that the drawing of 

such a distinction is, essential for any discourse claiming the 

'relative autonomy' of the state. But elsewhere(33)it is 

significant that his uwn analysls merely replicates the 'classical' 

dilemm~on the one hand, the state is the agency through which ~e 

dominant class seeks to ensure its domination; on the other, such 

power is merely 'exercised' . through many institutions and agencies. 

The ambiguities deriving from the materialist attempt to 

theorise state power' (as distinct from 'class power') are only 

part of a more general problem concerning Marxism's attempt to deal 

r 
with specific political conditions. All Marxists wAg have engaged 

in practical political struggles have regarded a recognition of 

such conditions as fundamental to effective political intervention. 

Lenin for one, inSists that it is imperative for SOCialism to 

establish the specificity of political conditions in determinate 

national social formations~ 

tbe task consists in learning to apply the general and basic 

principles of communism to the specific relations between classes 

and parties, to the specific features in the objective development 

towards communism, which are different in each country ... To seek 
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out, investigate, predict and grasp that which is nationally 

(34) 
specific . 

But the problem is that such specificity of condition is always 

circumscribed by the rnateriali~t ontology and teleology that surrounds 

it. Marxism has tried to temper the effects of that ontology 

(politics as 'superstructural') and teleology (political outcomes as 

determined rather than determinate) by applying the concepts of 

'relative autonomy' and 'dialectics'. But two questions arise with 

respect to these solutions. Firstly, are they theoretically coherent? 

Secondly, are they of any political utility - to put it bluntly, 

is it strategically helpful to know that 'political parties' ar~ 

the 'more or less adequate expressions' of classes? It is suggested 

below that the answer to both questions is in the negative. 

Tbe basic contradiction that ls signified by the examples above 

will be examined more fully in the following Section. The central 

question at stake for Marxism however, is the status of political 

conditions in the constitution of the purported 'unity'of classes. 

Marxism's failure to theorise such conditions rigorously will be 

indicated clearly throughout the following analysis. In particular 

it is significant that time and again one gets an implicit distinction 

between 'politic~' as eSSence (class struggle) and 'politics' as 

appearance (political institutions and organisations). The effect of 

rejecting such a position and arguing for a rigorous theorisation 

ot the etfectivity of such institutions and organisations is to 

render 'class unity' problematic. The Marxian position regards such 

unity as ultimately conditionless, a necessary effect of the structure 

of the CMP. For political institutions and organisations to be 

theorised as effective however, it is necessary for the materialist 

ontology and teleology to be rejected and once this is done the unity 

of classes is dissolved. 



2. ASPECTS OF THE CONTEMPORARY DEBATE ON THE CAPITALIST STATE 

The suggestion that the materialist conception of p~litics r 

is incoherent and that an effective socialist political analysis' 

must be based upon a rejection of it, stands in stark contrast 

to current debates on the state. Here increasingly it has come to 

be asked, which of the various contemporary theoretical positions 

is more 'truly' materialist, the assumption being that only a truly 

materialist theory will be an effective one. 

(35) 
Holloway and Picciotto present a characterisation of state 

theory which has become particularly influential in Britain and 

this characteriBation provideB a useful introduction to the pOSitions 

to be considered. In their view, state theory has tended to feature 

either 'economism'/'fundamentalism' which regards politics as a 

simple reflection of the 'needs' of capital, or 'politicism', a 

facet of the Gramscian tradition, which sets out to establish a 

Marxian theory of politics. In the view of Holloway and Picciotto 

both approaches fail to achieve a rigorously materialist analYSiS, 

since the latter does not draw a distinction between 'economics' and 

'politics' but regards both as 'forms of the capital relation'. 

More will be said on these matters subsequently, but for the 

moment let it merely be said that this characterisation of state 

theory is highly misleading. That is not to say that it entirely 

fails to describe real differences in approach to the state on the 

part of particular authors. What it obscures however, is that 

specific differences apart, the major protagonists in the state debate 

all adopt the theoretical principles of the materialist conception 

. (36) 
of politics described in this work ,and more to the point 

reproduce in remarkably similar form its attendant theoretical 

problems and strategiC difficulties. 
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This I:lection will concentrate attention on two variants of 

state theory which Hollowuy and Picciotto would regard as strictly 

distinct, Poulantzat;' Hlluly:;it; und that of 'State Derivation Theory'. 

For reasonti of bpun:, tiw Juttcr will be represented by the works 

of Altvater, Hirsch und Hollowuy and Picciotto themselves. Both of 

these approllchcl:l in fact IJxhillit similarities, some of which ~rc 

uncontroversial. Each, for example emerges as a critique of the 

'economism' and 'reformisDI' of ":uropean Communist Parties, regarding 

state theory as havin~ a central strategic importance in correcting 

the politicul misculculatIons I1l1d errors of communist politics. 

Each seeks to theorise the speclflcity of the Btate vis-a-vis capital. 

What will tit: emphusi tied here however, 1 ti that their adoption of the 

materialist conception of politICS produces similar substantive 

arguments and common strl1tegic problems. 

Poulantzas' stated aim is to establish a theory of the political 

level of the complex totality that comprises the social formation(37). 

Simultaneously, this exercise is an intervention in practical 

socialist politics, and the concepts which emerge from this theory, 

notably that of 'power bloc' are 'concepts of strategy,(38). Poulantzas 

shares with state derivation theory the view that the state is 

fundamentally a capitalist state and that it cannot be the objective 

of an effective reformist politics, as social democrats, or 

'Eurocommunist' proponent~ of the 'state monopoly capitalist' thesis 

have argued. He justifies this view by the claim that the state 

(39) . 
is an 'expression' of class contradictlons and powers. It has 

no power of its own and is therefore rigorously class reducible: 

'by state power one can only mean the power of certain classes to whose 

'(40) 
interest the tita te corresponds . Since it lacks power o,f 1 ts own, the 



reformist view that stat~ powtr can be won for socialism is said to 

be an illUSion, there being nothing in Poulantzas view 'to 'win'. 

In accordance with this ht, like the state derivationists, concludes 

that 'class strugglt' rather than 'reformism' has to be placed at 

(41) 
the top of the socialist political agenda . 

The state is an exprtssion of class conflicts and contradictions 

on two fronts; those within the bourgeoisie, and those between the 

bourgeoisie and the working class. In this respect, the forms 

assumed by the capitalist state depend upon the precise relations 

between the dominant classes and fractions which are themselves the 

effects of the princ1pal contradictions between the bourgeOisie and 

(42) 
the working class' . Poulantzas however, pays particular attention 

to the former conflicts, considering the manner in which the state 

expresses contradictions within the bourgeois 'power bloc'; the latter 

signifying a phenomenon which is peculiar to capitalist formations, 

and being one whose emergence is said to be indicated in Marx's analysis 

of the 'plura lity' of dominant classes and fractions in mid 19th 

century France. 

Despite the fact that the capitalist state is a product of 

contradictions within the bourgeoisie, it is claimed that it 

condenses such contradictions into a 'specific internal unity,(43) 

which enables it to carry out the functions of providing order within 

the social formation. In Poulantzas' view then the state is ' the 

factor of cohesion of a social formation and the factor of reproduction 

(44) 
of the conditions of production . Such cohesion is established by 

the .tates organisation and representation of the interests of the 

'he,emonic fraction' within the power bloc. In the current phase of 

capitalism, the begemonic traction is monopoly capital, the state 

comprising the political unifier and organiser of monopoly capitalist 
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hegemony within the bourgeosie. 

Although the state predominantly represents the intereats of 

this fraction it enjoys a 'relative autonomy' with respect to it and 

other classes and fractions. This does not mean that the state's 

autonomy derives from its own institutional form. 'Relative autonomy' 

is itself a class-based concept which 'stems from •..• the contradictory 

relations of power between the different social classes,(45). Moreove,,' 

the state is not 'relatively autonomous' from capital, but from 

specific fractions of capital. 

In conHequence of this, it is claimed that the state 1s not 

r 
a 'thing' but a 'condensation of a balance of forces,(46). Beca~se 

state polic1es take account of the need for cohesion of the 'power-

bloc', non-hegemonic classes and fractions can find political 

expression in certain 'pertinent effects'. The state's autonomy 'is 

concretely manifested in the diverse, contradictory .aasures that each 

of these classes and fractions, through its specific presence in 

the state and the resulting play of contradictions, manages to 

(4.7) 
have integrated into sta'e policy' 

The state therefore overwhelmingly serves the interests of the 

hegemonic class or fraction, but its 'specific internal unity' 

guarantees that the dominant class remains the bourgeoisie as a whole, 

The state ultimately expresses the class powers and interests of the 

entire bourgeoisie, but the 'relative autonomy' it enjoys prevents it, 

in Poulantzas' view, from constituting a simple 'tool' of capital. 

On the one hand, it is not the mere instrument of the fraction which 

dominates. On the other, its unity enables it to serve the general 

interests of capital in the long term. Indeed such unity gives it an 

effectivity as organiser of the dominant class, 80 that it is 

involved in 'formulating and openly expressing the tactics required 



(48) 
to produce its power 
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The view of the state as an expression of class powers is (ntended 

I 

to provide a corrective to those theories which see it as either 

an 'instrument' without autonomy, or a 'neutral subject' with total 

autonomy. According to PoulantzBs. the common problem with both 

positions is that they conceive the relationship of state and classes 

as one of externality. where one subdues the other. It is preCisely 

this conception of 'externality' that Poulantzas rejects (49) in 

claiming that the state 'expre~ses' class relations 

Now this denial of the 'externality of the state' vis-a-vis 

capital, indicates several serious problems, for in making such a 

denial, Poulantzas is calling into question the very 'specificity' 

of politics and the state which his work is 1ntended to theorise. 

In the first place. it is clearly diff1cult to make an analYSis of 

'state-capital relations' if the state merely 'expresses' class powers, 

for to deny the externality of the state is to deny its constitut1on 

as an agent distinct from cap1tal. which can bear a relation to it. 

In effect what emerges in Poulantzas' analysis is precisely the same 

contradiction that appears in classical Marxism. On the one hand, 

the state is class reducible - it expresses 'class powers'. On the 

other, the functions it performs are a condition of production of 

clasS powers. The denial that the state is an agency with specific 

capac1ties and powers 1s nonsensical in the context of Poulantzas' 

own substantive analysis, for what is crucial to that analysis is 

the view that the state 'organises' the hegemonic fraction and serves 

a8 the 'factor of cohesion' of the social formation. 

In Poulantzas' later work, it might seem that he recognises 

the nature of this problem since, for the f1rst time he pay. expl1cit 

attention ~o the 'institutional' aspects of the state. any considerat1on 



of which he had previously rejected QS 'structuralist'. The state 

is now considered to b~ 

'a specl.lised and centralised apparatus of a peculiarly political 

nature, compriSing an assemblage of impersonal, anonymous functions 

whose form is distinct from that of economic power; their ordering 

rests on the axiomatic force of law-rules distributing the sphere~ 

of activity or competence and on a legitimacy derived from the people

nation. In the modern slate all these elements are incorporated in 

(50) 
the organisation of its apparatuses' 

Here tae state is seen to have a specifically political membership, 

a capacity for delegation, hierarchies of competence; it is given legal 

and cultural recognition, legitimation etc. In short, it might appear 

that the state is a specific agent, set apart from capital in a 

relation of 'externalily',which enables it to perform certain necessary 

functions towards the maintenance of capitalist relations of production. 

Poulantzas,it would appear, is forced to recognise the states 

institutional structure. 

But this reco,nition is a grudiing one, forced upon him by the 

dictates of practical politics. Theoretically his position remains 

unaltered, a fact which is underlined in 'State, Power Socialism'. 

Here, for the first time, Poulantzas poses questions which he has 

never posed before. In particular, he questions the view that the 

state's emergence can be regarded as class redUCible, an effect of 

classes 'founding the state'. Instead, it is suggested that state 

apparatuses 'are no mere appendages of power, but play a role in its 

constitution'. But, fearful of the theoretical consequences of such 

a pOSition, he immediately qualifies it: 

'But in the relationship between power and apparatuses ... the 

fundamental role is played by the class struggle, whose field is none 
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other thWl that uf rulutiulltl of power ... tltruKKletl alwaY!:l have primacy 

over ... apparatutles or in!:ltltutions ... the state is .... a slte and a 

centre of the exercise of power, but it possesses no power of its own,(51). 

This replicates the pusi tion Poulantzas has arg.ued for the la.t 

decade, a position based upon the primacy of class relations and 

'economic determination in the last instance'. This p06ition 

reproduces all of the problems of the classical materialist view 

of the state. The state is only fundamentally capitalist because it 

i8 reducible. Yet it also provides certain conditions of existence 

of capitalist relations of production and can only do so in so far 

a8 it is constituted by institutions and apparatuses which are 

irweducible. 

Poulantzas' continued theoretical emphasis on the primacy of 

class struggle over institutions and apparatuses leads to his failure 

to consider the possibility that institutions and apparatuses may 

provide conditions of existence and 'means' of struggle. Struggle, 

in his conception of it.is basically conditionless. This strategic 

failing is compounded by his attempts to identify the state both as 

an 'expression' of class relations and as a 'strategic field,(52). 

Commendable as the latter project might be, Poulantzas' analysis 

renders it impossible. If the state expresses class relations, then 

anything which expresses such relations will constitute a part of 

the state apparatus, unless one can offer theoretical grounds for 

arsulng otherwisej that is, by granting the state an existence apart 

from class relations. Poulantzas' analysis leaves one with the 

impression that the state is simply everything and everywhere. It 

1s indeed significant that although he only adopts AlthusBer's 

distinction between state 'ideological' and 'repressive' apparatuses 

with certain reservations, Poulantzas considers that the greatest merit 
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of that distinction lie~ in its 'politicisation' of all social 

relations(53). But wh~tever merit the politicisation of social 

relations may have for confronting discourses which Poulantzas would 

regard as 'bourgeois ideology', it is heavily outweighed by the 

strategic emptiness of a view of state apparatuses as ubiquitous. 

Poulantzas is left with an insurmountable problem. He proposes a 

strategic imperative to 'smash the state', but it is impossible to 

i80late the &trate"ic field to ue smashed. All that this imperative 

amounts to is a vague call to ~lIIash class relations because it is 

those relations, rather than state institutions, which are the 

(54) 
'stratelic field' of socialist politics 

Despite Poulantzas' pre-eminence in state theory the~, his 

analysis implies that the study of state apparatuses and institutions 

is irrelevant. Indeed in accordance with the aaterialist view 

'politics' appears at two levels in the analysis. 'Politics proper' 

is constituted by class relations and conflicts - in particular those 

wlthln the 'power bloc'. Politics in its institutional form is a 

reflection or expression of this. The state is merely a void which 

'represents the political unity of this bloc,(55). 

But this produces a further problem since it destroys the entire 

ratlonale for the study of the state. The functions which the state 

i8 said to perform for capi tal (organisation and coheSion) are 

superfluous. The political unity of the 'power bloc' (and 'bIOC'r 

surely suggests organisation) is already guaranteed prior to the ~tate 

beln, called upon, by the mere existence of capital under the 

dominance of its hegemonic fraction. However, fractionalised it may 

appear, the unity of capital is reflected in the unified state 

apparatus. As Poulantzas in fact says: 'the capitalist state always 

expres8es a specific internal unity, the unity of the power of the 
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(56) 
heg~monic class or fraction' . The bourgeoisie already has a 

unitary set of political intere8t~ wld powers, and a capacity for 

realising them. One is left with the problematic conclusion that 

capital, being represented by the concept of 'power bloc' as a 

superficially fragmented political unity, has the capacity to 

secure its own conditions of existence and reproduction. Poulantz8s' 

, 'k 
claim to examin~ state as a 'strategiC field' and his more recent 

emphasis on analysing the 'materiality' of the state apparatus, is 

merely polemical. The central concepts of state analysis ·(the power 

bloc, hegemony and the unity of classes and the state) make any 

genuine analysis of state apparatuses redundant. 

(b) State Derivation Theory 

(i) Altvater's Capital-Logic Approach 

r 
Altvater provides one of the earlier contributions to the German I'state 

derivation' debate and it is the approach presented in that 

contribution which offers a good example of the so-called 'capital-

logic' perspective. Here the necessity for a 'separate' state is 

derived from relations between capitals. Though Altvater is concerned 

to emphasise the effectivity of the 'laws of motion of capital', he 

accepts that it is not 'total social capital' which undertakes 

transactions, but individual capital units. Given the effectiVeness 

of laws of motion however, such units are merely' the unconscious 

means by which capitalist regularity is achieved' (51). 

However in the CMP, certain social relations remain undeveloped. 

In particular it is argued, capital is unable to produce, through 

the acts of capital units, the preconditions of capital accumulat~on 

that constitute its social conditions of existence. In view of this 

lt 18 8ugge s ted that a separate institution, not subject to the limits 



of capital, develops in the form of the state. The state then appears 

as 'a specific form expressing the general interests of capital,(58). 

In so far as the state is not a material total capitalist, but an 

institution expressing the general interests of capital, it may be 

regarded as a 'fictitious' or 'idealised' total capitalist, rat~r 

in the same way that Engels regarded it as an 'ideal personification 

of the total national capital.' 

The Mtate,not being ~ubBurvient to the necessities of surplus 

production,is thu~ considured able to perform the functions necessary 

to maintain capitalist relations of production. In performing these 

functions it is geared towards making good the incapacity of private 

capital to provide the general conditions of existence of these 

relationa - the establishment of a legal system guaranteeing the 

continued existence of wage labour and capable of regulating conflicts 

between waKe labour and capital, the provision of infrastructure etc(59). 

Individual capital units are unable to perform these functions because 

competitive lawM force them to utilise resources maximally. Altvater 

takes the view t.at capital, left to itself, tends to destroy its 

own social foundations (wage labour, the environ •• nt etc), a view 

which is partly based upon Marx's own treatment of the Factory Acts. 

Here it is suggested that the unrestrained competitive passions of 

individual capitalists threaten the destruction of labour power to 

such a degree that it is necessary for the state to intervene on 

behalf of the interests of capitalists. By so doing the state 

guaranteeM the continued reproduction and exploitation of labour power. 

The view that state intervention is necessary to uphold the long 

term or fundamental interests of 'capital in general' against the 

short term or particular interests of individual capital., has been 

influential in current approaches, both to the analYSis of the state 



generally and the welf&tre state in particular. Altvater's position 

is however, problematic in a number of respects. Some of these 

problems may best be illustrated by referring to critical respon~es to 

his work by other theorists. 

(60) 
Holloway and Picc1otto regard the main merit of Al tvater' s 

position as being his corrective to the 'state monopoly capitalist' 

thesis of the 'fusion' of state and monopolies. Altvater, it is said 

shows two things. Firstly he proves that the state 1s fundamentally 

capitalist, rather than jutlt a state in capitalist society. Secondly, 

he shows that it is necessary to distinguish the state from capital. 

But it is precisely the latter which Altvater fails to theorise. The 

problem is as in Poulantzas' analysis. Once the state is 

conceived as an 'expression' of class relations, one cannot 

simul taneously argue that it performs effective political functions, 

nor that it constitutes a form of agent bearing distinct relations to 

capital. More than this, if one wants tQ distinguish the state from 

capital, not only can it not express capital, but the content of its 

activity cannot be derived from capital's needs, a concept which is 

itself highlY problematic. 

A second problem also arises in the context of Holloway and 

Picciotto'S discussion.· They consider that the major weakness of 

Altvater's argument concerns his view of the state as an institution-

alisation of the general interests of capital. It is argued that in 

claiming this, he attributes to the state, a power and a knowledge 

which it i8 impossible for it to possess. But this is an absurd 

claim, since Altvater'8 position has to rest on preCisely the same 

&8.umption as that which is explicity formulated by Poulant&as - that 

the state has no power at all. For Altvater, the state 'expresses' 

capital'. general interests and its policies have no conditions 



9f production outside the logic of capital. State apparatuses and 

institutions do not constitute means of production of policie~, but 

merely serve as filters through which the logic of capital is translated 

into legislation. Contrary to Holloway and Picciotto, the 'problem' 

is not that excessive power is attributed to the state, since no 

power is in fact granted to it at all. The real problem concerns the 

powers and capacities which are attributed to capital in general. 

AltYater, like Poulant~as, assumes that the powers, capacities and 

fundamental interests of capital in general exist independently of 

any determinate conditions of production. Capital in general exists 

as a unity for Altvater, just as the 'power bloc' in another context 

is united in Poulantzas' analysis, despite its fractionalised appearance. 

In both of these cases, Marxism theorises an area - capital as unity -

which is immune from any of the political conditions which normally 

enable unities of interest to be guaranteed. Both Altvater -and 

Poulantzas assume the existence of an area of 'real' (because 

conditionless) politics above politics. 

(61) 
A comment by Jessop indicates a third source of difficulty. 

He suggests that 'capital-logic' though subject to a number of 

problems, does have the Dlerit of showing the state to be an essential 

element in the social reproduction of capital. But it is by no means 

clear that 'capital-logic' even succeeds in establishing this much. 

Capital in general is said to logically dictate ( via its laws of motion) 

that certain functions ~ be performed. Yet the precise nature 

of the institutional 'expression' which performs such functions is 

irrel~vant. All that 1s 'logically' suggested is that certain functions 

w111 be realised by some institutional form. Nothing needs to be said, 

nor indeed ~ be said about the nature of that institution or apparatus. 

For above all else, two things are indicated in Altvater's analysis 
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In the first place he comes perilously close to reaching an 

undesired conclusion - that the CMP can secure its own conditions 

of reproduction - a problum which arbitrary references to 

'contradiction' and 'class strug,le' fail to resolve. Secondly 

his text produces the same failing as that of Poulantzas. If the 

political content of state activity is defined outside the apparatuses 

of politics, whether by the logic of capital, or by the structure of 

class relations within the power bloc, the relevance of state 

analysis becomes open to question. 

The common problems arising in the works of Altvater and 

Poulantzas derive largely froBI the fact that state theory is both 

an aspect of the materialist theory of politics and an intervention 

in political practice. It is argued here that there is a basic 

incompatibility between the two. Marxism 'recognises' the irreduci-

bility of the state, but incorporates that recognition into materialist 

forms of determination which deny the effectivity of state apparatuses. 

The entire debate is moreover set within the context of the usual 

dualisms that run through Marxian analysiS - abstract mode of 

production/concrete social formation; capital in general/individual 

capitals; fundamental interests/particular interests; logic/content 

etc. These dualisms represent in their political aspect, a 

distinction between 'politics' as a materially determined class practice 

and 'politics' as a socially conditioned process involving organisations 

institutions and ideologies. 

The crucial qu.~tion which dominates Marxitt 

a relationship between the two orders of concepts 

analysis is w~ther 

can be cohere~tly 

theorised. poulantzas' work is largely directed towards this end 

th OUlh both the present chapter and to a much greater extent the 

following chapter, suggest that his solution is untenable. In the 



context of the stut~ derIvatioll detllitl! huwever, it is precisely 

this question which ls central to the 'class-historical' approach, an 

approach which, in the view ot' many. provides a new baSis for further 

theoretical work. 

(ii) The Class-Historlcal Approach 

Hirsch, the best known exponent of this position bases his analysis 

of the state upon the clu1m that it must be founded upon an historical 

materialist approach, which takes account of the structure and develop

ment of capitalism. In dOing this, he rejects the logical-functional 

approach of Altvater, arguing instead that one cannot discuss the 

actions and functions of the state until its form has been defined. 

Though Hirsch accepts the relevance of Altvater's derivation 

of state functions and his claim that their performance takes place 

outside the sphere of individual capitals, he suggests that this 

approach can only show the objective necessity of the state and not 

ita concerete mode of functioning. In Hirsch's view therefore 

the bourgeois state is 'the expression of a specific historical 

form of class rule and not simply ... the bearer of particular social 

function8,(62). The state arises therefore in his view, not from the 

effects of a class pursuing its 'general will' but as a result of 

specific class struggles and conflicts. It arises not from the logic 

of capital,or the structure of a given historical process of develop

meDt~ but as a resul t of 'poli tical movements and interests', (63) press

ing their deulands. Functionalism and teleology are therefore denied. 

Hirach further insists that the theory of the state is to be 

founded upon 'accumulation and crisis', central to which is the concept 

of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall (TRPF}. The process of 

accumulation is to be re •• rded ••• '.oc1.1 proce •• of cri.1.' 8iren 
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that under the impetut; of TRPl' it is !:lliid to consta ntly feature 

maAlfest or latent clas6 struggle. Since the TRPF dictates that 

crisis will be repeated, it is inevitable in Hirsch's view that 

accumulation will lead to more and more overt class antagonism. 

'Why then', asks Uirsch, 'has capitalism not collapsed'? His 

answer to this question rests upon the concept of 'counter tendencies' 

a8 specified in 'Capital' Vol. 3. The same tendencies that lead( to 

the TRPF, also produce i t8 coun ter ttmdenci eH, and the course of 

capitalist development dopends upon their Huccessful mobilisation by 

the actions of individual capitalists, and upon class conflict on 

an international scale. Hirsch therefore concludes that capitalist 

development is not mechanically determined by general laws. Rather 

within the framework of general laws that give rise to~e TRPF. the 

actual outcome of development 1s 'mediated' by empirical conditions 

and historical peculiarities. 

The way in which this argument fits into state analYSis become 

clearer when Hirsch goes on to discuss the historical development 

(64) 
of 8tate functions . The development of the modern state cannot 

be logically deduced from abstract laws. It must be understood as 
I 

part of an historical process in which the objective teDdencies 

determined by the law of value and the capital relation 'assert 

tbell8elve8 through the mediation of concrete political movements 

and processes, class struggles and conflicts between individual 

capitals and groups of capitals on a national and on an international 

I
, (65) 

leve 

In the view of many state theorists, Hirsch's work provides a 

fundamental corrective to the functionalist perspective of Altvater, 

and a strong base for a coherent materialist theory of the state. 

The overriding strength of the 'class-historical' approach is said to 



be its capacity to call into question the thing which Altvater regards 

as unproble/llatic - the stltte's llbility to fulfil its functions. Hoth 

(66) (67) 
Gerstenberger and Holloway and Picciotto suggest that Hirsch's 

approach is novel becllus6 it calls into question the state's capacity 

to act adequately for capital in general. 

In coas1dering whether Hirach's work provides a basis for a 

coherent theory of the stllte, the first question which arises is 

whether he provides It solution to the dualism of 'form' and 'content' 

which forms the central probleDl of Marxib.~ analysis. Though both 

Hirach and commentlltors such liS Holloway and Picciotto believt.t ~hat 

these arguments offer It solution to the problem, it is clelir that 

this i8 not the case. Hirsch, like Poulantzas, offers no theoretical 

account of the relationship between the range of dualisms described 

above. All that he says is that the structures and laws of motion of 

theCMl'are 'mediated' by class conflict and political struggle. Indeed 

Hirsch's major theoretical conclusion is mere banality. 

'The theoretical investigation of the state cannot be limited 

to the conceptual development of the law of value and the analYSis 

of 'capital in general' but must embrace the whole of the social, 

political and national conditions of the production of the social 

formation, conditions which are subject to certain historical 

, (68) 
processes and transformations 

The realisation that state analysiS requires an examination of 

social, political and historical conditions hardly constitutes a 

lIonUJllental theoretical advance, particularly if the relationship 

between such conditions and the structures of the CMP remains un-

theorised. In this latter respect, Hirsch's only attempt to offer a 

theoretical account of that relationship ls through the application 

ot tbe term 'mediation' a term which conveys nothing at all. 
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If Hirsch's analY6is fails at this level, it also fails because 

of the class-histollckl npproach which is meant to be the means of 

salvation from functionalism and reductionism. Hirsch sets out to 

argue that the wtructural constraints of the CMP provide a framework 

within which empirical and historical conditions have an effect. But 

what is critical about this claim is that these empirical and 

historical conditions are conceived in.~ terms. By aaking this 

reduction Hirsch necessarily determines the character of political 

and aocial practices and the range of their possible outcomes. This 

follOWS because classes are derived from capitalist relations of 

exploitation in Hirsch's View, so that they constitute contradictory 

and antagonistic political forces. Political practices by the atate, 

or for that matter those directed at the state, are therefore doubly 

structured (a) by the structural constraints of the CMP (b) by the 

'logical' structure of interests that constitute classes as contradictory 

political forcas. The theoretical advance of the Frankfurt school over 

Berlin's functionalism and teleology is therefore illusory. There are 

no specific 'possibilities' or 'limitations' on state action. Since 

politics is simply a dialogue conducted between two contradictory 

forcea, the outcome will be predictable. Either capitalist relations 

of production will be reproduced (Altvater) or ultimately they will 

not (Hirsch). Nothing of any substance can be said about political 

conditions and situations that exist between these two extremes. 

It is also Significant that Hirsch tries to draw a distinction 

between class conflicts and political conflicts (see note 65 above). 

Thus it is said that state activity develops from 'class conflicts 

and political struggles mediated through the basic social context of 

capitalist crisis'. One faces then, not only the indeterminacy of the 

relationship between laws of motion and class practices, seen in the 
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term 'mediation' but also a totally untheorised relationship between 

class struggles and political struggles. 

This untheorised distinction cannot be regarded as a mere slip 

of the pen. what ls particularly striking ln Hirsch's 'historical 

materialist' analysis is the fact that he reproduce~; precisely the 

same Poulantzian dilemmas which Hirschian advocates consider his 

analysis to have eradicated. This emerges not only in their common 

untheorised recognition of a form of political conflict distinct 

from class conflict, but also in the substance of Hirsch's conclusion. 

Here Hirsch's'historical materialism' verges on Poulantzian 

'politicism'. When Hirsch comes to make an intervention in substantive 

political issues he has to admit that state action is the outcome 

of specifically political processes. Thus we are told that materialist 

state theory in Germany has to confront the heterogeneity of the state 

apparatus and theorise its 'bureaucratic governing cliques, party 

(69) 
apparatus and bureaucratic mass organisations' . 

Like Poulantzas, Hirsch combines 8 thoroughgoing theoretical 

reductionism with substantive claims tbat demand the theorisation 

of the irreducibility of political apparatuses, parties, institutions, 

ideoloiies and the like. The crucial difference between Hirsch and 

Poulantzas does not relate to their degree of faithfulness to 'true' 

materialism. The difference is merely one of emphasis within a common 

(70) 
set of theoretical assumptions . 

Holloway and Picciotm's refined version of the 'class-historical' 

approach has had considerable influence in British Marxi&t circles 

in recent years, the authors conSidering that their position 

resolves some of the 'politicllt ' problem~ 1n Utrsch'. ~alys1s _h1eh 

so offend their own materialist sensibilities. Two aspects of their 



work are relevant for the present di~cussion. Firstly. they claim 

that their approach to state analy~l~ manage~ to resolve more 

effectiveJy the thuoretlcaJ pitfall~ t~ut uru u product of the 

'duali~m~' which churacteri~e Marxi&t pulitical debate - and in 

particular the problem of the relative weight which is to be gran\ed 

to 'base' vis-a-vis 'superstructure'. Secondly, and to their credit, 

they have made a much more deliberate attempt than the German 

writers to outline some of the strategic implications of the state 

derivation approach. An attempt will be made here to evaluate the~e 

two areas of their work. 

Following Hirsch, the most fundamental premise of Holloway and 

Picciotto's work is that the analysis of the state, and particularly 

the state under conditions of crisiS, must depend upon a rigoroue 

theorisation of the relationship between 'capital accumulation' and 

(71) 
'class struggle' Capital accumulation is to be understood here 

to have two basic aspects. Firstly, it is a process beset by the 

inherent contradictions of capitalist laws of motion, such contrad-

ictions being reproduced in the state. In the second place, it is 

not to be equated with economics as a sphere set apart from political 

class struggle. Contrary to authors such as Poulantzas, Holloway 

and Picciotto reject the view that the social formation can be 

div1ded into discrete economic political and ideological 'levels'l 

occupying places within hierarchical relations of determination. This 

rejection depends upon the claim that a truly materialist analySis of 

the state must mirror the cr1tlque of political economy contained 1n 

'Capital'. The possibility of such an analysis hinges upon Marx's 

theory of 'commodity fetishism' being applied to the analysis of 

'forms' other than the 'co~odity form'. It is argued then that the 

state Is manifested as a 'fantastic form' or 'thing' which conceals 
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<as 'appearance') its essential ~unstitution as a social relation, 

in exactly the same way that social relations of production are hidden 

in the commodity form. It follows from this that the analysis supplants 
, 

the conventional problem of the relationship of the 'economic' <'base') 

and the 'political' ('superstructure') to ask instead: 'what is it 

about relations of produ~tion under capitalism that makes them assume 

, (72) 
separate economic and political forms?' . 

The state then 1s 1I0t ~on~e1ved us a level of the social 

formation,nor merely as an historically specific vehicle of cla~s 

domination, but is conliidered to be a form of appearance of the 

development of the 'capital relation '. There is in effect quite 

a different conception of social totality at work here. The social 

formation is not considered as a unity of constituent 'levels' in a 

relation of hierarchical determination - a 'struoture in dominance'. 

It is rather the case that the totality is the 'capital relation' 

itself, together with its particular 'forms of appearance'. Politics 

and the state does not constitute a 'relatively autonomous' level of 

the social formation, but a separate, fetishised form. The view of 

the capitalist totality as a'structure in dominance' gives way to a 

(73) 
conception of it as 'unity in separation' . According to this 

position, one does not polarise 'economics' and 'politics' as discrete 

spheres. Instead it 1s maintained that in order to understand the 

relation between two such 'things' it is necessary to comprehend their 

unity in the 'capital relation'. 

Holloway and Picciotto take the view that the twin problems 

of politicism' and 'economism' - problems which derive from the very 

theoretical indeterminacy of the postulate of 'in the last instance' _ 

can be avoided by accepting the theoretical primacy of the 'capital 

relation' as constituting element and organising prinCiple of the 
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capitalist totality. The problem of the relationship between the 

separate 'levels' of this unity is ~upplanted by the view that the 

unity is already and always a unity, but one which gives the illusion 

of separation. In this respect, for example, capital accumulation 

is not cona1dered to be ~l economic process which conditions political 

class struggle, but rather is itself a process of class struggle which 

merely takes the 'form' of a separate 'instance'. The theoretical 

significance of this conception of capital relation/unity should 

therefore be apparent. Uy refusing to grant a special existence to 

politics, ideology, law etc, one does not have to face the problem 

which has dogged generation~ of Marxist political and cultural 

theorists, of positing relations of 'determinacy' botween them and 

(74) 
the economy . In short one avoids the problem of assis.tng relative 

weight to 'structure' over 'conjuncture', 'logic' over 'history' by 

fusing such dualisms into the 'capital relation' as constitutive 

totality. 

In fact, Holloway and Picciotto's attempt to demonstrate this 

80lution succeeds no better than Hirsch'e. Its validity rests upon 

the capacity of the 'class-historical' approach to transcend the 

polarising of the traditional dualisms. It is with this end in mind 

that the authors claim it is a mistake to draw a distinction between 

'form' (logical) analysis and 'historical analysis'. Instead thiY 

maintain that Marx's categories are always and already 'simultaneously 

logical and historical 
(75) 

categories' . It is for this reason then 

that clas8 struggle 1n its specific historical forms is considered in 

the 'class-historical' approach to be the constitutive element of the 

capital relation. For in the view of these authors,1t 1s the essence 

of the 'logical' and lawful structure of capitalism, as well as the agency 

of political struggle. As such, it provides a common linkage or pridge 



which purport~ to Bupplunt the di~tinction between the sides of the 

traditional dichotomy. 

It is with this end in mind that Holloway and Picciotto place 

the concept of the 'tendency of the rute of profit to fall' at 

the centre of their analysis of the state. This concept is regarded 

as epitomising the fu~ion of 'logic' and 'history' the laws of motion 

which give rise to it also producing the 'counter tendencies' which 

constitute the political proces~of 'restructuring' 

If the analysis produced avoids Hirsch's politic1sm, it is only 

by the adoption of a relatively rigil economism~76)for despite their 

emphatic denial of the polarisation of logic and history and their 

refusal to posit causal relations between them, they are insistent that 

the restructuring process is a product of 'form determined class 

struggle' (77). Indeed, class struggle is 'bounded by the eXig~Cle~ 
I 

of accumulation' to such an extent that the 'political conditions' 

which affect restructuring are simply 'left aside for the sake of 

exposition'. They are merely 'myriad extraneous circumstances which 

affect the way in which the crisis presents itself,(78). This then 

i8 the crux of Holloway and Picciotto's analysis. Such is the effect-

ivity and inevitability of capitalist laws of motion that criSis 

'presents itself\ its political conditions of existence being re'legated 

to external effects. 

Despite the attempt to avoid the attendant problems of positing 

causal relations between 'levels' of the social formation by 

rethinking the concept of unity. that concept merely reproduces the 

traditional dichotomy in a new way. The 'capital relation' is an 

essence with causal priority. Politics and ideology are forms of 

appearance or effects without effect. Ultimately Holloway and 



Picciotto re-enter the sphere of theoretical haggling over causality 

reproducing the same circularity and incoherence of discourse that 

characterises other Marxist positions. Instead of 'relative autonomy' 

of levels however, one 1s pl'tH,ented wi th an indet~rminate conception 

of causality which is 'form determined' yet 'dialectical'. 

If Holloway and PiCClotto's concept of social totality is ultimately 

as incoherent as that of the Althusserians, the effects of that 

incoherence are seen most clearly in their attempts to theorise 

that totality in class terms, and apply such a view in strategic 

analysis. The concepts of class and class struggle are particularly 

crucial in their view of political strategy, a strategy which again 

has its theoretical basis in the theory of 'fetishism'. 

The conjunction of the theory of fetishism wi th an emphaSis on 

class struggles in strategiC discussion is by no means accidental. 

On the contrary such a conjunction is a necessary effect of the 

adoption of the theoretical structure of 'Capital'. Chapter Five 

has already described how Marxiblli views economic and social relations 

as 'parsonifications' of class relations. It is classes which ~e 

tha effactive agenta of social relatiore. in this view. In the c8jse of 

capitalist 'forms' of polit~cs then, their reproduction is a consequence, 

not of the actions of determinate agents, organisations or apparatuses, 

but ot agents having the capacities to 'personify' form determined 

functions, functions which are mere reflections of the underlying 

effectivity of capitalist laws of motion. This view of economic and 

social relations depends to a large extent upon the concept of 

• fetishism" that being the process whereby empty subjects are endowed 

with the necessary capacities to recognise or misrecogn1se the structure 

of social relat10ns and in so doing reprodUce the capital1st totality 

of forms. 



Holloway and Picc1otto'~ merit over the German writer~ lie~ 1n 

their attempt to outline the ~trategic implications of such a con-

ception. That strategy begins again from the concept of 'form', it 

bein, argued that since historical materialism is a. 'science of forms,(79) 

socialist strategy must be the product of such a science. 'onsidered 

in this light then, the state may be regarded as an apparatus which 

serves to reproduce social relations as 'things', achieving this end 

by literally 'fragmtml1l1" cIa .... relation .. ' and reproducing them in 

non-clM". 'form"'. Uy wuy of example 1t might be argued that thlll 

welfare state confronts problems of povorty and deprivation by 

denying their relationship to class exploitation and domination, and 

(80) 
processing them as 'individual' issues . The SOCialist strategic 

response to such a situation places a new meaning on the concept of 

socialist 'transformation'. The ta~k for socialist politics ls 

'not to work through bourgeois forms to gain positions of 'power' 

and 'influence' ... but to work against these forms, to develop through 

practice, material forms (Sic) of counter organisation which 

express and consolidate the underlying unity of the resistance to class 

,(81) 
oppres.ion ... 

The socialist solution is to mobilise a variety of organisations 

(union., shop steward committees, anti-racist organisations, women's 

groups, campaiiDs against expenditure 'cuts' etc.) around a strategy 

which raises the 'rwal' issues of class d umination and oppression. 

In short, the strategy is one of 'total class struggle,(82). 

Tbere are however, serious problems with this view of politics. 

In the first place, there is a real question mark about the 

effectivity of the state, and therefore about the purpose of analysing 

it. In fact Holloway and Picciotto merely produce another variation 



of the theoretical economi~m which they pretend to criticise. Although 

some 'recognition' is given to the fact that the state does 

'exist' as an institution and llldeed that its administrative structure 

has a place in the con~tltut10n uf the politic~ of 'fragmentation', in 

the last resort state upparatuses merely 'expre~!:i' and 'materialise' 

the 'development of suciul relations GB 'furms'. There are in other 

words no political conditions in the reproduction of fetishised social 

relations or none which can be coherently theorised. That reproduction 

follows as a necessary effect of class relations being 'personified' 

in appropriately fetishised ways. This is merely another case of the 

structure of the CMP producing the necessary effects to guarantee 

its own reproduction. Despite tenuous attempts to recognise the 

state as a set of apparatusos then, for Holloway and Picciotto Vhu 

state is really unly a 'form proce~s' a mere appearance or expression 

(83) 
of that process of reproduction 

Thi. view of poli tics however, leaves the authors wi th another 

serious problem. How is one to evaluate those 'forms' of left wing 

politics which are not 'true' socialism - that is. types based on 

strategies other than 'total class struggle', which do not reject 

the state 'form' in toto? On this the authors are, to say the least, 

ambivalent. They are loathe to reject forms of politics such a8 

unionism, or social democratlc'reformism' out of hand, arguing that 

their purpose is not to 'belittle the importance of such struggle 

,(84) 
but to underline its essential limitations . Yet there is a 

problem here with regard to the calculation of such limitations, for 

given their theoretical position, all one can say is that 'reformism' 

and unionism are not socialism proper (total class struggle). One 

cannot gaUge the particular effectivity of either in given ~ircumstances 



and since there are no 6pecific limitations to such forms of politics. 

one can only offer a blanket rejection of them. Despite protestations 

to the contrary, this much is indeed suggested in Holloway and 

Picciotto's view of both the Factory Actf:i cdlll post-war welfare reforms. 

'Class struggle (within bourgeois forms) merely acts as mediating 

factor in the establishment of the interests of capital in general,(B5). 

What this boils down to is the view that anything which 1s not 'total 

class struggle' is a form of 'bourgeois' politics. Here we are 

confronted with a 'see-saw'conception of politics which regards all 

political practices as either capitalist or SOCialist. a view whiCh 

I" 

recurs in the Marxi~ classics and which will/further criticised in 

the following chapter. 

This dualistic view of politics under capitalism rests upon 

another problematiC conception which will also be considered more 

fully below. It is clear that Holloway and Picciotto. in common with 

other positions previously discussed. adopt a view of political 

practice as fundamentally conditionless. The state thus 'fragments' 

(et Poulantzas'di8organises' and Engels p.191dbove) an already 

constituted working class unity which is considered to be a necessary 

(86) 
ettect of capitalist relations of production Given this view. 

socialism simply amounts to the production of counter organisations 

which 'express' such underlying unity and in this respect are no less 

ipeffectual <as merely efficient expressions of working class unity) 

than the state .i8 <as an expression oflform determined'processes). The 

strategic imperative of the class-historical approach therefore 

amounts to a strategy of allowing the teleology of 'form determinrd' 

class struggle to take 1t8 course. It is a sophisticated and com~lex 

torm of awaiting the inevitable. 
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Holloway and Picciotto's attempt to derive strategic 

conclusions from the state derivation debate therefore amounts to 

a strategy of no strategy. The call for a 'total class struggle' 

whatever its pro~agandl~virtueB.raises wider problems with 

respect to classes as the constitutive agents of political practice 

which will provide much of the subject matter of Chapter Seven. 

Apart from the problem however, of whether 'class struggle' as 

a political strategy has any coherent meaning, Holloway and 

Picciotto's political strategy leaves us with a final major problem, 

for their variation of 'smashing the state' raises difficulties 

no less serious than those mentioned in the case of Poulantzas or 

others. 

It has been noted that in various ways Marxi~m negates the 

very eftecnvity of political apparatuses and institutions which 

the project of state analysis is intended to elucidate. The 

consequences of this emerge very clearly in Holloway and Picciot~s 

call tor a politics of 'transformation' by class struggle. Such a 

stratesy rests upon the possibility of carrying out political 

practices outside bourseois political torms. But two things have to 

be noted here. In the first place, this View, is based upon 

exactly the same conception of a 'real' and unconditional politics 

'outside' pOlitical organisations, institutions and apparatuses 

criticised above. Buf if state theory is to have any justification 

at all, its purpose must be to identify state apparatuses and 

institutions as potential objectives of socialist political 

practice. The state is not a 'form' but provides conditions of 

existence ot capitalist relations of production through the 

ettectivity which resides in its apparatuses. In this respect, it 

ia a necessary terrain of socialist political practice and one 



which is by no means inherently limited. Whatever specific 

limitations such 'form' directed politics might have, are defined 

not by reference to the self reproducing structure of the 'capital 

relation' but by a consideration of political objectives, ideologies 

(87) 
and forms of organisation 

Socondly, the call for an abandonment of the sphere of 

'bourgeois' politics for truly 'proletarian' forms of organisation 

is vacuous. However justified the view that new forms of 

political organisation may be required for an effective socialist 

politiCS, such forms are necessarily implicated in existing 
r 

political relation •. 
I 

As such they are subject to the effects o~ 

political practices by state apparatuses and organisations. 

'Proletarian' forms of organisation will be subject for example 

to 'bourgeois' legal relations unless they are terrorist organisations 

and to 'bourgeois' economic relations once they undertake financial 

activities. The examples merely serve to underline that such 

'feti8hised' relations constitute the political terrain and 

provide the political conditions under which socialist political 

organisations will operate under capitalist relations of production. 



CONCLUSION 

It should be clear that much of what has been said here r 
I 

parallels the criticism of Marxi&t conceptions of possess ion cont.ined 

in Chapter Five. Marxism conceives the state and politics as a 

'level' or 'form' of the social formation, an element of the 

totality that comprises the CMP. Like its economic and ideological 

counterparts, the political level or 'form' is structured by 

the teleological principles of the CMP and its lawa of motion. It 

is part of a hierarchy of causal relations, its place being governed 

by its position in the totality and the function it serves. The 

atate comprises a unitary reflection of the unity that is capital. 

This chapter has tried to show that there is a fundamental 

theoretical incoherence in the materialist conception of politics. 

The ontoloiical and teleoloiical propositions of that conception 

continually come into conflict with Marxism's attempts to 

recognise the effectivity of specific political conditions. All of 

the attempts to remedy this problem which have been discussed here 

lapse into inconsistency and ambiguity. 

Theoretical incoherence apart, the substantive effects of 

materialist propositions parallel those discussed in Chapter Five. 

Whereas in that case their adoption gives rise to the continued 

failure to examine the effects of legal relations upon the spheres 

of 'possession/separation' and 'direction', in the case of state 

theory there is a persistent refusal to grant effectivity to 

political organisations and apparatuses. The state, like the 

capitalist,becomes merely a 'bearer' of processes, the nature ot 

which i8 determined elsewhere. 

Above all else, this chapter has sought to emphaSise that 

despite the massive regeneration of Marxi6t analysis in the last 



two decade~ and in particular in spite of the vast output of 

sophisticated materialist literature on the state,Marxism has entirely 

failed to theorise state apparatuses and institutions as strategic 

objects. Marxist state literature provides no guide to how socialists 

should confront the 'problem' of the state. Nor does it give any 

indication of what that problem is, nor how the 'state' (as a set 

of institutions and apparatuses) is constituted. Least of all does 

it give any indication of what relations pertain between specific 

parts of the state. 

These problems cannot be p0tied by Marxian state theory becau~e 

that theory is founded upon the view of capital as a totality. This 

is clearly what lies behind the major strategic imperative of state 

theory - 'smashing' the state apparatus. From Marx, Engels and Lenin 

onward8 that proposition depends entirely upon the class reducibi11ty 

ot the state - the fact that the state is 'fundamentally capitalist' 

rather than just 'a state in capitalist society'. It is not merely 

that the state provides conditions of existence of capitalist 

relations of production. That is its entire function. Its sole 

'effectivity' lie8 in its class reducibility, this in turn resting 

upon ita in8titutional unity, the state apparatus being the uniJary 

expres8ion of the totality which is capital. The strategy of 

'smashing' the state apparatus (it is significant that Marxists 

usually refer to it in the singular) rests upon a view of the social 

formation as composed ot dual unities of 'class' and 'politics'. 

Both the present chapter and the one before have called into 

question the legitimacy of the view that classes may be regarded as 

unconditional unities, and this conception will be fUrther queried 

in the following chapter. For present purposes however, the major 

consequence of rejecting the materialist position and the concept of 
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totality on which it rests, is that it can no longer be maintained 

that 'the state' comprises a unitary structure. State policy does 

not constitute a unified reflection of the intere~ts of capital. 

It has definite conditions of production which reside in state 

institutions and apparatuses. Such institutions and apparatuses 

have a real effectivity and cannot be regarded as expressions of 

'class powers' - a concept which is in any case untenable. Contrary 

to the view that the state comprises a unity, and in contrast to the 

strategic imperatives which follow from it, it is suggested here that 

the unity of state apparatuses and institutions Is problematic. 

It is precisely because such unity is problematic that it provides 

a potentially fruitful terrain for socialist political practice. 

Marxism in· contrast, by denying the effectivity of state apparatus 

abandons (as 'reformist') a possible sphere of socialist political 

intervention. 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

CLASS ANALYSIS AND SOCIALIST POLITICAL CALCULATION THE PROBLEM 

OF THE WORKING CLASS 

Chapterl Five and Six criticised Marxism's attempts to resolve 

certain political and theoretical problems - the issues of 

capitali.t poseeeeion and the capitalist .tate. In each case, the 

.olution to thele problem. and for that matter, the very form in 

which they are poeed, depend. upon the validity of a let of inter-

.dependent theoretical a •• umptions. In the first place, it i. claimed 

that there can be lome sort of 'general' .olution to .uch queltions. 

Tbil postulate of generality ill dependent upon a second proposition -

the view that a luccelltul resolution to the problems of locialist 

, 
politic. has to be baeed upon a correct analy.is of the clas. -

politic. relation~ In this latter respect, for example, the entire 

content ot Marxiat Itat. theory re.tl upon the attempt to conltruct 

• coherent theory of the relationship ot 'capital' and the '.tate', 
j 

Such a pOllnw ot the probleml of locialilt politics through the medium 

ot the cla.l-politlcl relation, in turn depend. upon the view that 

the conltltuent. of that r.lation (cIa •••• and political Itructure. 

or practicel) compri.e 'uni tiel or 'totali Ue.' . Once that a.sumptlon ls 

que.tioned however, the terms of MarxiSt poli tical debate are 

,undermined, For one thlng, the role of 'ela8s analYll.' in political 

calculation il called into doubt. In particular, the concept of 

'cl ••• intere.t' becomes problematic, a tact which has enormous 

repercu •• ion., tor Marxilm'. attempt. to theori.e forml of political 

practice .uch a. '.ociaI18m', It is to these and other related issues 

that the present c.hepter iR directed. 

J 



The aim of thi. chapter is twofold: Firstly it will query the 

relation.hip of cIa •• analy.i. and political calculation. Secondly, 

it will open up dilcu •• ion of the 'problem of reductioni.m'. 80th 

of these i.sues will be taken up again in chapter 8 where the que.tion 

of the 'cla •• -politic. relation' and the problem of reductioni.m 

will be rea •• e •• ed in the light of the conclu.ions drawn from Section 

I. 

The problem which ha. received mo.t attention in Marxist 

political analy.is in recent year. i. the 'problem of reductioni.m'. 

This "issu. concern. the interpretat~on of Marx's atatement. on the 

relationlhip between politic. and economic cIa •• rtlatlon.(l). a 

reductionist reading of which i8 laid to produce an erroneous view 

of politicl. 'Reductioni.m' i •• aid to lead to a denial of the 

.peeificity of politIcal .tructure., ideologies and practices and 

to a tendency to 'read off' the political from an analyais of the 

eeono., in general and of economic cIa •• relations in particular. 

Marxilt political debate has therefore concentrated on the establi.h

"nt of a correct theory of 'the cIa •• - politics relation'. Such 

i. the centrality of the debate that the two area. which have mo.t 

doalnated Marxist political analysis in the la.t decad. - the problem 

of the Itate and the definition of the working cIa •• and its politic., 

have in turn been dominated by it. Thi. latter area provides the 

lubject matter of the present chapter. 

ODe illue which il central to what follow. concern. the 

•• 1ationlhlp which ha. been posited in Marxism between '.tructure.' 

and 'practicel' - in particular the connection. that are .aid to exist 

betwe.n the analYli. and determination of clas. structure and the 



J 
practices of the agents so identified. Marxism argues that the most 

crucial component of political analysis is a recognition of the 

primacy of economic class structure. This serves to justify the 

project of 'clas8 analysis', the analysis of political ideologies, 

institutions and practices being correspondingly based upon the 

analysis of class relat10n~. This follows because of the necessary 

connection. that are drawn between structures and practices. 

Knowledge of class structure is said to give us knowledge of the 

political practice or potential political practice of classes. 

So .tated, thi8 class-based conception of political practice 

is itself open to the charge of reductionism, if by that we refer 

to the attempt to reduce politics to class relations. Most work 

in Marxism over the last decade has therefore concentrated on 

attem.~ing to retain thi8 class - based conception of politics 

whilst simultaneously avoiding the charge of reductionism. In 

crude terms this amounts to the view that class relations do 

determine political practice - but only 'more or les8'. Politics 

then ls 'relatively autonomous' vis-a-vis class relations. 

ay virtue of this strategy Marxism is able to give seeming 

tbeoretical recognition to the existence of a gap between class 

determination and political practice. Apart from this sham 

recognition however, Marxist political practice does give real 

recognition to the irreducibility of politics vis-a-vis class 

relations. Nevertheless, 8uch recognition is invariably trans

latedback lnto the terms of the classical reductionist theoretical 

view of polltlcs. 



What most characteriRea Marxi&t political analysis is a continuous 

ambivalence regarding the question of class analysis and political 

calculation. On the one hand, it is claimed that class location 

defines the limits of political practice. On the other hand this 

i. con.istently denied. On the onp hand, it is claimed that the 

working cIa •• comprise. a definite agent of politics, whilst on 

the other It is al.o recognised that no such agent exists in any 

political conjuncture. Finally, it is claimed that political 

jidO.l.KiO. ouch ••• ocio1i •• , are c1a •• -b ••• d but that equally they 

are .ubject to the effects of conditions of exiBtence outBide class 

relation •• 

It will be .uggested here that the theoretical evasions which 

characterise the debate on 'relative autonomy' only indicate the need 

for Marxism to rea.se.s its conception of politics. In particular, 

it must· work out many of the implicit propositions which it 

recogni.e. In practice but denies in theory. Such a genuine recog-

nition of the irreducibility of politics will, in the long term, 

require an examination of the concept of 'class' itself and its 

pertinence In political calculation. 

Thi. chapter has the following structure: Section 1 presents an 

outline and brief discu.sion of some of the aspects of the materiali.t 

conception of politics. Section 2 analyses some of the issues 

.urrounding the debate on the working class. Section 3 pre.ents a 

critical discu •• ion of the vl~ that classes comprise agents of 

political practice organised around definite 'class interest~1 • 

Section 4 critici ••• Marxism'S attempt to theorise political 

1deolo,1e. iD cIa •• terms. Section 5 attempts to utilise some of the 

1aplications of the.e criticisms in examining the concept of 'reduct-

1oni •• ' it •• lf. Thi. latter lssue provides a link to the issues to 

be caa.idered in Chapter 8. 



1. THE MATERIALIST CONCEPTION OF POLITICS 

Marxism distinguishes itself from other political discourses 

by it. materialist mode of analysis and the insistence that 

knowledge of the political can only be gained from an examination 

of the .tructure of definite modes of production. Most Marxists 

Iwould maintain that political relations are a more or les. complex 

representation of economic c1888 relation". This view of politics 

re.t. upon a number or propositions. 

1. Classes are the fundamental agents of political practice. 

Politic. may therefore be conceived as 'clas8 conflict'. The agents 

of political relations are classes which face each other in 

antagoni.tic economic relations. It is the exploitative relationship 

between classes of owners and producers which is the basis of social 

.nd political structures and processes. 

2. Politics then, is not conceived as a necessary or functional 

component of .ocial structure. It only exists where antagonistic 

cl ••• relation. exi8t, Without classes there would be no state and 

~o political .tructure. 

J 3. It is both the existence and particular form of cla8s 

conflict which defines the history and politics of 'all hitherto 

.xi.ting .ociety'. The centrality of the economic relation between 

cl ••••• mean8 that clas8 structure provides the key to all social 

and political analY8i8. It 
, 

reveals the innerm08t secret, 

the hidden b.sis of the entire 80cial structure, and with it the 

politic.l form of the relation of sovereignty and dependence, in 

(2)' 
.hort the corresponding specific form of the state . 

The •• fir.t three characteristics reveal Marxism to be a 

I ' ,enuinely class-hi.torical view of social structure and practice. 

Such. view is based on Marx's analysis of production a. a 'socio-



hi.torical' process involving historically specific (class) relations 

of production. The presentation of history al!! 'cla8s struggle', far 

from being a rhetorical flourish, is therefore the essential core 

of the hi8torical materialist position. It is significant in thi8 

re.pect that Marx empha8ises, not the!!£! of exploitation but its 

particular hi8torical form, as the key to social and political 

analy.i.. The priority given to the analysis of the form of 

.extraction of 8urplus labour is crucial in 8everel respect8. In the 

fir.t place, 8uch an understanding reveals 'the correl!!ponding 

.pecific form of the 8tate', of law, culture and ideology. Such 

an analY8i8 therefore indicates the nature, limits and forms of 

political conflict which are possible in any SOCiety. Secondl~ it 

reveal. the protagonists involved in political conflict to be clas.es, 

for Marx'8 prinCiple claim is that relations of production are 

.imultaneou8ly relations of explOitation, and that it is the 
J 

irreconcilable antagonisms and contradiction8 of that process which 

give riee to the class conflict that constitutes the political 

.phere. 

Marx and Engels persistently emphasise that this discovery 

provide. a rigorous basis for socialist politics. In Engels view, 

'the twin di.coveries of the materialist conception of hi8tory and 

j 

the ' •• cret' of exploitation in the form of surplus value production 

•• tabli.h .ociali.m as a science whose laws are enacted by cla •• e •• 

'From that time forward Socialism was no longer an accidental 

di.covery of thi8 or that ingenious brain, but the necessary outcome 

of the .trugr'le between two historically developed cla •• e. - the 

(3) 
proletariat and the bourgeoi8ie' . 



(
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4. Thi. linkage between the exiAtence of claAl'lel'l in conflict 

and determinate forms of political practice rests in turn upon the 

view that cla.se. possess objectively defined 'class interests'. 

By structurally locating classes then, one is said to be identifying 

.uch interests and the forms of political practice associated with 

them. Class interests 8erve to m~diate the relationship between 

cla.s structure and political practice in the sense that a knowledge 

of class structure and of the interests so identified is a pre-

condition of political knowledge, calculation and strategy . 

. According to this view, political forces, practices and 

ideologies more or less represent cla8s interests. Consequently. 

Marxi.t political analysis is fundamentally concerned with the problem 

ot cla •• analysis. A 'correct' analysis of classes provides a know-

l.dg. ot the nature of practices and ideologies, as well as an 

identitication of the forces which undertake such practices. 

Thi. i. not to say that Marx always claims such objective 

int.r •• t. to be effected in actual forms of clas8 conflict. Nor does 

Marx in fact argue that class conflict always takes a manifest form. 

Inde.d he i. ready to recognise that some form of political 

orlani.ation may be required to play a role tn the actual generation 

and constitution of 'interests'. But it i8 important to be aware of 

the way in which this process has been conceived by Marxism. For 

Marx the problem of political organisation and the constitution of 

political intere.ts i. subsumed under the category of 'class 

con.ciou.n ••• • .nd particularly in the distinction between c1a •• 
J 

'in it.elt' and clas. 'for itself'. The clearest exposition of what 

this involve. i. contalned in 'The Poverty of Philosophy': 



J 

'The combin.tion of capital has created for this mass (of workerA) 

• common situation, common interests. This mass is thus already 

• class .s ag.inst capital, but not yet for itself. In the struggle, 

of which we have noted only a few phases, this mass becomes united, 

and constitutes itself as a class for itself. The interests it 

(4) 
defend. become cl.ss interests' . 

Two things .re noteworthy about Marx's attempt to site political 

organis.tion .nd its associated features within the confines of the 

category of consciousness. In the first place, the exercise is 

cle.rly connected with the equation of economic agent and human 

.ubject alre.dy discussed in Chapter 5. The problems associ.ted with 

that conception .re indic.ted there. More important th.n that, it ha~ 

to be recognised th.t Marx's subsumption has definite theoretical 

and politic.l effects. The most serious has been to supplant the 

problem of the organisational conditions of production of interests 

and to replace it with an entirely different 'problem' - the 

conditions of existence of 'becoming' class conscious. Almost 

without exception, followers of Marx have placed that problem, in 

(5) 
some form or other, at the centre of their analYSis ,concentrating 

attention upon di.covering the conditions necessary~r the realisat-

ion of a' genuinely objective working class consciousness. The 

re.lis.tion of these conditions m.y be regarded as synonymous with 

the re.lis.tioe of !loc .... H st pol1 tical practice. Such practice is 

inherent in th.t cl ••• which, in Marx's words, is '.lone a really 

revolutionary cl •• S~ In this respect at least, Lukacs' view is not 

untypical of~ainstream M.rxism: 



'only in the class consciousness of the proletariat do we 

I tind that the correct view of revolutionary action is so&eply 

anchored and so deeply rooted in the instincts that this attitude 

need only be made conSCiOUS, for it to provide a clear lead' (8) 

The absence of these same conditions serves to account in Marxism's 

view for the failure of the working class to achieve its socialist 

lIIillion. 

What will be suggested in this chapter is that the 'problem' 

J.arXi •• ha •• et it.elf i. in tact misconceived. If there i •• problem 

tor Marxillll it concerns, not the conditions of existence of class 

cOD.cioUlnell, but rather the coherence of the category of 'class 

interelt' which underpins it. Marxism erroneously assumes that the 

lIIere exiltence of capitalist relations of production givel rise to 

a necel.ary antagonism and conflict between particular agents 

(bour.eoi. verSUI proletariat) around the issue of contradictory 

c1a •• interelts (capitalism versus socialism). But it is the un

cODditional(7)nature of these 'interests' which is problematic, a 

fact which once recolnised causes the Marxian view of political 

calculation to be called into doubt. 
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2. THE DEBATE ON THE WORKING CLASS 

In the context of the above view of politics it can be seen why 

one of the most central debates within Marxism has concerned the 

question of locating the boundary of the working class. The 

identification of this boundary is not regarded as an abstract 

lexerciee but rather ' involves political questions of the 

Ireateet importance concerning the role of the working class and 

of alliances in the transition to socialism,(8). 

In this view, questions concerning the structure, size and 

composition of the working class have direct strategic implications 

for Marxist politics. For example, the problem of the breadth of 

definition of the working class has in the view of some, a direct 

effect on strategies; a broad definition posing the problem of 

working cIa •• unity, a narrow definition, one of alli&nce.(9). 

In the view of Wright: 'Above all it matters for developing a viable 

.oclali.t politics how narrow or broad the working class is seen to be 

and how its relationship to other classes is understood(lO). 

J Tbat a 

the workinl 

'correct' identification of the precise boundary of 

class is crucial to Marxist political debate should be 

obvioua from what has been said in the above account of the materialist 

conception of politics, for in identifying such a class one is 

atte.ptinc to isolate the fundamental core of socialist politic., 

the fora of agency whose clas8 interest provides the potential .ass 

ba.e for .oclalilt political organisation. 

Two issues arise with respect to this conception of political 

aaaly.i.. In the first place, it i. obvious from what has been .aid 

already that the entire project of 'political class analy.i.' re.t. 

upon a coherent theoretical connection being maintained between two 

order. of concepts; those associated with the labour theory of value 



and those associated with the 'class' concept. This has to follow 

from the fact that the 'objective' basis for contradictory class 

interests is contained in the inherent conflicts generated by the 

structure of the exploitation process itself. For Marxism, class 

interests and conflicts are constructed upon the irreconcilable 

antagonilms that arise in surplus value production. ThUS, if the 

materialilt conception of politics is to have theoretical coherence, 

it must be possible for 'class analysis' to identify classes, both 

a. groups with conflicting political interests and as groups 

occupying different positions in the process of surplus value 

production. In the particular case of the working class, one should, 

if one is to be consistent with the materialist view of politics, 

be able to designate it an 'exploited' class, in the strict sense 

of that word. In Marxism's view it is because one can posit the 

existence of 'exploiting' and 'exploited' classes, that one can 

theori.e the fundamental political ideologies and practices of 

determinate societies. Without such a connection being conSistently 

.aintained between the concepts of 'class' and 'exploitation' then, 

much of the explanatory power of the materialist conception of 

politics disappears, since any consi.tent basi. for an 'objective' 

'concept of 'class interest' is removed. In fact, Marxism has never 

been able to maintain such a coherent theoretical connection - nor 

ha. it in fact, for reasons of political pragmatism always sought 

to do .0 - a fact which is no more clearly indicated than in con

tempOrary debates on the boundary of the working class. 

J 



Secondly, the debate on the boundary of the working class 

rai.e. 'eriou. questions regarding the relationship between class 

analysi. and political calculation In particular, it i8 

nece.sary to examine Marxism's view of what clas8 analysis is 

m.ant to reali.e in political calculation and whether such 

expectation. are legitimate. Though a considerable amount of work 

ha. been produc.d by Marxists addressing the 'boundary question,(ll) 

what follow. i. not an attempt to intervene substantiv.ly in that 

d.bat.. It i. much less concerned with an evaluation of the 

cOllpeting_rgumentl than with _ discussion of the rationale behind 

th,lI. Ind.ed, it will become apparent from what is said in the 

rellainder of the ch.pter that any such substantive intervention 

would •• rv. no purpos., Since one of the things sugg.sted here is 

that the 'problems' posed by that debate, let alone the 'solutions', 

ar. without any coherent foundation. In.tead, this section will 

attellpt to rai.e pertinent questions by concentrating largely on the 

work ot Poulantzas and to a lesser extent Wright. Such selectivity 

i. ju.tifled by the general problems and issues which their works 

generate. 

ThOUib Marxl.m defin •• cl ••••• a. ag.nt. which pos.e.s or are 

•• parated froll po ••••• ion of the means of production, the debate on 

tbe boundary of the working cla.s is concerned with jnveRti~Rt1n~ the 

additional attribut •• of separat.d agents of wage labour. The 

Jprobl •• then concern. wheth.r the pos .... ton of certain of these 

attribute. ju.tifie. inclusion in or exclusion from the working 

cl.... The ration.le b.hind this involves asking whether or not the 

po ••••• ion ot p.rticu1ar attribut.s by given eatf'eor1e!'l of wag. 

labour furni.he. the. with political interests which make them 



.ymp.thetic tow.rds truly 'working class'forms of political practice. 

The entire di.cus.ion of the boundary of the working class may 

be .een in the context of developments in Western class structure 

and in .ociological and Marxi&~ responses to such developments. One 

p.rticul.r .re. of debate has concerned the increase in salaried 

~hite collar workers throughout Western industrial societies. a 

common .oclologlcal response to which has been to propOse the 

progre •• ive decomposition of the cla.s structure itself. Marxian 

di.cu •• lon of the boundary of the working class has arisen as a 

re.pon.e to po.ltion. of this type and to claims concerning the 

reduction of cl ••• conflict which is said to accompany such supposed 

changes in cIa •• structure. Poulantzas'work in this area has been 

~nllu.nti.l and a di.cu.sion of his position providel a suitable 

introduction to lome .spects of the debate. 

The problem of cla.s determination is especially crucial for 

Poulant •••• for whom politics is synonymous with class conflict 

in • 1iter.l .ense, there being no social groups 'outside' cl&8ses 

(12) 
which p.rticip.te in class struggle . In his view. it is 

I neo •••• ry tor the problem ot salaried workers to be posed in cla.s 

term., rather than in termR of Rtrattf1cntion. Onp Ahou Id 

r.cogni.e .the .pecific class determination of white collar workers 

and the politic.l consequences of such recognition - that they 

po •••••• pecll1c cl.s. interests distinct from those of the workinl 

cl.... The PCF and other Communist Parties it is .aid,by d.Bying the 

flU. _ber.hip 01 .uch employees Ignore this l.tter fact. In Poulantzu i 

~iDloD, •. r~ogni Uon of the c1a88 determination of such groups 



.ugge.t. that they have to be won over by the working class 

'through alliance and that because of their specific class interests, 

they may at any time be lost. 

Poulantza. insists that classes have to be defined in 

'.tructural' terms. In other words they are defined principally 

but not exclusively by their place in the production process. The 

view that a definition ba.ed on production relations alone is not 

.ufficient to define classes is supported by the claim that Marx, 

JLeDiD&nd~ao alwa •• recogoi.e. political an. ideological factor. in 

their di.cussion. of class(13). 

Poulantzas'initial definition of the working class derives from 

economic criteria a.sociated with the labour theory of value and 

.urp1u. value production. The crucial 'economic' factor which 

intervene. in the definition of the working class is the concept of 

'productive labour', a concept which has been at the centre of much 

debate on the definition of the working class. The view that the 

concept of productive labour i. crucial for this definition derives 

from Marxism'. need to establish an unproblematic connection between 

Marx'. writing. on value and exploitation and the concept of cl •••. 

Though M.rxist. would define cl •• ses according to determin.te 

relation. of production, many including Poulantza., regard such 

relation. as fundamentally relations of exploitation, emphasi.ing 

that it is a recognition of this fact which above all el.e provide. 

the b •• i. for a rigorous theori.ation of working class interests. 

In view of this, many writers place an analysis of 'explOitation' 

at the centre' of their identification of classes. 



I 

Por Braverman ' the discus8ion (of productive and 

·unproductive labour) is in reality an analysis of the relations 

of production and ultimately of the class structure of society ... ,(14). 

Hodge. goe. even further: . class lS a group defined by its 

function in an historically definite system of production as a 

relatum not of social relations of production in general or of 

property re1ationl in particular but of specific relations of 

(15) 
exploitation' 

In all such views, the productive labour criterion may be said 

to provide the ba.is for a fundamental difference of cla •• interest 

between the clas. which produces surplus value (a proce.s quite 

di.tinct from the mere 'realisation' of it in 'unproductive labour') 

and th.t cla •• which exploits it. However, when an attempt i8 made 

to .pply thi8 view in actual class analysis the result is often 

un.att.factory. Hodge. for example, argues that commercial workers 

.ay be excluded from the working class. Being non-productive 

labourer., they are exploited differently from productive labourers, 

and bec.u.e of thi. it may be said that they belong to a different 

cl.... In thi. instance the form of exploitation (extraction of 

.urplu. labour only) 'suggests' for the writer a particular c1a.s 

~oc.t1on. But el.ewhere in the .ame text, the argument is contradicted. 

~hen Hodge. identifies the 'intermediate cla.s' h. luggelts that it 

conta1n. both productive and unproductive labour. In thi8 ca.e the 

'fora' of exploitation would appear to 'suggest' nothing at all for 

cla •• location, sinc. certain categories of productive labour such 

a •• an.ler. and supervisors are excluded from the "orkinl cla88 and 

placed in an 'intermediate' pOlition. 



Poulantza.' structural approach to class determination 

constitute. a more sophisticated attempt to deal with this type of 

problem, Hi. initial justification for the view that the 

production of surplus value is the decisive criterion in the 

definition of the working class rests upon a particular inter-

pret.tion of Marx'. claim that 'Every productive worker is a wage 

l.bourer, but not every wage labourer i. a productive worker' (16) 

In Poulantza.' opinion this may be used to justify the argument that 

.11 members of the working class are wage earners, but that not all 

•• ge e.rners are members of the working class. Rather, it is only 
, 

tho.e w.ge earners who perform productive labour who may be so 

included and indeed some of these may be excluded on the grounds of 

the intervention of political and ideological criteria in the 

over.ll '.tructural determination' of class. 

Take fir.t the intervention of political factors in such 

'.tructural determination'. Supervisors and lower managers, it is 

•• id, .re economically exploited by the performance of productive 

labour, but they also partiCipate in the political domination of the 

working cl •••. The Supervisors' main function in Poulantzas' view 

1. to extract surplus value from the working class and on this ba.is 

tbey have to be excluded from that class. Consequently, they may be 

a •• igned to the 'new petty bourgeoisie'. In a similar fashion it 

ma, be argued th.t ideological factors also intervene to produce 

·cl ••• divi.ion. within productive labour. Engineers and technician. 

are ulually productive labourers. but they ideologically dominate 

the workinl ciass through the mental-manual l.bour division. Llke-

wi.e the, ma, .1.0 be placed in the 'new petty bourgeollie'. 



It is not my intention to evaluate Poulantzas' argument in 

any detail. The position adopted however, enables him to fore-

stall the more obvious problems that arise in u.ing the productive 

labour criterion in cla.s determination. For example, if 

J inC ., ... i. equated with productive labour, where i. one 

the work-

to place 

th08e productive labourers whose political position is frequently 

oppo.ed to manual labour, such as managers, supervisors and the like? 

Poulantzas seems to offer a theoretical basis for deciding class 

location compared with Hodges' classification by fiat. 

In fact, Poulantzas' position i. no less arbitrary than Hodges: 

The term 'structur.l determination' does not estahlish any criteria 

for claiming the primacy of political or ideological factors in any 

p.rticular circumstance. That is to say we are told, quite 

arbitrarily, that in some cases they are deciSive, but we are given 

(17) 
no theoretical justification for this . 

But let us return for a moment to the question otproductive 

labour in the context of cl.ss interests. Poulantzas, we h.ve'said, 

regard. it al a neces.ary but insufficent condition for membership 

of th'working cl.... All members of the working class are productive 

labourer., but not .11 productive labourers are members of the 

workiDg cial.. In practice this amounts in Poulantzas' case to a 

definition of the working class based on industrial manual labour, a 

view which rest. upon his equation of productive labour with labour 

that produces material commodities. In f.ct this indicates a site 

of difficulty in the Marxi6t definition of the concept of productive 

labour it.elf: 



Poulantzas' justfication for this view in fact rests upon an 

J 
ambiguity which arises in Marx's analysis. Generally, Marx defines 

productive labour in the CMP as a specific social relation of 

production: 'the notion of productive labour implies not merely a 

relation between work and useful effect, between labourer and 

product of labour, but also a specific social relation of 

(18) 
production' . More often than not then, Marx is adamant in his 

I 

rejection of those such as Smith who conceive the productiveness of 

labour in 'vulgar materialist' terms. 

Marx however, fails to argue this view with consistency. Indeed 

a .econd conception of productive labour emerges in a number of 

contexts. Perhaps the clearest instance of this second conception 

occurs in 'Theories of Surplus Value' where Marx provides a 

J
,suPPlementary Definition of Productive 

(19) 
Realised in Material Wealth' . Here 

Labour as Labour which is 

Marx argues that there is 

an historical tendency for productive labour in the CMP to take 

on a material form. 

Two conclusions may b~ drawn from what has been said. In the 

first place, it is apparent that the concept of productive labour 

is by rio means 'efined consistently in Marx's work. (For further 

comment on the ambiguities involved here see footnote 19.). Secondly. 

it is evident that there is no clear and unambiguous connection 

between the concepts of productive and unproductive labour and the 

definition of classes. Marxists may speak of the working class as 

a 'productive class'. or 'exploited class', but there is no 

rigorous att~mpt to specify the connections between the two orders 

of concepts. 



Though Marx and Engels never resolve the theoretical question 

(20) 
.atisfactorily , the inconsistencies they exhibit do not pose 

.eriou. or immediate political problems for their work. Contemporary 

Marxi.t. are however, not only faced with the same theoretical 

difficultie. but also with their practical implications given the 

va.t expansion of 'unproductive' employment in modern capitalist 

eCORomi... In thi. context, even some of those Marxists who see 

a need to found a theory of the working class on the concept of 

'exploitation' recognise the difficulties that that implies for 

J.arxia.a poli.ic. - •• hrink'ng proletar'at for ono. It i. 

interesting that Braverman, having put the productive/unproductive 

labour di.tinction at the centre of his class theory is eventually 

obliged to regard that distinction as merely . technical' : 

the two ma.ses of labour are not otherwise in striking contrast 

and need not be counterp08ed to each other,(21). Tbe implications 

behind ·thl. claim is that different forms of production relation 

(extraction of .urplus value/extraction of surplus labour) can 

generate common clas. intere.ts and it is this same assumption which 

provide. a ba.i. for Wright's analysis of 'contradictory class 

location. ' • 

Accordingly Wright begins by questioning the view that 

produotive labour represents a clals intere.t distinct from un-

productive labour. In his view, alsuming that the fundamental 

cla •• intere.t of the proletariat is the destruction of capitalist 

relation. of production and the con.truction of sociali.m, then 

the que.tion becomes whether productive and unproductive workers have 

a different intere.t with respect to socialism,(22). Wright 

note. that some Marxists claim unproductive labour to have a 'stake' 

in exploitation since such labour is said to live off surplus value. 



(251 ) 

Re suggests however, that the problem is not whether such divisions 

of 'iamediate interest' exist within the working class, but whether 

such divisions generate 'different objective interests in socialism'. 

In his view, none of these divisions of immediate economic interest 

within the working class 'changes the fundamental fact that all workers 

by virtue of their position within the social relations of production, 

have a basic interest in socialism,(23). Contrary to Poulantzas, for 

whom the differential form of exploitation constitutes the basis for a 

difference in interests, Wright argues that whatever the form of 

economic exploitation, the crucial fact is that socialism is a pre-

requi.ite for ending it. 

Wright also disputes Pou1antzas' use of political and ideological 

criteria in class determination. He rightly calls into question some 

of the criteria chosen and also objects to the fact that deviation from 

any of tbe structural criteria that define the working class leads to 

a positive exclusion from membership. In his opinion this has two 

problematic consequences. Firstly, it goes against Marxi5X forms of 

determination, making political and "ideological criteria equal in 

importance to economic ones. Secondly, it makes for a numerically 

•• all working class. This in particular is a serious problem for 

Wright, wbo views the question of the size of the proletariat as an 

i.sue of 'considerable political importance'. 

aather than excluding 'ambiguous' positions within the cIa •• 

structure from the working class, Wright suggests that they .hould be 

~.garded as 'occupying objectively contradictory locations within 

(24) cla.s relatio~s' His own analysis is concerned with elucidating 

such contradictory locations. Class relations under capitalist re-

latioDS of production are accordingly analysed in terms of three 

hi.torical processes; control of labour power; control of the physical 

.eans of prodUetion; control of investments and resources: Tbe two 



main 'class forces' in capitalist soci~ty, bourgeois~e and proletariat, 

represent polar class position8 within each process. Thus the 

bourgeoisie control investment, labour power and the means of produc-

tion and the proletariat do not. The petty bourgeoisie is defined by 

the possession of the first and last of these processes within simple 

commodity production. 'Contradictory locations' exist where these 

processes do not correspond to the basic forces within capitalist 

relations of production or to the petty bourgeoisie in simple commodity 

production. This enables Wrlght to propose three contradictory 

locations within class relations. First, managers and supervisors 

occupy such a location between the bourgeoisie and proletariat. 

They have varying degrees of control (partial, minimal, total, or 

none at all) of the means of production, investment and labour power. 

On the basis of a similar argument small employers occupy a con-

tradictory location between bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie. Lastly 

J.emi-autonomous employees occupy such a location between petty bour-

geolsie and proletariat. One of the immediate consequences of this 

position is that it produces a proletariat, numerically much larger 

than that of Poulantzas - something like half of the population of the 

USA for example. Indeed in the case of America: 'The total 

potential class basis for a socialist movement consisting of the 

working class and those contradictory locations closest to the working 

cIa •• , i. thus probably somewhere between sixty per cent and seventy 

(25) 
per cent of the population . 

poulantzas and Wright have been selected for consideration 

becau.e of the clear differences between them. However, rather 

than purs.e those particular differences it is the nature of their 

Jc..-on purpose which needs to be considered here. In both ca ••• 

cl... analysis is intended to provide a rigorous specification of 

the 'cIa •• basls' for socialism. Towards this end, a correct 



d.finition of the working class ls crucial, though it ls also 

important to investigate the nature of the groups (classes or 

contradictory locations) which surround the working class. 

Building socialism depends on finding a means of drawing such 

group, into alignment with the working class, without ignoring 

th.ir differ.nces from that class. It ls the validity of this 

cIa •• bas.d view of political calculation which here needs to be 

con.id.r.d. 

In this respect, two issues are of particular significance. 

Fir,tly, there is the question of how 'class intere9t' is 

con.id.red to be constituted. Poulantzas tries to provide a 

rilOrou.ly materialistic - objective base for such interest by 

linking it with the performance of productive labour. Usually 

this argument as.ertsthat unproductive labour, whilst having 

.urplu. labour appropriated from it, nevertheless 'lives off' 

and gain, advantages from, capitalism's continued exploitation of 

.urplu, value. Wright along with many others, r~jerts this 

view, claiming instead that productive and unproductive labour 

po ••••• a compl.mentarity of class interest by virtue of their 

common .xploitation. Supporters of this view often refer to 

Mars'. claim that unproductive labour itself contributes to the 

expan.iOD of ,urplus value and, is in this respect, a necessary 

component of the .xploitation procels: 'The commercial worker 

produc.' no lurplu, value dir.ctly .... but adds to the capitalist" 

J1ncome by helping him to reduce the COlt of realising surplus 

(28) 
value ina.much al he performs partly unpaid labour' • 

Judling that claim in conventional Marxian terms however, 

it 1. highly dublou, wh.th.r one can suggest, as Wright do." that 

the .ere ~ of explOitation can generate common clas. int.r •• t" 



irrespective of the effectivlty of the particular form. For in the 

Marxian view it is precisely the form of exploitation which is decis-

ive in revealing the 'hidden basis' of political and ideological 

structures and practices. Wright's attempt to gloss over that, 

like Braverman •. has therefore to be considered a dubious piece 

of materialism 

There remains a far more serious aspect to this question 

however. Is either .olution to the question of the constitution 

of cla.s interest satisfactory? Later parts of this chapter will 

reconlider that question and subject the concept of class interest 

J
to further critici.m. 

The .econd issue concerns the relationship which is said to 

exi.t between cla.s analysis and political practice. Wright is 

unequivocal in arguing thlt ' it is impossible to deduce any 

political le.lon. simply from the analysis of class po.itions' (27). 

In hi. view the whole que.tion is much more complicated. The 

an.ly.i. of cl •••• tructure may indicate possible limits and 

conltraint. on forms of political practice by particular agents, 

but there can be no simple and unproblematic knowledge of political 

pr.ctice from an analysis of class structure. 

However, this view hardly fits in with what Wright has 

_1re.dy told u. about thewDrking cla.s, whose fundamental cla.s 

interelt I i. the destruction of capitalist relations of 

production and the con.truction of socialism,(28). Here it would 

appear w. ~ draw political conclusions from class analysi •. 

Some cl ••••• adopt political ideologies that derive from their 

cl ••• location - the working class and socialism. Some cla •• es are 

indeed constituted a. (political) class 'forces' adopting forms 

ot pr.ctic. which follow from such location. After all, that ls 



why it is so important to define the working class - the 'class 

balis' of locialist politics. That is also why it mattere how 

broadly or narrowly the working class ie defined. There ie in fact 

no suggestion of class analysis pro~1ding us with a means of 

gauging the limits or possibilities of forms of political practice. 

Rather, that political practice is directly deduced from class 

lanaly.i. and determination. In other words there may be complexity 

~omewhere in the clase structure, but it ie known that the working 

cla.s is fundamentally socialist and that its oppoeite class 'force' 

the bourgeoisie, ie ite natural political adversary. 

Wright's position is in fact remarkably similar to that of 

Poulantza.. The latter arguee that class analysis is baeic to 

politi~al calculation because politics is ~la8s conflict and only 

clas.ee partake in it. Yet, like Wright, he is uncertain about the 

precile relationlhip between clase analysie and the political con-

clUlionl which one can draw from it. On the one hand political 

calculation depends on class analysis. The analysis of class 

.tructure il the key to the investigation of practicee and 

ideologie.. On the other hand there is a b •• ic distinction between 

.tructure. and practices and between the structural determination of 

cla •• e. and the political positions they may adopt. This relation

(29) 
.hip i. one of irreducibility . 

In view of this, it is euggested that a class may take up a 

political po.ltion which does not correspond to its interests as 

given to it by structural determination. A typical example of such 

aD occurrencrwould be the labour aristocracy's adoption of a 

bour .. oi• cIa •• position. Poulantzae Is adamant that the adoption 

ot luch a-po.ition doee not alter the fact that the ~abouraristocracy 

re •• in. working clas.. The intended political relevance of this View 
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i. made clear when Poulantzas refers to the problem of the white 

collar and salaried employees. If such 'new petty bourgeois' clas8 

traction. adopt proletarian positions in any particular circumstance , 

thi.·still doe~ not make them working class. They remain petty 

bourgeois and in consequence, their political position vis-a-vis 

the working class is unstable. In Poulantzas' view then, it is 

imperative that Marxism does not abandon the distinction between 

.tructural determination and position, opting merely for an analysis 

of polit~cal positions in any conjuncture. To do this would be to 

-throwaway the objective basis that class analysis gives to 

(30) 
politic.l calculation. 

Now there are two basic problems ariSing from this argument. 

In the first place the recognition of a gap between class determina-

tion and political pOSition, immediately call. into question the 

entire b •• is of Poulantzas' critique of the PCF, about which 

'Cl ••••• in Contemporary Capitalism' is so concerned. Once it is 

jr.cogni.ed that. class's politic.l position cannot be derived 

from it. cl ••• determination, the raison d'etre of cl •••• n.lysis 

i. c.lled into question. More specific.lly, as Hirst ha. pointed 

out, Pou1antza.' criticism of the PCF falls apart. Even if the 

peF'. cl ••• • nalysis is erroneous, as is claimed, this cannot 

con.titute a critique of its political programme. Moreover, the 

'irr.ducibility of the political position of cl •• ses has to imply 

that .uch politions have conditions of existence outside clals 

J 

d.termination. Poulantzas has nothing at all to .ay .bout the 

po •• ibl. conditions which might account for the g.p between a 

cIa •• '. structural determination and the political position it 

(31.) 
.ay adopt in any conjuncture . 



Secondly, what are we to make of the Argument that class analysis 

provides us with some objective basis for making political 

calculations? The nature of this problem is made clear in Poulantzas' 

discussion of the politics of the new petty bourgeoisie in the final 

pages of 'ClAsses in CoatemporRry CApitalism'. He refutes any 

simple reductionist conception of petty bourgeois political practice 

'when he discusses the fact thAt certain fractions of that cla.s are 

'objectively polarised' tOWArds the working class. Such polarisation 

is of political significance, but he insists that' we must rid 

ourselves once and for all of the illusions that have often aff~cted 

the revolutionary movement throughout its history, to the effect 

that an objective proletarian polarisation of class determination 

'(32) must necessarily lead in time to a polarisation of class positions . 

jApart from the fact that this merely underlines what has been said 

above - Poulantzas recognises the non-class conditions of existence 

of form. of political practice, but has nothing to say about them -

there i. a more serious problem. The final recognition of the 

non-congruence of class determination and political position begs 

the que.tion of what the detailed class analYSis of the 'new petty 

'bOurgeoi.ie' has in fact told us. When considered in these terms, 

far from presenting us with an objective basis for political 

calculation, it is clear that the analysis produces only a strategic 

impa.se. At best, class analysis does direct political calCUlation -

we'know'that fundamentally the working class i. sociali.t. At 

worst however it tells us precisely nothing - the petty bourgeoisie 

J

i. a distinc~ clasS 

polarised in one or 

with determinate interests, but even when 

other direction its politics is unpredictable. 

Moreoyer, even in those cases where class analYlis 'does' provide 

U8 with political knowledge, there remains a loophole - after all 
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~b.re are sections of the proletariat ouch •• the labour .ristocracy 

which adopt non-proletarian practices. 

Nor can it be claimed that the recognition of the lack of 

congruence between class determination and practice is meant to 

suggest that class analysis can provide concepts for the investigation 

of political possibility. Neither Poulantzas nor Wright haa any 

intention of employing class analysis in thia restricted sense and 

in thi. way they are typical of Marxists generally. After all, it 

ia the conception of themajor political ideologies and practices a. 

reducible to the actions of the two main 'class forces' which 

provide. the rationale for the project of class analysis in the first 

place. 

It will be suggested below that this project of 'class analysis' 

ultimately .tand. in the way of any attempt to theorise the nature Of 

political practices and ideologies, But first it is necessary to look 

at two areaa in more d.tail. Firstly, let us consider the way in 

which Marxiam conceives classes as agents of political practice and 

the problema which arise from this view. Seocndly. let us examine 

how form. of political ideology and practice are regarded 

a. cIa •• ba.ed and the consequences which follow. 



3. CLASSES AS AGENTS: THE WORKING CLASS AS AGENT OF POLITICAL 

PRACTICE 

The theoretical assumptions of thp classical Marxi~~ conception 

of politics and in particular the view that classes constitute the 

fundamental agents of political practice, produce a number of 

problems for political calculation. The conception of the working 

class as agent of political practice iR subject to a persistant 

ambiguity due to the attempt to retain the classical assumptions 

in tbe context of political conditions which render them untenable. 

One of the most significant forms which this ambiguity takes 

concerns the nature of the working class itself. Is it to be 

conceived as a unity, or ie it to be re~arded as beset by hetero

geneity and di~ision? If the latter is to be given credence, what 

tbeoretical status may be given to such hetprogeneity? Marxism's 

answer to this has been enti~ely unequivocal: • since Bernstein, 

tbe opportunists bave striven constantly to portray the objective 

economic stratifications in the proletariat as going so deep and to 

lay sucb empbasis on the similarity in the 'life situations' of the 

various proletarian, semi-proletarian and petty bourgeois strata that 

in conseguence tbe unity and tbe autonomy of the class was lost,(33). 

In the ortbodox view, the working class is to be regarded as a 

fundamental unity which possesses a coherent class interest and 

wblch tberefore constitutes the basis for socialist politics. How 

Buccesstul then is Marxism in theorising the real divisions whicb 

.it recognises as cutting across such working class unity? An answer 

to that question can be given by considering Borne examples. 

One of the central debates of Marxi~~ po11tics concerns the 

question of cla.s alliances. It is argued, particularly by the 

European Communi.t Partie., that a nece •• ary condition of effeotive 
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socialist politics is the establishment of alliances between the 

working class and other popular classes and class fractions. Clearly, 

for any conception of 'class alliance' to he proposed, one has to 

assume that the working class possesses minimal capacities as an 

agent; it must be organised, able to make calculations according to 

conditions, recognise issues etc. This conception of working class 

as agent is however subject to serious problems, a fact which becomes 

apparent if one examines current debates. 

Balibar, for one, discusses the question of alliances, directing 

critical attention in particular to the PCF notion of 'unity of the 

people' against monopoly capital. Contrary to PCF views, he argues 

that there is no evolutionary necessity leading to such unity. Rather 

the outcome is dependent on 'practical struggle'. The way in which 

he conceives this struggle is significant, since he regards it as 

bein, between • ••• the revolutionary and counter-revolutionary forces 

in which the revolutionary forces - proletariat, peasantry and those 

.anual or intellectual workers who are in the course of being 

absorbed into the proletariat must exploit the contradictions of the 

(34) class enemy • Here Balibar adopts the view which fits in with the 

flassical conception. This assumes that the working class has certain 

capacities at the very least those mentioned above. 

However, Balibar is also forced to recognise that this 

conceptlon Is problematic. In a postscript to 'On the D1c~atorship 

of the Proletariat' Balibar raises the question of alliances with 

particular reference to the petty bourgeoisie. Unlike Poulantzas 

tor whom the petty bourgeoisie is a distinct class, Balibar does not 

recogDise it In thls way at all. In his view there is no 'third 

cla •• '. Only the proletariat and bourgeOisie are distinct classes 



with-interest.. The term 'petty bourgeoisie merely :reters to 

the internal division of the two major classes which appears to 

give rise to a third class. 

Balibar proposes a quite different strategy of class alliance 

from that of the PCF, arguing that the class alliances the 

proletariat needs are with fractions of the bourgeoisie which have 

turned against their class. According to this view then, alliances 

are not spontaneous and do not derive from any simple convergence 

of intere.ts such as the PCF claims. Indeed they can only come 

from the positive destruction of the bourgeoisie's system of clas. 

alliances which extends to within the proletariat itselt, providing 

the bourgeoisie with its mass base. In sum, it is to imply 

that the fundamental condition of this process, and in part al.o 

its result, is the class unity of the proletariat itself, which 

(35) 
can never be .pontaneously created . 

What i. interesting here is the relationship between this 

po.ition on alliances and the premises with which Balibar began. 

It appears here that working class unity is a central political 

problem. It cannot be assumed to exist and ha. to be created. 

Rut in the context of his previous assumption. it 11!1 not really a 

problem at all. Indeed he ha. already told us that the proletariat 
I 

like the bourgeoisie, is a united entity by virtue of its un-

.-blruous cIa •• interests. Such is the degree of its unity that 

it constitute. in his own words a 'revolutionary force' just as 

the bourgeoisie i8 its antithesis. What Balibar's political strategy 

amounts to is .• circular proposition; the condition ot working cl.ss 

unity i. the destruction by !! of bourgeois cl.ss alliance.. In a 

t •• l sens. then, the working class is 

tan 'it') already. Moreover, to make 

assumed to be a unity 

this point is not merely to be 
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pedantic or over .crupulous about terminology, since Balibar does 

conceive this clasl, which has to be unified, as a definite and 

effective political force. Indeed, such is its capacity of 

organisation and ·i ts degree of cohesiveness as an agent, that it 

can 'exploit the class contradictions of the enemy'. Because it is 

already a 'revolutionary force' then, it has the capacity to under

take definite strategies. 

The strategic conundrum that Balibar produces - the class 

unity of the proletariat is realised by the actions of the 

proletariat as a unity - is a manifestation of Marxism's general 

dilemma over the nature and capacities of the working class as agent. 

The ba.ic ambiguity that the working class is both united and dis

united appears throughout Marxian literature, deriving from the gap 

which characterise, the relatioDship between class structure and 

it. ana1y.i. and political practice. On the one hand it is recog

nised that there is no politically unified agent with general class 

intere.ts called the working class. On the other hand, Marxism 

continues to pursue a political .trategy of class analysis based 

upon the project of correctly identifying such a mythical unity. 

One or two similar examples of such ambiguity from within 

current d.bates may be mentioned. For example, Reiner's discussion 

of the police i. set in the general context of clasl analysis, since 

he i. concerned with the question of why the police conSistently fail 

to adopt political positions sympathetic to the working class. He 

be, ins by adopting the by now familiar pose of relative autonomy a, 

a .olution to. the gap between class determination and political 

practice. The place of the police in class relations does not 

determine their political position but' suggests the extent to 

which there i. a ba.ic identity of interests between the police and 



the working cla.s. The question of identifying the class location 

of the police i. not intended as a pigeon - holing exercise, but an 

~~) 
exploration of political pOlsibilities . This passage replicates 

the ambiguity already identified elsewhere. On the one hand it 

appears that class determination should define political practice. 

Hence, working clasl unity il given and the 'deviant' practice 

of the police is a'problem'with respect to such unity: I if the 

police are essentially part of the working class it becomes hard 

to explain why they have been so much more conSistently hostile 

to realieing their unity with it than almost any other sectio~(37). 

~ the other hand the recognition of such practice merely underlines 

~he fact that class location does not define it. Again we have the 

lame contradiction that emerges in Balibar. The'problem' can only 

be posed it the working class is regarded as a unity, but recognition 

of the problem simultaneously denies the fact of unity. 

AI in the case of Wright and Poulantzas, Reiner equips himself 

with a ,et out clause. Class analYSis, it seems, only indicates 

political possibility. Yet Reiner, like theee other authors is 

entirely unconcerned with specifying concepts which would enable 

this .eemlnlly cruclal analyeis of political possibility to take 

place. In fact his entire mode of approach deni •• this limited 

conception of cla.s analysis. Like Poulantzas and Wright, Reiner, in 

the last resort conceives all political ideologies and practices 

.. manit.stations ot the dominant class relations under capitalis •. 

In thl. he almost dlrectly echoes their view of politics; 'The 

posittOl a ,r~up takes up in a concrete conjuncture must always be 

,(38) 
OD one 8ide or the other... • 

A final example will illustrate the ambiguities surrounding the 

conception of working class as agent. AlIen argues that the working 



cla.s has to be treated as a unity or totality, but that at the same 

time it is subject to internal variations in both structure and 

practice. Here again we have the same dichotomy of unity - dis

unity. AlIen however, adds a conceptual flourish. By recognising 

the internal differentiation of the working class, he hopes to under

stand the 'contradictions' that exist within wage labour. For 

example, the practice and consciousness of dockers is a 'contra

dictory' phenomenon. They are solidari.tic and militant yet commonly 

raci.t. Other examples of such contradiction are noted. The Shotton 

steel managers have, in recent times, supported workers in plants 

threatened with closure, despite a long identification with their 

employers. AlIen concludes that this illustrates: 'All groups ... 

adopt positions in the class struggle which are contradictory over 

time' (39) . 

. Two things may be noted about this argument. Firstly AlIen's 

introduction of the notion of 'contradiction' functions both to 

r.cognise and deny the fact of disjunction between class determination 

and political practice and the corresponding ambiguity between working 

c1a.s unity and disunity. On the one hand classes do adopt forms 

of political practice congruent with their class interests - dockers 

are solid.ri.tic. On the other hand they do not - dockers are 

racist. He seeks to offer a solution to this problem by regarding 

it merely as a'contradiction'. This serves two purposes. It rives 

.om. form of recognition to 'deviant' forms of political practice 

witbout requiring any theorisation of their conditions of existence. 

It .lao enabl4. the concept of working class as agent of politic. to 

be a.lvagad. Here the. idea of· contradiction is doubly u.eful. It 

can recognile that in the real world of politics the notion of 

working cla •• as agent or unity is a fiction, whilst simultaneou.ly 



emphasising that this fact is really unimportant, such realities 

being merely 'contradictiong'. 

Secondly, it can be geen that the concept of 'contradiction' 

J 10 merely ""other aspect of the duaUstic conception of pol1 tic. 

contained in Marxism of which I will gay more later. The idea of 

raci.m and industrial militancy as somehow 'contradictory' to one 

another has to imply a view of politics as class based and there-

fore 'two-sided'. Why else should these two forms of politics be 

regarded as 'contradictory' at all? 

It: i. apparent that all of the posi tions outlined here are 

.ubject to serious problems. These problems derive from the 

attempt to conceive classes in general and the working class in 

particular as basic agents of politics. Such a conception produces 

Itrategic ablurdities - notably in the entire discussion of working 

cl.s. unity .s discussed by Balihar and others. More seriously 

it may be noted that all of the examples cited deny, in various 

ways, the .pecific conditions of existence of forms of political 

ideology and practice. 

Not lurprisingly Marxists conSistently seek ways of denying 

the exi.tence of any luch difficulties. Hall, for one, has sought 

to divert attention away from such problems by a 'symptomatic' 

read iD, of Marx's work which, like other such readings places a 

developmental construct on its subject matt~r. In Hall's view, 

Mars .upercede. the Marxism of the 'Manifesto', where the 

proletariat is endowed with an objective destiny, and through a 

.erie. of intellectual progressions, produces a complex theory of 

cIa •• - or a. he puts it 'a complex simplification of cla ••• s and 

,(40) 
the lo.ic of cIa.. Itruggle . 
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JEnough has been said elsewhere about the problems of Marxian 

teleology and ontology in theorising classes and the social totality, 

to show that Hall's version of 'relative autonomy' is mere verbiage. 

Hi. claim that the 'later' Marx acknowledges the heterogeneity of 

classes, though empirically correct, is irrelevant because of its 

very mi.recognition of the problem. Far from resolving the question, 

Marx's acknowledgement merely accentuates it, for that recognition 

of heterogeneity is itself coupled with a simultaneous insistence on 

the unity of classes and class interests. Marx's work is by no means 

the coherent totality which Hall and others make it out to be, for it 

i8 beset by contradiction, ambiguity and inconsistency. Later 

Marxists merely reproduce the same inconsistencies in different 

J

.ub.tantive contexts. 

More than that, the phenomenon of the unity and disunity of 

the working class is merely one other aspect of the general problem 

of the relationship between class analysis and the calculation of 

political practice. Materialist theory continually asserts that 

'cIa •• interest' constitutes the unity of classes at some 'fundamental' 

level, .whil.t political reality perSists in denying that assertion. 

One cOD.equence of recognising this fact is that the conventional 

Marxian way of po.ing the problem of socialist politics is rendered 

inoperative. !!! Marxi.t. approach that question by equating 

socialist political practice with the attainment of genuine 

working cla.s interest, and defining the 'problem' as one of 

developing the conditions which might make that possible. Though 

the .pecific ·characteri.tics of particular 'Marxisms' may vary when 

this i88ue is addressed, the underlying assumption of an unproblem-

atic, ready con.tituted working class interest (to be realised) i. 

commOD to all. At that fundamental level, a conception of cIa •• unity 
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i. peculiar to all Marxist discourses on politics. 

But once the unity of classes in ~eneral, and the working class 

in particular, i. called into question, it follows that the concept 

of 'cia •• interest' itself, rather than the problem of the means of its 

attainment, has to be called into doubt. The next section will try 

to justify that suggestion by considering the problems arising from 

Marxi.m', attempt. to utilise the concept of class interest in 

the analysi. of particular political ideologies. 



4. CLASS ANALYSIS AND POLITICAL IDEOLOGY 

It has been seen that the materialist conception of politics 

conceives political practices and ideologies as a 'representation' of 

cla •• interests, whatever attempts are made to qualify this view. 

The example to be considered here - Marxism8 attempt to deal with 

unionism and socialism as class - based forms of politics -

illu.trates some of the problems which this view produces. 

Unionism and socialism are placed together here for a particular 

realon. They are both regarded by Marxism as working class forms of 

politic.. Because of this it is assumed that there is a necessary 

connection between them as types of political practice, the analysis 

of each being based upon the investigation of particular forms of 

working class interest and consciousness. 

Tbi. il made apparent in both claaaical and contemporary 

account. of the two political forms. Lenin regards them as 

neces.arily related by virtue of their common mediation by working 

c1a •• con.cioulne.s. In this respect tradea union 'apontaneism' 

repre.ents nothing more than an 'embryonic form' of political 

(41) 
consciousne •• proper Each form of politics is here equated 

~ith a variety of working c1as8 consciou8ness. The problem for 

Marxi.m 1. to translate one form into the other. 

In a .imilar vein, Wright ba.es his analysis of political forms 

OD the concept of class interest. Two forms of working class 

intere.t may be distinguished, an 'immediate' form which provides a 

ba.i. for market based struggle. such as tho.e over wages and a 

'fundamental' ,form which causes the working class to query the very 

.tructure of the mode of production. The first defines unionism, the 

second .ociali.m. As with Lenin, the task il to make the working 

c1a •• COD.C!OU. of its fundamental interests, as well al itl 



immediate ones. The product of such 8 consciousness is socialist 

politic •. 

In view of this distinction between forms of class interest and 

corresponding forms of political practice, Marxist discussion of 

unioni.m tends to concentrate on its inherent limi~ations viR-a-vis 

.ociali.m. Unionism has to be conceived in its necessary relation-

.hip to socialism, because the fundamental agent of both is the 

working class. Unionism i. however, a lesser form of working claRs 

politic.. It is 'an incomplete and deformed variant of class 

(42) 
consciou.ne.s' . The world of unionist political practice is 'an 

(43) 
arena of limited class conflict . 

In sum then, unionism and socialism represent the conscious 

recoanition by the working class of distinct forms of working class 

intere.t. They are necessarily related because of their incorporation 

within cIa •• categorie.. Both are torms of working ~lass politics 

dependent on different degrees of attainment of working clas8 interests. 

The effectivity of each political form is circumscribed by the quality 

of .uch cIa •• interest within which it is contained. 

It could of cou~~e be cl.i~ed, in contrast to this view, that 

Lenin above all else, emphasised the decisive significance of ~-

working cIa •• agents in the development of socialist political 

ideology. After all, he suggests that: 'The spontaneous working 

clas' movement by itself is able to create only trade unionism and 

workin, cIa •• trade unionist politics are preCisely working cIa •• 

(44) 
bour,eois politic.' The fact that the working class participates 

in political .truggle then, does not make its politics sociali.t. 

Working class '.pontaneism' or consciousness of its 'immediate 

interests' doe. not produce sociali.t politics but something else 

entirely. 
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In fact Lenin's analysis of unionist spontaneism involves an 

examination of the relationship between class struggle and 

J

80ciali8m. In this, he denies the view that class struggle itself 

creates 80cialist political consciousness, citing Kautsky with 

approval. In the latter's opinion, the view that socialist 

coneciousne8s is a direct result of proletarian class struggle is 

'absolutely untrue .... Socialism and the class struggle arise 

side by 8ide and not one out of the other; each arises under 

different conditions,(45). 

Lenin and Kautsky emphasise on the contrary that SOCialist 

political ideology arises from outside the working class and it. 

etruggles. The theoretical conditions of existence of socialism 

derive from the knowledge produced by intellectuals. What is 

eignificant however, i. the fact that although such conditions come 

from out'ide the working class, socialist politics is still .een 

as being necessarily effected by the working class. The analysis 

of unioniem presented in 'What is to be Done'? therefore involves 

a strategy of consciousness - raiSing. Socialist theory, produced 

by intellectuals, can only be translated into practical politics 

by the mediation of working class consciousness. Such theory remains 

within the bounde of the interest and consciousness of the working 

cl.... Despite all else, that class remains the only true agent ot 

socialist politics. 

"Tbe conception of unionism and. socialism as class based political 

forme rests upon a number of propositions. Firstly, that the working 

e1a.e ie • po~itical agent with class intere.ts and a capacity for 

eon.eiou, realisation of them. Secondly, that there is a form ot 

praet.iee called 'working class politics', unionism and sociali8m 

bein, variant types of this. Thirdly. it i. implicit that working 

cl ... politicS is ubiquitous. because class conflict is tt.elf 



ubiquitoul. ThuI, Lenin argues that the unioni8t form of cla8s 

(46) 
conflict i8 inevitable, this being a corollary of the baRic 

M.rxi~ proposition that 'as long as there are classes ... there will 

b. Cl.88 conflict,(47). In this view then, the mere existence of the 

working class guarantees at least union struggle. At best of course 

(48) 
'it prodUces socialism . 

All of these propositions are however, problematic once the 

m.t.ri.list conception of politics is questioned. It has been 

.e.n th.t that conception rests upon definite ontological and 

t.l.ological priorities. In the first place, the primacy given to 

.conomic production enables it to be assumed that certain essential 

! 
.gentl (classes) are ready constituted as repositories of given forms 

JOf politicl. This premise is given a processual twist by virtue of 

the teleology contained within historical materialism. Wherea~ 

ontology defines the agents of political practice 8S classes, 

t.l.ology delignates the parameters of their political activity; 

the probl.ms which some classes pose; the solutions which others 

provid.. It is easy to see how Marxism therefore operates with a 

view of essential processes (e.g. socialism) being realised by 

•••• nti.l agents (the working clals). The working class's capacity 

to r.ali.e its true political interests at some future (unspecified) 

hi.torical junctur. is built into the structure of the materialist 

t.l.ology - a t.l.ology which generates its own necessary effects. 

Tbe eff.ct. of th.t suppostion are continually present in the conc.pt 

of cl •• ' int.re.t. a fact which has definite consequences for Marxian 

political an.ly.il and calculation. 

Onc. the materialist position il rejActed however, several thin~ 

follow. Firstly. the view that po l:i ti(!B ~()mpri f'1e~ om;ontial proco!'l!'les 

and agents dissolves. ~econdly. i L fa [1 aw~~ t.hn1. t;h0r~ can be no f'mSfmtial 

political problems or solutiann outrdn~ thoRe rlefined in :"iccordance 

with definite political ideologies. pro~rammeA ann the like. 



Thirdly, without the ontological and teleological assumptions of 

materi.lism, the conception of class unity, which is so necessary 

to the Marxi.&:,. view of politics, hall no justification. 

This latter consequence has serious repurcussions for 

Marxist approaches to political calculation, for it has been seen 

in this and previous chapters, that such a conception of unity 

underpin. the entire MarxiLt project. The reduction Of politics to 

'cIa •• conflict' and the project of, 'class analysis'. Which Marxism 

accordingly sets itself is only meaningful if a conception of unity 

can be retained. Indeed Marxism's incarnation of sociali.m in the 

working cl •• s Is only possible because the unity of that class is 

ultimately considered to have no determinate conditions of 

exi.tence. For although Marxists may give practical recognition 

to the effectivity of political organisation and ideology, materialist 

theory is constructed upon the assumption that clas8 relations have 

priority over their political and ideological conditions of existence. 

In con.equence, working class 'interest' or 'unity' can never be 

politically and ideologically called into existence. Instead it ha. 

to be given •• a necessary effect of capitalist relations. 

One can find numerous examples from the Marxist 'classics' 

to .uppor,t this view. I t is not surprising, for example, that 

Marxi.t. have nev.r rftsolved the thorny problem of the relation.hip 

Jbet.een cIa •• and party. Marx himself appears uncertain of how to 

tackle the que.tion in the 'Manifesto'. There, it i. argued that 

the aim of the Communists is the ' formation of the proletariat in-

to a c1a.'" . Thi. would seem to be a clear indication ot the eftect-

ivity of political theory and organi.ation in the con.titutionl of 

'cla •• intere.t.' and'class unity'. But then it is immediately 

added that communist theory ' ... merely expresse •... actual relations 

(49) 
.priDging from an existing class struggle' ,a definite 
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.ugge.tion that working class action is subject to no such conditions 

of exi.tence. De.pite the fact that most sympathetic commentators 

interpret this inconsistency as merely another example of the 

con~olutions of Marxian 'dialectics', it is clearly more than that. 

For one thing, the same inconsistency is reproduced in Lenin 

- that much can be inferred from what is said above. More than that, 

thi. partfcular uncertainty is clearly part of the general incoherence 

of Marxia~ theoretical discourse referred to in Chapters Five and 

Six. 

La.tly, it l. also obvious that once the premise of class 

unity i. r.j.ct.d, the view that cla.seA comprise agents of political 

-practic. i. thrown into doubt, since it can no longer be maintained 

that they pos •• ss the necessary minimal cohesion to 'act as 

cia •••• '. Thi. rai.es s.veral subsidiary problems for Marxism. 

Firstly, the r.duction of politics to class conflict becomes 

(50) impo •• ibl. and it becomes necessary to recognise and theorise 

political and id.ological forces, issu.s and conditions in th.ir 

own right. Secondly, it has to be granted that such forces are 

effective in the constitution of political 'interests'. Forms of 
J 

political practice such a. socialism cannot be deduced from the 

.tructur.of cIa •• relation •. It is necessary to sp.cify the 

condition. of existence of sociali.t politics, the issue. around 

which it may b. mobilised, the forms of organisation it requires 

and .0 on. In that project, one question which needs to be a.ked 

'i. wh.ther the concept of class ie pertinent to .ociali.t political 

calculation -. a question to b. considered in the next chapt.r. 

All of thi. stands in stark contrast to Marxism's mode of 

theor4.ing forms of political practice. What is most striking about 

the Marxian form of analysis is its reduction of all political forc.s, 

or,ani.ation., i.su •• and ideologie. to one of two e •• ential typ ••. 
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In Marxiems view, since there are two basic classes, there are two 

baeic forms of politics, capitalism or socialism. This view is 

adopted in some form or other by all Marxists and indeed, in the 

pre.ent context, is implicit in Lenins claim that unionism is 

working class 'bourgeois' politics. That is to say anything which 

i. not proletarian politics proper (socialism) has to be bourgeois. 

In tact, any deviation, however slight, from Boctaliem, strengthenB 

bourgeois politics: ' ... to belittle socialist ideology in any way 

to turn away from it in the slightest degree means to strengthen 

(51) 
bourgeoi. ideology' In this respect, Lenin's comment on 

tbe limitations of British unionism: 'There are politics and 

(82) 
politic.' ,ba. an unintended, but none the less appropriate 

inference in the context of his overall argument. There really are 

only "two forms of poll tics in capi tal1st societiel. -
Tbi. dualistic conception of politics is held by all of the 

autbor' already mentioned. Balibar views politics under capitalism 

•• being between classes which are 'revolutionary and counter 

revolutionary forces'. No form of politics outside capitalism and 

.ocialism exi.ts. There is no petty bourgeois class with a distinct 

political ideology which might come between the two ~ajor ones. 

All .uch ideologiee and practices are reducible to the two major 

cla •• - ba• ed ones. Poulantzas ultimately adopts a similar view. 

D •• pite tbe exten.ive discussion of the new petty bourgeoisie, its 

politic. depends upon 'the strategic relationship of the two main 

forc •• tS3). Here again the major classes comprise antagoni.tlc 

political age~ts with forms of political ideology corresponding to 

their cla •• interest.. In the 1a.t instance, despite the denial ot 

corre.pondence between cIa •• determination and position, it i. a.surned 

that the two major cla.ses adopt political ideologie. given to them 

b1 cla •• determination. It would seem that only in the caee of the 



petty bourgeoiae is the relationship of determination and position 

r.g.rd.d .s problematic and the resolution to this is ultimately 

J.o di.mi •• the 'proble.' of the petty bourgeoieie from fUrther 

con.ideration. The petty bourgeoisie has a distinct class interest, 

but in the last instance, this amounts to little. In the long run 

it h •• no ~utonomous political position of its own because there is 

only. bourgeois or a proletarian road. There is then, no 'third 

w.y' (54) . 

In effect it can be seen that Marxism is only able to theorise 

.pecif1c form. of political ideology and practice - by situ.ting 

them v1.-.-vi8 capitalism or socialism and treating each by 

r.f.rence to the allegedly necessary relationship it h.s to one or 

oth.r '.ide' in the political arf!Oa. Thi. view dpnies the 

.pec1ficity of particular forms of politics and precludes any an.lysis 

of their conditions of existence. Unionism, for example, is largely 

reg.rded .s a failure to realise socialism, rather than as a 

.p.cific form of political practice. Far from having determinate 

conditions of existence and effects, unionism is analysed in its 

nec •••• ry r.tationship to socialism through the concepts of cl.ss 

consciou.ne •• and interest. In this respect little is said about 

the nature of unionism at all. 

It i. h.rdly surpising then ,that Marxism hae astonlllhingly 11 tUe 

to .ay .bout soci.lism as a political ideology. It is more often 

than not th.ori.ed as a conjunction of structurally defined working 

c1a •• interest with working class political practice, through the 

•• di.tion of .cl •• s consciousness. Indeed this theoretic.l .ssumption 

provide. the rationale for class analysis itself. If the working 

c1a.' i. indeed the incarnation of socialism, then a correct 

definit10n of th.t class will itself constitute socialist 

po1itic.1 c.lculation. Here class analy.is stands directly in the 



J 

way of political calculation, for what 1s most significant about all 

of the positions discussed in this chapter is th~ir failure to 

examine current political conditions in the social formations to 

which they direct attention. 



e. THE 'PROBLEM OF REDUCTTONISM' 

Conventionally it has been assumed that the 'problem of 

reductionism' discussed in this and the previous chapter is a 

straightforward one to identify. But much of what has been said 

here suggests that this assumption is far from correct. Take a 

simple example from Lenin. It has been shown above that he, in 

conjunction with other Marxist theorists, defines politics under 

capitalism in essentially dualistic terms. But the same writer 

again in conjunction with other theorists - is by no means consistent 
J 

on this .core, for one can find cases where he in fact criticises 

that same conception: 'So an army lines up and says 'We are for 

Socialism' and another somewhere else and says 'We are for 

Imperialism' and that will be a social revolution. Whoever expects 

a 'pure' .ocial revolution will never live to see it'(~~). 

Such statements should be regarded as more than mere 

individual inconsistencies. What they in fact suggest is a more 

basic problem, regarding the relationship between Marxi5t theory and 

practice. For what should be apparent from the discussion of Marxist 

politics contained in Section Two is the fact that Marxism 

frequently does !2! regard political and ideological practice as 

reducible. in any rigorous sense to class relations. Frequently, 

J .... form of 'practical (i .•. non-theoretical) recognition!! 

given to the ettectivity of specifically political apparatuses 

and organisations, ideologies, legal and cultural processes and 

sO on. In this .ense at lealt, Marxism doe I not commonly exhibit 

(56) 
what might be termed 'reductionist practice' . 

Two comment. need to be made with respect to this suggestion. 

Firstly, it is evident that one9 the effectivity of SOCial, political 
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and ideological condition. is granted, it has to follow that political 

practice. cannot be a product of levels of recognition of 'class 

intere.t' through 'class consciousness'. They have rather to be 

considered a product of political ideologies operating under the 

effect. of determinate social conditions. 

Secondly it is evident that Marxism, whatever the character 

of it. 'recognitions', does not adopt such a view. Instead it 

attempt. to re-incorporate the recognition of 'irreducibility' 

it make. into the materialist conception of politics. This may be 

(57) 
done in a .ense which is hardly theoretical at all , or it is 

. justified through the notions of 'determination in the last instance 

by the economy', or 'relative autonomy'. But given the basic 

incoherence, not to say downright dishonesty, of these concepts, it 

become. apparent that there i. a basic ambiguity in the relation.hip 

between the materialist conception of politics and Marxist political 

practice, using that term in its broadest sense to include for 

example, the practical discourses considered in this chapter. 

Por the critical point is that to whatever extent such practice has 
J 
definite theoretical condition. of existence, theee cannot be a 

product of the theoretical propositions contained within the 

.aterialist conception. Such practical recognitions which Marxism 

give. to the 'specificity' of politics and ideology, are a product 

of a rang. of implicit presuppositions Which, Simply cannot be 

I fitted into tha materiali.t conception. 

Though Marxists do undeniably give some form of recognition to 

an irreducibie sphere of politics and indeed make political 

calculation. according to .uch recognitions, they continue to claim 

that .uch calculations and strategies are a function of the materialist 
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conception. It is interesting that both Poulantzas and Wright 

provide .ome form of methodological introduction to their work which 

i. meant to be a theoretical source for the substantive conclusions 

which follow. An examination of these conclusions however shows 

that this is not the case. Though it is indeed true that the 

lub.tantive arguments, practices and analyses of Marxism are a 

function of ~ theoretical propositions, it does not follow that 

they derive from the stated source.. It i. clear in fact that 

muy of the propositions disculsed in thil chapter whether coherent 

or not, cannot be derived from the materialist conception of 

politicl, whatever their authors claim. 
J 

The fact that the relationship between Marxiet practice. and 

discourle. and the classical concept. is problematic, makel the 

'problem of reductionism' a complex one. For one thing it i. 

evident that reductionist theory cannot be said to 'produce' a 

nece'lary reductionist practice. This calls into question the nature 

,of the 'problem' to be resolved. Contrary to what generations of 

Marxilt theorilt. have assumed, the problem for Marxism is not 

'reductioni.m' at all but the theoretical incoherence, ambiguity 

&Dd inconli.tency of the materiali.t conception ot politics. 

In thil re'pect, the most crucial problem of all for Marxism is 

the ab.tentlon trom rigorous theoretical analysis which the adoption 

of that conception .anctions. The view that socialist political 

J .. lcvlatiOD i. 'oore or 1 ••• • reducible to cl ...... ly.i. provide. 

the clearest example of thi.. Even where this 'more or le •• ' 

indicate' a ~al area ot irreducibility, Mar?l:istwr1tersareuncnn_ 

cerned with elucidating it. They remain aloof from any attempt to 

.pecity the agents, relations, ideologies and issues which define 

the politics of any conjuncture in a theoretically rigorous fashion. 
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Tbis systematic evasion of theoretical work is continually justified 

by the reduction of such work to a perpetual revamping of a series 

of empty and circular metaphors - relative autonomy, complex totality 

and the like. 

Marxism must abandon this rigmarole and explicitly specify those 

propositions to which it gives only grudging recognition, if it is to 

belin to provide the theoretical conditions of existence of a socialist 

politics. To those who argue that Marxism can never abandon 

.aterialist and cla.s-based forms of analy.is without being Marxist(~8), 

it can only be retorted that all of the major protagoni.ts of Marxist 

politicl have carried out such abandonments in practice, if not in 

theory. 

Thil chapter has ended by suggesting that the 'problems of 

reductionilm' il by no means the obvious one that Marxists have 
.~ 

a •• u.ed;lto be. The following chapter will continue to explore the 

the.e of reductionism, suggesting that there are in tact much more 

ba.io rea.ons for rejecting it a. a basic 'problem' tor socialist 

politioal analy.is. 



CONCLUSION 

J 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

SOCIALISM AND THE 'CLASS-POLITICS RELATION' 

Three areas of debate have provided the subject matter for the six 

preceding chapters. Chapters Two and Five examined attempts to theorise 

property relations under cond1tions of modern capitalism. Chapters 

Three and Six concentrated on sevp,ral modes of analysis of political 

institutions, regimes and state apparatuses. Chapters Four and Seven 

evaluated a variety of attempts to Investigate the characteristics of 

political action In capitalist societies. These three areas have, in 

turn, boen incorporatad Wl thin H wider tbeme - that concerning attempts 

by Marxists and some sociologists to provide a general account at 

the specificity of polItICS v1s-a-vis economic clas8 structure. It 

is towards a final dIScussion of that issue that this chapter is 

directed. 

In attempting to address that question the first thing which neede 

to be noted is that the 'problem of specificity' can itself only be 

posed as a problem if certain theoretical assumptions are adopted. 

In all of the positions so far discussed, two broad, thou~h by no means 

mutually exclusive, sets of a8sumptioDS have been distinguishable. The, 

first of these arises in both structural-functional and Marxian theories 

of society. The principle behwd it may be illustrated by a comment 

from Durkhe1m. In describing that form of society characterised by 

, organi c eo lidar i ty " he sugges ts tha t in it t each organ, in effect, 

has its special pbyeiognollOY .• ite autono'll" And moreover, the untty ot 

the organism is as great as the individuation of the parts is more 

marked' (1). '!'he similarity between the functionalist conception of 

social structure and the Marxi:d. one should be obvious, for in each 

case the following theoretical conditions are assumedt 
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(a) society is a 'totality' or 'unity' of 'level!:)', 'instances', 

'forms', 'functions' or 'sub-systems'. 

(b) each constituent element of the totality is a 'specific' and 

(relatively) autonomous part, whose very autonomy both underpins and 

emphasises the unity of the whole. 

(c) the structure of any '~ociety-totality' is governed by general 

ontological and teleological .principles of organisation so that each 

element has a 'place' given specifically to it. In consequence, a 

general account can be given of the relationship between any two or 

more elements of the totality (e.g. economic classes and politics), the 

'specificity'of any element being explained by virtue of those general 

theoretical prlnciples of organisation (e.g. functional specificity , 

determination in the last instance by the economy), 

If society as totality represents one possible mode of theorising 

the 'specificity of politics', u sscond method ooncentrates on t~e 

attempt to define it as a 'specific form of action·, According to this 

view politics may be regarded as a form of human capacity which is either 

(more or less) unconditional, or (more or less) conditional. ~n so far 

as the latter is tru& and such action is deemed to have 'conditions of 

existence', these are to be theorised in terms of a dichotomisation 

of 'objective' structure with 'subjective' human action, In sociology 

the most obvious examples of this approach are associated with Weberian 

and neo-Weberian sociology, such positions depending upon a definite 

ontology (the primacy of subjective action) and teleology (social 

relations as a product of subjective orientations to action). 

It should be apparent from what has been said in Section Two 

however, that the polarisation of structure and action is by no means 

peculiar to sociology. Marzi.m'. atteqpt to analy •• the relatio{Sh1P 

of economic classes and politics is one which operates simultaneously 
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at two levels. On the one hand, un attempt is made to theorise the 

relationship betweetJ two un~tur'y eielllunts of the 80ci&1 totality (class

politics). On the other hand, thHt analysis is mediated through the 

concept of class 'consoiousness', whereby the ontologically defined 

'objective' interest:-; tha t comprH>e class unity are Bet against the 

teleological means of their (ever-potent~al) realisation in ~con~ciou~ 

political action. 

All of the s~x l)r~c8ding chapters have shown th~t the basic 

theoretical Illlt31WlptlOtlU und8rpHtrllIl"'~ Hodologioal and Murxist analysis 

of class relat~ons, political institut1ons, and practioes, render suoh 

analyses problematic. The most 6eneral conclusion which can be drawn 

from these chapters is that the combination of ontology-teleology

subjectivism, produces forms of analysis which are unable to account 

for, Ilnd recognise, the possible effects of determinate social conditione. 

Chapters Two and ~ive showed that both sociology and Marxism are unable 

to recognise the legal or political conditions which are effective in 

constituting capitalism as a 'corporate' rather than I inter-personal' 

form. Chapters Three and Six concentrated upon the analysis of political 

institutions, apparatuses and regimes. The first of these chapters 

suggested that the teleological presuppositions of pluralist analysis 

were incompatible with the attempt to provide an 'empirical"account 

of specific polltical processes. In so far as any account was offersd, 

it was invariably of an arbitrary nature. 1'he second concentrated 

largely on the etfects of the mater~alist ontology on attempts to 

theorise the 'irreducibility of the state'. The result of all of the 

versions of state theory discussed here was a theoretical and stra~egic 

impasss, by virtue of their attempts to reooncile two incompatible 

positions - the state as both 'expressio~' and 'means' of class power. 



The theme of cli-tSS power and action also provided a common link_ 

between Chapters l"our :lnc! Seven, those chapters also being connected 

by their adoption of the opposition hetween 'structure' and 'action', 

as a means of an':lysmg the condltionL-l of political practice. Two 

things may be Said about this mode of Hnalysis. In the first place, 

it should be apparent that whether emphasis is placed upon giving 

priority to 'structural' or 'active' components in the structure/action 

pair, the inevltable outcome is a discrepancy between the two that 

cannot be resolved by c811ing upon' dialectics', in either its Marxian 

or sociological gtllse, Secondly, that 

precisely because the structure/action 

discrepancy cannot be resrlved 

dichotomy is founded upon, those 

very theoretical assumptions which have already been shown to be 

problematic. In short, according to that dichotomy an agent with 

essentially subjective cilpaci ties (individual , elite, class) is counter-

posed with a set of • objectlvely' defined' interests to be realiseQ' in 

an entirely speculative and unconditional relationship. But in the 

absence of ontology and teleology the structure/action dichotomy cannot 

be maintained as a coherent basis for political analYSis and calculation. 

In view of this it is suggested in Chapter Four that that diohoto~ has 

to be supplanted by a view of social und political action as a property 

of sooial relations lind conditions, rather than subjects and structures. 

Given the 11rguments of these six chapters, three general conclusions 

may be drawn. In the first place, the claims of ontology, wheth~r 

materialist, idealist, functionalist or any combination of the three 

are rejected. No single set of social relations or processes can be 

regarded as having primacy with regard to political analysis. Nor, 

for that mattsr, can it be argued that there are any 'essential' or 

fundamental political problems deriving unconditionally from such 

an ontology, whether they be problems of t. goal attainment", the 
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eradication of 'structured InequalitIes', or the trealisation of 

socialism'. Secondly, HI tht') ilb:;(,nce of such ontologies and the tele-

ologies which support Ulf,IIl, ,:d I (,::'Hrl tied iflt/subjoctivist views of 

social relations huve to be reJected. Neither individuals, nor classes 

of individuals ccw be rt;garded as the esserltial agents through which 

nccessory processes, or forms of :tcbon are realised. Thirdly, once 

ontolos:>; and teleology are reJected, sociological and Marxin attempts 

to theorise soclal rel:Jtlons 1n the form of:l 'totalit,Y' or ~unit~' 

of (relatively) autonomuus levels c',n no longer be maintained. 

The latter theme In p:lrticulilr provldoH a basis for the discussion 

which follows. Rather th'-In pursue it at a generul level however, the 

remainder of the chapter wlll consider what implications that suggestion 

has for Marxist political calculation. In effect the present discussion 

is returning to some of the issues raised in the last chapter. The 

one which is of part lCU} ar concorn here however, is Marxism~'s attempt 

to address the problem of soci:Jlist poli tical calculation through a 

'non-reductionist' rending of the 'class-polltics relntiod. In 

considering the adequacy of that oonception of politloa, ~he present 

chapter will again pay particular attention to the role of the oonoept 

'class' in socialist politioal annlyuis. 

Chapter Seven showed th:. t Ma rx ism' El attempt to theorise poli tics 

as a process of • class confl iet', "nd what that in turn implies (the 

project of political calculation 

serious problems. In particular 

Viii 'ez-lass analysis') is subject to 

Mnrxism, because of the equ.tio~ of 

poli ti cs and class conflict is called upop to designate classes as 

dgents of' political practlce, forces wlth some minImal degree of class 

unitx, in the face of political condltions which deny that fact. Hence 

the eternal conundrum of 'unity-disunity'. Class analYSis is geared to 

identifying forms of agency which are united at some essential level, 
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peyond mere appearancs'lnd Hllit~pt;IJdellt of imy determinate conditions of 

unIty, but whoae unlty 1:3 not ITlCillll e:;told ::.t tho level of' political 

practices and relutlorm. 

But once it is re<~u!.;nLlt~tl II1 t.11'-:clrl)ti,~al terms that classes do not 

constitute unlfu3d :I,'';()()t,'i. Ltl'] <)<!Ual,luCl 01' 11011tICS und class conflict 

becomes problematIC. 'Phdt 1'; not to uuy that political relations can 

only occur between 'urllties', but that t:le,Y only take place bf;tween 

forms of agency with at least il rnirllmul degree of cohesion. 

Conventional MurXl~3t d ucour'se li3 unable to theorise 'class 

conflict' in any coherent or rneiirJllip:fu[ H8nse. Miliband"s strategy 

is fairly typical of IIIclHIS trtji!lIl t-1:Lrx l,-~t approaches to the question. 

On the one h;-md, it i:J uuges-u"teci Lhill the concsjJt IH central to 

poli tical analysis; ImL:Jed an emuhasls on class antagonism and conflict 

is what distinguIshes MarxH.t pol i 1.1 ced theory from all others. Yet 

at the same time, it is necessary to Ifluke certain 

For one thing in MIllband's Vlew 'cl~ss conflict' 

crucial QUalifkcations. 

is not really lass 

conflict at all. One lS rather enca~sulating realIty in a 'metaphor'. 

for it is clear that classes as GUCh do not engage directly in political 

conflic t. Rather, 'for the most part ••. conflict is fought out between 

groups of people who are part of a /{lven class. and possibly, though 

not certainly representutive of It,(2). ThlS claim leads to a 

decidedly bizarre conclusion with respect to the analysis of 'non-class' 

conflicts such as ethnic, racial or religious conflicts. Such conflicts 

are in M~libllnd's view 'directly or indirectly derived from or related 

to class conflicts~3). 
Now this is clearly an attempt by Miliband to put some substantive 

flesh on the bare bones of 'relatlve autonomy', but it illustrates 

the severe hazards of attempting any such undertaking. There are in 

fact four possible interpretations of Miliband's claim regarding the 

relationship of non-class and class conflicts. 
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(i) The former is ch rectly derlVed from the latter. 

(ii) It is intiHectl.y denved from the latter. 

(iii) It is directly related to it. 

(iv) It is IndIrectly reluLed to It. 

Such Ci ran~e of cunclUSluns is however desl.gned to give comfort to the 

theoretical pru~ensIt18s of anyone from Talcott Parsons to Josef Stalin 

and it cert"ud y fa ds to rc,nd er the Marxi •• position any more ~oherent. 
Despi te these e(1u i vuc;, tions :tn(l the recognition of the fact that 

classes do not com~)rls(~ unrJroblematic ugents of political pra~tice, 

Miliband Insi~;t,s on conceiving the political forces which do undertake 

confliet W' 'fdulnGrJt~l' ut' (~l'I"Hf)~l. Such (I G:Lva1ier approach to thewry 

rC"tl th~1Or,,j,i(;',J dli'j'l(~l!J Lin~, WhlCf, be hau hirntlelf unearthed does little 

to i.1dd tl: trle virtue uf hi~" nmlition. 

But not a11 :w1.hor:' 'Ire so t.HJ.;'iIJin,": to recognise and account for 

the problnms lnhernnt in '1">11111:'1 c1;1",s :,n:11Y:3is'. Hi]ll explicitlY 

capital, the f,ot Uwt. Lt :1'1" tlO 11rI1)rl1blematir. interest of its own and 

integral rOreR; 

inteB'rul 8!Hpirical group~; ... thtl II,m-h()llIo,~cnoity of' capital •.• ensurea 

th~t it has no sin:;uLlr, ,mpr()blematic: 'intore8t', even at the level 

, (4) 
of the econOlll1C • 

Nevertheless, Hull'~; l)ro,iuct iH ver',l defmitely set within 

the hir;torica I lll<1terial i~;t contuxt, hning an u.ttempt to oonstruct a 

materialist theory of I the speclflcity of the political'. In this 

res!-,ect he is quite adamant that such a theory has to suggest some 

form of correspondence between classes and politl.cS for with-

out this, one is led 'to,·forfeit the fi,rst pril1ciple of 
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historical materialism: the princl p1 e of social form1:l.tions as a 

.complex unity','l~~ln '('rlc;l~i(JhI.8 of r.;huons,(5). Hall's intention 

then, dAspite h.lS 'elilDlt'i(~ I' ;'r:cor;rntion of the problematic character 

of class-agency, i:-l to pI'0V ldn 'nun- rl~duci hIe' concepts to 'fill out' 

the poli ti CHI 'J evel' ,) t' L:le :; I)C1:1 I forma tion md to show the 'complexity' 

of the represent,ltlon pr"CAc,:3 of' (~j;1e;se8 at the level of politics. He 

is therefore f'i rlOly HI I inl' WI th other theorists of 'relative autonomy' 

and all tha t gerlu lnely die; tances him from Mili band's more obvious short-

comings is a sophi:,tIc;,t(cd pO,HJr' or uxpreSSIon. Significantly however, 

despi te such rile tOrlcal nIcety, Hall is simul taneously capable of 
r 

lapsing into the cru(jes t expreSSIons of' the very reductionism which he 

is at pains to deny(6). But after all, that is precisely the strength 

of argument by 'reciprocity', 'rtl'dl~ctics', and 'relative autonomy'. 

One ~ have it bottl W"lyU prt:cL;ely becliw~e complexity is buil t into the 

very structure of the caplLdist totality In such a way that one need 

nAver be pInn8d down t:J specl1'll;s. 'There is always a get out clause 

and Bomo of these aro truly artful: 

'Once the elass forces appear as politicAl clA.sS forces, they have 

consequent polItical re:,·lts: they generate 'solutions' - results, 

outoomes, consequences - which ~i,nnot be translated back into their 

, . 1 t ,0) orlg1na erms • 

It is the unlimi ted opporlLlni ty afforded for such theoretical 

'doublespeak' by tho dIctum that 'the l3st instance never comes' which 

has guaranteed the contInued Gterility and ciroularity of contemporary 

debnte. This is nowhere more clearly betrayed than in Hall's case, 

for having bet~ged the 'lues hon of cla~~s Un! ty and agency he unflinchingly 

ignor-es the theoretical implications of such a recognition by recalling 

the master concepts of 'total i ty' 'nd ' complexity'. 

By far the most interestln.'.~ recent attempt to confront the 

problems of class-agency from within the materialis t position is 

(8) The significant advClnce which he makes on 
that of Przeworski • 
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IJrevious pOG I L lOm] i:; Ll) PO:.;,; UI" IUt):; ('l,m of the condi tions of (class 

1'0 rIllb t icm. By doin!. t.hL;, flC ., ,,,k:: t.u rnforlllulate the queotion of 

clDss vis-b-vis pOll tIcul ill:tllln; tu ,~et away from attempts to found 

political :,nd ideologiccl1 practIce on 'objective' economic class 

structure (<:lS In the 'HI it,;t;)lf'/'for itself' distInction) and to 

suggest inste::d thi1t Cl:1HS forllntion be regarded as a problem for 

consideration. 

In particular, It 1:-; ;lrgUf;d tll'lt clanfl formation c~nnot simply be 

regarded as gIven, hut is :tlwa,Ys an 'effect of struggles'. Specifically 

then, it is sugt>\ested that econOOllC, political and ideological 

conditions structure :cltruf~gJes. WhICh have aB their effect, the 

'org:nisa tion " 'disorgrinisa tion' and 'reorg;.nisation' of classes. 

Przeworski's posi tion rests upon fOUl' proposi tions. 

1. Cl[::1se::; as actor", are not gIven uniquely by objective 

positions (e.g. worker dnd chpi"tialist). the relationship between classes 

as actors and rala t ions 01" produc t ion being problematic. 

ii. Classes are r.ot so gi ven, because they constitute effects 

of struggles which are not unIquely determined by relations of 

production. 

iii. Cl!:tss strug~l AS are s t ructure(1 by the totality of eoonomic 

political and ideological relations and they have anwtonomous effect 

on the process of cl~lss formation. 

iv. If struggles do h~ve an autonomous effect on formation, 

places in the relations of pruduction can no longer be regarded aa 

'ob.iectively' defining what C1H£1!l1'~1 wi 1I erllerge in struggle. 

What Przeworski is leudlng to in all of this is a quite speoific 

and distinct conception of class analysis, one which no longer derives 

political and ideologlca1 practices from 'objective' class locations, 
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bu·t lnsteud rn,oJ':JrCl'1 thp (~J;Hi~LifJCitti.on of these positions as 'imminent 

to the pr;,ctl':eL; UW1. \1I1;IJ) r'd~iul t lrJ class formatlon'. In other words 

'the very ttJeory uf classes must b- viewed as internal to particular 

pol i bcal projects' (9) . what this Hldicil tes is that posi hons within 

the relations of production are not to be considered as 'objective' and 

'prior to' class struggle. Insteud 'they are objective only to the 

extent to WhlCh tlwy IIlilke th'e particulur projects historically realisable 

t I (l0) 
or no 

Przeworski's advantages over others should be obvious. For one 

thing he explodes the myth that class interests are an unproblematic 

objec~ive baSIS for collective actIon. He rightly point~ to the fact 

that capitalist relHtIons of production provide a number of alternative 

bases for politlcal actlOn. rph, re is in other words, just as much 

an 'objectIve' b:WLH rue iJrolet:tri.;m hosti.llty to tbe 'welfare' or -lumpen' 

classy as there 19 for hontlllty towllrdn capital - iind indeed there may 

be more. At best, he Ruggests that the fact that wage labourers share 

the common experlence of separatlon from tile means of production, 

provides them with some communalit.v of interests. But this is by no· 

means sufflcient to (;onst l tute claBH lntl3rest pure and simple, for 

within such communality. the basis of such political interests can be 

broadened or narrowed by Cl vi1riety of 'strategies of class formation,(ll), 

the important powt beIng that such strategies will be effective in 

the constitution of class ir.Lrest and formation. For this reason 

Przeworski is adamant that class is not a datum prior to struggle. 

Rather, ideological and polItical struggles are struggles ~ class 

before they are struggles amGnt{ ~:lasses. More to the point he seeks 

to establish clHBs analysis firmly withln political and ideologiIal 

problems and practices to which its pertInence has to be establi hed 

by theoretical endeavour rather than derIved from ontological primacy. 
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Any suggest10n of a slnlple link between class analysis and political 

calculation is tot:dly reJected. 

But we have also Hld iC:1 Led th"1 t Przeworski remains faithful to 

the material 1st conception of politics and it is necessary now to consider 

what form this adherence takes and what effect it has on his attempt 

to reformulu Le the relil t, lom.;h1p bdtw8en classes and politics. Broadly 

speaking, Przeworsk1's Ill: I ten fd iS1l1 1:,.; expressed in two related aspects. 

Firstly, he su-sgests that, g'lven his stRted position on the fundamentally 

prohlemllt1c Iltlll,UB of t~I" eliot.;s concept, /(n obvious question I:risesz' 

why should class rebted questions concerning the membership of 

collectiV1ties In strug,~le, the consequence of particular struggles, 

the interests of those participating, be posed with respect to la 

• broadly defined system or p;;.-oduction? Why not race, religion, 

national1 ty or ;,ny other potenti<,l strategic sphere? That is to say, 

if ideologIcal and polItical relations are effective and no less 

'objective.' than relhtlOns of production, why not define class in these 

terms? 

His response to this question is, ,bY hi~ own admission, 'ru1imentary' 

and 'incomplete'. What it amounts to ~s a sImple claim that auc~ an 

emphasis may be justified by the pr10rity which the author affords 

to historical development as lawfully directed by the~velopment of 

the productive forces and capital accumulation. The justification 

therefore rests upon an adoption of materialist ontology and teleology. 

The theoretical effects of this type of assumption are prominent 

in a second aspect of the analysis, the adoption of the conception 

of the social formation as 'totality'. 

Tho consoquences of that adoption are by no means as obvious ae 

in some of the authors discussed previously. The clear merit of 

Przeworskils argument has been seen to reside in his suggestion that 



Marxism's conceptlon of class-a,-sency is problematic. Instead of 

proposing the HX1<JtArJce elf clLw8e:; :>:.3 uncl)w:iitional forces, it is 

argued thi:1 t th(~ IUt1:l t lun tliW tt1 bu rtl thought in 11 number of specific 

respects. 1<'lrstly, c.L~:;s formatIon has to be posed as a strategy 

internal to p1trtIculur i)ul1 tlcal projt3cts. Such formation is not 

merely 'given' by th8 presence of any 'objective' social relations. 

Secondly, gi ven that cmch r orma tIon i1:3 dependent upon specific forms 

of poli tical theory and pract 1 ce, its existence is clearly subject 

to the effectH ot' anLCiKonlHm within these spheres. Class formarion ie 

therefore a poli t lCal pract lce lrlvol ving the possible 'organisa ion I, 
'disorganisation' and 'reorganisation' of classes. Thirdly, and in 

accordance wIth thls, class f'orlllatil;n is suhject to the d'fects of 

specific economic, polltlcal and ideological conditions, such conditions 

having ef'fectlvlt,Y In lh:lt 'ii1ll113 'ur"";ilnil;iltlon', 'disorganisation' Itnd 

Now these th ['ee proposl ti ons appear to be a far cry from the 
I 

conventional Marxist approach to political class analysis discussed in 

Chapter Seven. Contrar,Y to such conventions, Przeworski is seeking 

to designate cll-ss formahon (it:> Bub,iect to the effects of defini te 

theoretic&.l aud BOCHI I conditions - conli.l tiotls which are genuinely 

effective, rather than merely 'overdetermined'. But the promise 

contained within this project remains sadly unrealised. 

The reason for this failure can be traced to the author's 

adoption of the ontology ('priorIty' of historical production) and 

teleology ('lawfulness' of development) ot' classical materialism 

and his utilisation of these in conceptualising theoretical and social 

conditions. Such condItions are in fact conceived as instandes of the 

capitalist 'totalIty of economic, politic&l and ideological relations,(12). 

This has clear effects at the level of substantive analysis. Take for 
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example, the attefllfJt to speclf'y the forms of organisation of 66cial 

relations in cap~tCil18t delllocracles which constitute the 'objective 

oondi tions I under whICh 80c1<11 movements' develop their practices 

of c lass forma tlOn I (U). '>lha t we are told here is that the totality 

of economic, polItIcal' nd l!ieologlcul relations under eapital:\,sm, 

structures socIalIst POllLICS In partIcular directions. For example, 

the bourgeoisie has the capaclty to reproduce social relations ,in 

thei r I phenompwi I I forU1A BO thlt t HId 1 vIdual s are sociAlly reproduced 

as students, Romsn C·!tholics ••.• anything other than as occupants of 

class positions. 

But this hardly ['1 ts W WJ th the view that class formation is 

subject to :30ci8.1 cond 1 tIons, for here we have a class-agent or 

force (the bour~eolsleJ that derives its capaCities, not from r 

determinate social conditions, but from the structure of social 

rela tions in the cap! Lalist totUll ty. In fact Przeworski looks, not 

at the effects of determinate social conditions but at the purportedly 

necessar' cOi,sequences of an unconditional unity of capitalist 

relatlons. Phis has to lead to the peculiar implication that class 

formation is £!2.Ll. problematic for the proletariat. The bourgeoisie, 

on the contrary, is already and always constituted as an effeotive 

pol i tical force because of 1 ts d eriv;·tion from the structure of sooial 

relatione Wl t~un the capl talist totn.li ty. 'rhis in turn undermines 

the proposition that the politics of class formation is dependent on 

definite theoretlcal strategies. Theoretical calculation appe_rs 

only to be necessary to socialist poli tiCB. Capitalist politics is 

without theoretical or Bocial conditions of existence. 

It should be clear that Przeworski'a attempt to remedy the 

problelJlS or' MarXIst class analysis is unsuccessful. DespIte his very 

real recognition of many of the basic difficulties of the claSSical 



position, his continue:i adoptIon of the materialist conception of 

politics renders such r(~COKtlltl0tl ineffectual. All that he achieves 

is the partial transt'erenr.8 nJ' the- 'ob,jective' politIcal destiny of 

classes to the level of the 1n::;tan~HH of the social formation j 
totality. But this mf'reJy renr;)(juees the same problems which came 

evident in Chapter Seven. 1-'011 t, I cal practice lS still regarded as 

unconditional; pOll tlCtI HI cunC81Vud Wl a polurisution of two mutually 

excluRive, self contuined forceu. 

'rhe mos t serious Cl. t tempt to confront the types of problems whioh 

have been mentioned so far is undoubtedly to be found in the two 

volume work 'Marx's Capltal and CafJ:itallsm l'oday' by Cutler, Hindess, 
I 

Hirst and HU8sain. Thnt text HI of particular significance to the 

present diACU88lon for two reaHonH. ~lrstly it presents a lengthy 

and conv:inclng critinue of MHrxism's Httfiidpt to conceive economic 

classes as essential 80clal and politlca1 agents. Secondly, it 

attempts to reformulate (the term is emphRsised for reasons which will 

become evident) the analysIs ot' the 'class-politlcs relation', in the 

light of that critique nnd other critlC81 proposltions related to it. 

In view of the fact that those aspects of the text most relevant to 

this disoussion are s.ystelllatlcall.y related to some of these other 

oritical propositions, it is necessary to glve a brief summary of the 

authors' major pronouncements. 

Cutler et al present a detalled critique of the theoretical 

structare of classical Marxism. (It will be clear that Section Two 

of the present work has utilised many aspects of that ~itique.) Two 

of the most sIgnificant and far reachin!! dimensions 01' that criticism 

are contained lIIithIn the authors' attempts to reject certain of the 

basiC tenets of classical Marxibt discourse. The first element to be 

rejected is the concept of 'mode of production' and certain of the 
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propositions associated wlth it - notably the teleological principle 

of causallty th<lt p{OPS wlth the cuncept of 'total SOCiAl capital' and 

its 'laws of motion'. This critI que of te 1 eology is connected to a 

second rejection - ttp,t of the Ivlilrx lor: untology. In this respect, 

the conception of 'det8rllllnCJtlon HI the last H!stance by the economy' 

is refuted, a refutatlOn wf.Ich 18 founded upon the rejection of all 

general conceptlons of cuushlity: 

'What we are chal lcnglnt{ls ££.t,mcrely the economic monist 

clJusality of MHrxlsm, but the v • .,ry pert.lnenee of all such general 

categories of Causal i ty <,rId the prlV dege they accord to ce;rtain 

orders of causes liS a;l;illllfit others,(14). 

These Vlews eriB.ble the authors to cast doubts upon the classical 

Marxir.-r conce ot lOn of the soclal to tal ity, In particular they reject 

that conceptlorl orl the.r["ounus thilL it lS founded upon a rationalistic 

epistemology HI WhICh 'a reliitlOn hetween the concept of an economy 

and the concepts of It~ conditions of existence is transposed onto 

a relatIon of determHliJtlOn between the economy and the political 

( I ') ) 
and ideologIcal levels' . The solution which they seek to provide 

to the problem generated by the Clilsslcal conception is implicit in 

the above statement. A HociHl formatIon 18 no longer to be conceived 

as a structured totallt,Y, but rllther as: 

'a deflnlte set of r~lntlons of productlon together with the 

economiC, pol i henl ilnd cuI tural t'orIflH HI which theIr condi hons of 

existence are secured. But there IS no necessity for those conditions 

of existence to be securod Hnd no neceSSAry structure of 'the social 

formation in WhICh those relatlOns And forms must be combined' (16) • 

connections between economic and culturRI relations and practices 

therefore have to be conceived. not by 'determination' and 'causality', 

but in terms of conditions of eXlstence and the form in which they may 

be satisfied. 

r 
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This view of the soclal formRtion depends upon the authors' 

rejection of the 'TU t lOW, 1 is t conception of discourse' and the 

epistemological stratdgies of 'prlVlleging' associated with it(17). 

In contrast to these views the authors pro [Jose to adopt instead the 

principle of advocating 'Jld~ur8lve primacy' to objects under con-

sideration. In other words, the analysis of social formations cannot 

be justified by referonce to any purportedly essential structure of 

social relatlons, but only by VIrtue of 'the posing of definite problems 

for theorisatlon'. Hence, in theIr view 'the political objectives 

of socialil:lt trunsi'orlflll two of economic class relations pose the 

problem of rebtIons of productwn and their political and cultural 

conditions of existence as prlmary objects of theorisation for 

'Hj) 
Marxism' ~ • 

The problc/ll~; of' ~,OClidist politics are therefore seen to be 

constructed, rut~,er than derlv~ld from some essential structure of 

soclal relations and prLlctlCes. Cutler et al. firmly reject classical 

Marxism's attelupt to round the analysis of politioal and ideological 

relations and practIces upon the class relations they are alleged to 

'persoYllfy' r.nd 'represent'. In contrast to this it is emphasised 

that 'there are no "socialist" issues and areas of struggle per se, 

. assigned 'b 1 . t t /aa "socialist' Y c a8S In eress 

... (lY) po11 hcal ldeology I • 

and experience. Sooialism T • 

Now much of what has been said above provides a foundation for 

the criticisms dlrected by Section Two of this work at the materialist 

conception of poll tics. More than that, the arguments presented by 

Cutler et a1. also offer a clear basis for rethinking many of the 

'problems' of socialist pOll tics. For the speoific purposes of the 

present argument however, it is necessary to sub.iect a particular 

aspect of thelr work to critical attention, though such criticism 



is In no way Jlructed at the general theoretical conclusions of the 

text. 

Two qUt:lS t lons 11, parLlCular need to be examIned; the analysis· 

and crlti(~uu of cliiHs-ul5ency and the pO~:Hng of and resolution to the 

problem of 'reductIorlltlrn'. What will eventually be suggested here is 

that the authors r~m' HI conflned within the problematic of 'reductionism' 

in spite of thelr provl~;ion of the conceptual means of superceding that 

question. 'Phut conflnelllent is, In large part, due to their ambiguous 

critique of the class concept. 

I t can he seen above thll t eu t] er et al provide a theoretical 

means for tbf! reJection of the conception of society as 'social 

totallty', a conceptIon characteristic of all variations of c11ssical 

Marxism. Such a re.lection also casts doubt upon the constitut ve 

elements and processes of such a totality. In the first place, the 

processual relatl.on between the constituents of that totality 

(determination in the last Instance by the economy) is ~n1ed. In 

the second place, the nature of those elements which are said to 

constltute the totality (classps, politics and ideology) becomes a 

matter for consideratlon. In this respect a considerable part of the 

first volume of 'Marx's Capital and Capitalism Today' is addressed 

towards the 'lue~~ tlOn of class - in particular towards a theorisation 

of the agents wtllch comprise classes and to a specification of the 

limitations of cluss analysis itself. 

'''lth TttKllrd tu Lhll 'lUestlOn of' alall8 the Iluthora adopt two 

criticul propOlHtlOnH. 'rhc flrHt, and most fundulIHmtal, encapliulates 

the political project of the work. Class relations are to be granted 

discursive priority in socialist politicsl 'The analYSis of eoonomio 

clase relatlons provides the starting point of socialist pOlitical 

calculation ,(20). Yet it is simultaneously emphasised that this 



prioritising of class relations as a problem for analysiS, is only 

discursive and in no way implies ontological or teleological status 

to the concept. ~he secowi rflbjor ch:.l'acteristic of their analysis 

thereforo invol ves a systematic elabo"ahon of the. exact param.,.re 

and limltaticns of ttl'" class cOllcept. It'lr~lt and foremost, any 

comittnlent to class essenticdism in the Cl.nalysi~ of political or 

ideological pructice is rejE:lcted. 1)011 tics and ideolog:y are not to 

be regarded as processes of clhss conflict. Indeed it is noted that 

'\o,'hen we examine political and ideologicaJ struggles we find state 

apparatuses, polltlcal parties and organisations, demonstrations and 

riotous mobs, bodies of armed nlen, nulispapers and magazines etc.', but 

we do not firld classes lUJt3d up tt,'{aHlst each other,(21). 

But even nlore Signlfi Citn t th:m this rej ection is the faOot that 

the authors refuse to ,,(,rant orltological status to class even in the 

analysis of economic pr11ctlce ,Ind l~~tlcu];,tion. 'l'heirdmialof 

economic determination It, the 1 f-S t lrlstnnce and t he structural 

determination of actl0n itSSOC1,tted wlth it, iH also applied to the 

sphere of the economy itself'. In thlS N,npect, it is perhaps legitimate 

to argue that the most crucial thfHOO of the entire work, is the attempt 

to reconceptuulise SOCl ~.d 1.J.t~·tmc'y HI I:l lIlarmer whl.ch avoids the 

theoretical pitfalls of the structuralism und subjectlvism that 

dominates both sociologlcal and ~ll;rXl&t; analY~iB(22). 

To this end, it io argued thut social agents/relations are to 

be conceptuallsed u: terms of the lr deterlnlnate coudi tions of 

existence. One of the 1Il0!3t fundamentul arguments 01' 'the text then, 

lS that agents/relations are specIfic and irreducible. There are no 

universal or essentlal agents/ relations. Those positions which 

regard classes as socia-political agents are unacceptable. Equally 

the classical Marxi6t. view that economic agents personify class 

relations i~ theIr actions is considered untenable. Indeed it is 
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continually erllphCJslsed that 11., 1:: "!Ieclf'ic economic agents of 

posseSSlon or separatIon Whlch L~kc deCISlcns CJnd act. Such action 

has its own determinate effectlvlty Hnd cannot be considered an 

effect of outsIde 'structural' determinants imposed on the cal-

cu1ating agent: 'If e:tlculiltl\:.n h,Y capitalistsdoes have an 

tJt'fectivity then thp, capltaLIst c:·.nnot be reducerj to the personi

fication of capi tal' (2 j). AecorJ in·s to thi8 VIew economic cal-

r 
culation WJ 11 have determinate 80ci<.] conditions of existence in law, 

politlcs, culture etc., but such conditions do not constitute the 

totali ty ('structured w domlnanCE:') whereby M!lrxi~m conceives action 

and calculation as a pel'80rllflciltlon of the agents clas8 location. 

Thut view equally appJ 1(-;8 to tbe pul it ical, legal, cuI tural or 

ideologlcal practIc98 ot' soelill agent!]. 

In consequence 01' t (;10 c1eni.al of class essentlall.sm, Cutler et a1 

use a partlcul&r formula to defHltl cla<lses, for we are told that 

'classes are categoI'lt:ls 01' econonlic a,gents,(24). NOwcBspite the fact 

that a coherent and consistent clefinition of class is obviously 

crucial for a text WhICh gIves ~rlorlty to the 'problems of class 

relations', tbis formula turns out to be something of an enigma. 

Ini tially it is said that c 11lssical Marxism i tselt' conceives classes 

in this way (25~ut this is cleClrly impossHle. Marx uses the term 

'category' to convey preci~ely the opposite meanin~ from that put 

forward here. For M:,rx wdiVlduals 'are the personifications of 

economic categories, embodiments of particular class relations and 

(26) class interests' • In this case, class does constitute a 'category', 

but that category compnses a 'structure' which oetermines the nature 

of all social relatiom, ('economIc determination in the last instance') 

and accounts for ;.11 of the speCIfIC actions of particular agents. 

Thus, capitalists are a personifIcation of that 'category' called 

the capitalist class. 
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The utilisatIon at' the ciitef'l:Or,Y furlllula by Cutler et al turns 

out to ir,volvt: a dIrect rehuttaJ ur :"uch Cl conception of social 

agency. ',[here Milrx I'Pgards c;,tegl>rlH; of classes as fundamental 

socio-political agf~r,t[', ttw.y Ut;e the term in a quite different sense. 

,F'ar from impl.y lng clas,s-ai"\8IJCY, the term 'ei-ltegory' serves as a 

dlrect denial of It. It IH b~c~uHe cl~sses comurise specific 

categories of itgetltt; ttwt tlw\er,Y spec1flcJty and irreducibility of 

their action ;, nd cieCH110n can bt, iJ;uitl'anteed. It'or Cutler et al it is 

specific econoullc i1~tlCJ Lt; uf f,JUtistJtiSlUn wld separation which act and 

take decisions. The classes into which such agents are 'categorised' 

serve as UIHre repoSl tOr! et3 whpreln tbey are contained. It is not the 

class WhICh hi-ltl etTt:::ctlvlty HI formu1atIng action and decision, but 

the speoific agent. 'Hid itt-i 1:;oCHil condItions ofacistence. 

But once tillS :i tl :tdml t ted the pertinence of the concept of 

'class relatIons' cH3 a kWlC 'prublem' for analysis and 'starting 

point for tlOCli-dlst ~'ulltlC:d cl-ilcul:1tlon' become dubious', Classes 

we are told, lire chteKOrl8S of' :lKents, hut in a very real sense the 

term 'category' IH lfltt:I,ded tu convey nothing at all. The category 

formula serves to dOilY thtl ... j'fectlvity of class lit the level of 

social action WhllHt !'(drrlrllilng 11 ;.1:.1 the cerltral problem of 

socialist politlcs. rhtl Imposslhll1ty of this combination of views 

leads Cutler et cd to be contwually ambiguous in their theorisation 

of the object 'class relations'. For~ample, despite its strictures 

about Marxism's denwl of the speclflcity of agents in its concep-

.' (27) tual~satlon of classes the text still continues to make reference 

to the 'structure of economic class relations' (28). PreCisely what 

this means in the context of an argument which entirely rejects 

'structural deterrnwa tlOn " is unclear. A further example sites the 

problem more exactly. It is s/(id that 'economic class relations 
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presuppose tht~ eXlt:; teLce of pol i tieal struggles whose outcome has 

differentIal uf'fuct:; ,'Cl the precl::w relatIons of the classes or 

particular Ci1t8g01'1t:d ,,1' :.igt~ntb wlthIn them ••• ,(29). This comment 

signifies theimi;l v;, 1 er,ce of the 'category' formula. Are .class 

rela tions tu ht~ concel vncl as nd'i tions between 'classes' or are they 

simply relatloTls het"wer. determinate economic agents? If the former, 

then tbe 'Cc: tt!Ko I',Y' 1'0 rrnll) a 1.~3 r{-,dundan t: if the latter, and if' no 

et'fectl.vity IS tu h, :,Lt:lCtJod tu ttw term 'class' in the deterolination 

of' actIon, tllOl, tb,: t LtJl'111 Hi redundant. 

The emploYlllen t of' the 'cutegory' formula is therefore intended 

to deny cluss-i".;;ency. hu t the ver,Y retention of the 'problem of 

class re1;1 t lon~ I hit~ tt, lmply some sort of d'fecti vi ty to the concept 

vis-a-vis thEl 1 .. gl)llt, Lll:lt occupy places in the 'class structure' or 

be meanlnKle:::;s, Orlt! C,llIl1ut ~11"ulti1neously give 'class relations' 

discurSlve priorIty In socIalIst political calculation and deny 

these relatlOns eI'I'ectlVl.ty Hl economic, political hnd ideological 

practice. 'Class rf:latlons' as d concept is meaningless unless it 

is able to desll{rJate clusses as agents. Indeed, this conclusion 

has to follow r rani the way that Cutler et al tpemselves' (qUi te rightly) 

theorise the concept at" ;gent as a locus of social action in a social 

relation, erupha.S1.81ng the lnterdependence of the two: tThe inter-

dependence of the concepts of'{!lgent and social relation ensures 

that no concel-itu;, Ilflb t torl of ont-; is possible without at least some 

implicit conceptualisatl.on of the other,(30). I 
The discursive prlOI'l tlsinK of class relations in sociali t 

politics reafflrnls the wterdepeudence of this concept with that of 

class-agency despite the authors' attempts to deny that interdependence 

in the 'category' formula. The fact is then, that if one wants to 

retain the.cr~tique of structural determination and class essentialism 

and adopt an analysiS of' 80clal agency in terms of conditions of 
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existence, onc, Cid no t :11,;0 r"tH. HJ t,h~ concept of class relations. 

If the specl!,,(:lt,Y I,'" ':(H,lll!IIC, p(,jlticnl :cmd ideuloglClal calculation 

and pructIC(' I: 11, I'I'I~'!" Is,'d. chn concept of class relations becomes 

UTJtenable ,W it ';lill'tlt,t" pulnt' lor 130ciulist politIcs. Despite the 

provision ut' il I' ., .... UI·uL.::- set of cuncepts for the denial of class-agency 

and the rt=lClJrl\:Ll~J LLu.] 1 ;ii: t 1 01, 01' sucIal agp.nts/relations, Cutler fet al 

in retaHJlr'i' LLt) CU!iliu;,t 01' class relations, are forced then to make 

'at 1eC-l::Jt illJ!III' Illll)'lClt (~UljCl~i'tuallsutlon of the other'. 

The tb(;oru t 1(::"] l..!urU,,:UelICtl3 or this retention of a conception 

of class-agency ,-,re :>t;cr mo:>t clei,rly In the authors' attempt to 

address tbe protlll~.;, 01' 'rtJC1uctlorllsm'. Cutler et a1 consider one 

of the centrltl prlldt:!IIt; of 1~'rxI~illl to be th;;t of' reductionism and in 

Bome respuct~ thtJ dOWlr.:.r.t rroblem ur the text concerns the question 

of the cor'rect thL(~l'lJ;d,IOr; 01' thtJ 'clBas-polltlcs relation'. In 

the AuthorA' Vlf:W, tt,,, pr(lt.lelll of I't;(juctionlsm in classical MarxisJJI 

economic agent~. clnd :If' poll tIeal forces WI th a non reductionist 

, t' 1 ' (j 1 ) concept1on 0 po ItlCS • Two pOInts need to be made here. In 

the first place. lt1t WJ IlI(Tt)l,v ub~H'rve that since Marxlsm does not 

conceive classes a::; 'ca tcr;"O l'les' HI the seriSe Intended here, such a 

view of reductionlfJIII Crlr,rJot stl'1ctl,v be attrJbuted to Marxism. 'l'he 

second issue is however. much wure important. What needs to be 

considered bere it; nit) COllse'luence of the adoption of the 'category' 

formula of class for the llues t ion of '['eductionism'. Let us begin by 

assuming for argulllents Snke thu t ~lasses ~ 'categories of economic 

agents' (Le. that thn formula actually has a coherent meaning). For 

that matter, let us eVt<n assume t.hHt MarXIsm conceIves cla8::~es in 

thiS sense. 'llhat then :, re the e (fects of these assumptions for the 

poSlng of ",nd resoluti on to the probl em of reduc ti on ism'? With 
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rega.rd to ttlll\ I~HUtJ. UHt ilulhorF ~~u,.;gest n general proposition is 

'If classes are conceived 

as categorIes of econOllll.C aet,ent then they cannot also be conceived 

as political or cultural agents,(J2). 

But I~ the lIght of what hus been said already this proPoTition 

is decidedly JJtlCUllar, for what the category formula has soughi to 

establish 18 prEJcHkly thtl fact that classes are not agents at all. 

To paraphrase th8 ,.hove oroposition - 'If classes are conceived as 

categories of economic agent, then they cannot be conceived as agents 

and in conseauanC8. the 'oroblem of reductionism' cannot arise'. The 

posing of the probl elll of reductionism in the context of the 'category' 

formula is therefore a non seqUItur. If classes are 'categories of 

agents' there 18 no 'problem of reductionism'. 

It thereforA ful lows from whut has been said that the authors' 

contInued Involvement wltb the question of reductionism arises because 

of thelr retentl.On ot' tile problem of CLiSS relations. Their decisiori 

to attach dlscurHlve prIority to that prohlem has the effect of conjuring 

up a necessary conception ot' class-agency. The 'problem of 

reductionism' can then be resolved by distancing political and 

ideological agents from class-agents. 

Indeed there is more to it than this, for it is evident that the 

adoption of an lmplicit conception of class-agency signals a partial 

recall of the problemrltic at' society as 'totality'. That this is the 

case can be shown hy indicating the proposed solution to the problem 

of reductionism. ThIS solution amounts to the attempt to esta~lieh 

'the field of pOll tlCS Itself' CB). by rigorously demarcating politics 

from class relatIons. ln effect. the specIfIcit,y of political 

agents/relatIons is ,JchIeved by an insistence upon their demarcation 

as phenomena. Anything less than such a demarcation between politics 

and economic class relations leads in the authors' view to 

reductionism. The solution to that problem is therefore to replace 
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the classical Marxist; emphasis on the 'correspondence' or 'relative 

correspondence' of the two spheres, with 'non correspondence' -

'relative autonomy' w1th 'autonomy'; 

'There is no necessary general correspondence betweeneconomlc 

clas~es and the forces artlculated in polIt1cal struggle. This 

general non correspondence does not eXClude the possibility of 

specific relations,(J4). 

ApHrt frolll 1.110 !:lOlllltrl tic l!UII t"Lw 1 ()tI /ll'OlltlrJ t,od hore - tho OqUH 1. ion 

ut' '11U IlIJUUIHHiL'y UlJ!'I'UIJI'lJI,dUl'''''' W' 1.I, '1"";tHHl/ll'y IIDIl UUI'!·uttPUIIJtlIIU." -

which may be ignored for present purposes, it is clear that this 

solution amounts to a simple reversal of the Marxic:;c position; 

politics is not determined, 1t is autonor::ous. But to pose the problem 

of politics in this manner is slmply to re-enter the domain of 

circulari t,Y and speculation WhlCh the conceptual structure of 

'Marx's Capltal and Capital1sm Today' has done 80 much to break down, 

ThlS aolutlOn merely readopts problems and proposl tions which have 

already been, at least potentially superseded elsewhere in the text. 

In particular. claims concerning the autonomy of the 'field of 

politics' have no place in a discourse which proposes to 'argue 

that the connections between economic, political and cultural 

relations and practices must be conceptualised not in terms of 

determination and causality but rather in terms of conditions of 

existence and the forms in which they may be reallsed,(35). Yet what 

we are confronted with is a false dichotomy: '8i ther econo'msm or 

the non correspondence of political forces and roonomic classes, ••• '(36) 

Such a conception of the problems of political calculation is 

however, only f'easlble in a discourse WhlCh continues to pursue the 

objective of correctly ldentifying 'general-causal' mechanisms 

('no necessary general correspondence'). That polic,), is itself 

contineent upon a theory of politics which poses political questions 
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wi thin a frumewo rk o!' ! SOCHl ty as total i ty'. For it is only because 

of ~ assumption th:.t the 'cLass-politics relation' (the relation

ship between twu fJt!ldH/ It!velH uf the twcIal totality) can be posed 

as a problem and 'ilntl-rt~ductl()nlSm' be presented as a general 

solution to it. 

In the hst reRort. Cutler et al are forced back into a position 

which simply turns CLISSIcctl Marxiem on its head. But the novel ty 

of this new 'generul' solution npart, their continued containment 

within the problernntlc of the 'class-politics relation', in no way 

resolves the problems of' speculativeness and incoherence which their 

own analysIs shows suc~ 'general' theories to exhibit. Despite the 

real value of theIr theoretical endeavours, what this particular part 

of theIr analysIs I;roduc~s l~ an lncoherent solution (the establish

ment of tn8 'fIeld' or r:OhtICS) to a false problem (the correct 

analysis of the clw3s-poll hcs relntion). 

In sum, 1 t has been seen thil t the :1I0St rigorous attempt so far, 

to deal with 'reductlonlsm' and the 'class-politics relation' proves 

unsuccessful. Whereas the autbors' theoretical rejection of the 

conception of soci~d forma tlOn aR 'totah ty' should lead to a super

oession of those problems, theIr decision to retain the class conoept 

as central to theIr Dolltlcal project cnuses them to re-enter the 

domain of epl~telllo luKY. onto 10gy, cau::;al i t.y and relative determination. 

For once the concept ot' class relations is adopted, two consequences 

follow. In the first place. sane effectivity has to be granted to 

olasses vis-a-vis the a ctlons and deCISIons of occupants of places 

in the class structure: in short one re-enters the debate on the 

relative structural determInatIon of action. In the second plaoe 

and following on from thiS, such ef'fectivity has to imply some minimal 

quality of class unIty. Once this view is adopted, ol~ss beoomes one 

element in the overall uni t.y that comprises the social totality. It 
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is then but Il short step to beIng obliged to distance the level of 

claSH reLa tic)(JS from tt/a t of pOll tics and ideology. Whether in 

resol ving tlU~3 'lues tlon one chooses to propose a relation of priority 

between suct] levels, or not, the fact remains that such a position 

reproduces aLlOt' tilt) problems WIllCh Section 'fwo has shown to be 

associated WIth the Vlew of SOCIcty as 'totality' 

DespIte the fact that a considerable amount of the theoretical 

work presen ted by Cut I er et a1 provides a rigorous basis for 

formulating Ii cuherent SOCWllst political theory, it has been 

suggested here, t hel t, con t rar,Y to the authors' view, the concept 

of 'economIC class relations' does not constitute an adequate starting 

point for soclalult pOll tIcal calculation. The class concept fails 

to provide il mf~ilW., for Rna 1 vsing social and political agents/relations 

a fact which has been estahllshed in Chapters Six and Seven. Oddly 

enough, .:wen the mos t conventional Marxist texts give tacit recognition 

of this fact. After illl, what more is Miliband's attempt to conc~ive 

class oonfl1ct as a 'metaphor' than to recognise (even if that 

recognit~on is subverted by 'economic primacy') th~t political 

confllcts h.ve specifIc orKi,nisat~orl81, cultural, legal and other 

cond~tionB of aostence? In ttus respect, the term 'meta.phor' serves 

much the Hame purpoHu for Mill tJilnu, as the 'category' formula does 

for Cutler et 111. In each oa.se, a term functions to justify the 

retention of a concept (class), the validity of which has been 

implicitly (Miliband) or expliCItly (Cutler et al.) called into 

question. 

Once the theoretical proposltions of the materialist co~ePtion 
of politics are disputed serious repercussions follow for the 

concept of clasB. In the absence of materialist ontology and 

teleology, both the view that classes are the essential agents of 
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social reI c' t Ions :lnci the View t ha t social practice. is structurally 

determIned (tc' ,10lllf' IIJUf'.f or' ].!,;S definable degree) in accordance 

with capItalIst luws of rr.otlon, b';comes untenable. But without 

these theoretlC[J I bus, s ror Cl conceptlon of class-agency, the 

concept of class f'Rlatl0ns becomes Impossible to sustain, for that 

concept is rooarllng let5s unless it IS able to designate classes as 

effective soclcd aKl'lnts. One is left then, with no alternative but 

to deny ull cura':tlptlllllti of Ci:':3tl 81313entiulism, however limited or 

circurnacrl bed, and to jJursue an analysis of specific social and 

pol~tical cgents/reJutlOns, Ul accordance with the posing of definite 

political problems. 

Cutler At al prOVIde sorre of the theoret ical means for pursuing 

such a form of analYSIS, wltLout recognising the impossibility of 

the concept of class reliJ.tl::'I'S wbich they eeek to retain. What they 

do provide however, is suffic lent conceptual clarification tor the 

anal:l;.;is of SOCIal agency In general and economic agency in p4rticular(37). 
I 

to suggest that, apart from anything else, the concept of class 

relations Hi thoroughly Hladequate as a basis for socialist theoretical 

analysis. Indeed. tins much has already been suggested in the three 

previous chapters. fI'or acample, Chapter Five has indicated that 

'possession' il:l subject to a variety of specific influences and 

variations; it may be the object of resistance from 'separated' 

agents over the questlon of the exact parameters of possession, and 

the conflicts of Interest between 'possessing' agents, rules out 

the possibility of homogeneity wlthin p0'3session. The~me sort of 

examples can be appl10d to tbe concept of 'separation' itself. 

E%amples apurt, tht:lllllportunt POint i::l ttwt unce the\ariability 

of 'possesAlon/llepllrlltlon' i~ rHO()t{tllIHld, the class ooncept beoomes 
r 

inadequate as a basis for accountlng for differences in the possible 
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forms of age!, ts of possesslon/separation that may be identified 

in any econolllY. After all, the concept of class is predominantly 

concerned wlth denylng such varlability, by homogenising EConomic 

and social agents Into relatIvely unlfied, politically effective 

forces. 

It h6H ~lso been ~hown 1n Chapters Six and Seven that the class 

concept cannot provIde it basls for the analysis of 

institutlOtlS, Orl~f1nlH;lt1ons iJnd pructices. But it 

POli tical r 
may be said, 

cnn anI' not. ina::cordiUlen WIth Ulf,CTiterion of 'diRcursive primaoy' 

revive ttJt: concept or cl:tHS in a more limi tad sonse? ,li'or example, 

both Przewor~lki and Gutl er et al problematise Marxist assumptions 

about claBs unity and class formation, yet retain the concept in 

specific ways. J'rzeworski sees socialis t poli ticsl practice as 

effective only in so f~r as it i~ able to mobilise popular classes 

around soc11.11 1St poll tlCid lOisues. Vespi te their considerable 

difference from IJrzewor~·;ki' H Ifi' ter 1i.l1i8 tlC analysis, Cutler et a1 

also appear to Leave open tho POSSi blll ty 0 I some minimal form of 

class practlce - one where clnss com~osition and definition are 

dependent on sOJ/le determluate form of socla1 ist polltical ideology. 
r 

What they suggest in thlS case, is that 'the composition of classes, 

the nature of agents involved, nnd the interests ~hey articulate are 

not given,(8)but may be formed. 

But again, this limited utilisation of the class concept, does 

not avoid the problem that, once defined by political theory, such 

classes and interests must have effectivity. Such a proposition 

cannot square with the attempt to pose social relations as specific, 

irreducible and subject to the effects of determinate conditions of 

existence. Towards this end, it has heen suggested, above all else 

here, that the main prHcondition of a coherent soclalist theory is 

not the resolution of the 'problem of reductionism' as generations 
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of Marxists hove aSHuln,:d, tlU t ttlt! r(~.Ject lon of the terms on which 

that 'prohlel/J' rfl:d::. .nl"t t, l' Itlv"lv,':: 1:3 Cl rerusal to pose 

socialism al3 :, t'leG r.l :"(;:' N~d tu I Ltl" eOL' ree t '·lJid,Ysl.s of the class

poli tics rel:l tlon'. ~Ul!h '1 reh t ion has to be dispensed wi tb as 

a meaningful oroblefll r'u l' :,HlI·1y~as. 'rbi~, in turn necessitates a 

thoroughgoi rIg re,lPct lOrt l)t' ttw ,.~ t-lserl t la 1 concents that comprise 

the two sides of th:,t dlcbotolll,y. 

This G!t;lrd.l~r hhS <it",l t 1/1 :;(II~II' detail witb the concept of 

clUBS and ln p"rt',cul',r with '.Hlt:! ·d.t.empt. to problematise it in a 

rigorous fa~lZli()n, Whilst retuinHl~ it 38 an object of analysis~ It 

has baen shown th;tt this vinw i:; Illlpossihle to sustain. Tho concept 

of class cannot provide 'the ~tnrting pOlnt of socialist political 

calculation '. It should hi! ObVI0U~) howevor that one could equally 

approach the ljlw:;tJtm ,'rolll the oth(~r side, by oalling into question 

the concept of' polltlCf; 'l~~ :1 'field', 'snhere' 'inHtance' or 'level', 

havin,'T r.t h()mo,rf-~tle()us, hl)Undtd fJrm ;md <l ·iefinahle general rel:'tionship 

to cl,gss rel"ltiom'l :,nd pra,~tice<;. It i:, obvious from ilhat has been 

said in Chupter Su, Lh,'!L that Het of assumptions is precisely what 

characterises the !4;irXlan V1HN of' the state. It'or Marxism the state 

is not defined by reference to any legal, social or other conditions 

of existence. Indeed, it is defined by a\l.iriable number of elementa, 

homogeneously structured and politically unified, whose function is 

to reproduce, w teleological form, a given set of social relations. 

In its classical Marxian gUlse the concept 'state', like the 

concept 'class', serves to~ny the specificity of social r~lations, 

the analysiS of which is a necessary starting pOint for socialist 

political calculation. 

The criticism of the classical Mal'xi"t view of the cons ti tut ion 

of poli ticul lnteres it> cwd ldeolo~let3 presented in Chapters Five, 



Six and Seven, hiW tu l:llj_dy :1 (!<llilp:"ttdy new approach to soci9.lIist 

political calculatlOn, Ull(' whl,~n rucognise8 the eft'ectivity of the 

condltions or producllun cll' ",Il::1 ltjt<)I'u~tt3 and which re~ards 

political outcOIOH~ as :;uh.lt~ct tu the eft'flcts of these and other 

social cond i t ions. h.' 1 I t l;:il lr~ t I" 1'2,; t~; ,HId practices have, in short, 

to be regarded as rleter::1l71il te ~:3ubject tc) t!le relative effects of 

specific soclal C()IIdltlOns) rid,her thanloLerrained ('relatively' or 

othorwi~e). /'Olltll:.,l 17jt"f'f~Ht,;- :,I'" 1101, intiHrollt in 'classes',_ nor 

in those's ta te' a up:: l'-,lu~;c's wtJ, ch ilre :~ald to twcessarily reproduce 

the structure of cl :IHS rehtlons. "tw,Y ;Ire constltuted in the 

practices of a Vi:irlet.y of budie:, -trld organisations, institutions 

and groups Clnd it is no more neces~lary to conceive these bodies as 

'apparCituses' of some esse:Jtlally umfled 'state', than it is helpful 

to -reduce specific agents of po,;session or ::;epur1:1tion to elelOOnts of 

I classes'. 
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way that it is expedient to assign ~ome manRr.~r~ to 'cap1tRl' 

and some to the 'new middle cla!'!s'. The legi timacy of thi s 

view of politics will be discussed in Chapter Seven. 

60. See Cutler et aI., 1977, p.148 ff, and Hirst, 1979, n.lOl. 

61. Communist Party of Great Britain, 1978, p.20. See al!'!o 

Miliband, 1969, pp.35-6; Barnn and Sweezy, 19RR, 0.46; 

8lackburn, 'The New Ca!litali!'!m', p.lf!7. 

62. See in particular Bettelheim, 1976, p.68 ff; Poulantzas 

1975, pp. 18-19; Althusser and 8alibar, 1975, p.21~ ff. 

'Real economic ownership' corresponds roughly to what has ~o 

far been termed 'possession' in this cha!Jter, though wi th 

certain qualifications, at least two of which are of crucial 

importance. Firstly, 'real economic ownership' is always 

subject to poli tical challenge Ilnd depends upon the achi~v(,l'1pnt 

of relevant political conditi"ns for its maintenance. 

Secondly, it always has legal conditions of existence. Some 

of these matters will be raised in the re1!l8ineier of this 

chapter. 

f!3. See, for example, De Vroey, 1975, p.3 ff. 

64. Marxists inVAriably equate the two. See, for examnle Braverman, 

1974, pp. 25R-9; Carchedi, 1977, pp. 161-2 etc" and 

especially Wright, 1978, p.76, Table 2.9, where 'legal ownershi!l 

of capital' Is equated with 'stock holdinr,'. Cf. Cutler 

et aI., 1977, p.155: 'Shareholders do not own capital, rather 

they lend money at interest to a capital'. Sharet1oltlinp, in 

other woreis, is a title to wealth under certain cAndttions 

not 'a condi tion of p09ses!'Iion. 

65. PoulantzAA, 1975, p.120, makes this point very clearly, even 

though In other respects he is in error: 

' ... it is not necessary for a banking group to hold the 

majority of the share capital o~ (a) firm (legal ownership) 

nor even to hold any. It i8 often sufficient for the bankin~ 
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group simply to be selective in it~ financinp, and to 

differentiate in credit conditions, given the specific 

circumstances of the flow of profit, for it to imnose its 

real control on the as~ignment of the mean~ of production nnd 

the allocation of resources by this enterprise'. 

What Poulantzas ignore~ however, is that possession always 

has some legal conditions of existence and these are not 

merely 'legal fictions'. 

66. Colletti, 1972, p.98. 

67. The view expressed here, and in Chanter Two, contrasts sharryly 

with writers such as Scott, w~o denies that the corporation 

constitutes an agent of possession: 

'legal forms cannot have effective possession because they 

cannot act'; Scott, 1979, p.33. 

68. Indeed, the problem is not peculiar to capitalist relations of 

production. The problems of HaTxism's conflation of economic 

agent and individual together with its denial of the effectivity 

of t~e law reappear 1n Rettelheim'~ analysis o~ the Soviet 

Union. Bettelheim recognises that in the Soviet Union the 

enterprise is the agent of possession and that such agency 

is legally ratified. However, he addresses himself to the 

following question: 

'beyond the apnearance of legal subjects, 'who' (that is 

to say what category of agents) is effectively in possession 

of the means of production'? RettelheiM, 1976, pp. 82-3, 

emphaSis added. 

The pRrallel with Colletti, is strikinp,. It appears that 

there is a necessary essence (human subjects) befiind the 

appearance (legal forms). This view of an essential ap,ency, 

coupled with a fetishised/superstructural conception of legal 

forms is confirmed when Bettelheim considers the possibility 

of the reappearance of capitalism in the Soviet Union. It ls 
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argued that the systeM of enterprises consti tlltes a forl'l of 

existence of capitalist relations of oroduction under soci a] ; st 

social relations. This raises the nosstbiltty of the 

restoration of economic exploitation by those who control 

the means of oroduction. In effect, for Rette1heil'l, the 

possibility of the restoration of capitalisM in the Soviet 

Union demands a category of human subjects with the oapaci ty 

to exploi t. Hence, managers, administrators, etc, consti tute 

a 'state bourgeoisie'. This is merely another version of 

the posing of the problem of the 'class position of managers' 

69. De Vroey, 1975, p.4. 

70. ibid., p.6. 

71. Wright, 1978, Chapter 2. 

72. Pou1antzas, 1975, Part 2. 

73. ibid., p.107. 

74 . i bid., pp. 146 - 7 . 
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CHAPTER SIX; REFERENCES AND NOTES 

1. Lenin, 1964, p.366. 

2. Engels regards 'The ClaRR StruggleR in Fr'lnce' 118 f;1,E! BrAt Attromrd .,tq 

material1 st analysis of contemporary history. Such a materi al i ~ t 

analysis involves: 

' ... tracing political conflicts back to the strup,gles betwepn 

the existing social classes and fractions of classes created by .. 

economic development and (proving) the narticular political 

~arties to be more or less adequate oolitical exryressions of 

these sal'1e classes and fractions of classes'. F.nge1s, 'Introduct j on' 

to 'The Class Struggles in France, 1848-50, p.187. 

3. This calls into question those many texts which set out with ~reRt 

determination and a generous sryrinkling of quotations from Marx's 

political writings to show that Marxism is not a crude 'economism'. 

See, for example, Swingewood, 1975, especially Chapter n. Other 

writers concoct different Means of avoiding the real problem. 

Hil1band makes a distinction between ~'arxists who 'exaggerate' 

the autonomy of poli tics and those who 'underestimate' it, 

without conSidering the legitimacy of either view; Miliband, 1977, 

p.83. 

4. See Draper, 1977, p.7l. 

5. ~~Rrx and F.ngels, 'The Gerl"lRn Ideolo~y', ry.24. 

6. Lenin, writing before most Aocio10gical theortes of the state were 

formulated is entirely dismissive of those theories which rest upon 

' ... a few nhrases borrowed from Spencer or Mikhailovsky, by 

referrinr, to the r,rowiny, complexity of social 11 fe, the dtf:ferenti Rti on 

of functions, and so forth'. Lenin, 1970, (c), ~.ll. 

7. Engels, 'Origin of the Family. Private Property' and the State, 

p. 289. 

8. Engels, 'Socialism. Utopian and Scientific', ~.138. See also ~arx, 

19 74, ( b), p. 791 . 
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9. ~'arx and Engels, 'The ('jerman IdeoloRY', p.40. 

10. Engels 'Ori~in of the Family, Private Property and the State, n.?Rq, 

11. Harx and Enr,e Is, 'The German J deolop.;y " p. 3n . 

12. Engels, 1975, p.332. 

13. Harx and Engels, 'The German Ideolo~', p.35. 

14. Marx and Engels, 'Manifesto of the Communist Darty' pp. 110-11, 

15 . i bid., !l. 99 . 

16. Lenin, 1970, (c), !l.15. 

17. Marx, 'Letter to Weydemeyer', p.528. 

18. See Lenin, 1970, (b), p.42. The same view is expressed by Trotsky: 

'Parliament has become an instrument of fAlsehood, deception, 

violence, an enervating talk-shoo ... The centre o~ vravtty of 

political life has been completely and finAlly remove~ beyond 

the confines of parlianent'. Cited in Hod~son, 1977, 0.142. 

19. Lenin, 1970, (b), p.71. 

20. See, for example, EnRels claim that: 

'On the whole, the economic Movement r,ets its way, but it also 

has to suffer reactions from the political movement which it itself 

established and endowed with relative independence'. En~els, 'Letter 

to Schmidt, p.686. 

21. This domination by a single f7action o~ canital obviously be~s the 

question of Marx's comrnittment to concepts such as 'relative 

autonomy' and 'power bloc' As expounded by contemporary authors. 

Indeed, there would seem to be several dubious claims with respect 

to the relationship of Pfarx's political writings And some of the 

conclusions which exponents 01 the 'relative autonomy' thesis 

attach to them. See, for example, Poulantzas, 1973 (b), 90. 23n-7. 

where the author desperately tries to show that r1arx's clai", that 

the Parliamentry Republic in France was one in which 'both factions 

could maintain equal power' really constitutes a h1'dden re"'erence 

to the hegeJ'llOny of onc fraction within the power bloc. The 

resent discussion is however concerned nei ther wi th P'arx' s 



consistency, nor wIth that of commentators unon hin, but with 

showing the 'sources' of the Harxian view of 'relative independence' 

of the state. The consistency of that position IS another matter 

entirely. 

::!2. Marx, 'The Clul:il:i Strugglel:i in France, 1848-50', p.251. 

23. ibid., p.212. 

24. Marx, 'The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte', pp. 484-5. 

25. Marx, 'The Civil War in France', p.470. 

26. For commentary on thIS, l:ie~ Poulantzas, 1973, (b), p.183j Draper, 

1977, p. 321 f f . 

27. See, for example, Miliband, 1977, p.~7 and Draper, 1977, p.328, who 

in hIS account of En~els' view of the Bismarckian state claims: 

'The autonomy ... WUl:i l:itrlctly relative. For its success was 

conditIonal on the fact that its policy was really in the basic 

interests of the ruling classes and that this fact could be 

demonstrated before too long' 

~H. Marx and En~els, 1975, p.l12. 

~!J. Marx and E11I;ell:i, 'The German Ideology', p.77. 

:iO. Engtds, 'Origin of the Family. Private Property and the State', p,290. 

:u. En Rtd l:i, tU 7:>, p. 330 . 

32. Mlliband, 1~7j, p.HH. 

33. Mlllband, 1~77, p.5:>. 

34. Lenin, 1~70, (b), pp. n, 75. 

35. HollowliY and Plcclotto, (eds), 1975, eS1)ec1ally 'Introduction' j 

Holloway and Picciotto, 1977, pp. 76-101 j Holloway and Picciotto, 

1976j HollowliY, 197~. 

36. This is, of course, a quite separate consideration from whether 

particular authors are 'materialist' in Holloway and Picct.ttQ's sense, 

that is, whether they base their analysis of the state on 'C~pttal'. 

From the viewpoint of this work that question is secondary, though 

whuther distinctions can be rIgorously drawn between .uthors Gn 

th1a baais, is rather more' open to question than they suc~st. 



:17. Though Poulantzas' analysis owes some debt to that of r.ramsci nu 

attempt is made to discuss the latter's work in this chapter, 

despite its influence on contemQorary discussions of politics and 

the state. There are two major reasons for this. Firstly, most 

of the pertinent questions about state theory can be raised by 

concentrating on the debate which has been prominent in 

British Marxian circles in recent years - that between 'Pouluntziuns' 

and 'State Derivationists' - and it has been decided to restrict 

discussion to these. Secondly, it should become apparent that' 

Gramsci's position is subject to the same general problems as 

those discussed elsewhere in this chapter. In particular Gramsci, 

no less than Poulantzas, would subscribe to the view of the 

social formation as a 'complex totality', comprisin~ an 'ensemble 

of social relations', with the state as 'unity'. 

'Structures and superstructures form an 'historical bloc'. 

That is to say the complex, contradictory and discordant ensemble 

of the superstructures is the reflection of the ensemble of the 

social relations of production'. 

Gramsci, cited in Buci-Glucksmann, 1980, p.278. 

It is the very conception of society as 'ensemble' which, In fact, 

enables Gramsci to produce certain basic concepts, notably that 

of 'bloc'. In the case of the latter, for example, Boggs' comments 

'It was a construct that linked history and politiCS, structure 

and superstructure within an ensemble of ideas and socl.l.relations', 

Boggs, 1976. P .I:H. The conception of society as 'complex totality' 

is criticised in the remainder of this chapter, and in Chapters 

Seven and Eight. 

J~. Poulantzas, 1975, p.24. 

J9. ibid., p.164. See also Poulantzas, 1976, 9.71 and 1978, pp. 129-132. 

This relationshi~ of 'expression' is represented tn a variety of 

terms in Poulantzas' work, among which are the following; 



'condensation', 1973, (b), 0.45; 1975, pp. 159, 161; 1976, D.71, 

1978, p.27: 

'crystallisation' . 1975, p.78; 197R, 0.131: 

'concentration' , 1978, p.27: 'incarnation', 1978, p.27: 

'materia1iRation' , 1978, ~p.27, 45: 

40. Pou1antzas, 1976, p.73. 

41. See especially ibid., which 'corrects' the previous errors of DoulantzRs. 

1973, (b). hy plarinr, PT'lph!'lRiR on 'class strur,g1p' rathpr thAn 

'state npparntusps' . 

42. Poulantzas, 1975, p.9R. 

43. Poulantzas, 'The Problem of the Ca!,ital1st State', p.247; 1973, (h), 

p.255 ff; 1975, !J.164. 

44. PoulantzaR, 'The Problem of the Capitalist Statp', p.24R. See also 

1973, (b), p.44. 

45. Pou1antzaR, 1976, p.71. See also, 1973, (b), p.2!'l6, and 197!'l. p.l)7 

46. Pou1antzas, 1975, 0.98. 

47. Poulantzas, 1978, p.135. For the concept of 'nertlnent effects' 

see also 1973, (b), pp. 79 ff; 237-8 etc. an~ 197!'l, p.160. 

48. Poulantzas, 1978, p.32. PoulantzRs finds it npcessarv to argue 

(see especially 1973 (b), pp.255 ff, 264, 288-9 and 1978, pp. 131-3) 

that the state exhibits both a 'relative autonomy' and a 'specific 

internal unity' thou~h the relatlonship hetwepn the two is clearly 

problematiC. The ~o9tulate of 'unity' is necessRry, in PoulantzRs' 

view, to counter the 'pluralistic' views of the state which see it 

as a set of institutions to be 'parcelled out'. But Poulantzas 

recognises that such a postulate casts doubt on the 'relative 

autonomy' of the state. His solution is to rpgard the state 8!'1 

a unity under the dominance of a 'rOWPT bloc', thour,h it is shown 

below that that solution is unsatisfactory. 

49. Poulantzas, 1978, p.74,; 1978, pp.38, 131. 

50. Pou1antzas, 1978, p.54. Compare the view expressed in 1978, p.73, 

that any attempt to designate institutions as the field of 



application of 'power' is synonymous with 'structuralism'. 

51. Pou1antzas, 1978, pp.45 and 148. It Is significant that when 

Poulantzas discm'!ses an or~anlsational aspect of statf' strllctllr .... 

such as the bureaucracy, he defines it via the term 'social 

cate~ory'. This serves the nurnose of defining a rat('~or:v oi' 

agents whose principal role is defined by its nnlitlcaJ

ideological function, but which belongs to classes, PoulantzBs, 

1973, (a), ~.40; 1975, p.23. 

52. Poulantzas, 1978, p.138. 

53. ibid., p.34. 

54. It should be apparent that the theoretical problem indicated here 

parallels that of Weberian arid neo-Weberian concentions of 

power discussed in Chapter Th ree. tn both Wpheri an and /1arxl an 

conditions of production. Rut it Is preCisely the effect of 

determinate conditions which is crucial in enablin~ one to draw 

a distinction between types of power. Without such Il distinction, 

the powers of 1'Itate apparatuse1'l Ilre indistinp:ui1'lhab1e from those of 

parents, priests or traffic wardens. 

55. Poulantzas, 1976, p.73. 

56. Poulantzas, 1973, (8), p.48. 

57. Altvater, 1973, p.99. 

58 . i bid., p. 99 . 

59. ibid., p.100. 

60. Holloway and Picciotto, 1978, p.2l, 

61. Jessop, 1977, p.363. Apart from the erroneous view of caryita1-10~jc's 

!'Ierlt, Jessop's article i1'l otherwise excellent in several res..,ects. 

In particular he shows that Harxian state theory is by no means 

a theoretical unity, but is in fact a 'rag-bar,' o~ varying and often 

inconsistent emphases. This of course, by implication casts doubt 

on those such as Holloway and Picciotto who try to distinguish 
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consistent theoretical positions in Marxism ('poltticism' or 

'economism' etc.). This chantf>r sugP;f>sts that ~farxian statf> tllPllrv 

is often constructed upon a combination of incom!)ntlhlf', inconsjo.;tpnt 

and incoherent theoretical positions ('politictsm' nnrl 'pconoMis~' 

as well as a variety of other 'isms' - 'essentinlism', 'ontololn"isM' 

etc.) . 

62. Hirsch, 'The State ApDaratus and Social Reproductton', p.63. 

63. ibid., p.65. 

64. ibid., p.81 ff. 

65. ibid., p.82. 

66. Gerstenberger, 1976. 

67. Holloway and Picciotto, 1978, p.25. 

68. Hirsch 'The State Apparatus and Social Renroduction', p.8~. 

69. ibid., p.107. 

70. Therf> is a striking similarity between Hir!'tch's analYA1!'! and that of 

Pou1antzas, 1976. In this paper Pou1antzas does make specific 

re ference to the 1aWA of motion of the enn , and i ndE'pd nresents 

an argument whereby the structure of the e~~ nrovides a '~ramework' 

within which the 'concrete form' of relative autonomy is determinpd. 

This corresDonds very closely to the lor,ic/content dlcfiotomy of 

state derivation and to H:lrsch's (!)Wn attempt to 'mediate' between 

thpm. In neithpr caAe however, is that relatlon~hlp coherently 

thporll'1pd. 

71. Hol1oway and Picclotto, 1977, p.76; 1978, p.l. 

72. Holloway and Picciotto, 1977, p. 78. Such' form' analysis· echoes the 

question put forward by Pashukanis: 

'Why does the dominance of a class not continue to be that which 

it is - that is to say, the subordination in fact of one part of the 

popu1 ation to another part? Why doe!'! I t take on the form oi' 0 f fj cl RI 

state domination? Or which Is the SaMe thing, why iA not thp l'I(>chaniAm 

of state conAtralnt created BA the private mechanism of thp dominant 
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class? Why is it dissociated from the dominant class - taking thp 

form of an imoersonal mechanism of public authority isolated from 

society'? Cited ibid., p.79. 

73. Holloway and Picciotto, 1976, p.6. Cf Clarke, ]977, p.3 for whom thp 

'fundamental premise' o! Marxism is that of seeing 'the capital 

relation as principle of the unity of the social formulation'. 

74. The point is most clearly argued in Picciotto, 197~. 

75. Holloway and Picciotto, 1978, p.27. 

76. It is never very clear why Holloway and Picciotto constrter 

'fundamentalism' to be oroble~atic, and it is not without 

significance that they consider an analysis such as Yaffe's to 

be 'simplified' rather than mistaken. All that supposedly 

distinguishes the 'class-historical' view from Yaffe's is the 

doubt that the state can act rationally for canttal, and it haR 

already been shown above that Hirsch's demonstration of this iR 

by no means without its own nroblems. 

77. Holloway and Picciotto, 1977, p.92. Though the pOint will not 

be pursued here, much of Holloway and Picciotto'g analysis depends 

upon their capacity to theorise the class concent in a riROrous 

fashion, since that concept is intended to provide the crucial 

link between 'lo~tc' and 'hi~tory'. The 'slmultaneouA fu~ion' of 

'logic' and 'history' Is made possible by social relation~ 

comprising class relations. In fact the relationshIp between 

'class struggle' as logical necessity and 'class struggle' as 

polt tical practice is never satisfactorily theorised. Indeed, 

there are repeated ambiguities and confusions where accumulation 

is regarded as both 'producer' and 'effect' 01 class conflict, and 

where ultimately the relationship between them is merely reduced 

to a vague notion of 'dialectics'. 

18. ibid., p.93. 

19. Holloway, 1979, 0.7. 
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80. See ibid., p.18 ff, for an elaboration of this type of argument. 

See also, Hol10way and Picciotto, 1977, p.80. 

81. Hol10way, 1979, p.28. 

82. Holloway and Picciotto, 1976, p.4; 1977, p.80. 

83. For a description of the state as 'form-process' see Holloway, 

1979, p.12. Despite attempts to make a distinction between 

'state form' and 'state apparatus' (ibid., p.25) it iA clear 

that the latter can have no real effectivity. It is no less an 

'expression' of the effects of capitalist laws of motion and 

structures than it is for Poulantzas, Al tvater or Hi rsch. Thp 

'state form' has no condition~ of production outside lt8~)f, 

as an aspect of form reproduction: 

'As the relation between classes, the capital relation, rtpvelops, 

so the forms in which the capital relation is expressed develop' . 

ibid., p.9. 

84. Holloway and Picciotto, 1976, p.6. 

85. ibid., p.6. A similar problem arises in the collective work towardA 

which Holloway and Picciotto have contributed, CSE, 1979. H('re 

reference is made to a debate within the group between those 

who wish to attack the 'state form' per se, and those who 

wish to do so through the medium of the labour movement's 

'Alternative Economic Strategy (p.129). The problem is that 

in the context of the 'state form' debate there are no 

t~eoretical grounds for adopting the latter view unless effectivity 

is granted to 'bourgeois forms', thereby calling into question 

the conceptual basis of that argument. 

86. Holloway and Picciotto, 1976, p.4; 1977, p.80; Holloway, 1979, p.2l. 

87. If state theory has to grant a·real effectivity· to state apparatuAeA, 

a whole range of theoretical implications follow. In narticular 

once such effectivity is recognised the easy critiques of 'reformism' 

put forward by all strands of contemporary state theory collapse. 
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That is not to say anything about the merit or lack of meri1 

of particular formR of 'reformist' politics. Only that thrrp 

can be no blanket dismissal of them based upon a coherent 

state theory. 



CHAPTER SEVEN: REFERENCES AND NOTES 

1. Two texts are of particular importance: 

(1) Marx, 'Preface': to 'A Contribution to the Cri tique 

of Political Economy', pp. 503-4, which provides 

the concepts of 'base' and 'superstructure'. 

(U) "'arx, Capital, Volume 1, 1938, pp. 53-4, Note 1, where 

Marx is said to provide a basis for the concepts of 

'determination in the last instance' and 'domination' 

2. Marx, 1974 (b), p.790. 

3. Engels, 'Socialism, Utopian and Scientific', pp. 124-5. 

4. Marx, n.d. (a), p.195. 

5. Lukacs provides the most extreme example of this view, 

dissolving the problem of or~anisation entirely into that 

of 'class consciousness'. 

'party .... organisation corresponds to a stage in the class 

consciousness of the proletariat .... ' Lukacs, 1971, p.304. 

Although Lukacs serves as an extreme case, the attempt to 

theorise socialist political organisation and practice throup,h 

the concept of class consciousness has been central to 

the Marxi~t project. For an account of some of these 

attempts see OIlman, 1972. 

6. Lukacs, 1971, p. 304 . It is significant that Lenin's work, 

though in no way compatible with that of Lukac8, also 

operates with a concept of 'class instinct'. This, and 

similar conceptions are almost universal in Marx1 .... 

analysis - even amongst those who reject the centrality 

of the concept of class consciousness itself (e.g. (Poulantzas). 

7. More will be said on this later. Marx himself never provides 

a satisfactory account of the conditions of existence of 



'objective' class interests. In so far as any attempt is 

made to deal with the question it rests upon a combination 

of factors. Generally, the mere 'fact' of exploitatlon is 

said to produce definite class interests and polarised political 

forGes bused upon them. As for working cla#,s interests 

thHSH are often presnted as a product of the proletarlat 

compril:ling a 'universal class'. This has a variety of 

connotations. In its simplest form it may refer merely to 

the fact that the proletariat is a 'majority' class 

(See Marx and Engels, 'Manifesto of the Communist Party', p.IIS). 

Alternately it may be argued that the proletariat is the 

first class whotw interests constitute genuinely sociuI 

interests, an argument usually associated with the proletariut's 

l:lupposed embodiment of human essence and freedom. In the 

'Paris MSS' for example, it is suggested that 'the 

emancipation of society from private property ... (takes) the 

politlcal form of the emancipation of the workers' Marx, 

1975, p.333. 

8. Poulantzas 'The New Petty Bourgeoisie', p.113. For a similar 

argument see Miliband, 1977, p.25. 

9. Hunt. 'The Identification of the Working Class', pp. 83-4. 

10. Wright, 1978, pp. 30-1. 

11. The literature on the working class 'boundary problem' is 

conSl derable . Apart from Poulantzas and Wri gh t, the 

following are amongst the more important contributors: 
f 

Becker, 1973-4, Nicolaus, 1967; Urry, 1973; Carchedi, 19t7. 

12. Poulantzas, 1975, p.201. 

13. That Poulantzas' claim is justified may be shown by an examination 

of any 'classical' Marxlst discussion of class. such as 

Mao, 1954. However, this fact neither establishes the 

validity of the 'structural determination of class' nor 

for that matter, the coherence of texts such as Mao's. 
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The problem concerns the nature of Marxism's 'recognition' 

of politics and ideology. 

14. Braverman, 1974, p.411. 

15. Hodges, 1961, p.25. 

16. Marx, 'Results of the Immediate Process of Production', p.l041. 

17. Thtirtl urtl cltlurly mWly other problems of a more specific 

nuture which can be identified in Poulantzas' argument. f'or 

example. there are serious problems concerning the distinction 

between 'economic', 'political' and 'ideological' relations. 

Why, to consider one case, should relations of production 

between supervisors and other wage labourers be deemed 

'political'? 

18. Marx, 1938, p.517. 

19. Marx, n.d. (b) p.397. Marx's distinction between productive 

and unproductive labour is by no means consistent. He 

insists that the definitions of productive and unproductive 

labour 'are not derived from the material characteristics 

of labour ... but from the definite social form, the social 

relations of production within which the labour is- realised', 

ibid, p.l53. This means that the same type of labour may 

be productive or unproductive according to the particular 

relations of production which encompass it. 

There is however, a second conception of productive labour 

to bA found in Marx's 'Supplementary Definition'. Here 

it is argued: 

(1) That the ent1re world of commodities, all spheres 

of material production are becoming formally or 

really subordinated to the CMP. 

(1i) That all labourers engaged in the product10n of 

commodities are wage labourers and the means of 

product10n confront them as capital. 
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(iii) That therefore it is characteristic of productive 

labourers that labour realises itself in commodities, 

in material wealth. 

Now some authors (e.g. Rubin, 1972) have claimed Harx's 

supplementary definition to be entirely ~onsistent with 

the initial definitions cited above, but even some 

defenders of Marx's supposed conl:listency have noted the 

peculiar equation of 'commodity' with 'material wealth' 

presented in the second statement. Gough, 1972, thougp 

noting the problem, seeks to gloss over any inconsiste~cy 

by quoting a further statement in which Marx criticises 

such vulgar materialism: 

'The materialisation etc. of labour is however, not to 

be taken in such a Scottish sense as Adam Smi th concei ves 

it. When we speak of the commodity as materialisation 

of labour - in the sense of its exchange value - this 

ltself is only an imaginery, that is to say, a purely 

social mode of existence of the commodity which has 

nothing to do with its corperal reality; it is conceived 

as a defini te quantity of social labour or of money. 

It may be that the concrete labour whose result it is 

leaves no trace in it', (Marx, n.d. (b), p.167). 

This argument is however, unconvincing. In the very 

passage where Marx illustrates 'concrete labour whose 

result it is leaves no trace in it' (the labour of 

transport - ibid., pp. 399-400), the concept uf J"l\ter;ul~:;'\tion 

is used in a qui te different sense - to make a distinction 

between material production (or the contribution to it) 

and 'mere' service. Marx's use of the category 'material 

commodity' - and the term can be found as early as page 

2 of Capital Volume I - constitutes a definite ambiguity in his 

wri tin~. Whatever denunciations he may make cannot eradicate 

that ambigui ty. 



20. For example, are commercial employees to be regarded as 

'middle classes', situated between workers and capitalists 

(Marx, cited in Bottomore and Rubel (eds), 1963, p.198) 

or 'commercial proletarians' (Engels' footnote 39(a) to 

Marx, 1974 (b)? 

21. Braverman, 1974, p.423. 

22. Wright, 1978, p.48. 

23 . i bid., p. 49 . 

24. ibid., p.6l. 

25. ibid., p.87. 

26. Marx, 1974 (b), p.300. Some writers (e.g. Anderson, 1974) 

argue quite wrongly that because groups such as commercial 

workers contribute to the expansion ot productive capital 

they are therefore productive labourers in the Marxian 

sense. 

27. Wright, 1978, p.l08. 

28. ibid., p.48. 

29. For the theoretical background to this see Poulantzas 1973, 

(b), p.65. 

30. Poulantzas, 1975, p.16. 

31. See Hirst, 'Economic Classes and Politics', p.132. 

32. Poulantzas, 1975, p.334. 

33. Lukacs, 1971, pp. 323-4. 

34. Balibar, 1977, p.116. 

35. ibid., p.230. 

36. Rainer, 1978, p.76. 

37. ibid., p.76. 

38. ibid., p.76. 

39. AlIen, 'The Differentiation of the Working Class', p.77. 

40. Hall 'The POlitical and Economic in Marx's Theory of Cl as's , 

p.35. 



41. Lenin, 1973, p.36, 

42. Anderson, 'The Limits and Possibilities of Trade Union 

Action', p.264. 

43. Beynon, 1973, p.l05. 

44. Lenin, 1973, p.117. 

45. ibid., p.47. 

46. ibid., p.117. 

47. Anderson, 'The Limits and Possibilities of Trade Union Action', 

p.272. 

48. Indeed the view is often expressed that there is an ever 

increasing tendency for unionist struggle to itself becom~ 

truly socialist struggle. Anderson, 'The Limits ... ' 

Wright, 1978, and Blackburn, 'The New Capitalism', 

have all argued that economic conflicts between capital 

and labour now take on an increasingly political character, 

to the extent that 'wage bargaining can in itself become 

a case for the abolition of wage slavery' (Anderson, 

'The Limits ... ', p.278). 

49. Marx and Engels, 'Manifesto of the Communist Party', p.120. 

50. Apart from that general pOint there are clearly a number 

of specific criticisms that can be directed at the MRrxi£t 

concept of class conflict. One which is of particular 

significance concerns its effect on the analysis of 

particular forms of political conflict. The problem is 

similar to that discussed in the criticism of npo-Weberianism 

in Chapter Three. In that, and in the Marxi&~ case, the 

consequence of regarding conflict as ubiquitous and in

evitable - and 1n the case of Marxism class-based - is to hp 

unable to say anything of SUbstance about particular forms 

of conflict. 

51. Lenin, 1973, p.4B. 

52. ibid., p.52. 
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53. Poulantzas, 1975, p.334. 

54. ibid., p.297. 

55. Cited·lin Hirst, 'Economic Classes and Politics' p.126. 

56. A good example may be found in Lane, 1974, pp. 264-5. 

Though adopting Leninist cater,ories, Lane clearly recognises 

that the unionist form of political practice takes place 

under definite social conditions which have specific 

effects. Thus, political outcome and effectivity is not 

a function of the level of recognition of class interest 

by class consciousness, but is defined by a variety of 

social factors - level of employment, extent of legal 

restriction on activity and on use of funds, mode of 

organisation etc. 

57. For example, Marx and Engels often merely 'hedge their bets' 

Engels gives himself ample room for manoevre between class 

relations and politics when he tells us that political 

parties are 'the more or less adequate expression' of 

classes and fractions of classes, Engels, 'Introduction' to 

'The Class Struggles in France, 1848-50', p.187. 

58. Poulantzas, 1975, p.16 adopts this view, claiming that 

Marxism cannot abandon the materialist distinction between 

structures and practices. The greater part of his own 

analysts of course, does precisely that. 
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CHAnTER Elf-HT: RE~ERENC~S A~n NOTES 

1. Durkheim, 1964, (a), 0.131. 

2. ~iliband, 1977, 0.28. 

3. i bid., pp. 18 -19 . 

4. Hall, 'The Political and Economic tn "arx's "'heory of ClasR', 

pp. 55 and 5f). 

5. ibid., 0.47. 

6. See for examnle, the re~erence to 'classes and their nolitical 

forms of appearance', ibid., 0.11. 

7. ibid.,' .47. Admittedl", f!al1 could still learn from one of 

his mentors, Poulant~as, for whom: 

'The effectiveness of the structure on the field o-F oracticps 

is thus itself limited by the intervention of oolitical oractlre 

on the structure'. Poulantzas, 1973, (b), p.95. 

8. Pr~eworski, 1977. 

9 . i bid., P. 367 . 

10. ibi d. , ' .367. 

11. ib! d. , n . 4()1 . 

l~. ibid. , 00. 368, 373, 377. 

13. ibid. , pp. 373-77. 

14. Cutler et al. 1977, n. 1 ~R. 

15. ibid., 0.313. See np. 3ll-~12 for a -Fuller exnosition. 

16. ibid., p.224. 

17. See ibid., pp.~, 107 ff., 1~4 f-F. See also Hindess and Htrst 

1977. 

18. Cutler et al . , 1977, 0. 238. 

19. Cutler ~t al . , 1978, p.2~R. 

20. Cutler et al. , 1977, p.:ns. 

21. ibid. , p.232. 

22. See especially ibid. , Chapter 11. 

23. ibid. , p.265. 

24. ibid. , p. 169 etc. 



25. ibid., p.169. 

26. Marx, 193H, p.xix. Both editions of 'Capital, Volume I' 

referred to in the present text (1938 and 1976) translate 

• 
the passage in this way. Cutler et al., however, suggest 

that Marxism conceives agents as 'personifications of 

economic functions', 1977, p.3. 

27. Cutler et al., 1977, pp.264-5. 

28. ibid., p.318 etc. 

29. ibid., p.24l, emphasis added. 

30. ibid., p.267. 

31. ibid., p.183. 

32. ibid., p.23l. 

33. ibid., p.3l2. 

34. Cutler et al., 1978, p.257. For a clearer version ot this 

argument see Hirst 'Economic Cl~sses and Politics', p.130. 

It is suggested below that because of the retention of the 

class concept the texts in question are unable to suggest 

how an analysis of such 'specific relations' might be developed, 

35. Cutler et al., 1977, p.13l. 

36. Hirst, 'Economic Classes and Politics', p.131. 

37. See especially Cutler et al., 1977, Chapters 10 and 11. 

38. Cutler et al., 1979, p.335. 
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